Mapping Romania - notes from
an unfinished journey
To enter into the subjective life of another culture – its symbolic codes, its overt beliefs and implicit
assumptions – requires, as any immigrant or nomad can tell you, a considerable effort of consciousness and
imagination; a kind of stretching of self towards the other - and a gradual grasp of differences which are
sometimes imperceptible and subtle. …..
Cultures are neither static nor monolithic organisms – they are complex, changeable and internally diverse.
What is considered healthily assertive in one culture may be seen as aggressive or hostile in another; certain
kinds of personal disclosure which may seem quite unproblematic in one society may be seen as embarrassing or
entirely unacceptable elsewhere……
We live in a world in which various kinds of cross-national movement – migrations, travel, various kinds of both
enforced and voluntary nomadism – are ever on the rise…
If we are to meet with each other on the basis of trust rather than tension or insidious indifference, we need
to have ways of getting acquainted with each other which are more than cursory, or purely instrumental. But
how can this be accomplished?
What kind of knowledge is needed to feed meaningful cross-cultural contacts?
Inner Lives of Cultures (2011) ed Eva Hoffman

2016; Sirnea

Ronald G Young
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This is an update of an edition I first published in mid 2014.
It retains the same structure; and has simply added an (admittedly substantial!) section of my
Romanian blog posts since 2010 - to give a sense of living in the country.
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Dedicated to Daniela - whose love and insights have given me a
certain understanding of Romania

Also in fond memory of Maritsa - our dear departed neighbour in Sirnea …….
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Preface
How do we begin to get a handle on a country –
let alone try to penetrate its soul?
As a nomad for the past 25 years who has lived,
for extended periods of time, in eleven
countries during those years this is a question
which I find of increasing fascination. For the
past few years “I have been commuting” – as
they say in all the best book blurbs –
……….“between homes in…… the Carpathian
Mountains, Bucharest and Sofia”.
The book has its origin in a ten-part series of
blogposts I did in early 2014 on things
Romanian - which can be accessed at Balkan and Carpathian Musings. These had been triggered by
an account of a recent walk which an ex-pat Irishman did in mid-winter from the northern part of
Maramures (just at the border with Ukraine) down to Bucharest. I started with a list of accounts
which other foreigners had written over the years about Romania – since I’ve had an apartment and
house here for some twyenty years - and then realized that, having blogged extensively about
Bulgaria and Germany in 2013 (and produced a little book about Bulgarian painting), the accounts
needed to be evened a bit…..
In 2014 one of my daughters was making her first visit to my Carpathian mountain house and had
asked for some advance reading. A “know-it-all” father is a real bore but fortunately she is an
experienced traveller with a mind of her own. Hopefully it will be useful to all readers for dipping
into..
Romania is not exactly one of the most visited countries in the world! Go to any of the huge sections
in a European bookshop which deal with travel (German bookshops seem to have the largest – they
are serious travellers!) and you will be lucky to find even there more than 3-4 titles about the
country.
But good material about Romania can be found in other sections and places. Indeed I have been
surprised ,as I explored the net for these posts, by the amount of relevant material – except that I
shouldn’t be surprised….it’s a big country after all - 20-odd million people – a lot of whom are (and
have been) very highly educated. Indeed you could argue that the Romanian intellectual is so clever
as to be almost off the planet!
My purpose, in these pages, is to act as a guide to what is available in the various fields you can
encounter in Romania – using all the senses at your disposal.
It is for the reader to click the various hyperlinks and decide what to follow through – what
articles and excerpts to read…..; what paintings, pictures and landscapes to view…..; what music to
listen to……
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1. Introduction
1.1 A Pot-pourri
This is an odd collection of material about a country which I’ve known for 25 years….
My first encounter was in 1991 (an amazing 6 month assignment for the WHO in all of recently
“liberated” countries). My Romanian week took me in an ambulance to places such as Alba Iulia,
Brasov and Iasi and meetings with University Heads, Church dignitaries and various types of
politician. I returned a year later for a year’s project in the Prime Minister’s Office and bought my
Carpathian mountain house in 2000 - but it is only in the last 8 years that I have been able to enjoy
properly what the house and location offer.
After 7 years of working in Central Asia, I felt in 2007 that it was time to see how reform was
dealing with central Europe and took an initial project in Bulgaria – designed to help develop the
system of training for local professionals who were trying to implement the impenetrable
requirements of EU membership which are placed on municipalities and business. I had come from 5
years of advising the Presidential Offices in Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan and 2 years of working with
municipalities in Kyrgyzstan – so I was curious to see what the new “Balkan intrigues” looked like.
In Sofia it seemed to be a strange mixture of local power systems; EC diktat; and the financial and
political blandishments of foreign players such as the Italian company who had, against expectation,
won our project. Clearly, some players were displeased and made it difficult for our project to start.
This gave me the time and opportunity for me to stamp my own imprint on project terms of
reference which simply did not make sense…Some of this story is
told in Learning from Experience
Then, in 2009, I had the chance to experience Romanian systems
for the first time for 20 years when I was offered a year’s
assignment with the National Institute of Administration (INA).
But I could take the poisonous mixture of Romanian and European
systems for less than a month!
I am used to being given my head and was now operating with a
high-handed European programme which brooked no attempts to
shape activities to the local context. It simply didn’t seem to
occur to Brussels that “monitoring”, for example, was an activity
with which communist regimes were thoroughly familiar (and
could indeed teach the eurocrats a trick or two!). I was expected
to list my daily activities and had no hesitation about including in
this facetious sheet a record of my toilet visits……
Sorin Ionitsa is a Romanian policy analyst who has described the
mix very well in his paper Poor Policy-Making. parts of which I
have included in the Annexes. In that paper, he dryly comments –
“Even before Communism, to be an official, a state employee or a lawyer was much more common
among the national bourgeoisie than to become an industrialist or merchant: because, as a reflection
of pervasive rent-seeking, political entrepreneurship was much more lucrative than economic
entrepreneurship”
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The odd collection consists of three elements –
 First an exhaustive annotated list of writing (mainly in English) about the diverse cultural
aspects of Romania – whether music, photography, literature, buildings, cinema……with
hundreds of hyperlinks………you just dip in and view, read or listen as the mood takes
you…These lists are interspersed with excerpts from papers and books to give more depth….


I have, secondly, selected (for the Annexes) some substantial articles which seem to me to
capture an important aspect of the “soul” of the country – one is a harrowing description
which appeared in the New York Review of Books in the 1980s (but written by a Romanian)
of the suffering being experienced then by the Romanian people; another is a fairly
coroscating view of the country in 2000 by the famopus historian Tony Judt; the third
contains excerpts from the Ionitsa paper from which I;ve quoted; and the final article is
one on the new wave of Romanian cinema which I’ve included simply because the themes
represented in the films capture so well the concerns of contemporary Romania…. The
political system here is a joke – with similarities to (but worse than) the Italian. Generally I
try to resist such cultural jibes and hope that those parts of the Annex which deal with
that aspect of culture will not cause offence to my Romanian friends…..



The third element in the collection are the 60-odd pieces I’ve posted about Romania on my
blog – Balkan and Carpathian Musings – since 2010. The most personal of the sections…..

If you are a reasonably conscientious visitor - relying on the written word for your exploration of
Romania - you will start looking at  Travel guides
 Travelogues – which can be divided into the serious or the (sadly increasing number of)
tongue-in-cheek type
 histories - which deal with what are considered to be the key events in the shaping of a
nation
If you are really adventurous, you will want to find  novels;
 memoirs and diaries – of “distinguished” people
 social and cultural histories (including jokes) –
which give insights into how ordinary people lived their
lives
 blogs
 magazines
But there are an equal number of other generally nonverbal ways of trying to enter the spirit of a country photographs
 paintings and caricatures
 buildings
 conversations and encounters
 friendships
 music
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food and wine
television, films and plays

That’s at least 16 different perspectives – no wonder we get confused! And I forgot the most
important – “walking and exploring”……………………I don’t say anything about that, however, since it well
covered in other books – or blogs…But I have added some sites…….
The Guide which follows has separate sections on most of the genres in the list – but first let me
say something about the selection of topics and the order in which they appear….
I have tried to put myself in the mind of a cultured person who will be coming to the country and
wants to do a bit of homework in advance.
Starting with a list of blogs may be unusual –
but what easier way to get a sense of a
country than seeing it through the eyes of
someone (whether ex-pat or local) who has
been sufficiently enthused about a country
that they themselves then try to catch and
convey some impressions? By the way, be
aware that “pat” means “bed” in Romanian! I’ve
been rather lazy about trying to learn the
language – but it’s not a difficult one and you
should certainly try to pick up a few phrases….
As a nomad, based variously in central Europe,
the Balkans, Central Asia and the Caucasus and
having resided in the past 30 years at more than 30 different addresses, it’s hardly surprising that
I am drawn to travel literature – the scribbles of those who seek to give us a sense of life in other
places – mixing land- (or town-) scapes, portraits, the serendipidy of encounters and history. An
article which listed a few of the greats suggested that travel writing is a neglected genre –
although it has attracted some great literary talent eg Patrick Leigh-Fermour whose books start
that section here.
Sections on literature, histories and memoirs follow – before turning to painting, photography and
cinema. I have also included small sections on walking and exploring – in both Bucharest and the
countryside.
And, at this stage, let me make a strong plug for Vlad Nicolescu’s The English bookshop which
should be one of the first place any visitor to Bucharest should make for – simply the best English
bookshop in central Europe!!

1.2 What you will find – and what not
This is most decidedly not a travel guide. These are easily obtained - I’m told (by the travel group
Beyond the Forest) that The Rough Guide to Romania (5th edition) is “the must-have general guide
for anybody travelling to or interested in Romania” although I have never actually seen it.
Caroline Juler’s quite excellent Blue Guide to Romania; (2000) – now, be warned, difficult to buy covers cultural and historical aspects rather than the logistical.
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That same site also has an interesting list of books for the discriminating visitor (the Blue Guide
lists 4 pages of cultural and historical titles you
won’t find in other guide books).
The Complete Insider’s Guide to Romania 2013 is a
fairly basic guide to the country for those wanting
to move around, find out about bus, train and taxi
systems and, generally, negotiate eating, disco and
other habits…..but don’t expect anything
cultural……
Its intro and 30 page section on “People in Romania”
make it, however, worth looking at.
Apart from the Rough and Blue Guides, the other
books I would recommend for the visitor are  Romania, Bucharest and Beyond – City
Compass 2016 is a well-produced and
useful booklet of more than 200 pages. It
has become an annual event incorporating
therefore the most up-to-date advice on what’s worth seeing…
 “A Cultural Journey” produced by the Culture Ministry has stunning photographs of
Romanian monuments and useful material on prominent Romanians
 The Pallas Guide to Romania (2009); edited by John Villiers is a cultural treatment of the
country and not a travel guide – devoting space to such topics as the wooden and painted
churches, glass icons, music, wildlife and Bucharest architecture. As with all Pallas Guides, it
has superb old black and white graphics and photos – and rates in my collection of “beautiful
books”. It also has almost 100 book references (mainly histories). I have several copies….
 Mountains of Romania is a lovely guide for the hill-walker and is generally in print. For those
who want to explore the countryside, there are some particular maps I would recommend –
not easy to find eg a “Panorama” map of Southern Transylvania from here.
 Transylvania (Bradt Travel Guide 2008) as befits these guides, is strong on conservation
and cultural aspects but now sadly out of date as far as practical information is concerned…

1.3 A Word about prisms – and preconceptions
Language is one of the most obvious prisms through which our impressions as readers are (twice)
filtered – first the language skills of the writer and then of our own as readers, limiting most us (if
only for reasons of accessibility and time) to those books written in English.
I have, for example, a copy of a delightful 1998 book produced by a Frenchman (with photos by an
Italian) – Rhapsodie Roumaine – which I’ve just discovered in English and accessible on google The
Romanian Rhapsody; an overlooked corner of Europe by D. Fernandez and F Ferranti (2000); and
also copies of a couple of German Travel Guides on Rumanien - Dumont’s (2008) and Baedeker’s
(2009) – both very impressive compared with their British equivalents (I learned, for example, from
a casual dip that the famous French photographer Brassai was Transylvanian - which is not noted in
the British Guides). Curiously, although there is a French bookshop in Bucharest, there is no German
bookshop – and the Brasov one restricts itself to books on the Saxons in Transylvania.
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But it is the language barrier which makes most
novels, social histories and memoirs inaccessible.
So commercial practices are the second prism –
for example my old neighbours still get a lot of
French visitors because they are (quite rightly!)
listed in one of the French Guide Books (“les
Routiers” I think) as offering a quite lovely and
typical traditional rural experience.
The prejudice of authors, of course, is the final
and perhaps most important prism we have to
be aware of…….not just individual but collective
– as various accounts of this genre about
British travel in the Balkans in the last century
have shown me recently. One, complete with about 500 bibliographical references, is a PhD thesis The Debated Lands - which looks first at the motifs of discord, savagery, backwardness and
obfuscation which characterise the 19th century books about the area.
In the approach to the First World War all of at changed; specific countries were embraced by
economic and military alliances and some countries acquired what has been called a "pet state"
status. Todorova sums up as the pet state approach to south-east Europe:
“the choosing from amongst the Balkan states a people whose predicaments to abhor, whose
history and indigenous leaders to commend, whose political grievances to air, and whose national
aspirations to advocate”.
In this way Montenegrins, Serbs, Greeks, Bulgarians and Albanians were all, at different times,
picked out for laudatory comment.
Until reading these books, I had not realised, for example, how many British women volunteered for
duty in the Serbian field hospitals and how media and literary coverage of this phenomenon brought
that country into the British consciousness - and how positively. That was followed by a strand of
writing in the late 1920s which took the romanticisation into deeper territory – with a revolt
against western modernity and mass society –
From the end of the First World War until the outbreak of the Second, travelers were finding in this
previously depraved corner of Europe…. " a peace, harmony, vivacity and pastoral beauty in utmost contrast to
the perceived barrenness of the West, and which produced benefits for those weary of modernity that ranged
from personal rejuvenation to outright revelation”.
According to this alternative balkanism, violence had disappeared from the region, savagery became tamed,
obfuscation turned to honesty and clarity, and the extreme backwardness that had formerly been the gauge of
Balkan shortcoming was now the very measure by which it was extolled. For many travelers, any mystery that
did remain around the geographical object became less the marker of a befuddled and dishonest culture than a
vital indication of spiritual depth…….

Andras Carmen has a good “take” on foreign perceptions of Romania over the years - as reflected in
novels. Two good 19th century examples which you can actually read in full online are –
 “Danubian Principalities; the frontier lands of the Christian and of the Turk” (1854)
 “Land Beyond the Forest” (1888) ; about Transylvania
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2. Blogs about Romania
Let’s start with some great Romanian blogs
(generally in English) about the beauty of
landscape, buildings and art which you can
find in this country.
 A Patriot’s Guide to Romania is a
blog which gives good detail (and
pics) about various famous Romanian
buildings and sites.
 My Heart to your Heart is a
painting blog which contains an
important section with selection of
some 70 Romanian painters of the
old school
 Historical Houses of Romania is an
excellent site maintained by
Valentin Mandache – who also
organises walks around the
architectural jewels of Bucharest (and sometimes Tirgovishte).
 Bucharestian is an impressive site maintained by Alexandru Dumitru. Try his archives
 Bukres “a blog about a city we all love to hate” is not so much a blog these days as a
resource
 Monuments is a great site presenting superb photographs of castles and other Romanian
monuments.
 True Romania was a regular blog which gives useful information about historical Romanians
and sites - operated by a teacher and pupils at Ludus secondary school. Sadly the blog
stopped posting in 2011 – but the archives go back 6 years and offer a great source
 Expat in Romania is a fairly infrequent blog of a Romanian whom lived in Canada for many
years and has now returned to Cluj
Apart from my own blog – Balkan and Carpathian Musings - I know of half a dozen ex-pat blogs
which have a Romanian base –
 Bucharest Life is an ex-pat site run by Craig Turp dealing with
issues of everyday life in the city. His blog updates that and has a
special section giving examples of the highly annoying habit of parking on
the pavements! He also publishes the annual Bucharest In Your Pocket
 PVE Wood writes A Political Refugee from the global village - the
sort of idiosyncratic blog which befits a self-confessed High Tory. He’s
an “Englishman in love with Bucharest’s blowsy charms” who apparently
came to live here in 1998; works as a “headhunter”; and blogs regularly.
His posts in 2010 are good on various aspects of Romanian history and
the disappearing charm of Bucharest
 Andy Hockley’s blog has the catchy title Csikszreda Musings that being the Hungarian name for Miercurea Ciuc – which, to me, always sounds like
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“Wednesday beer” (Ciuc being one of the big beers here). He’s been here since 2004 and
some of the early entries are good – but, understandably, his blogposts have fallen off in
the last 2 years. His posts about English politics suggest that he too is a Conservative.
An American in Cluj has a blog which used to be called “I’m more Romanian than you” but now
seems to be called, more modestly, “Eye on Romania”. He’s a more recent arrival; is chatty;
and gives the reader some Romanian words. He has also produced a Complete Insiders’ Guide
to Romania which is fairly basic but with a few interesting points.
The rather sad end of one Englishman’s blog (and life here) is told at Transylvanian
Horseman

Finally three bloggers who focus on Romania – but from abroad
 Sarah in Romania is probably the best blogger about Romania. She is actually based (still I
think) in Paris. Her posts (which go back to 2007) are always instructive and opinionated –
whether for example about the rapacious behavior of city mayor Oprescu and other political
scandals; or about historical characters. This post, on the superb Mogosoira Palace on the
outskirts of Bucharest, shows the positive side of her blog. The site has “diaporamas” on all
the main cities eg Brasov here
 The Bucharest Lounge is written from Sweden and has been operating for a couple of years.
It is a sweet window on the more spiritual side of the country
 Carpathian Sheep Walk may not frequently post – but is always worth reading since it comes
from Caroline Juler, the author of the excellent Blue Guide to Romania – for my money far
and away the best guide to the country. One post gave very useful background on how the
EU farm policy affects the country
Romania has millions of small-holdings which are not considered commercially viable but which
support the people who run them. Calling them subsistence farmers implies that they are unable to support
themselves in any way, which isn't necessarily the case.
A lot of 'subsistence' farms produce food for the families who work on them, and in Romania the coldly
bureaucratic notion of a subsistence farm is so alien to the character of a small, working family farm that it's
laughable.
Romanians use the term gospodarie, which means home, hearth, the centre of the family, a spiritual haven, a
place where people grow real food rather than the processed muck that global corporations want everyone to
buy, they embody self-reliance and self-sufficiency, and encompass hundreds of years of tradition and
history... If the world had more gospodarii, we might have less starvation.

Juler’s blog is part of a larger website which encompasses her other interests.
Her post reminded me of this article on Traditional farming in Transylvania which appeared recently
in the National Geographic magazine
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3. Travelogues
Romania is a large country – but remote - several days of driving are required before travellers
from northern Europe will reach Bucharest in its south. Despite this, some have chosen to walk or
cycle!
I have identified at least twenty Travelogues which take in Romania – about half of them having the
larger scope of the Danube, with the rest focusing on Romania.
A very few predate the war – but most of
those currently available understandably cover
the post Ceaucescu period.

3.1 Interwar years
Undoubtedly the most famous travel writer for
this part of the world was Patrick Leigh
Fermour (generally known as Paddy) whose
trilogy about his walk from the English Channel
to Istanbul in 1933 was finished only last year.
 A Time of Gifts (1977) covered mainly
his experience of Nazi Germany;
 Between the Woods and the Water
(1986) of Hungarian aristocratic houses in


Transylvania; and, after a 25-year gap,
The Broken Road (2013) dealt mainly with the Bulgarian and Greek sections of his trip.

Paddy’s writing is quite exquisite. He led a very full life – a website is devoted to his memory; and a
great biography came out quite recently.
At about the same time that teenager Leigh Fermour was walking through Romania, aristocratic
Sacharverell Sitwell was motoring and gave us Romanian Journey (1938)
“Romania Revisited – on the trail of English travellers 1602-1941” was published by 1999 Alan Ogden
but the same author also edited an Englishman’s description of Romanian villages in the 1930s –
“Romanian Furrow - Colourful Experiences of Village Life”; Donald Hall (Author) and Alan Ogden
(Editor) (2007). Sadly neither of these books is currently available.
Also Walter Starkie's “Raggle-Taggle: Adventures with a Fiddle in Hungary and Romania” (1933)
also seems a wonderdul travelogue from that period…...

3.2 The Communist Era
“Stealing from a deep place” by Brian Hall (1985) recounts experiences touring by bicycle through
Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary, a two-year trip (1982-1984) made possible by a travel fellowship.
"He focuses", the blurb tells us, "on the political milieu which has led to food shortages and
inadequate housing for a growing proportion of the population. Among the private citizens of the
countries visited, he found great warmth and curiosity coexisting with an avarice and mistrust
brought about by necessity".
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Claudio Magris’ Danube (1989) is the most scholarly and is “neither a travel book, nor vast prose
poem, nor a history, nor philosophy, nor voyage of discovery, but often all at once” – using the river
to muse on the history and literature of central Europe.

3.3 The first decade after 1989
Clearly travel was easier after the Wall fell– although I know of only 5 books covering the 1990s  In another Europe - a journey to Romania Georgina Harding (1991) – who managed to cycle
across Hungary and Romania in 1988! See also part 2 of this post (novels)
 Transylvania and Beyond (1992); another bicycle trip, this time by the indefatigable and
great Irish writer, Dervla Murphy as she ventures into a country whose borders were open
for the first time for 50 years

Looking for Gheorge; Love and Death in Romania; by Helena Drysdale (1992 ), Travelling with

friends through Romania in 1979, Helena Drysdale met George Cupar, an Orthodox priest-poet. They
drank wine in Transylvanian forests and, avoiding the secret police, camped together beneath the
Carpathian moon. When she returned home, George wrote her letters full of criticism of the Romanian
regime, and asked her to marry him and to help him escape. Abruptly the letters stopped. After the
revolution in 1989 Helena Drysdale returned to Romania, a country trapped in a labyrinth of postCommunist paranoia, in search of George.




Clear Waters Arising by Nicolas Crane (1997) was actually a walk over the mountains which
stretch from Spain to Romania.
The Romanian Rhapsody; an overlooked corner of Europe; by D. Fernandez and F Ferranti
(2000). A delightful mix of opinionated) text and black and white photographs – based on 4
visits made in the 1990s

3.4 The Past Decade
Recent years have seen a little more interest – with two superb photo texts heading the list in more
senses than one  The Color of Hay – the peasants of Maramures by Katherine McLaughlin (2003) is a
photographic account of a two-year stay in the Maramures area
https://www.facebook.com/colorofhay/
 Searching for Sarmizegetusa – journeys to the heart of rural Romania; Carline Juler (2003)
 Transylvania by Bronwen Riley and photographer Dan Dinescu (2007).
 “Moons and Aurochs; a Romanian Journey”; Alan Ogden (2007) is out of print
 Blue River; Black Sea – a journey along the Danube into the heart of the New Europe;
Andrew Eames (2009)
The catalyst for the book was a trip I made to Transylvania, where I stumbled into an almost
medieval landscape that I never dreamed still existed in Europe, of scything farmers and their
fruit-collecting children, of horses and carts, of wells in the villages, wolves in the woods and
bears in the hills. The storybook detail was captivating. The storks on the chimney stacks,
clapping their beaks when their youngsters stood up. The chicks in homemade chicken runs on
the roadside verges. the little smoking huts in every yard, breadmaking ovens for summer use.
And the daily cow parade, when all the villagers' cattle brought themselves back from the
fields punctually at milking time and wandered down the main street until they reached their
owners' houses, where the gates would be standing open to welcome them home. Transylvania
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seemed a mythical place, one where you literally didn't count your chickens until they hatched,
and one where you made sure you made hay while the sun shone










Along the Enchanted Way by William Blacker (2010) an upper-class Englishmen who chose to
live first in Maramures and then in Transylvania for a few years, conducting a couple (openly
admitted) of love affairs with gypsies in the course of the latter - but writing beautifully
before disappearing to Italian and English country houses
To Romania, with Love by Tessa Dunlop (2012) is written by a woman who now broadcasts
and writes for the BBC
Never Mind the Balkans – here’s Romania by Mike Ormsby (2012) is difficult to categorise amusing sketches of contemporary life in Romania written by an ex-pat
The Way of the Crosses; Peter Hurley (2013) who made a snowy pilgrimage from Sapanta on
the border with Ukraine arriving in mid December in Bucharest, overnighting mostly in
village houses on the rural tracks he was using. Hurley has been resident in the country for
almost 20 years and has developed a variety of musical and rural networks from his work some of whom are tapped for hospitality. Most of his overnight stays, however, are made in
houses he chances upon late in the evenings as he finishes his daily treks and whose
impecunious residents clearly take to this eccentric visitor.....The book’s descriptions of the
landscape make it a charming read and it contains several positive stories of (sadly rare)
cooperative work in some villages for the production of milk and apple juice; of those
practising craft skills which are (also sadly) disappearing; and of at least one good priest
doing (very) good work (interestingly in Cristian near my own village).
Nick Hunt’s Walking the Woods and the Water (2014) retraces the steps which LeighFermour took in 1933. He kept a blog while he was doing it – and has some great entries eg
here
Times New Romanian – voices and narrative from Romania by Nigel Shakespear (2014) which
gives some 15 ex-pats in Romania the opportunity to share their experiences….…

Bronwen Riley has this to say about her book on Transylvania –
Throughout its history, Transylvania held a distinct position as a frontier zone on the border between East and West. The
Carpathian Mountains form a natural boundary between the old principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia that, together with
Transylvania, now make up modern-day Romania. Transylvania's architecture and its mixture of people are a product of its
history as precarious border country. The Transylvanians absorbed eastern and western influences, creating something
original out of them. Many people have claimed Transylvania as their own, feeling strongly that it belonged to them. The
Italian academic and writer Claudio Magris describes its tangled history as 'an intricate web of disagreements, crosspurposes and clashes'.
It is almost impossible to find a neutral history of Transylvania, and accounts of the origin of its inhabitants and political
events vary widely according to the author's nationality.
For most of its recorded history, Transylvania was Hungarian territory and became part of the Habsburg Empire in 1691. Its
fortunes were bound up closely to those of Central Europe. Following the Austro-Hungarian Empire's collapse in 1918, it was
surrendered to Romania. Romanians regard Transylvania as the 'cradle' of their culture, claiming their descent as a nation
from Roman colonists and native Dacians, a branch of the Thracians, whose capital, Sarmizegetusa Regia, was in the heart of
Transylvania. The Hungarians still revere Transylvania as the place where the purest forms of their culture are preserved.
Faced with such a rich array of peoples and histories, this book is selective and focuses on the Saxon towns and villages, the
isolated settlements of the Apuseni and the rich traditions of Maramureş. This subjective viewpoint will no doubt be
controversial—in a country that has been fought over for so long, everything is potentially contentious. The region known as
Maramureş is included, which, although historically under Hungarian rule, was officially never part of Transylvania.
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Transylvania is unique now in Europe, for here can be found a primal life in the forests and mountains alongside wild animals.
This way of life was once common to all Europeans but is now completely lost. The region, on the very edge of Europe, seems
also to be on the edge of time. It contains a link with a remote history that stretches back well into pagan times. The past
hangs heavily over the land. There is something about this country that makes people yearn for it, for lost nations and
empires, for a rural innocence that may never have existed.
This book portrays a way of life, miraculously preserved into the twenty-first century, that is fast disappearing. The country
presented in these pages is one of rural loveliness: there are no ugly apartment blocks, polluting factories or distressing
orphanages. Romania receives much negative press, and one rarely hears anything but its worst aspects.
One of the greatest surprises for the visitor to Transylvania is this sense of a place that is remarkably different, that is
somehow set outside time and preserves a life and a landscape lost to the rest of Europe. This is not a recent phenomenon
but one that travellers have remarked on for centuries travellers to Transylvania expressed amazement at a
country that seemed not just old-fashioned but of another
world. Jules Verne set his gothic novel, A Castle in the
Carpathians, here in 1895. Emily Gerard, whose accounts of
life in Transylvania in the 1880s provided inspirational
background material to Bram Stoker'sDracula, described
it as a hiding place for the supernatural, untouched by the
advance of science.
Max Weber, the German sociologist, wrote about the
disenchantment of the world, by which he meant that
people once saw the world in which they lived as enchanted
and this belief has been in decline ever since. Romania is
the last place in Europe that despite, or perhaps because
of, its recent past still retains some of that magic.
There is only a hint of it now, in remote villages and in the
mountains and forests. Visitors saw this magical, fragile
world already under threat a century ago, warning that the traditions, superstitions and even parts of the population itself
were in danger of extinction.
Somehow that world struggled on through two World Wars. It was kept artificially alive by the great economic failure of
Communism. Now capitalism and membership of the European Union will wipe out in a handful of years what Communism failed
to do in nearly 50.
The disappearance of the Saxon population has been one of Transylvania's great losses. Less than a year after the Romanian
revolution of December 1989, three-quarters of the Transylvanian Saxons returned to Germany, almost 900 years after
their arrival. Right up to that time, they had preserved dress, customs and a dialect that would have been more familiar to
Hans Holbein in the sixteenth century than to a modern-day German. It was no wonder that some people thought the Pied
Piper had spirited away the children of Hamelin to Transylvania.
Now mainly the old are left and the sight of anyone in traditional dress is rare, although a visitor to a Saxon church may still
hear the occasional greeting of Grüss Gott from a Saxon who chose to stay behind. Although so many have gone, their
extraordinary fortified churches and villages remain, as does the surrounding countryside with a rich diversity of
wildflowers, birds, insects and animals that was lost in Western Europe years ago. The dilemma now is what to do with a
precious European landscape largely untouched by the modern age.

A book which is difficult to classify is “Mai romani decat romanii? De ce strainii se indragostesc de
Romania” (More Romanian than the Romanians? Why foreigners fall in love with Romania) ed by
Sandra Pralong (Polirom 2013); it’s a 400 page book (only in Romanian) of expat tales of life in
Romania and contains a collection of stories written by expats on their experiences of their
adopted home. There are some high profile names among the authors: starting with the founder of
the emergency ambulance service Raed Arafat.
A few years back someone had the bright idea of interviewing a few ex-pats here about their lives –
quite substantial chats, in one case more than hour – can still be seen at Romania Through their
Eyes. Sadly they managed only about 8 interviews.
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3.5 Some Videos
A three-part documentary called Wild Carpathians is worth watching – provided you can stomach
the upper-class accent of the presenter (one Charles Oatley) and his bloody helicopter with which
the first episode starts. Episode Two is here - and three here.
Rosia Montana in Transylvania is currently the site of an intense environmental struggle (against a
foreign gold-mining operation). Town on the brink is a powerful documentary about it - more than an
hour’s viewing – with some great aerial shots of the area
And here is a presentation of the Szekely.
(Hungarian-speaking) part of Transylvania. Also some “diaporamas” of the larger Romanian cities.

4. Literature – Home and Away
4.1 The classics
Romania is a very literary nation – more so than most of its neighbours. Best known are  Mihai Eminescu (1850-1889); poet
 Ion Luca Cariagale (1852-1912) dramatist and writer. The Wikipedia entry is a very full one
and gives a great sense of his life and times. Still a beloved figure for the gentle humour
with which he portrays social roles and human foibles.
 Lucian Blaga (1895-1961); philosopher and poet
 Mircea Eliade (1907-1986); writer on myths and religion
 Eugen Ionescu (1909-1994) dramatist – and great exponent of the “ridiculous”. He spent
most of his life in France (with 16 years in total in Romania during the period 1925-1942).
Paris Review had a good interview with him.
 Emil Cioran (1911-1995) essayist who lived in poverty in Paris from 1937 and whose work has
been called "a philosophical romance on the modern themes of alienation, absurdity,
boredom, futility, decay, the tyranny of history, the vulgarities of change, awareness as
agony, reason as disease".
An excellent book Romanian writers on writing (2011) edited by Norman Manea gives us the brief
details of the lives of almost 100 Romanian writers since Eminescu – and a short extract from each.
The discussion thread of this blogpost from Bucharest Life also gives some good suggestions and
the “comments” section of this bookblog a few years’ back gave more than 50 suggestions.
And the books mentioned on
 World Literature Forum - and
 Good Reads
show the amazing depth of Romanian literature. For a sense of Romania in the period between the
two World Wars, I would strongly recommend Miklos Banffy, Gregor von Rezzori and Mihai
Sebastian although the first two are not reallyy considered to be Romanian by the locals.
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Miklos Banffy (who straddled the worlds of Budapest and Cluj (which became part of Transylvania
in 1919) wrote in Hungarian. And Gregor von Rezzori’s childhood world was over the border in the
Ukraine. Although his early adult years knew Bucharest as his capital he wrote mostly in German.
The amount of space I devote to these two authors will, however, be seen as little short of lesemajeste by my Romanian friends – and in no way reflecting the reality of Romanian writing – classical
and contemporary. I can only plead the selectivity of translators as my excuse…
Miklos Banffy
The Transylvanian Trilogy gave us s living in the first couple of decades of the 20 thcentury. Banffy’s
trilogy was originally published in Hungarian in the 1930s and has taken all of 75 years to become
appreciated in the English-speaking world as the literary masterpiece it is. The three books are  They Were Counted
 They Were Found Wanting; and
 They Were Divided
The author was Count Miklos Banffy who had a huge ancestral estate in Transylvania, but was also a politician
in the Austro-Hungarian empire and after WW I he became Hungary's Foreign Minister. The central character
in the trilogy is Count Balint Abady, and we follow his story
through the ten years leading up to the outbreak of WW I.
Abady is a voice of reason in the Austro-Hungarian
government as the empire dithers and bickers its way into
the dustbin of history. But politics is only one facet in this
vastly entertaining trilogy.
Banffy is a great storyteller, and he stuffs the novels with
colourful, vibrant characters. There are frustrated, doomed
lovers, dissolute aristocrats, scheming estate overseers,
gypsies, a barking mad count, and a couple of dozen other
memorable characters – most living their lives just up the
road from the Brasov area (where I live) in and around what
is now Cluj but is identified in the book by its Hungarian name
Kolozsvar. Add in duels, hunts, balls and sundry intrigues and
you have 1,500 or so pages of addictive reading. Banffy wants to tell the often bitter truth about the world he
knew and he wants to do it in the most vivacious way possible.
The second volume is called They Were Found Wanting and one reviewer caught the mood well
“This book is the saddest, most gracefully told, subtly portentous book I've read in years, and it's only the
second book in the trilogy. The writing is poetic and altogether unbelievably exquisite in the execution.
The subject matter has two mirroring themes, constantly playing off against each other, the political
obliviousness of aristocratic Hungary as it hurries unwittingly towards WWI, and, more shatteringly poignant
to this reader, the slow, inexorable crumbling of the doomed love between Count Balint Abady and the married
Adrienne. Here, for example, is the description of Abady's enchantment with the estate woodland, his love for
which is only enhanced by his love for Adrienne”: "Everywhere there were only these three colours, silver, grey,
and vivid green: and the more that Balint gazed around him the more improbable and ethereal did the forest
seem until it was only those strands near at hand, which moved gently in the soft breeze, that seemed real
while everything further off, the pale lilac shaded into violet, was like clouds of vapour in slight perpetual
movement as if swaying to the rhythm of some unheard music."
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After WW II, Banffy, like a character in a tragic novel, ended up reduced to a landless nobody with
a meaningless title in communist Romania. His Transylvanian home Banffy Castle at Bontida village
was destroyed by retreating Germans in vengeance for his role in Romania changing sides in the
second world war. He died in 1950
But the good news is that, under The Transylvanian Trust, the castle is being restored and is now a
training centre for craft skills.
Gregor von Rezzori
is one of the most neglected of writers from this area which has been variously part of AustroHungary, Romania and now Ukraine. An Ermine in Czernopol (1958) ostensibly centred on the curious
tragicomic fate of an Austrian officer of supreme ineffectuality gathers a host of unlikely
characters and their unlikelier stories by way of engaging the reader in a kaleidoscopic experience
of a city where nothing is as it appears-a city of discordant voices, of wild ugliness and sometimes
heartbreaking disappointment. Rezzori "summons the disorderly and unpredictable energies of a
town where everything in the world is seemingly mixed up together, a multicultural society that
existed long before the idea of multiculturalism". This book is effectively part of a trilogy - with
the other two books appearing in the "memoir" section which follows.
Mihai Sebastian was a Jewish journalist in Romania whose Journal 1935-1944 The Fascist Years
caused quite a stir when they were eventually produced here in Romania after 1989 – the English
version in 2000. And it is only now that his lightly-disguised autobiographical novel For Two
Thousand Years (Penguin Classics 2016) has been made available in English. The Guardian gave it an
excellent review here.

4.2 Contemporary writing
Two limitations make it difficult for me to say much about present-day writing – my understanding
of Romanian; and my lack of interest in novels. Perhaps the best-known current writers are  Mircea Carterescu a prolific writer with a focus on the mundane and fantastic - see
Nostalgia (2005 in English – 1993 Romanian) and Blinding
 Nobel prize- winner (but oh so depressive!) Hertha Mueller
 Norman Manea eg "Compulsory Happiness" (published in 2012 – but written in the 1980s)
A flavor of local writing – both Romanian and foreign – can be got from an excellent little book
Bucharest Tales (2011) - one of the annual “New Europe Writer” series. It contains both poems and
prose - all of which can be viewed at the hyperlink in the title with the additional bonus of
photographs adorning every page!
Good modern poets include –
 Nichita Stanescu
 Anna Blandiana
 Marin Sorescu - my favourite - “Asking too much” is one of my favourite poems, with its wry,
almost scabrous humour
And two good (downloadable) anthologies which give a great sense, first of the work of poets born
since 1937 and, second of novellists who have published in recent years, are -
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It Might Take Me Years (2013)
11 contemporary Romanian novelists

And, just at the last moment, I discovered on the internet a fascinating book (in English) which
gives a sense of how both Romanian and English novels over the past 25 years have dealt with the
question of identity. Corridors of Mirrors: The Spirit of Europe in Contemporary British
and .Romanian Fiction by Pia Brinziu (2000) summarises the various English and Romanian novels of
the period which deal with that theme in a manner which gives a quite unique “double take” …..
For a French take, here is a Supplement celebrating Romanian literature at the 2013 French
bookfair

4.3 Commentators, essayists, academics etc – a potpourri
The dictatorship of 1947-1989 is referred to in various parts of the next three sections. It is
hardly surprising that multifarious voices long repressed should articulate so vociferously - Andrei
Plesu (philosopher) and the younger Horia Patapievici being the two most prominent voices and
writers who enjoyed great prominence in the first 2 decades after the 1989 “revolution” but who
have been the subject of attacks since then.
Carturescu is the most prominent writer to express concern about the tone of the discussion in
recent years
Several books have appeared (in Romanian) about the venom of the mutual attacks
The historical role of Romanian intellectuals is briefly explored in the video in the hyperlink.
A sense of the focus of interests of Romanian political scientists can be obtained by looking at the
(English) abstracts of the articles in Studia Politica

4.4 Foreigners using Romania as a location
The latter part of section 1.4 has remarked on the use of this part of the world as an exotic
location for foreign writers. Bram Stoker remains the most (in)famous of foreign writers (see
Dracula’s Homepage) about Romania - although many journalists seem intent on emulating his
imaginative exploits. Foreign novelists’ works using Bucharest as a location include  Olivia Manning’s Balkan trilogy focuses on life in Bucharest and Athens at the
commencement of the Second World War and was produced in Britain in the early 1960s.
It’s well worth reading.
 The Dean’s December; Saul Bellow (1982) whose plot unfolds simultaneously in Bucharest
and Chicago. Bellow evokes all that is worst about both sides of the iron curtain - on the one
hand, the totalitarian heavy-handedness of the Rumanian Communist regime, which refuses
to forgive (Dean) Corde's mother-in-law, one of its former leaders, for becoming
disenchanted with Stalinism and hence sending her brilliant daughter to the West; on the
other hand, the failure of America to provide for its ''doomed peoples,'' its ''whirling
souls'' - typically, the black underclass of Chicago,
 Rates of Exchange by Malcolm Bradbury (1982) follows a British linguistics lecturer, Dr.
Angus Petworth, on his first ever visit behind the Iron Curtain, to Slaka.His arrival, the
paranoia of his hosts, the changing moods of his ever-present interpreter and guide, the
secret trysts with attractive female novelists, his increasingly desperate attempts to phone
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home and the fall-off-the-chair-laughing diversion into second-division British diplomatic
circles are brilliantly written vignettes that can o nly be based on real events. These may or
may not of course have happened in Romania – Slaka ultimately borrows a little from every
country once behind the Iron Curtain – but anyone who visited before (or even immediately
after) 1989′s revolution will immediately recognise much of communist-era Romania in
Bradbury’s book. Especially good are the descriptions of the hotels: dark wood everywhere,
omnipresent men in long coats reading newspapers, peroxide-blondes smoking at lobby bars,
terrible service and Byzantine bureaucracy.
“The Long Shadows”; Alan Brownjohn (1997) is almost a book within a book as it alternates
between three narratives – that of the English biographer of a writer whose last work was a
novel about a young Romanian woman who visits England in the 1980s. Her character is
clearly that of the young translator who was assigned to the writer when he visited Romania
in the 1980s on a British Council scheme. A good atmosphere of the period is established.
Uncle Rudolf; Paul Bailey (2002); At the age of seventy, Andrew Peters looks back across
the years to remember life with his doting Uncle Rudolf, who rescued him from fascist
Romania as a child. Vivid, often hilarious, stories of Rudolf’s brilliant but blighted singing
career are intertwined with the slow unfolding of secrets that have shadowed Andrew’s
otherwise happy life. The novel captures a vanished epoch with exquisite tact and restraint
Black Sea Twilight; (2007) Domnica Radulescu
Train to Trieste (2009) ; Domnica Radulescu who is now an American Professor and writes
novels with communist Romania as a focus
The Last hundred Days; Patrick McGuinnes (2011) draws on his time in late 1980s Bucharest.
Offered a job in a Romanian university, the unnamed narrator becomes enmeshed in the
complicities of the doomed dictatorship. He falls in love with the daughter of a party
apparatchik and falls in with a dissident group of people-smugglers. He gains two mentors:
the seedy academic Leo (who moonlights as a pillar of the booming black market) and the
elderly, debonair Sergiu Trofim, a sidelined luminary of the pre-Ceausescu days who is
writing a secret memoir of party corruption.
Painter of Silence by Georgina Harding (2012) is set in Romania; it is the early 1950s and a
frail, almost skeletal young man is found collapsed on the steps of the city of Iasi's hospital.
He has no papers on him and offers no information about himself - in fact he does not speak
at all, and it is some days before it is realized that the man is a deaf mute. One of the
nurses, a young woman named Safta knows the history of the young man, brings paper and
drawing materials into the hospital so that they can communicate through the sketches they
draw and, in this way, she hopes to encourage the man back to life with memories of their
shared upbringing. The young man's name is Augustus; he was the son of the cook at Poiana,
a grand rural estate which was Safta's family home and the place where both of them were
born six months apart. However, as Safta grows into a beautiful young woman keen to
embrace all that life has to offer and becomes very attracted to a young visitor to Poiana,
she moves away from Augustus and he becomes the silent onlooker to her sexual awakening.
And when Safta leaves Poiana, Augustus stays on, living his life in the way he has always
done, until World War II rages through Europe and Romania is left in ruins only to be
followed by the Communist takeover. There are things that Augustus needs to tell Safta,
but can they be conveyed through the medium of his pictures?
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“Whisper in Bucharest”; Kiki Skagen Munshi (2014) the author is a well-travelled member of
the US Foreign Service who served as Director of the American Library in Bucharest from
1983-87 and has just written this novel evoking this period.

5. Contested lands and events
All history is contested – but particularly Romanian! Its lands have been invaded by Romans from
the south, Turks and others from the East, Germans from the West and Russians from the north.
Bucharest and Ploiesti were bombed by both the
Allies and Russians during the second world war – and
territories which it had gained from Hungary,
Ukraine and Bulgaria in 1920 were surrendered –
briefly in the first case in the early 1940s,
permanently after 1945 in the other two.
A foreign historian explores, in this short video, the
question of Romanian identity
There are just four names for English speakers wanting to make historical sense of this complex
country – Lucian Boia, Dennis Deletant, Keith Hitchins and Tom Gallagher.
 The first for the sheer courage and fluent coherence of his prolific writings (he is 70) on
the history of the country – particularly his valiant and so necessary work on
demystification and demythologising;
 Deletant for his focus on the communist period;
 Hitchins for his 2 volume history of the country (which I have never been able to find but
which he has now reduced to a single book);
 Gallagher for the uncompromising critique of the
corruption of the post-communist political class – in
“Theft of a Nation” (2005); and “The EU and Romania;
how the weak vanquished the Strong” (2010) – a good
review of which you will find in the Annex.
Boia is a delight to read – and two of his key books can be read
in full and in English online  Romania; borderland of Europe (2001) – reviewed here
 History and myth in Romanian Consciousness (published
in Romanian in 2001)
Another recent book of his “Why is Romania different” is not yet available in English but the
“Bucharest Life” blog reviewed it last year – the discussion thread had more than 100 participants
and gives a real insight into the emotions surrounding Romania’s history. Here’s a Hungarian take on
him.
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I said there were four names but I’m delighted to add a fifth - Neagu Djuvara is a Romanian
intellectual with a striking history (he's 97 years old) and has just produced (in both Romanian and
English) a Brief Illustrated History of Romanians which immediately goes into my short list of
“beautiful books”.
To qualify for this honour, a book has to fit standards none too easy to specify – such as paper type
(thickish and rough), format, balance of text and illustrations, typeface, graphics and textual
content.
I am no historian myself and am grateful for text on the early periods to this Sibiu site

5.1 The Romans
Mention of the North-Thracians living in Transylvania was made by the Romans. They were called
Dacians in Roman history sources.
The Dacians developed fortresses with embankments and stone walls in the 3rd to 1st centuries
B.C. as defense against the Celts. ….Caesar’s plan to eliminate the threat of the Dacians was not
realized until after his murder. In the same year (44 B.C.) Burebista was also murdered and his
empire fell apart.
However, the successors were able to hold Transylvania. Under Decebal (87-106 A.D.), the Dacian
empire became more powerful again. He defeated a Roman legion shortly after he began to govern,
but was defeated shortly thereafter near Tapae (88 A.D.). Decebal used the period of peace to
expand the system of fortresses and to reorganize the army. He expanded his empire to the rivers
Tisza/Tinza (Theiß) and Dnjestr without endangering the peace with the Romans.
Emperor Trajan recognized the potential danger created by this politically, economically and
militarily strengthened neighbour. The gold riches were a further incentive for conquering.
Although the Dacians were defeated during the first enormous attempt (101-102), they refused to
be suppressed. The country was only systematically conquered (105-106) and the capital
Sarmizegetusa captured after the building of a bridge across the Danube near Drobeta (Turnu
Severin). The bridge was a creation of the Greco-Roman builder Appollodorus of Damascus. Decebal
thrust himself on his sword to avoid the humiliating capture.
The victory and the Dacian submission to Roman authority was celebrated effusively. The most
important events of the war were captured on a victory pillar. It is a reminder you can still see in
Rome of Trajan’s success. Dacia had become a Roman province.
A “Cartoon history of Dacians wars with the Romans” will tell you more. For several centuries after
the Roman withdrawal, however, history lost sight of Romania. It re-appears in the chronicles only
in the 12th century when Hungary and the Ottoman Empire were flexing their muscles

5.2 Austro-Hungarians, Saxons and Turks
It seems to have been a Hungarian king who first invited “Saxons” from Germany and the
Netherlands to come to help colonise the lands.
These "Transylvanian Saxons" developed their assigned areas commercially over a short period.
They not only made the soil arable, improved agricultural methods but also made accessible and
exploited the areas containing precious metals in the West and East Carpathians (Ostkarpaten,
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Siebenbürgisches Erzgebirge, Rodenauer Berge) and the Transylvanian
high country salt deposits, and advanced handicrafts and trade.
Already in 1186, the Hungarian king was able to collect 15000
Silvermarks contributed by the "hospites regis de Ultrasylvas" .
The aspiring Transylvanian Saxons were like all people burdened by the
Mongol invasion in 1241. The Tatar horsemen invaded almost
simultaneously through several passes of the Carpathians, overcame
the old border defense system almost effortlessly, defeated the Hungarian army of horsemen near
Mohi and put entire regions to waste.
The Mongol invasion resulted in a new orientation of the Hungarian defense and economic policies.
Cities were increasingly fortified and became catalysts of the economic development. New settlers
were recruited for this purpose. Strategically and economically important towns were promoted and
advanced through privileges and tax
concessions. In addition to the then existing
mountain cities Rodenau, Offenburg,
Thorenburg and Großschlatten, a chain of
German commerce and trade centres were
developed along the Carpathian Arc, like
Bistritz (Bistrita) , Kronstadt (Brasov),
Hermannstadt (Sibiu), Mühlbach (Sebes) and
Klausenburg (Cluj).
The German bookshop in Brasov offers a good
selection of publications on the life of the
German minority in Transylvania eg the
beautifully-produced “Geschichte und
Traditionen der deutschen Minderheit in Rumanien” (2009) which is actually a textbook for those
learning German in the country.
For those wanting to know more about Transylvania, there is a ten-page bibliography of various
books and writings about the place
At the turn of the eighteenth century, Peter the Great's Russia announced a policy of support for
his coreligionists within the Ottoman Empire and Romanian princes in Walachia and Moldavia began
looking to Russia to break the Turkish yoke. Peter's ill-fated attempt to seize Moldavia in 1711 had
the support of both Romanian princes.
After the Turks expelled the Russian forces, the sultan moved to strengthen his hold on the
principalities by appointing Greeks from Constantinople's Phanar, or "Lighthouse," district as
princes.
These "Phanariot" princes, who purchased their positions and usually held them briefly until a
higher bidder usurped them, were entirely dependent upon their Ottoman overlords. Within the
principalities, however, their rule was absolute and the Porte expected them to leech out as much
wealth from their territories as possible in the least time.
Exploitation, corruption, and the Porte's policy of rapidly replacing Phanariot princes wreaked
havoc on the principalities' social and economic conditions. The boyars became sycophants; severe
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exactions and heavy labour obligations forced the peasantry to the brink of starvation; and
foreigners monopolized trade.
After the failed revolution of 1848, Moldova and Wallachia were united in 1858 under Cuza – with
the Transylvanian princes opting to stay with Hungary, Cuza’s attempted reforms were too much for
the Boyars and he was ousted in 1866 to make way for a German Prince who became Carol the First.
The country fought the 1877/78 war against Turkey with the Russians and gained its independence
then.
From then until 1913, the country knew peace and prosperity; and managed to retain its neutrality
until 1916 forced it to declare with the Allies and suffer almost invasion and occupation by the
Germans.
The 1920 Treaty of Triainon then forced Hungary to cede Transylvania to Romania.

5.3 The inter-bellum period

The period of glory for Romania is considered by many to be the era between the two World Wars. After the
unification of all its territories in 1918, Romania looked like a fairly large and prosperous state, going through a
time of important reforms, a time of economic and cultural flourishing, development of its industrial sector,
and it became one of the most important exporters of oil and wheat. Bucharest, nicknamed ‘little Paris’, as
rumours have it, could stand next to any major European metropolis. .....A new artistic movement emerged, the
Romanian avant-garde, which eventually conquered Europe and contributed to the birth of surrealism in visual
art, literature and cinema.......Between the two World Wars, Romanian culture was for the first time in sync
with the latest Western trends in Paris or London, becoming a strong participant in the international dialogue
of values. Remarkable avant-garde and surrealist talents emerged in Romania, featuring a cosmopolitan cultural
attitude.
In 1916, Tristan Tzara, a Romanian émigré to Zurich, invented Dadaism. There were three distinctive groups of
artists: modernist – focused on Western, urban and intellectual culture; traditionalist – oriented towards the
religious orthodoxy of the rural world; and the third, proclaiming the birth of the national character, situated
at the crossroads between tradition and modernity. But even this time of prosperity had its paradoxes: except
for a few big cities and the wealthy elite, the rest of the country was still impoverished and illiterate and
there was no time left for profound changes.

“Surrealism and Survival in Romania” by Carmen Fimen
Useful References
 An ex- Us diplomat, Ernest Latham, wrote recently Timeless and Transitory - 20th century
relations between Romania and the English-speaking world – which has some nice vignettes
of people in the first half of the century. I have also included in this guide some of Latham’s
brief video interviews on various topics.
 Discover Transylvania is a website which articulates the frustrations with Hungarian
irridentism
 Dennis Deletant’s Hitler’s Forgotten Ally – Ion Antonescu and his regime 1940-1944 (2006)
is a departure from his books about the Communist period of the country.
 In Search of Lost Ones is a fascinating little book which follows the lives of Transylvanians
who were forced by the Germans to go to the Eastern Front in the latter part of the War.
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5.4 The Communist period
Fifty Years of Isolation - Romania entered the harshest dictatorship in Europe, weakened and humiliated by
the Fascist regime and the Iron Guard that compromised the country’s prestige during the Second World War.
Years of terror followed. In the 1950s and 1960s, the Communist gulag continued the Fascist horrors. For
almost 50 years, Romania experienced isolation and was cut off from the West. The local Communist leaders
annihilated any trace of intellectual opposition.
Between 1948 and 1964, one Romanian out of nine (meaning about two million people) was sent into a Communist
concentration camp. The official literature, or so-called socialist realism, glorified Stalin, his politics and the
new proletarian class.
Despite all the official oppression, intellectuals gathered in informal discussion groups to keep their sanity and,
slowly, a counterculture was born. Several groups of artists rejected the aggressive intrusion of the
Communist propaganda, bringing along a fresh, nonconformist subversive voice, opposed to the official ideology.
Although Romania didn’t have an organised Samizdat, individual voices of courage made themselves heard, like
the political dissident Paul Goma in 1977 or, later, the ‘Blue Jeans generation of writers’.
Over the years, Romanians were perceived through various stereotypes, more or less warranted: a people
hesitating between excessive praise and self-disparagement, between laments or victimisation and an
ostentatious superiority; coming up with dark plots and conspiracies to explain historical events, but also with
an interesting, rich culture and a lively artistic life, with sophisticated intellectuals; xenophobic, nationalistic,
but still tolerant in many respects; hospitable, enthusiastic, genuine and warm; inclined towards constant
ridicule, with a predisposition to mock everything.

“Surrealism and Survival in Romania” by Carmen Fimen
Important insights into the period are given in  Ceaucescu and the Securitate; coercion and dissent in Romania 1965-89 by Dennis Deletant
(1996) who is a Brit who has given us most glimpses (as English speakers) of life in that
period
 The Eighties in Bucharest is a powerful record of life in that decade published by Martor
(Anthropological Review of the Museum of the Romanian Peasant) - Number 7 (2002). The
link seems to give the entire text - structured alphabetically eg starting with "abortion".
The Review (and the Museum) is to be congratulated for its website which allows access to
the entire run of this worthwhile journal!
 The Razing of Romania’s Past; Dinu Giurescu (International Preservation Project 1989)
Leading Romanian historian who left the country just before the publication of this superb
but coruscating portrayal of what was happening to Romanian villages and towns. The link
gives the entire text (in English) of the book and photographs…..
 Censorship in Romania ed by Lidia Vianu (1998) has a lot of powerful interviews with writers
about their experiences – with excerpts of their work
 It was only in 2006 that the various archives were made (more or less) fully accessible to
allow the researchers of the Presidential Commission for the Study of Communist
Dictatorship in Romania to do their work.
 Another recent book which deals with a key but strangely neglected subject is Heroes and
Victims – remembering war in 20th century Romania by Maria Bucur (2010)
We talk easily in the West about social history – Britain in particular seems well-endowed with
voluminous accounts of how ordinary citizens lived their lives in the various decades from the 1940s
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But this genre is, for obvious reasons, virtually non-existent here in Romania.
Jokes reflected social realities under such horrific conditions of constraint and restraint. Ben
Lewis is the author of a book - Hammer and Tickle – a history of communism through communist
jokes and refers to Romania’s most famous collector –
Between August 1979 and December 1989, through the darkest years of the Ceauşescu tyranny in that
benighted land of Romania, an engineer spent his time collecting and annotating jokes. His analysis, Ten Years
of Black Humour in Romania, published after the fall of Communism, is one of the most significant social
studies performed behind the Iron Curtain, and provides intimate details of the creation of humour, its
propagation, its coverage, and the official response to it.
What Stefanescu did may appear suicidal to those of us who lived more or less free lives outside Communism:
he took notes in public of every joke he heard, where and when he heard it, who uttered it (socioeconomic class
and age).
Working in Bucharest's public transport administration, he was able to travel widely, eavesdropping on
conversations in Party conferences and at work and in the city, fishing out his notebook at the slightest
pretext. Many times he only heard parts of the joke, and he had to reconstruct its build up or punch-line; he
tried hard to maintain the tone of the narrator.
He estimated that he heard a new joke every 4.71 days across his horizon of observation. In his book, he
provided more than 950 jokes, catalogued by themes - the Party, the standard of living, the secret service,
culture, industry, the opposition...Most jokes would survive only a few days. Some of them were truly
extraordinary, he said, and he could not allow them to fade away. More importantly, he said, he wanted to be
able to face his children who might one day ask him what he did during the dark days of Communism. He could
justify himself if they were to demand of him why he didn't protest and take to the streets against the
dictatorship. The book became his outcry.
Jokes editorialised every facet of life in Romania. Fuel price hikes; Visits by foreign dignitaries; Abortion;
Food shortages. In just one year, the number of new jokes jumped four-fold, many caused by state sponsored
propaganda that Romanians required fewer calories than other peoples, which led to the terrible food
rationalisation programmes of the early 1980s.
In the early 80s, most jokes were about the standard of living; Ceauşescu jokes remained pretty much
constant in their rate of creation. Between 1986 and 1989, the population felt a change in the air, that things
could possibly be improving, and the Ceauşescu jokes leapt in number, and the opposition became
correspondingly important. Ben Lewis uses this fact to convince himself that Communist jokes were not the
last resort of a cowed population, a distraction from the struggle. Instead, the jokes were quantitatively and
qualitatively intensifying as the people's struggle grew: they were inspired and generated as part of the
struggle.
Source; Jost a Mon blog

These camera shots give an idea of events in “The Last days of Ceaucescu”

5.5 Post-communism
The countries on which the Iron Curtain fell have had a difficult time since 1989 dealing with the
record of repression, imprisonment, flight and death inflicted on millions of their citizens during
that almost 50 year period.
A few countries passed laws banning those holding power at that time from any future positions of
authority but most countries, including Romania, had a reluctant and confused response to such
questions of responsibility and justice.
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25 years on from the end of the Ceaucescu regime, for example, there are still almost 100 serving
Romanian MPs who held senior positions in that regime
 Coming to terms with the communist past in Romania is a 2011 article which analyses the
highly politicised way the Commission report was treated by politicians and the media.
 Romanian communism between commemoration, nostalgia and scientific debate (2011) widens
the analysis.
 Transitional Justice in post-communist Romania (2012) is a recent book which assesses how
such issues as property restitution and the rewriting of history books have been handled.
In 2005 Tom Gallagher gave us in Theft of a nation – Romania since Communism and followed it up in
2010 with an equally trenchant expose Romania and the European Union – how the weak vanquished
the strong
Interviews with ex-Presidents Iliescu (1990-1996; 2000-2004) and Constantinescu (1996-2000) can
be read in the Annexes of an otherwise rather turgid academic thesis - “Inside the mechanisms of
Romanian modernization” by Florin Grancea 2006
For an insight into current environmental concerns in the country, have a look at this paper on an
interesting English-language site
My Romanian is not up to reading other accounts of developments since then but I did pick up, at
the 2014 Bookfest here, an English version of “The Destiny of Europe” (2011) which is a rather
heavy (in all senses) academic treatise which does the reputation of academia no favours. I have to
be careful what I say about its author – Andrei Marga – since he moves in this strange territory of
politics, administration and teaching. The book is “nonsense on stilts” – but the man behind it sadly
typical of the Romanian elite.
A Vignette
One of the best analysts of contemporary Romania is Tom Gallagher whose 2010 book Romania and
the European Union – how the weak vanquished the strong inspired this useful analysis in a reader What are the key events in Romania over the last 20 years? This is a much abbreviated version. For 10 of
those years, the former minor functionary and Ceausescu lieutenant Ion Iliescu held power. Communism was
superficially transformed. Several political parties emerged even if elections were tainted, there was a free
press which criticized those in power, travel abroad was permitted, and foreigners were allowed to reside in
the country. But, in general, democratic institutions failed to take root and economic growth was minimal.
'Romania only gained the title of market economy in the early 2004. Iliescu’s blood-stained hands are all over
the June 1990 mineriada, the third of five, in which rampaging miners wreaked death and destruction in the
capital. Official figures say that there were a thousand injured and six or seven dead, but some NGOs and
other sources claim that many more protesters and bystanders were killed.
At the beginning of the Basescu government in December 2004, the crusading Monica Macovei was appointed
Minister of Justice, only to be dismissed early in 2007 by Prime Minister Calin Popescu Tariceanu as soon as
EU membership was ensured.
Shortly afterwards there was a failed attempt to overthrow the democratically elected President Traian
Basescu, whose chief historical legacy may well be the somewhat controversial Commission on Communism,
which reported to Parliament in December 2006. Some adjustments to the Commission’s condemnation of
Communism were made in January 2007.
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And what impression of the country might a tourist take away in 2010?
Western sales engineers descend from planes and gather for breakfast in Romania’s international hotels. Shiny
high-rise buildings rise in city centres. Well-fed Romanian businessmen attend backslapping Rotary meetings
and travel from the provinces by train to the capital in comfortable sleeping compartments, or in sleek new
cars which clog the overcrowded roads.
The wares on sale in the supermarkets compare with those they are used to in the West. Fresh fish from the
Atlantic and the Mediterranean is delivered daily to the French hypermarket chain Carrefour. Young people
clad in the latest fashions patronize chic restaurants and cafes, leaving in glossy cars or on Kawasaki
motorbikes. Top names come to give concerts in the capital. The nouveaux riches flock to the stadiums and
concert halls. Ambitious students seeking their fortunes opt for business or law, and graduate with a good
knowledge of English and the Internet. A ruthless win-lose attitude prevails in business.
Meanwhile tens of thousands of peasants live in grinding poverty, with no electricity or running water, while
employees of the State, notably teachers and doctors, struggle from month to month. The same kleptocrats,
generally Securitate officers who once informed on their fellow-citizens, inheritors of the Stalinist system
which once prevailed, sabotage numerous projects to improve the villages. I live on the university hill in
Romania’s second city. Nearly every time I visit my rubbish dump, I meet poorer residents picking through
plastic bottles and discarded clothes. Corruption holds sway, especially in justice, education, medicine and
tenders for road construction.
Whatever a “normal” post-Communist country may be, Romania does not count as one, despite appearances to
the contrary. Tom Gallagher tells us why.
His new book analyzes those 20 years, especially the more recent ones. Meticulously researched, written with
the pace of a thriller, and in the final analysis endlessly depressing, Romania and the European Union confirms
Gallagher’s position in the front rank of historians of, and commentators on, post-Communist Romania.
The book, Gallagher’s third on Romania, and his sixth with the Balkans as Schwerpunkt, documents how oldguard, predatory kleptocrats have continued to enrich themselves, trousering millions, much of it cash from EU
funds, while consistently blocking substantial reforms in key ministries. Meanwhile EU officials at all levels,
alternatively complacent, deluded, indecisive or just plain feckless and lacking willpower, have, with a few
praiseworthy exceptions, allowed Romania into the world’s most successful economic and political grouping
without having made these vitally necessary reforms. Brussels was deceived.
So-called European Social Democrat leaders share the blame. Many praised Romanian leaders whose corrupt
behaviour shrieked to the skies. In particular, it is clear that the acceptance of the PSD, the former
Communists, into the international centre-left family of the Socialist International was a catastrophic error.
The Romanian ex-Communist elite deployed the full panoply of Balkan wiles to outwit the European negotiators.
They bestowed honorary doctorates on visiting or resident Eurocrats. Following ancient Phanariot tradition,
they even provided bedmates for high-level EU representatives. They prevaricated, protected their own and
pretended to implement reforms while preventing them from biting. From the pages heroes, heroines and
villains arise. The villains, all of whom are well-known, outnumber the heroes and heroines. Not a single corrupt
politician has been successfully prosecuted or served a full custodial sentence. The EU’s wish to have a number
of heads on a plate, dripping with blood, has not been granted. Experts say the real progress in the fight
against corruption and organized crime is measured not by the number of arrests, but by simple indicators:
convictions by a court in a fair trial, the amount of dirty money confiscated, or the number of illegally acquired
properties taken away. And such efforts have not yet been seen. (1)
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While the Orthodox Church and religion do not feature in the book at all, there are 13 references to the
powerful intelligence services. I would like future editions to add to, check and expand these references to
form an additional chapter with an in-depth analysis of Romania’s intelligence services, which Gallagher
describes as sprawling and bloated. In the Appendix, Jonathan Scheele cannot have made the speech at Cuza
University, Iasi, as transcribed, because the text is in Romanian English. The speech does not appear in the
Romanian translation of the book, which I expect to sell as well in Romania as the author’s Theft of a nation:
Romania since communism.
Its $4 billion fortune makes the Orthodox Church the country’s sixth-biggest enterprise. On the burning
moral issues of today, such as integrity in politics, public-spiritedness, honesty about history and compassion
for the unfortunate, the church seems to have little to say. Its recent past has been marked by cowardice,
compliance with the regime in power, and, no doubt, corruption, although I have no evidence for this. Despite
its ineffectiveness, the Church enjoys high public trust. About 19.5 million Romanians out of a total population
of 21.5 million – 90% – declared themselves as Orthodox believers in the latest census. A recent study shows
about 4,000 churches have been built in Romania since the fall of communism in 1989, while the number of
schools has been more than halved.
Reviewed by Christopher Lawson

But Robert D. Kaplan’s In Europe’s shadow: two Cold Wars and a thirty-year journey through
Romania and beyond (2016) now slips into my top place. He reveals in the Prologue that his first
foray into the country was in the 1970s as a bemused backpacker in central europe; but that in 1981,
as a 29-year old with few career opportunities, he spotted a hole in the western media coverage of
south-eastern europe and took a flight to Bucharest in what seemed then a forlorn hope of whipping
up some media interest in the area…..
A good review captures the poetry of the book very well Kaplan’s writing is like the places he visits. It’s a terrain, a concentrated expression of a particular part of
the world as he sees it, a very personal account though steeped in broad historical knowledge and
familiarity with a wide range of sources. Kaplan’s sentences are like streets that lead us around a place we
come to know through his eyes, either only through his eyes if it’s a place few people know (such as
Romania)…….
It’s not a question of whether he’s got it right or wrong (Does the landscape really look as he describes it?
Is his history of a town or a local population or a people accurate?).
There is no right or wrong in this kind of writing. What we get is Kaplan’s view of the world and what
matters is whether it compels our attention, becomes memorable and integrated into our own
understanding. After all, we all know so little of it first-hand. Maybe one day we’ll go here or there, or at
least in the neighbourhood, and we’ll know if it looks and feels familiar.
Kaplan is not a tourist, he’s a traveller. He doesn’t look, he sees. He’s not a visitor going from
monuments to battlefields but one who lives his travels, immersing himself in every new surroundings,
picking up—what makes us envious—new friends and colleagues that continue with him through decades.

This is the fourth Kaplan book I’ve read. As he explains in this Youtube presentation his latest book
is a new departure with previous books giving horizontal slices to regions but this one being a
“vertical” take on one country to which he has returned frequently in his life and by which he is
clearly moved…
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There can’t be many Americans who know as many Romanians or as well as Kaplan, who is, so far as an
outsider can get, inside as well as outside Romanian society and politics. And there may be no American who
is so much simultaneously a travel writer and a geopolitical analyst, and happy to be so. When he discovered
Romania in 1981 during the Ceausescu Communist years, “I felt that I was finally beginning to do what I
always was meant to.” Kaplan, in other words, became not just a travel writer or a serious scholar. He had a
vocation.
In Europe’s shadow amounts to a kind of historical anthropology plus geopolitics, a deep study of a
particular country and people. The point is to understand Romania itself and to use it as a way to apprehend
Europe’s complex past. Romanian history involves the West and East, the geography between Western
Europe and Greater Russia, more precisely the web of historical patterns and contemporary geopolitics
between Central Europe and Eastern Europe. It’s a story that continues to be relevant today………………..
Those familiar with Kaplan’s work know that he’s as much a travel writer in the grand style as a geopolitical
Realist whose studies of international relations and political leadership are also in the grand style,
stretching intellectually over centuries and continuities of ideas.
As for the focus on Romania, it “was my master key for the Balkans... the Poland of southeastern Europe in
terms of size, demography, and geopolitical location...” In Europe’s shadow is a demanding book for the lay
reader but it shows how, at one and the same time, Romania is distinctive and a key to a broader and deeper
understanding of contemporary Europe.
Most of all, Kaplan’s work exemplifies rare intellectual, moral and political engagement with the political
order—and disorder—of our world.

The bibliographical references are impressive – although what seems to be an exhaustive list
curiously fails to mention the only 2 serious studies of contemporary Romanian politics (by Tom
Gallagher) - choosing instead to focus on such classic writers as Eliade, Cioran, von Rezzori and
Banffy.
My charitable interpretation of this omission is that Kaplan is not all that interested in
contemporary Romania - despite a conversation with the previous PM and President. Readers might
reasonably expect more than superficial impressions of new constructions; the brightness (or
otherwise) of paint or the lawn upkeep of Bucharest's parks...and to find some allusions at least to
the scale of political corruption and the apparent success in the last 2-3 years of the new judicial
system in throwing politicians in jail.....
But geo-politics, it seems, sees such issues as fairly minor..........
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6. Memoirs, biographies etc
Since the 1990s there has been an explosion of diaries (in Romanian) about the lives people lived
before communism took its grip – as well as accounts of that period.
An English-language Sibiu cultural magazine has an article about the
artefacts which figured in old households which lists the titles of
some of these
La Blouse Roumaine is an amazing book which I’ve not yet been able
to track down physically. Published a few years ago, it is a collection
of biographical essays on 114 Romanian women, from antiquity,
through the middle ages to the present-day, with the greater
emphasis on modern and contemporary women.
Each entry is accompanied by a series of quotations and by a selected
bibliography…..The slant of the biographical notes relates especially to the
relationship between each individual woman and the Romanian society, but more so the
relationship with the officialdom of the day; what achievements were made and how
they were received, or acknowledged, what made these Romanian women turn into
revolutionaries, political activists, underground resistant fighters, or political
prisoners of concentration camps or take to the road of exile.
The social range from which these women come is very broad, from aristocrats to
peasant farmers, from philosophers to scientists, from artists to lawyers, poets or
academics. The different political or religious persuasions and ethnic extractions are also represented, offering a panoply of
famous and infamous alike, some of a world repute, but more often than not names limited to a national circulation, which
would deserve a wider audience, especially in the Anglo-Saxon world.

The site mentioned above gives extensive excerpts from the book and about 100 of its pages can be
read in this scribd download










Mihai Sebastian was a Jewish journalist in Romania whose Journal 1935-1944 The Fascist
Years caused quite a stir when they were eventually produced here in Romania after 1989 –
the English version in 2000.
Norman Manea is Romania’s most translated author and still writes in Romanian although he
left the country almost 30 years ago. The Hooligan’s Return (2005) is a powerful and bitter
memoir and available in English with an LA Review of Books review here which gives a
powerful sense of life in Bucharest in the mid-1930s.
Local History, Transnational Memory in the Romanian Holocaust by V Glajar and J
Teodorescu (2011) seems, from the glimpses available in the google book, to be a harrowing
but exceedingly well-researched series of accounts of intellectual life in various parts of
Romania in the decade leading up the brutal round-up of Jews….
The education of a political animal IIB – Book III A Diary of Nine Months in the Peoples’
Democracies 1959-60 by Arthur D Kahn (2009) gives us almost a hundred pages of
fascinating insights from one political writer’s three- week visit to Romania in 1959. It was
entirely by accident I came across it on the internet yesterday. It does not figure on any
list I have seen but deserves its place on this list
Jessica Douglas-Home was one of a small group who spent a lot of time in the 1980s
supporting dissidents in central europe and wrote it up in Once Upon another Time; (2000)
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The title of Carmen Bugan’s Burying the Typewriter; childhood under the eyes of the secret
police (2013) says it all.

Gregor von Rezzori is one of the most neglected of writers from lands which have been variously
part of Austro-Hungary, CzechoSlovakia, Hungary, Romania and now Ukraine. Over thirty years he
wrote marvellous prose about his early years in the town of Czernowitz when it lay in the northern
redoubts of Romania. It is difficult to classify them – novels or memoirs? Memoirs of an AntiSemite (1979) and Snows of Yesteryear (1989) generally appear as the former but to my mind can
be read as “creative memoirs”. I am indebted to “The Nation” journal for this book review –
For Gregor von Rezzori, who died in 1998, Europe “committed suicide” in 1914, the year he was born. Von Rezzori’s
whole oeuvre is a gay, merciless, tragic reflection on Europe’s decomposition, a process in which World War II and the
Holocaust are hardly more than an aftershock, following which the old continent’s ways of life disintegrate into technoabstract homogeneity. “We’re a rotten people; our culture is rotten,” he insisted in an interview. Von Rezzori began writing in
earnest only in 1940, as if he thought that from then on there was little left to do but remember and reflect on the
catastrophe.
Von Rezzori’s great theme is the darkening world of Central Europe between the wars. The paradox is that as Europe’s
remains are gnawed away by fascism, the books’ narrators, likewise born around 1914, are just starting out in life; these
contrary arcs set vitality and decay to fizzing together like a cabaret cocktail.
The three volumes published by NYRB Classics—An Ermine in Czernopo (1958), Memoirs of an Anti-Semite (1979) and The
Snows of Yesteryear (1989), the first having just appeared—are worth reading chronologically to sample different
incarnations of the same fanciful boy and adolescent, and his later dilettante drift. To arrive at the last book, a straight
family memoir divided into portraits, is like bumping into recurrent fictional characters in a factual, “real” space—only to
find these people just as captivating as the fun-house-mirror reflections we’d met before.
Von Rezzori’s father was an Italo-Austrian nobleman, proficient in chemistry and the arts, with a sinecure in Bukovina, where
after 1919, when the region passed to Romania, he pretended to uphold a teetering bastion of civilization but really stayed
on for the hunting. A “pathological” anti-Semite but too snobbish to be a Nazi, contemptuous of the Anschluss for being a
vile Prussianization of the ideal of Greater Germany, he was also a rough-edged life force, more interesting and more loved
than his fictional counterparts. Von Rezzori’s mother was a period type: wan, over-refined, disenchanted. His older sister—
tougher than the equally doomed Tanya in Ermine—was a rival for the affections of their father, who, in von Rezzori’s opinion,
died early from a terminal case of their mother’s “princess in rags” complex. This fascinating but démodé clan was
counterbalanced by a primeval nanny and a cultivated governess, whose portraits bookend Ermine. For von Rezzori, artistry,
understanding and growth were the gifts of these outsiders.
Cassandra, the illiterate, dwarfish peasant from the Carpathians who was the young Gregor Arnulf Hilarius’s wet nurse and
nanny, raised him with the vigor and imagination his mother lacked. Even more important than Cassandra’s cheerfulness and
feel for earth, life and death, was her peculiar linguistic genius. “Each second or third word was either Ruthenian, Romanian,
Polish, Russian, Armenian or Yiddish, not to forget Hungarian and Turkish.”
When the boy outgrew Cassandra, his moral education continued under Bunchy, a paragon from Pomerania. Although she
failed to persuade her charge to take his lessons seriously, she helped him and his sister endure the linked disintegration of
imperial Austria and their parents’ marriage. Bunchy also seeded a timely awareness of class and race, and alerted them to
the existence of a wider world. With the candor free of coyness that enables him to write about the most uncomfortable
subjects, von Rezzori concludes he owes to Bunchy “what little virtues I may possess,” including “my lifelong striving to
overcome a fatal indifference.” Indeed, his marginal narrators recall Robert Musil’s “man without qualities.”
Low and high culture, disorder and measure, East and West: such polarities provide the author’s alter egos the leeway to
wonder who they are, and allow a sweeping stylistic range, from the satirical to the sublime, all the while cloaking a
dispassionate core. Even in the memoir The Snows of Yesteryear, von Rezzori examines with great lyricism the same
dynamics as in his fictions, between tribal identity and individual temperament, inheritance and chance, and depicts them as
being compounded by history, time, the zeitgeist.
***
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An Ermine in Czernopol dramatizes a 1920s childhood in a family similar to the von Rezzoris, marooned in a city identical to
theirs: Czernopol is the newly Romanian Czernowitz, Ukrainian Chernivtsi today. In the 1920s, because of its position at the
intersection of trading routes and migrant paths, the city was still a cauldron of peoples, religions and lingos, “all living in the
cynical harmony that is built on mutual aversion and common business dealings.” It was also an important hub of Jewish life.
While the narrator provocatively recalls the city’s cult of mockery as a sophisticated form of aesthetic intelligence, he is
ambiguous about its brutality: “People laughed, cried, loved, robbed, and thrashed each other at the markets, coupled behind
fences, died in the gutter…. The children of the street laughed with the raw, tinny laugh of meanness.”
Against this picaresque backdrop, both an intensely remembered place and the model of a seething, explosive border, the
novel explores the disarray of national identities and a child’s loss of idealism in the jagged shadow of World War I……
There follows a delicious riff on German soldiers first as termites, then as terrifying metallic larvae, bereft of the “holy
passion” that ennobles sacrifice. The anxious perusal of news photos turns Field Marshals Hindenburg and Ludendorff into
hot-air balloons, lacking the levity to take off: “Because as it was, when they stepped out of the train, harnessed by an iron
sense of duty, shackled to the earth, they displayed a bombastic sullenness: their swollen and corseted bulges tugged against
their moorings.” …….Yes, the novel strays into lushness, but delectable writing and a positively Russian understanding of
yearning and nostalgia balance the precise, Musil-like scrutiny of the absurd ex-empire.
…….Where social or ethnic groups are concerned, this sense of predetermination results in stereotyping. Von Rezzori’s
peasants are dim but crafty; his radicals, heartlessly cerebral. A catalog of conventional types always underwrites the
operation of myths and fables, from primeval fireside tales to Aesop to Maghrebinia.
Thus the Jewish children and adults at the school confirm certain caricatures, and the narrator even remarks on it; yet the
sudden human contact with this mystified otherness makes him question his family’s anti-Semitism, an “educated” blend of
disdain and burlesque. Besides, not only are the Jewish kids deeper and more worldly than he; they possess another—tellingly
aristocratic—virtue: “the superiority of an older race.” When the Jewish football team trounces the pro-German Romanian
one, and the post-match brawl turns into a citywide pogrom, the narrator cheers on his new heroes:
Leaner and funnier than An Ermine in Czernopol—more Nabokov than Musil—Memoirs of an Anti-Semite presents itself as
“A Novel in Five Stories.” All but the last are set in four successive periods, from about 1927 to 1938. Each narrator speaks
in the voice of the familiar “I” who shares much of the author’s background and biography, along with his feckless
temperament and vacillating sense of identity. With slightly different trajectories and experiences, they remain callow
despite growing older, indeed more suave and superficial, as calamity approaches. Each story revolves around an encounter
with Jews that the protagonist experiences as averagely annoying, humiliating or good fun; only the reader knows how little
time remains.
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7. Some Snapshots
7.1 Interlude
This is the point at which we leave the literary world and move into more sensory modes of
experience – pictures, symbols, cinema, music etc – which might give us more of a “feel” for this
country. This includes what you will forgive me for calling “experiential” methods of “knowing”.
This section is the bridge between the two parts of the guide - dealing with more
“anthropological” aspects….
Let’s start with a conversation with an American historian who was also a diplomat in Romania in the
1980s and an academic there in the 2000s.
In this clip Ernest Latham argues that the country lacks what he calls “an urban experience” –
Bucharest being almost the only city founded by indigenous Romanians as distinct from Saxons,
Hungarians and Jews (I’m always uneasy about attributing nationality to the latter)
This, obviously, is a pretty touchy subject so let’s say – with British understatement – that this is
an “interesting” take!
Carmen Fiman painted a good picture in her “Surrealism and Survival” essay - from which I quote in
greater length below –
The symbol of Romania is the peasant. Looking old and wise, or just tired, dressed in a long fur coat, a
shepherd scrutinizing the horizon, or just searching for his magical ewe or lamb, he represented the essence
of this place – agrarian by excellence, resilient over time, the iconic image of stability and persistence.
One of the dramatic consequences of the Communist ideology in Romania was the destruction of the villages
along with their traditions and customs, and the humiliation of the peasant torn from his natural surroundings,
forced to leave his land, his church and his belief and to move to the outskirts of the big cities, in order to
work in socialist mammoth factories, where he lost his ancestral identity, where he felt depersonalised and
estranged from his native environment........
Romania can be described as a country rich in ethnic diversity striving to preserve its uniqueness at the
crossroads between the East and the West, between the Balkans and the Orient, with a people that displays a
Mediterranean temper in the South combined with Balkan customs, a Slavic pace in the Northeast, or a
rigorous diligence in Transylvania.

7.2 Surviving
One of the chapters of Inner Lives of Cultures, mentioned at the start of this briefing is
“Surrealism and Survival in Romania” by Carmen Fimen (at pp 177-193), describes life under
communism and is worth quoting at length –
Ways of Coping....
We lived under one of the toughest dictatorships in
Europe, watched by the secret police, and isolated
from the rest of the world. We did our best to
survive within a closed society. One way was to get
together in groups selected on the basis of affinities
which had to do with art, literature, philosophy or
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simply a few common tastes.
Our lives were simple. We didn’t care about cholesterol, pollution or the negative effects of smoking; nor did we worry about
the dangers of obesity, drug addiction or violence. We didn’t need anti-depressants, although we had good reasons to take
Prozac. No one sought psychoanalysis, therapists or shrinks, although we had good reason to be depressed. When you live in a
cave, with few choices, all sorts of self-defence mechanisms spring into action. One is interpersonal communication. In a
society like ours, communication involved sincerity and spontaneity. People talked loudly, gesticulated profusely and even
cursed often; they lived and hated passionately. They used to make grandiose plans in the evening, over many glasses of
alcohol, only to discard them as impossible to achieve the next morning. And yet these people were authentic in their despair
and passionate in their fantasies.
Paradoxically, in such an abnormal and repressive society, they were anything but alienated. In fact, they practiced a type of
group therapy, unorganised and without clear goals. In that Balkan atmosphere, their conversations in the shadow of ruined
‘little Paris’ were delightful, a never-ending chatter, spectacular and useless, over full ashtrays and cheap alcohol, all-nightlong discussions and hung-over mornings. They weren’t in a hurry to get anywhere. They had no place to go.In the opaque
world of Communism, time meant nothing. The dictatorship seemed permanent. To keep our sanity, we had only the refuge of
books and an inner language of freedom, parallel to the official one. Words had no power to change our destiny, but they
could keep us sane. And our soul? Nobody mentioned it, but it was there all along, in the arabesques of our lamentations, in
the last cigarette butts crushed at sunrise against the background of a hideous smoking factory at the outskirts of the city.
People learned not to trust the official language in the press, in schools, and at work. Most of them doubted any official
political speech and cultivated disbelief and irony as part of their self-defence mechanism. Everybody was aware of living in
a ‘make-believe’ world, fully aware of its duplicity. As writers, the metaphor was our main weapon to evade political
censorship.
Although biographies and memoirs were almost impossible to squeeze through the tight net of censorship, poetry and prose
could be enveloped in a protective shell of metaphor and allegory, esoteric enough to get the forbidden truth out regardless
of whether it was about political or social reality. Communism disregarded metaphors. It identified the soul as its main
enemy. Demolishing churches and synagogues was not enough. That merely eliminated places of worship, but they also got to
destroy the metaphors of spirituality, making them appear weak and misleading.
Another source of refuge was humour, carelessness or frivolity. In spite of our bad times, we managed to maintain our sense
of humour. There was no shortage of jokes in those days, which acted like some sort of a safety valve. We seemed to be a
surreal people who could not stop laughing, even while we were slowly dying! We were like patients in a militarised hospital,
subjected to a utopian treatment for an imaginary disease, feeling both guilt and absolution. Guilt, because of the cowardice
each one of us had to practice; absolution, because the collective farce so perfectly played on us.
After Communism.
......After the fall of Communism, other clichés became associated with Romania, describing a country still haunted by the
ghosts of the Communist nomenclature which was soon back in power, by stray dogs, orphans, AIDS victims infected by
contaminated blood which they had received in hospitals, human traffic, impoverished Roma population, pickpockets and
thieves making headlines in the Western media.
I’m not fighting against clichés. They are based, after all, on reality, however exaggerated or generalised it might be. But
Romania, despite all its problems, continued to produce an intense cultural life. Even during the totalitarian era, culture had
symbolised resistance within the Communist censorship, defence from the absurdity of the system and an underground form
of freedom. In the late 1980s, a visitor from England remarked in awe: ‘This country looks surreal to me. You have nothing to
eat but wait in line for hours to buy theatre tickets and books…’ It was our form of survival, sanity and refusal to submit to
alienation.

7.3 How the Academics see Things
I suggested in the Introduction that all of us view other countries through various filters – and the
biggest of these are our own (unquestioned) assumptions about how people (do and should) act and
speak. This well-quoted table gives the general idea – with the columns indicating first what the
Englishman says; the second, what he means; and the final one, the meaning that is taken by the
listener.
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There are quite a few academics who write profusely about such cultural matters – using
complicated concepts such as “power-distance” to try to differentiate clusters of countries.
A Romanian academic (Prof Hutu) applies here the de Hofstede concepts.
Key aspects of Romanian national culture

Highly conservative culture, based on high context, myths, legends, heroes, superstitions, etc.;

short term orientation;

The belief that there must be someone ―up there to make decisions, to control, and to judge what is Right or
Wrong, combined with fear to stand for personal opinions and beliefs (high power distance), and strong dichotomy
between formal and informal communication;
The research identified several additional features specific to organizational culture in the geographic area represented in
the studies:

The idea that ―the people are lazy and willing to cheat, which leads to a lack of cooperation and openness and a
need for strict survey systems;

The idea that ―the law is only for fools, determined by corruption at all levels and low trust in law enforcement
systems (police, justice);

Secretiveness as a residual of the former political system (fear to communicate information necessary for the
development of a normal economic activity sometimes reaches extreme levels);

Coexistence of conservatism, mainly manifested in relation with basic assumptions, traditions and rites, and
inconsistency in dealing with more overt dimensions, such as norms, objectives, plans and procedures.
The research data revealed that the cultural environment at the organizational level emphasizes a strong contradiction
between the formal, declarative level and actual practice. Despite the fact that there are official sets of values recognized
and recommended as important, other, hidden values are actually used in practice. This fact underlines once again that
organizational culture in Romania still carries on the scares of communism, many of them stressing already existing traits of
the national background with a negative impact against the demands of competition in times of global recession.

7.4 A contemporary Cultural Take
But this piece perhaps puts the issues most succinctly –
Everyone is an expert and is completely unwilling to admit, in front of the others, that they don’t have a solution to any
problem. A garage mechanic will not admit that your car’s problem is beyond him until you retrieve it from him, not repaired,
after three weeks.
The Prime Minister will tell everyone that the economic crisis will be resolved in a matter of weeks even when he knows that
not one single person in the country believes him.
A potential business partner will confirm, while smiling, that your agreement will be signed in days even when he knows that
his boss said ‘no’ weeks ago. This is not lying or the symptoms of an insatiable desire to give you good news, it is simply a
function of not being able to admit ignorance or failure.
If you are fortunate enough to drive in Bucharest you will witness what is probably the clearest evidence of mass
individualism in global human society. Romanian people, of all shapes, sizes, social and educational backgrounds and income
brackets will do things in their cars that display a total disregard for sanity and other drivers.
Manoeuvres such as parking in the middle of the street, u-turning on highways
without any warning and weaving between lanes in heavy traffic at 150
kilometers per hour are commonplace and point to an extreme lack of concern
for the safety or even the simple existence of others.
The next time you are waiting to get on a plane at Henri Coandă airport, take a
little time to observe how queuing in an orderly and effective manner is clearly
regarded as an affront to the sovereignty of the Romanian individual. Enjoy the
spectacle of the pushing, shoving and general intimidation that follows the
arrival of the airport staff to supervise boarding.
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Outside of their core social networks Romanians closely follow the rule stating that it is every man, woman and child for
themselves. This is a contradiction that confuses many foreigners as they watch people that they know display complete
respect, loyalty and extraordinary generosity to their family and friends while at the same time utterly disregarding and
exuding contempt for everyone else. Foreigners tend to be more ‘democratic’ about their relationships, being more sceptical
about the ‘enforced’ closeness of their families and often listening, with greater interest, to the opinions of complete
strangers. I have often seen spouses loudly ignore each other while assigning the status of Einstein to someone they have
never met before in their lives.
There is an opinion poll, published in early 2012, showing that around 90 percent of the Romanian population regards almost
all of their compatriots as utterly untrustworthy and incompetent. At the same time 90 percent, possibly the same 90
percent, see themselves as being absolutely beyond reproach. This is clearly an extreme response no matter how you view it
and provides evidence of an extraordinary and troubling imbalance within the generality of Romania’s social relationships.

“Romania’s Social Network” by Ronnie Smith – p 14 of City Compass (2014)

For more see section 14 and annex 3

7.5 Le Monde visits Romanian farmers
One third of Romanians who are economically active farm the land – so its
important to understand the pressures they face……
“The National Rural Development Programme (NRDP) is coming to your village,” announced a poster on the door
of the town hall. In a tent at the football stadium six uniformed Europeanisation agents were giving a
PowerPoint presentation on financing a dairy farm. Since 2007 Romania has been a beneficiary of the European
Agriculture Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), which is co-funding the initiative.
The plan is to convert the 3.5 million Romanians who farm less than a hectare of land into entrepreneurs. The
number of peasant farmers in Romania has reached a European record — 30% of the economically active
population, compared with 28% in 1989. The collapse of Communism and the contraction of the industrial
sector sent people back to the land. Property is often divided up among family members, and the average
holding is two hectares, compared with 55 in France.
“The farmer we just passed typifies Romanian agriculture. He is uncompetitive,” said Garban. “How are you
going to break into the European market with just five litres of milk?” His answer would be to attend the NRDP
presentation, like the 30 Sercaia residents who had come along. “It’s very important to convince opinion
leaders. The priest and the primary school teacher have both come,” said Garban’s colleague, Catalina Musat.
The screen showed the financial operational targets that would allow a farmer to produce 24,000kg of
tomatoes in five years in return for an investment of €23,754, of which €7,400 is a non-repayable government
grant. Musat added: “Small farmers are not the potential beneficiaries though. We are aiming this more at
people who want to start a business.”
‘I couldn’t care less’
People like agronomist Alexandru Strâmtu, 31, who showed us round his new organic blueberry farm. The EU
provided half the funding — €300,000 — and he put up the other half. “I’m in debt but business is going well. I
sell all the blueberries to a Portuguese company, which exports them to Germany, Chile. Sometimes I even see
my fruit here.” But transporting them around the world is surely not very ecological? “Honestly, I couldn’t care
less.”
Just outside Bârla, in the south, Hadi Khoury, 30, the Lebanese managing director of the Haditon group,
welcomed us to his farm. He asked us to wear white overalls to prevent contamination of the 120,000 chickens
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kept in four buildings of the former collective farm (1). In association with 12 other businessmen, mostly from
the Middle East, he produces a quarter of all the eggs eaten in Romania. “If you don’t have the stamp of the
European Union, banks won’t even look at you. But if you do, they’ll come to you.” The EAFRD contributed €1m
to the renovation.
“Romania’s fantastic,” he said. “These ex-Communist buildings cost me next to nothing, I pay my 25 employees
very little, and the EU loans are substantial. The only problem is the Poles.” They are “unfair competition. They
don’t have the same hygiene standards, and they get more subsidies than we do. That’s the problem with
Europe — it’s great on modernisation and money, but we are all competing with each other.”
The local MP and former secretary of state at the ministry of justice, Theodor Nicolescu, said: “Hadi’s success
is an example to us all. Thanks to the European Union we are becoming competitive, and we are creating the
conditions for the free market to operate and guide people’s behaviour.”
We spent the evening in a large room with a marble bathroom in a deserted tourist hotel set up with the
support of the EAFRD. Garban and Musat said their parents had abandoned the family plot of land to work in
the city, as physicists and fashion designers. Nonetheless, the gospodarie (house, courtyard, outbuildings and
patch of land) remains a fundamental unit of social organisation. The ministry chauffeur, Ion Neagu, said he
rented out his family’s three hectares to a farmer who was cultivating them in a partnership (2). “I’d rather
beg in Paris than work the land,” he said, although he dreams of spending his retirement there.
The hotel’s cook disagreed: “I farm my gospodarie. I have pigs, chickens and cows. How else would I manage on
my seasonal wages?” The young waitress said she was glad to get the benefit of her family’s plot, but wouldn’t
dream of picking up a spade herself: “I don’t want to do my back in.” Attitudes are changing. As families lose
interest in working the land, the culture of self-sufficiency is being abandoned.
A struggle to survive
Three hundred kilometres away at Vintu de Jos, far from the NRDP publicity tour, we met Teodor Vingarzan
and his son Lucian. They are subsistence farmers, even though they have 50 hectares. Lucian, 34, an engineer,
said he would rather work the family farm than earn, at best, €300 a month in town. His youngest son had to
emigrate to the US to find work. Lucian invited us into the barn where he milked the oldest cow and handed us
a bowl of warm milk.
“There’s modernisation for you,” he said as he rinsed the bowl at the tap. “We only recently got running water.”
The Vingarzans use the animal manure to fertilise their cereal crops, which they feed to their cattle. “At the
end of the year we have a pig for Christmas, milk and eggs.”
It’s a struggle to survive, and Teodor blames the EU: “Our local produce is excellent, it is all organic, but we
are being crushed by produce from western Europe. They are much more subsidised and mechanised, and so
their food is cheaper than ours. I produce everything here but I can’t sell it. Go to the supermarket and you
will see — the potatoes are German, Italian and French.”
Vingarzan once believed in modernisation — immediately after Ceaușescu fell, he visited modern farms in
Belgium, France and Austria. He was impressed, and decided to increase his family’s land (as land was being
redistributed), buy equipment, and prosper. But “I was betrayed.”
When I met Achim Irimescu, secretary of state at the ministry of agriculture, in his office in Bucharest, I
was surprised to hear him describe the merits of subsistence farming: “It plays a very important social role.
This is a large number of people who are not unemployed, and who survive without asking the government for
help.” This leading member of the Conservative Party does however want to “reintegrate them into the market
and make them competitive through EU aid programmes for small farmers ... those who do not take action will
disappear, because most are elderly peasants without anyone to pass their land onto. It’s the natural solution.”
But when he described government measures — increasing the minimum size of farm that can apply for
funding, making investment conditional on the accumulation of land — and pointed out that these laws have
already reduced the numbers claiming direct payments by 300,000, the process did not seem quite so natural.
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Competition is the solution advocated in Romania, as it was in France in the 1960s, by agricultural scientists and
managers. Cristina Pocol, who teaches rural economy at the University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary
Medicine of Cluj-Napoca, listed what she describes as Romania’s handicaps, such as small parcels of land, low
productivity and low mechanisation. She pointed to an apple orchard seen on television: “The operation is
enormous, everything is computerised, the product is competitive. That’s the road we should take.”
Our produce is too dear
Convinced by travels to China and Germany, Tiberiu Biris tried to go down that road. He set up an apiary
cooperative in Blaj, bringing together 200 producers and the latest technology. They package around 400 tons
of honey a year, most of which is exported. “Romanians can’t buy Romanian honey,” Teodor Parau, who owns 200
hives, said with regret. “Our product is too expensive. It is bought by big western importers.” The middlemen
keep the prices so low that Biris fears he may have to close down the cooperative. The honey is competitive
though — around half the price of honey from western Europe.
One of the paradoxes of agrarian liberalism in Romania is that farmers are gaining market share abroad but
cannot feed their own people: 70% of food is imported. Driven by the EU, distorted competition has favoured
the rise of agriculture for export. In 10 years, almost 1m hectares, or 6.5% of usable agricultural land (3), has
passed into the hands of foreign investors. EU subsidies, low property prices and cheap labour are
concentrating the business into the hands of a few. In 2013 the government introduced a bill freeing up the
sale of land. A year ago the agriculture minister, Daniel Constantin, had to explain why he owed one of the
biggest industrial farm owners in the country several hundred thousand euros (4). Two of Constantin’s
predecessors, Valeriu Tabără and Stelian Fuia, worked for the multinational Monsanto.
Conflicts of interest are obvious and the political policy clear: in return for agreements signed with the
International Monetary Fund in 2009 and 2011, the Romanian government cut 200,000 public sector jobs,
reduced public sector salaries by a quarter and raised VAT to 24%. Pay is low and social protection weak,
driving Romanians to emigrate. In 2007 around 12% of Romanians worked abroad, mostly in low-skilled jobs.
As if nothing has been learnt, the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has brought Romania the same policies
adopted by western Europe in the 1960s. But at that time the issue of self-sufficiency had been settled, and
the labour market was able to absorb unskilled workers from the countryside, who often did well in the city
and moved up the social ladder. The contract the NRDP is proposing today in Romania — that peasants should
apply to large institutions for funding — reinforces the established inequalities between small-scale and largescale farms, and between subsistence farmers and industrial entrepreneurs better placed to get European
funds.
This is not the first time rural Romania has seen prophets of “good practice” — from 1948 onwards the
Communist Party’s propaganda department organised cinema tours of the countryside showing Soviet and
domestic films extolling collectivisation.
Grow your own
“It makes me so sad to kill them,” said Cezara Fiţ, who teaches the history of music at Alba Iulia secondary
school, as she contemplated 30 freshly killed chickens in her garden. Her husband, Iosif Fiţ, a member of the
national union of composers, spread their home produce on the table: tomatoes, cucumbers, red wine and plum
brandy. “The excellent local vegetables sold by the old ladies at the market are too expensive for us,” said
Cezara. “The vegetables in the big supermarkets are affordable, but they have come from far away and are
full of chemicals.”
The couple have been converted to the benefits of farming, which also helps one of their daughters, a teacher
whose €180 a month earnings are not enough to pay her bills. Austerity measures imposed by international
institutions encourage people to turn to self-sufficiency — in Greece, after the IMF’s rescue packages, tens of
thousands of city dwellers returned to the land. Composers and teachers work the fields. “Ceaușescu could
never have dreamed of this,” said Iosif.
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Disgusted by what he sees as a corrupt political class, he thinks only a Malthusian disaster will sort things out.
“A big global catastrophe would kill two or three billion people. The survivors would rebuild the world on more
moral principles.” Vingarzan would like to see the return of royalty. Ramona Dominicioiu and Attila Szocs,
activists with Eco Ruralis, the only Romanian organisation to defend small peasant farmers, try to raise funds
to save tomato seeds and reject all politicians as corrupt.
Corruption, condemned by everyone, including President Traian Băsescu, who has made it one of his main
concerns, makes it hard to see how the public authorities can find a solution; it also masks policies put in place
for personal enrichment. The European Commission scolds Romania for how it uses EU funds, but does not
question the course it is taking: “Membership of the European Union ... has been accompanied by extensive
reforms which have contributed to the modernisation of the country, and Romanian citizens have been able to
benefit from this,” said the Commission’s president José Manuel Barroso (5). The IMF believes the agreements
it signed with Romania have been “crowned with success” (6).
Such brilliant political success was no doubt behind the appointment of Romania’s former agriculture minister
Dacian Cioloș to the post of European Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development in 2009, where he
has just renegotiated reform of the CAP. Romanian peasants do not see this as a reason to be proud.
(1) Collective farms were broken up following the 1991 land reform, mainly by liquidising their assets.
(2) Passed in 1991 to counteract the parcelling out of agricultural land following the end of collectivisation, the
agricultural companies law allows several forms of partnership: commercial companies, family associations and
agricultural companies — recognised legal entities with a variable number of partners.
(3) Judith Bouniol, “Scramble for land in Romania: Iron fist in a velvet glove” (PDF), Transnational Institute,
January 2013.
(4) Attila Szocs, “Scandal hits Romania’s newly appointed Minister for Agriculture”, Arc2020, 6 February 2013.
(5) Communiqué from Romania’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bucharest, 2 December 2012.
(6) “La Roumanie redemande une cure de FMI”, Le Monde.fr (with AFP), 16 July 2013.
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8. Romanian Painting
Having been so bowled over in recent years
ago by Bulgarian realist painting of the first
part of the 20th Century that I produced a
booklet about it, events seemed to conspire
against a similar appreciation of Romanian
painters of the same period.
Bulgarian galleries and books, somehow, are
just more evident and accessible in Sofia than
their equivalents in Bucharest
I have, however, made some effort in the past
year to track down the full beauty of the
Romanian painting which were in such evidence
a hundred years ago (it’s amazing how many superb Romanian painters were born between 1870 and
1880!). Many were secreted in private collections during the Communist period – some even before
then eg the Zambaccian collection.
And quite a few of the nouveaux riches after 1989 have developed their own private collections which have been captured in a huge book in 2012 by painter Vasile Parizescu. The story of art
collection in Romania over the ages is well told in the link.
One of the collectors is "businessman" Tiberiu Posteinica who was so brazen as to produce a
sizeable book to glorify his ill-gotten collection. I was lucky enough to find a copy in a second-hand
bookshop here.
The national art galleries here (and various publishing houses) have, of course, published various
books on Romanian painters but making no concessions in recent years to those without the
Romanian language and focusing on a favoured few such as Nicolae Grigorescu (1838-1907), Theodor
Amman (1831-1891), Camil Ressu (1880-1962) and Theodor Pallady (1871-1956).
Things were actually better in the 1960s
when the Meridian publishing house
produced a great series of affordable
booklets on Romanian painters (with
attractive pasted prints).
From the second-hand bookshops here I
have slowly acquired many of these – eg
Nicolae Darescu (1883-1959), Stefan
Popescu (1872-1948 one of my real
favourites), Jean Steriadi (1881-1956) and
Josef Iser (1881-1958).
Two great websites have allowed me to
access the Romanian painting tradition – a
personal one; and ArtIndex, a Romanian
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Art Review which has entries for 2,000 painters – arranged alphabetically.
With this assistance, I now have a list of 75 classic Romanian painters – in a printout of 400 plus
pages. My initial selections have been posted here.
In addition, the Artmark Auction House sends me, at least every season, a large catalogue with
reproductions and details of every painting they are offering….
Apart from the artists already mentioned, the following are also superb  Artachino Constantin (1870-1954). One of my real favourites!
 Baltatu Adam (1899-1979)
 Baltazar Abgar (1880-1909)
 Bassarab Louis/Ludovic (1866-1933)
 Dimitrescu Stefan 1886-1933
 Grant Nicolae (1868-1950) Born of a Scottish father who moved here
 Mutzner Samual (1884-1959)
 Popp Ludeosanu-Aurel (1879-1960). A great socialist from Satu Mare who got himself into
some hot water during the Budapest Soviet!
 Strambu Hippolytus (1871-1934). Incredible painter!!
 Vermont Nicolae (1866-1932)
 Verona Arthur (1868-1946)
Balcik and Baie Mare were two very active artists’ colonies in the inter-war period – the former only
for a short period, until its absorption into Bulgaria; the latter since 1919 when it changed its name
from Nagybany.
Bucharest hosts not only two very large national art galleries but several delightful smaller ones,
housed in small palaces eg that of the Theodor Amman Museum
Sculptor Constantin Brancusi (1876-1959) rates with painter Grigorescu, poet Eminescu and
composer Enescu as the four greats of Romanian culture

Caricatures and Cartoons
The picture Wikipedia paints of the art critic, collector, agitator
and cartoonist Alexandru Bogdan-Pitesti (1870-1922) suggests an
interesting era!
Steriadi was one of several painters who indulged in that same
period what I consider to be the noble art of caricature.
In modern days Dan Perjovski is a good exponent of the line cartoon.
Tudor Banus has an international following – his complex, baroque
creations remind us of Durer or Archimboldo.

Contemporary art
I am not a fan of contemporary art so do not go out of my way to look at the current scene in
whatever country I find myself. There is so much hypocrisy, hype and rubbish involved. A Brit did a
little book on the contemporary scene a few years back - “100 to Watch – Directory of Romanian
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Contemporary Artists” (2009). And one blogger did a post on one modern painter to which she had
been drawn here. Two websites giving a sense of the contemporary scene are - here and here.
The Guide to Museums and Collections in Romania (Institute for Cultural Memory 2006) can be
downloaded (all 358 pages) from the link – its quite delightfully produced with its textual
descriptions of the offerings of museums (large and small) interspersed with charming photographs
of some of the tinier village museums and their contents……
An even more thorough listing can be seen here
An interesting article which reveals the complexity of the identity issues involved in Romanian
cultural expression is this 1999 one from the Wilson Centre
If you just want to luxuriate in the colours of some of the turn-of-the-century painters, then this
catalogue is for you

Visibility and the art market
My first days in Romania were in the dark days
(or rather nights – the lighting was appalling)
of 1991. When I had a proper base (mid 1990s)
I bought the odd painting for decoration but
paintings only made an impact on me in May
2008 when I stumbled into the Phillippopolis
Gallery in Plovdiv on the central plains of
Bulgaria. I was bowled over and emerged, after
my first visit, with 1940s seascapes by 2
renowned Bulgarian painters (Mario Zhekov
and Alexandra Mechkuevska) neither of whom
I had ever heard and with rustic scenes by 2
younger unknown painters. A later visit netted
another famous seascape artist of the 1940s
Alexander Moutafov – this time a river scene.
Since then I have become friendly with the owners of several Sofia galleries and have almost 50
Bulgarian paintings – and still collecting.
By the standards of the Bulgarian realist school, the Romanian paintings I was seeing here simply
did not compare because, I now realize, the small galleries in Bucharest are managed in a very
different way from Bulgaria. There is little feel here of the passion and interest in Sofia – except
that of money. And that goes for both the low and high end of the market. The low end clusters
around the Matache market not far from the Gara de Nord – and are in fact antique shops with few
paintings. Most are dark and primitive.
I have not ventured into many of the up-market galleries – since they smack so much of bijou
investments and big money. But a visit yesterday to the preliminary viewings for a major auction
tomorrow (in the Opera House) by Artmark altered one of my attitudes and confirmed another.
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I realised first that Romanian painting of the first part of the 20th century (my favourite period)
was in fact much better than I had thought. It’s simply that it’s rarely on public display - whereas
the numerous private galleries in Sofia and the municipal galleries throughout Bulgaria have lots of
such work to see.
There can be only 2 reasons for their invisibility in Romania – either that state museums are
hoarding them or they have been bought up by individuals and private companies. And my suspicion
that art has become a commodity in Romania but not yet in Bulgaria was confirmed first by the
prices expected at tomorrow’s auction – 150,000 euros minimum for a painting by Romania's most
famous paineter - Grigurescu (In Bulgaria the country's favourites go for a maximum of 15,000
euros).
One of Artmark’s Directors actually produced a
book we could purchase which plotted the annual
price changes of the Romanian impressionist and
post-impressionist painters on auction – and told us
that the Raiffesen Bank had a special loan scheme
for investing in paintings!
He also told us he expected 1,000 people at
Thursday's auction - whereas the Victoria Gallery
auctions in the Sheraton never attract more than
100.
All of this says a lot about the two
societies.....Victoria are actually auctioning tomorrow - at Varna 4 hours' drive away - but it clashes
with the Artmark one which is worth visiting as a bit of social observation.
Wednesday, September 29, 2010
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Romanian paintings
Januaries in Bucharest were bitterly cold and
snowy a decade or so ago. I remember the
snow covering cars in the mid-1990s. These
days it was just a bit nippy as I zipped through
the various bookshops – and took in the
incredible (renovated) palace which now
houses the Artmark auctioneers at C Rossetti
5.
I have to say that such opulence (and staffing)
completely turns me off. It simply shows the
huge mark-up they must put on the paintings
they sell. Although the prices seem a bit more
reasonable than they were, there were in fact
no paintings which interested me in those
displayed for the 26 January auction which, this time, includes quite a bit of the Ceaucescu family
possessions and memorabilia which you can see in the catalogue on the site which can be downloaded.
It brought back the memory of the (private) visit I was able to make in 1990 to the richly-endowed
mansion the couple had at the back of the Peles palace in Sinaii. Gold-plated bath taps no less - at a
time when the population was starving! I had good connections in those days as I was working for
WHO - which had been in with the old governments! I was there to show a new face - and explore
new possibilities. Which I did in the gloom and in the front of an ambulance which was the means of
transport for the young doctor who took me around the country.
The ArtMark auction paintings were hiding the gallery's more interesting permanent exhibition.
Better to visit between auctions!
I had noticed in the Humanitas bookshop a new book (rather pricey at
25 euros) on a superb classic Romanian painter unknown to me Camil
Ressu (born 1880) A good video of his portrait work is available here.
This is a famous painting of his…….
But I was persuaded to buy in Artmark a fascinating and well-crafted
300 page plus book (in English) – The Self-Punishing One; arts and
Romania in the 1980s and 1990s on the works and times of 3
uncompromising Romanian artists (Stefan Bertalan; Florin Mitroi, Ion
Grigorescu).
How writers coped with the "communist" repression is a common
theme of discussions (I mentioned the Herda Mueller exchange here in
November recently) but I come across discussions about the effects
on artistic endeavours much less frequently. The only thing I can
find online on a similar theme is in German.
Whence to the experience of visiting the Ploesti Art Gallery – The
"Ion Ionescu-Quintus" Art Museum of Prahova county's activity, with
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the two departments, Art Museum Ploieşti and Memorial House of painter Nicolae Grigorescu in
Câmpina, in accordance with the Law 311/2003 to give it its proper title (needed if you are to find it
on the internet!). It is housed in a splendiferous palace in Ploiesti’s centre - which is a large city 50
kms north of Bucharest on the main highway to the Carpathians and Europe. Its oil resources gave
it strategic and economic importance at the beginning of the 20th century – evident in some of the
architectural gems which can be seen if you look hard enough. Josef Iser is perhaps the city’s most
famous artistic son although the country’s most famous painter (Nicolae Grigorescu) comes from
the county (Prahova) and is also well represented in the gallery’s collection - as is Theodor Pallady.
However, we apparently arrived at an inopportune time – 15.50 Friday – and got no response when we
rang the bell as requested. The security guard was concerned – not least because an alarm was
ringing - and ran around the building a couple of times before assuring us that the gallery was open
until 17.00.
After 10 minutes I was depositing my business card with a message of disappointment when the
huge door suddenly opened and a surprised-looking woman explained – to the security guy not us –
that there was no electricity although the lights appeared a few seconds after her “explanation”.
Thereafter the usual shrill altercation between Romanian custodians and citizens – with no sense
from the former that any apologies were due. And a special graphic exhibition had taken over the
building – with only half a dozen of the permanent exhibits being on display. The (European)
graphics had been hung so low that it was very difficult to see their detail. The best feature for me
was the building - with superb entrance hall, painted ceilings and old and fully-functioning tiled
stoves keeping the rooms at their required temperature. We were supposed to pay 2 euros – but
somehow managed to emerge without payment. Another typical Romanian experience of public
services!

Classic Romanian painters
Still blocked in Bucharest with the snow and biting temperatures
(minus 27 in Brasov last night) and, being the first Wednesday of
the month, what better to do than take advantage of the free
entry to galleries which this date always offers. So off to the
great National Museum of Romanian Art – and straight up to the
third floor (so as not to be tired out by the time the modern
section is reached!) The large collection there starts with a
generous number of the bright Theodor Aman (1831-1891)
society paintings – ditto Nicolae Grigorescu (1838-1907) and Ion
Andreescu (1850-1882) - and gives a new perspective on every
visit.
I had previously praised a website which purports to show the Romanian cultural patrimony but now
notice that none of the great paintings on display seem to be in the virtual collection.
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Stefan Popescu (1872-1948), for example, is a
great favourite of mine – particularly those
which reflect his time in northern Africa. Sadly,
however, I can find none of these on the site
(which is, in any event organised in a very
administrative, non-user friendly way) - or
online generally. If you scroll down on this
blogpost (on my links) about the Brasov Gallery
you will get a certain sense of some of the
classic Romanian painters.
The National Gallery always has interesting
publications and, this time, I bought (for 7
euros) a very well-produced 122 page book on their modern school. At the Humanitas bookshop
nearby, I bought, for 9 euros, the 150 page book on Theodor Aman – and also a great-looking source
book on Balkan Cinema.
2 Feb 2012

Romanian Realists of the early 20th Century
I’ve been a bit sniffy about the Romanian
painting tradition. Compared with the Bulgarian
it is certainly less accessible and more elitist –
which is a reflection of socio-economic realities
here. But it did have some real Masters in the
late 19th Century - starting with
the classicist Theodor Aman (1831-91);
the renowned impressionist Nicolae
Grigorescu (1838-1907);
and his friend, the tragically short-lived Ion
Andreescu (1850-82)
The key realist painters who grew up in their
shadow in the last part of the 19th century
number about ten – with many having passed through the Munich Art Academy which was such an
influence on the Bulgarians. Few are well known outside Romania (apart from Luchian) and they cost
about ten times their Bulgarian counterparts.
For each painter I give a video link.
Nicolae Vermont (1866-1932) had great landscapes;
Stefan Luchian (1868-1917) is better known for his still-lives.
Then three of my favourites –
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 Stefan Popescu (1872-1948) a great
colourist (the river scene here) who has many
North African landscapes;
 Camil Ressu (1880-1962) with
wonderful peasant scenes; and
 Jean Alexandru Steriadi(1881-1956)
with a lot of inspiration from the Black Sea (the
painting at the top is boats at Braila).
Iosif Iser (1881-1958) was a very colourful
artist - who gave us great figurative work ...of
racetracks and Ottoman figures.
Nicolae Tonitsa (1886-1940) is well-known for his portraits - and the curious dark eyes of many of
his figures.
Samuel Muntzner (1884-1959) is also a favourite - with river or sea generally present in his
paintings.
Ciucurencu, Alexandru (1903-1977) had more time under the socialist regime than the others and
has another video here
A general video on Romanian painting seems to confirm my belief that the worthwhile painters were
born in the latter part of the 19th Century - and that would include the painters from the
Nagybany school most of whom were technically Hungarian.
And another article indicates that my own preferences are fairly similar to more professional
judgements
24 December 2012
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Two more realist Romanian painters of the early 20th century
Two painters were missing from yesterday’s
list of important Romanian painters of the
early 20th ;Century – one deliberately, the
other because I was not aware of his
significance.
I have never been particularly impressed
with Theodor Pallady (1871-1956) but his name
should be included in any such list.
Pallady was born in Iaşi, but at a young age, his
family sent him to Dresden, where he studied
engineering at the Dresden University of
Technology between 1887 and 1889. At the
same time, he studied art and was encouraged
to go to Paris where he enrolled in the Academy of Fine Arts (Académie des Beaux-Arts). In 1892,
he worked in the studio of Gustave Moreau, where he had as colleagues Henri Matisse, Georges
Rouault, and Albert Marquet.
In 1904, Pallady returned to Romania but maintained close connections with Paris, where he
continued to hold many personal exhibitions, up
until World War II. He also exhibited at
the Venice Biennale in 1924, 1940 and 1942. A
good website gives some of his paintings.
Stefan Dimitrescu (1886-1933) is a new one for
me – and most impressive. Most of Dimitrescu's
paintings take inspiration mainly from the life of
simple folk, and especially from that of
Romanian peasants and miners; they attempt to
portray Romanian traditions and way of life,
drawing on his encounters with both Byzantine
art and the work of Paul Cézanne.
Part of his art (between 1926 and 1933) was
inspired by his travels to Dobruja, and have
been considered to be the most accomplished synthesis between his craft as a draftsman and his
art as a painter.
Born in Moldova into a modest family, he completed his primary and secondary studies in his
hometown. In 1902, deciding to follow his passion for music, he left for Iasi, where he took
cello classes at the Iaşi Conservatory.
In summer of 1903, Dimitrescu entered the National School of Fine Arts in the city, studying in the
same class as Nicolae Tonitza. After graduation, Dimitrescu painted murals for Orthodox churches
in Bacău County. Between 1912 and 1913, he studied in Paris, at the Académie de la Grande
Chaumière, during which time he was attracted to impressionism
Drafted into the army at the start of the Romanian Campaign of World War I, Dimitrescu was
profoundly touched by the experience, and began painting tragic pieces that documented the misery
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brought by the conflict. Like his friend Tonitza, he began exploring social themes, such as the
effects of bombardments.
In 1917, along with the painters Camil Ressu, Iosif Iser, Marius Bunescu, he founded the Art of
Romania association in their Iaşi refuge. In 1926, Dimitrescu, with Oscar Han, Francisc Şirato,
and Nicolae Tonitza, established Grupul celor patru ("The Group of Four").
He became a teacher at the Iaşi National School of Fine Arts in 1927, and, during the next year, he
was named its headmaster (a position he held until his death). Towards the end of his life,
Dimitrescu began expanding his palette to cover more somber colors, while exploring compositions in
which the background was stripped of details and usually of a dominant white.
Some of his paintings can be seen on this website.
25 December 2012

How the arts helped shape Romanian identity
A trip to the National Art Gallery yesterday
expanded my list of significant Romanian Realist
colourists of the early 20th century - and
deepened my understanding one of my favourites
- Jean Alexandru Steriadi (1880-1956).
A great series slowly taking shape here is that
on Romanian graphic art. Some years ago, I
bought 2 volumes of “P” (which includes hundred
of artist's Stefan Popescu's sketches) for only
5 euros. They have now progressed to S – and
have devoted an entire volume to the drawings
of Steriadi whom I have known only as a painter.
They give a great sense of social life in the early
part of the 20th century. Sadly I can’t find any
reproductions online but will photo some shortly and put them online.
A special exhibition entitled - The National Myth - How arts define
Romanian identity is based on a perspective put forth by historian
Lucian Boia, in his book ”History and Myth in National Consciousness” and
sets out to identify some of the prevailing themes of the mythology of
Romanian history: its Latin character, its territorial unity and the fight
for independence.
The exhibition evokes the creation of the Romanian nation state, as it looks
at the main stages of that process: the 1848 Revolution, the 1859 Union of
the Romanian Principalities, the accession to the throne of Carol 1st as King
of Romania in 1866, the 1877- 1878 War of Independence, the proclamation
of Romania’s kingdom in 1881 and the 1918 great union. Historian Lucian Boia.
Lucian Boia says: “I am convinced that without myths, we stand no chance. A
myth holds both truth and exaggeration, but it is ultimately a construction
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that is absolutely necessary in the life of every community. Maybe today’s general lack of orientation can
be explained by the rejection of faiths and grand projects, be they utopic.”
Carol Popp de Szathmári, Theodor Aman, Nicolae Grigorescu, Ioan Andreescu, Ştefan Luchian, Nicolae
Tonitza, Oscar Han, Camil Ressu are all on display – and many more
The militant role of art throughout the 19th century is evident in the works that bring to the fore
portraits of 1848 revolution heroes, allegories embodying the ideals of union and independence,
documentary-type scenes, and especially historical scenes.
Beside the glorification of national history, which began in the latter half of the 19th century and
extended to the better part of the 20th century, artists show a drive for subjects of the rural world and
its traditions. The national ethos overlaps the countryside and the idealized image of the Romanian peasant.
This has fuelled the huge popularity of painter Nicolae Grigorescu’s works. They were seminal for the
evolution of Romanian fine arts.
Lucian Boia: ”The 19th century is very interesting, because we witness a mutation. The Westernising
process occurred, which was very interesting and rapid. In the early 20th century, people here still dressed
according to Eastern fashion codes, especially the Turkish one, they used the Cyrillic alphabet, just like
Slavic Christian Orthodox peoples and spoke Greek. Several decades later, they picked the latest Paris
fashion trends and began writing in the Latin alphabet, while the cultural language was French. This rapid
Westernisation of the elite demonstrated its great capacity to adapt to new historical and cultural realities.
The Romanian nation also saw its birth. I’m mainly talking about national belief. Many of the paintings on
view show Romanians’ traditional civilisation. By creating bridges with the West, Romanians also feel the
need to keep something that preserves their identity. This is traditional rural civilisation. It is striking to
realise that up until the early 20th century, Romanian painting virtually had no urban landscapes. The
peasant’s figure is pervasive and the characters and objects it is associated with become powerful symbols
of Romanian identity:

A great book goes with the exhibition (for 17 euros) but, like all the Gallery publications, is in
Romanian only. When money is short for translation, you normally find brief CVs in a few foreign
languages. But not this book or Gallery! They are simply too lazy!
Three new names came to my attention during the visit (details from the internet) –
Octav Bancila (1872-1944) earned a scholarship at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich (1894-1898)
and travelled in France and Italy. Had his first solo exhibition in 1900.
Cycle of works addressed the theme of peasant revolts that took place in the country.
From 1916-1937 he was professor at the "School of Fine Arts" University.
Francis Siraco (1877-1953) was born in 1877,
in Craiova, in a family of craftsmen, originating
from the Banat.
A passion for drawing took him to Craiova Graphic
Institute which taught lithography
technique. Şirato however decided to concentrate
on painting and, in 1898, leaving for Germany in
Düsseldorf. Lacking sufficient resources, fails to
attend the Academy of Art there. Is forced to
work in an engraving workshop. In 1899 he returned
to the country, and next year is part of the
"National School of Fine Arts" in Bucharest.
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In 1907, his painting is not noticed, but his drawings attract attention. They appear regularly in the
magazine "ant", some of them inspired peasant uprising of 1907. Before World War I, between 1908 and
1914, the exhibit "Artistic Youth" being among the first members of this association. Şirato find some
impulse in Cézanne's painting, with its balanced architecture, as well as Romanian folklore.
During the war, Şirato made several drawings depicting cycles of war dramas, works it presents the
personal exhibition in 1921. With this exhibition ends the first period of the artist's work, particularly
valuable in graphics, and increasingly devoted to painting. In 1920, join the group "Romanian Art", in which
sets up in 1924. The following year founded, together with painters Nicolae Tonitza and Stephen
Dimitrescu and sculptor Oscar Han "Group of Four". The Group has not made a specific program, the four
united a common understanding and a close friendship art
In 1917, became curator at the National Museum of Folk Art, and later, in 1932, appointed professor of
"Academy of Fine Arts" in Bucharest, standing out as a good teacher. In 1946, the painter, who many
years ago had won awards at international art events (Barcelona, Brussels, Paris, New York), is awarded
the "National Award for Painting". In 1947 his personal exhibition enjoys great success. This was,
however, his last exhibition. Francis Şirato has a rich publishing activity, has written numerous articles
and reviews of art in "Sburatorul", In 1938 he wrote a monograph devoted Nicolae Grigorescu.

Ion Theodorescu-Sion (1882-1939) was the third new name whose paintings made an impression. He
was born to a poor family, his father a railway worker and mother from peasant stock. He
is well-known for his traditionalist, primitivist painting. Initially an Impressionist, he dabbled in various
modern styles in the years before World War. He had one major ideological focus: depicting peasant life in
its natural setting. In time, Sion contributed to the generational goal of creating a specifically Romanian
modern art, located at the intersection of folk tradition, primitivist tendencies borrowed from the West,
and 20th-century agrarianism.
Initially scandalized by Theodorescu-Sion's experiments, public opinion accepted his tamer style of the mid
to late 1910s. Sion was commissioned as a war artist, after which his standing increased. His paintings
alternated the monumental depictions of harsh rural environments and their inhabitants, with
luminous Balcic seascapes and nostalgic records of suburban life.
The painting which heads the post is one of his

10 January 2013
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Cultural pursuits on a quiet Bucharest sunday
Bucharest is now showing me a kinder face.
Dental treatment has forced me to stay in the
city for a few weeks – and the cooler
temperatures have made this – and brisk
morning walks - a bearable proposition.
Yesterday was a glorious day for walking –
overcast and, at 20 degrees, about 15 cooler
than is normal for this time of year. And the
palm-sized Fuji camera acquired during the Koln
trip gives an additional incentive to walk.
Building facades we had taken for granted
during our normal walks from Piata Victoerei to
Unirii acquired therefore a new perspective as
we traversed the side streets – deserted as they are (apart from some early birds in the cafes)
during these summer weekends.
I had wanted to get some snaps of the houses in the area bisected by Hristov Botev street to the
north-east of the concrete fascism of the Unirii area - but light drizzle forced a readjustment and
we found ourselves veering around just before our destination; and arriving in the small gallery
under the Military Circle chatting to a young, untrained artist who is an active collector of Romanian
painters and member of the Romanian art collectors’ association.
It was the last day of Mihai Sandilescu’s exhibition – with paintings with a strong sense of colour I
don’t often find here. They reminded me of Matisse and the towering (but strangely neglected)
figure who was Caillebotte.
Mihai recommended we visit the current exhibition at the Bucharest Municipality Museum which
turned out to be a marvellous collection of paintings devoted to the Romanian House – temporarily
lent by private owners (downstairs was another temporary exhibition – of less interesting works for
sale at reasonable prices). I go some new names for the file in which I am making notes on Romanian
realist painters of the past century – a file which now has about 60 names and 50 pages.
The visit gave me nine new names – Artachino,
Constantin (1870-1954); Baesu, Aurel (18961928); Alper, Juan (1857-1901); Cismaru,
Mihai (1943-2003); Catargi, George (18941963); Darascu, Nicolae (1883-1953); Ghiata,
Dimitir (1888-1972); Ludeosanu Aurel
Popp (1874-1960); and Popescu, Cicerone (190870).
We were now more than 3 hours into our
cultural walk which culminated in a quick visit to
the second hand bookshop on Strada Ion Ghica
– unearthing 2 good-looking current German
guidebooks to Romania (for 5 euros each) and a
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pristine (and Romanian) edition of Umberto Eco’s stunning On Beauty (for 10 euros).
Then on to the Anthony Frost English bookshop where its manager gave me an illuminating insight
into the current booktrade.
Suitably chastened and all the more determined to break my
Amazon habit, I emerged with four books – Bucharest
Tales (in the New Europe Writer series);Vassily
Grossman’s A Writer at War; Friedrich Reck’s recently
rediscovered and amazing journal from the Nazi period Diary of a Man in Despair - which has the poetic power of a
series of Georg Grosz paintings combined with some Brecht
poems (and this from a scion of the German aristocracy) The
book is also reviewed here.
The final book was one of their 45% off bargains – another
in the delightfully-produced New York Review of books
series The Gallery by John Horne Burns.
The painting and book visits and chats were so filling there
simply wasn't an appetite left for the planned visit to the
newly-opened Museum of Art Collections back nearer home
at Calei Victorei......
22 July 2013

Romanian art slowly emerges from the shadows
Bucharest’s newly-opened Museum of Art
Collections is stunning – well worth the 20 year
wait for its opening.
Housed in a huge, refurbished palace on Calea
Victoriei, it hosts in about 60 rooms private
collections of art (in suites of rooms) which had
been built up by individuals and families and then
taken by the state during mainly the communist
period: thus Elena and Anastase Simu Collection,
the Iosif Iser Collection, the Elizabeth and
Moses Weinberg Collection, the Ulmeanu Elena
Collection, the Alexandru Phoebus Collection, the
Hrandt Avachian collection.
The museum boasts over 12,000 works including all artistic genres: painting, drawing, sculpture,
decorative arts – most of it Romanian art and represented by artists like Nicolae Grigorescu,
Stefan Luchian, Ioan Andreescu, Jean Al. Steriadi, Nicolae Tonitza Nicholas, Nicholae Darascu,
Theodor Pallady, Iosif Iser and, my favourite, Stefan Popescu - shown here – as well as valuable
pieces of folk art (icons on glass and wood, ceramics, furniture, fabrics XVIII - XIX).
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Romanian sculpture is illustrated by Oscar Han, Corneliu Medrea Milita Patrascu and Celine
Emilian. European and oriental (Turkish, Persian, Japanese, Chinese) art can be seen - as well as
icons, folk art, rugs (XVI - XIX), silver, porcelain and glass, furniture, miniatures. The Museum of
Art Collections is a division of the National Art Museum.
It seems to take some time for the great
Romanian paintings to see the light of day unlike Bulgaria where I have found it so easy to
view (and purchase) old masters in the various
Sofia galleries and where I was, from the
beginning, treated in a courteous and friendly
way.
Not so in Bucharest whose gallery-owners for
the most part are offhand if not aggressive.
It is only in recent months that I have revised
my opinion of Romanian art which I had seen until
now as dark and brooding if not downright ugly
(eg Gheorge Petrascu). Jean Steriadi is one of my favourites - shown here.....
I owe this revision to books produced by the painter and art collector Vasile Parizescu the latest of
which is a huge volume - with the great title Life as Passion - which details, with splendid
pictures the various art collections which have been developed privately in 20th Century Romania.
Earlier this week, in the small antique shop in the arches of Ion Ghica street near the City Museum
(you can get a great birds' eye view of the city centre by clicking on the appropriate button here), I
chanced upon a large and weighty 380 page volume which
itemises the incredible collection of business-man Tiberiu
Postelnica (coincidentally the grandson of Ceaucescu's last
Minister of the Interior and Head of the Securitate. You can
imagine the process by which he came to accumulate the
collection he now has and so shamelessly boasts about in this
380 page volume!!!)
A recent magazine article hints at how big money (and
connections) have cornered the art market in Romania.
But truly important collections, according to sources who wish to
remain anonymous, belong to someone very discrete: for instance, the
businessman Tiberiu Postelnicu owner Total Distribution & Logistics
Group has a substantial art collection, with hundreds of pieces.
Retired General Marius Opran, former adviser to Ion Iliescu, is
known to have an important collection of art in his possession - worth
50 million euros (one of the pieces was a painting by Pissarro,
"Carpenter"). Another important collector Adrian Zdrobiş
businessman with a substantial collection of Romanian masters, family
heritage, with dozens of pieces of Pallady Andreescu or Grigorescu.
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Tonitsa is generally not a favourite of mine - but I make an exception for this nude - .
And a couple of the Grigorescus in the collection are shown below - the last being a self-portrait.

25 July 2013

A new and hidden gem in Bucharest - the Theodor Aman Museum
For several years we have been leaving nasty
notes on the gates of the small Aman museum
in Rosetti street asking when the “renovations”
would ever end and the public be admitted.
And lo – ever so quietly – the gates seem to
have creaked open 3 months ago!
Only yesterday did we venture in – and what
gems were waiting!
Theodor Aman (1831-1891) was the father of
Romanian painting - whose works blend
Romanticism and Academicism, as well as
bearing characteristics of early/PreImpressionism. He took drawing lessons in Craiova and studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts
in Paris from 1850 under the supervision of Michel Martin Drolling and François Edouard Picot.
He returned to Romania in 1857, already established as a painter. His workshop was one of the most
popular meeting places of high society.
He established the first Fine Arts School in Bucharest (1864), where he was both the first teacher
and the director.
The museum is in that original building whose
original features - not least doors and windows but
also carved desk and other items of furniture have all been lovingly restored.
Many of the paintings are so small, they are
impossible to capture on my camera.
The themes used by Theodor Aman in his works historical painting, Oriental scenes, scenery, still
nature - are all distinctly represented in the
exhibition. The techniques he employed range from
easel painting to engraving and drawing. Moreover,
his works range from large scale painting (particularly heroic representations of the past and
historical portraits) to small scale works (contemporary or daily life projects).
Entry was free - so was use of the camera (very rare!) and the generous time which the guide gave
us. A real find - to return to........
31 July 2013
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The politics of painting
Bucharest is a city I would normally avoid in
high summer like the plague – but dental issues
have forced me to divide what summer I’ve had
since my return from Germany in early July
between the place and my mountain retreat.
And the cooler summer weather has actually
made the city much more bearable.
Having bemoaned what I saw as the lugubrious
state of Romanian painting with which I was
being served up in Bucharest galleries and
museums in the past decade, my eyes have been
opened in the past 12 months.
The new Museum of (22 separate!) art collections; a website; various finds in antiquarian bookshops;
and a small new private gallery have helped me at last to appreciate the beauty of Romanian realist
painting of the past century!
New names for me are Bassarab Louis/Ludovic (1866-1933) whose reputation seems to have been
unfairly eclipsed by Grigorescu and Andreescu; the exquisite works of Grant Nicolae 18681950; Artachino Constantin (1870-1954); Strambu
Hippolytus (1871-1934); Baesu Aurel(1896-1928); Leon
Bijou (1880-1970); Georgescu Marian (1892-1932);
and Aurel Popp
It is Grant and Popp who intrigue me the most – for the
neglect each has suffered – for very different political
reasons.
Grant (as his name would suggest) was of Scottish (and
high bourgeois) origin – his father was UK consul in
Romania and Nicolae came of age when Romanian
impressionist painting was at its height - being part of
the great generation of Artachino, Baltazar, Biju,
Bunescu, Dimitrescu, Darescu, Eder, Muntzner, Pallady,
Popescu, Popea, Ressu, Schweitzer-Cumpana, Steriadi,
Theodresci-Scion, Tonitza, Vermont and Verona – all,
amazingly, born within ten years of one another!
Nicolae Grant, however, seems to have been air-brushed
out of history – his name does not appear in the key 1971 text by Dragut et al of the Meridian
publisher’s Romanian Painting in 1111 pictures whose German version I was lucky enough to find this
week (for 5 euros!). And, at the moment, I can find no site with which to illustrate his work - but
one example is at the side here.
Aurel Popp was born in Satu Mare in 1879 and was (not unlike many painters of the time) a
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passionate Socialist - which landed him in deep trouble with the Hungarian authorities of the time.
Not least because, in 1918, he was elected to the Budapest Soviet. For that heinous offence he was
imprisoned, escaped and was hounded in post-war Transylvania. Last week I was delighted to pick up
a copy of the 1968 Meridian series (German version) on his work.
And it is one of his paintings which tops this post
7 September 2013

The great Romanian Realist school
An “Art Safari” is taking place this week on
Bucharest’s central thoroughfare, Magheru
Boulevard, in what was, until recently, an art-deco
garage which I used a few years back for my car’s
annual test.
The jewels in the display are the regional
collections – from Constanta, Arad, Galati but Baia
Mare in particular which was, at the turn of the
20th century, a real magnet for painters… the link
gives a good history – as well as excellent sections
on some of the key local painters….
The Constanta Curator – Doina Pauleanu - is clearly
one of the country’s key art historian - having
written at least three magnificent looking books on the painters of the period (unfortunately only in
Romanian) - but shared the problem she has finding someone with the necessary qualifications and
dedication willing to take the administrative burdens involved for about 300 euros a month..She’s
active in cross-border work, for example, with the Bulgarian curators of Dobrich Gallery (whom we
know) and Russe – and has run trips to the traditional art colony of Balcik…
Last year, the safari was located in a large tent in the
central square in front of the National Gallery and was
rather small and stifling. This is a much better location –
giving the conditions to allow the slow savouring of the
amazing treasures the curators have brought forth.
And the organisers are to be congratulated on the creativity
they let loose on the old building…
The display encourages us to make the trip to the various
regions – particularly Constanta – and to resume the editing
of more than 500 pages of text and reproductions I had
accumulated for some 75 of the better known Romanian
realists of a century ago. I took me quite a few years to
appreciate the power of the Romanian tradition – their works
are not so easily seen in the smaller galleries and one of my
posts referred to the number of private collections which
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apparatchiks have squirrelled away. The Masters were
- the classicist Theodor Aman (1831-91);
- the impressionist Nicolae Grigorescu (1838-1907); and his friend, the tragically short-lived
- Ion Andreescu (1850-82)
and it is quite astonishing how many great artists were born within 15 years or so of one another in
the country. Here’s the top ten for me - Nicolae Vermont (1866-1932) had great landscapes;
- Stefan Luchian (1868-1917) is better known for his still-lives.
- Artachino Constantin (1870-1954) he and the trio who follow are the great colourists
- Strambu Ipolit (1871-1934)
- Stefan Popescu (1872-1948) my favourite - who has many North African landscapes;
- Biju Leon 1880-1970
- Camil Ressu (1880-1962) with wonderful peasant scenes; and
- Bunescu Marius 1881-1971
- Jean Alexandru Steriadi(1881-1956) with a lot of inspiration from the Black Sea.
- Iosif Iser (1881-1958) was a very colourful artist - who gave us great figurative work ...of
racetracks and Ottoman figures.
- Bednarik Ignat (1882-1963)
- Darescu Nicolae 1883-1959 – another great colourist
- Nicolae Tonitsa (1886-1940) is well-known for his portraits - and the curious dark eyes of many of
his figures.
- Samuel Muntzner (1884-1959) is also a favourite - with river or sea generally present in his
paintings.
You'll find a series of my posts on the Romanian realists here
15 May 2015

Women in Romania
Yesterday’s visit to the “Equal - Art and Feminism in Modern
Romania” gave us access to some wonderful paintings from some
20 of Romania’s women artists of the early part of the past
century,
1916 is selected as the starting point since that, apparently, was
the date of the formation of the first woman artists'
association in Romania - instigated by Olga Grecianu on her
return from Brussels. The paintings on display cover the free
period until King Carol established in 1938 what was to be the
first of the dictatorships which so disfigured the country for
the next 50 years ...
I was well aware of Elena Popa, Cecilia Cuţescu-Storck (see side
pic) and Rodica Maniu – the last being a particular favourite. But
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I had not seen the works of artists such as
Olga Grecianu, Nina Arbore, Nadia Bulighin,
Maria Ciurdea Steurer, Irina Codreanu, Milita
Petraşcu, Merica Râmniceanu, Magdalena
Radulescu and Mina Byck Wepper.
I will now add some of these painters to
my Introducing the Romanian Realists of the
19th and early 20th Centuries
I assume the exhibition's title is ironic since
it would be difficult to argue that this 20 year
period of this misogynist Latin country was
characterised by respect for women's rights
(however much Queen Marie may have made up for her husband's fickleness) A better title might
have been that of an important essay of the 1970s - Why have there been no great women artists?
Fascinating though the paintings were, they mostly displayed the society women or domestic scenes
– hardly signs of liberation. Elena’s Popa’s market scenes were the only exception – with Rodica
Maniu (who is reputed to have painted many of husband Sam Mutzner’s works) celebrating Breton
peasants at work in the fields with somewhat romanticising colours..
The gallery's walls contain some extended text, presumably to explain the "thinking" behind the
selection but it's only in Romanian. What does it take to produce one page in at least English for the
foreign visitor? The failure to do that simple thing shows the sheer arrogance of this genre of
people....
National galleries in this part of the world suffer from being part of the political spoils system.
They are “managed” by their respective Ministries of Culture whose Ministers (having so little else
to do) obviously take full advantage of the power of appointment (and sacking) which goes with the
job.
I have to admit, however, that the National Gallery apparatniks here do occasionally mount an
interesting exhibition – I remember one at the National Gallery a few years back which actually
brought together Bulgarian, Greek and Romanian painters (sadly their website has no archives –
although it now boasts a lovely virtual tour of each of its rooms) – but it missed the opportunity to
challenge the indifference these nations now display to one another…..
I have two other complaints about the management of Bucharest's National Gallery - Although a catalogue (172pp) is available, it is entirely (as always) in Romanian
- They also try to charge 30 euros for taking photographs
Hardly surprising therefore that Romanian art remains unknown. I have referred before to the
greater accessibility in Bulgaria to works of the early 20th century. Romanian "Collectors" generally the dubious family members of old communists - have successfully squirrelled away most
of the Romanian painting tradition in their large houses.
Artmark is Romania's auction house has become almost the only way to see this work - as it is
transferred from one rich owner to another (the prices are ten times more than in Bulgaria!). See
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for yourself in their glossy catalogues - which can be sent to you on request eg this one from
September
This, of course, makes the task of art curators all the more critical - and raises the larger question
of how creatively art curators understand and practice their function – those at The Netherlands
came in for some criticism recently for hiring philosophy-popularising Alain de Boton to write some
provocative tags/slogans….
7 January 2016

Another Danube Trip
Another trip north 2 weeks back – first to Port Cetate via Belogradchik and one of its vineyards and
the Vidin bridge across the Danube. A huge shell of a synagogue at Vidin is left unexplained in the
guidebook….
A writer in residence at Port Cetate turned out to be a Schwabian from an old Danube family who is
now producing wines in Hungary and writing a book on the different values represented by the
Danube and Rhine rivers and the cultures around them….I put him onto Ronnie Lessem whose 1989
Global Management Principles made a big impact on me at the time.
The book not only identifies four very different clusters of values (north, south, east and west) but
ascribes, to organisations and individuals alike, different life phases. There’s a nice summary here.
A couple of decades ago, I used some fallow time I had to “bone
up on” contemporary management writing (see chapter 6 of In
Transit – notes on good governance) and have a continuing
interest in the history of management thought (if that’s not a
contradiction in terms!!). Lessem’s vignettes of the various
figures in the management canon bring people and ideas alive in
an exceptional manner.
Lessem, I am delighted to see, is still going strong and has
moved from management into the wider field of economics –
there’s a sadly rare video here of one of his presentations
He is one of these admirable people who challenge the
narrowness of the intellectual boundaries which so constrain our
thinking……
After a couple of nights at Port Cetate, it was on to Craiova and
a first visit to its superbly restored Art Gallery. Apart from
great displays of the great work of Amman and Grigorescu, the
visit was made worthwhile by a roomful of Brancusi sculptures
and paintings by an artist so far unknown to me and who therefore doesn’t figure in my Introducing
the Romanian Realists of the 19th and early 20th Centuries – Eustatie Stoinescu. It is a wonderfully
coy painting of his which adorns this post….
Thursday, April 28, 2016
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9. Photographs and Buildings
Photographs
are perhaps the most immediate and
obvious way in which we gain impressions
(true and false) of a country – whether
facial types, clothes, geographical features,
buildings or pastimes….
Just think of the classic portrayals of the
rich and poor in mid 20th century Britain –
the first with their suits and mansions; the
second in their rags in streets……
Kurt Hielsher was a German photographer
wo produced in the 1930s a powerful set of
images about rural Romania which can be
seen here
Romanian photography is well-developed – Emanuel Tanjala is one of their ranks who published last
year a delightful Diary with black and white photos – “Jurnalul unui Fotograf” - which expresses
great humanity. The publication was celebrated by Humanitas at an event which is captured in this
photographic blogpost.
Encouraged by the images from an impressive book (which won the award for the most beautiful
book of 2013) -Demolished Bucharest 1985 - unofficial archive images edited by Serban Bonciocat
et al - we took a stroll recently in the area on the edge of the ginormous People’s Palace where
there are still, amazingly, buildings which survived the megolomaniac onslaught on this central area.
This post from the Bucharestian blog (see Blog section) documents the destruction Ceaucescu
inflicted on the city in the 1980s
The Only Romania website has a collection of wonderful
black and white photographs of Bucharest - including
these of the 1970s before the demolitions – and some
equally rare photos of the bustle of the city in 1985 and
shots from a Swedish visitor in the mid 1970s
There is also a collection of amazing photos in Pandele secretive shots of the 1980s. Taking pictures was simply
forbidden in those days and Pandele risked prison by
snapping street scenes secretly.
The images encouraged me to buy the 2012 book
Bucharest’s Photographer - Carol Popp de Szathmari (2012) De Szathmari was born in 1812 (died in
1887) and was one of the world’s first photographers.
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The Razing of Romania’s Past; Dinu Giurescu (International Preservation Project 1989) Leading
Romanian historian who left the country just before the publication of this superb but coruscating
portrayal of what was happening to Romanian villages and towns. The link gives the entire text (in
English) of the book and photographs…..
But my real find, just as I was completing this guide, was
a website called Costica Acsinte Archive celebrating the
work of a man born in 1897 who was a war photographer
in the First World War and then set up shop in the town
of Slobozia. The site is a marvelous record of life in
those times – and encourages readers to write stories
around particular photos!!
They are a great addition to the library I am slowly
developing of images of both Bucharest and of Romania
eg The Discreet charm of Bucharest by Dan Dinescu
(2008); and Bucharest Architecture and Modernity – an
annotated guide (2009) by Mariana Celac et al. I was also
lucky to find recently a copy of photos taken of Romania
in 1958 by a famous Austrian photographer – Inge
Morath
Several well-known photographers have produced excellent albums on the various parts of the
country eg Florin Andreescu , Georg Avanu and Dan Dinescu. I have already mentioned the latter’s
illustrations of the book Transylvania
The book's illustrations more than live up to the text: you get sweeping, panoramic images of mountains and shepherds, but
also more unusual photos of daily life (for instance, a close-up of the shepherd in one of the panoramic views, in traditional
shepherd dress, dialing a number on his mobile), picturesque images of mountains, trees, whole villages covered in snow or
emerging from the fog, in the twilight of sun-set or dawn as well as, for example, a picture of a man trying to restrain his
horses on a muddy village road. It is clear that the author and the photographer love the place, and I wouldn't be surprised
if by the end of the book you too will love it………
…..here are subtly colored landscapes, touched with winter frost or first snow, with shepherds and flocks of sheep, old
traditional wooden churches, Romanian peasants walking down muddy roads in traditional costume. A Saxon woman shows off
her treasured keepsakes and wears traditional Saxon black frock and white blouse, black headscarf. A rosy-cheeked
grandmother leads her horse through a field.
Gypsies in colorful garb sell a copper distilling kettle for making plum brandy. Villagers engage in a parade-celebration of the
"festival of the plough."
The author Bronwen Riley tells of her adventures traveling and visiting among the people of this region of Romania which she
describes as one of the last bastions of a traditional way of life, which is quickly disappearing, in its demise since the
Romanian Revolution in 1989. "The culture that sustained this life for a thousand years, which survived the invaders, two
world wars and Communism, has almost vanished in one generation."
Bronwen tells many interesting tales of her visits with villagers, and the stories they tell, such as of the Saxon woman who
dressed her up in traditional Saxon dress, and wasn't satisfied until every wisp of her hair was tucked in. Or the tales of
village witches who, when threatened by the tax collector to pay tax for their work, duly respond that they have now put
lifelong curses on said tax collectors.
…….villages of Viscri and Meschendorf (where a sand clock on the pulpit in the Evangelical church keeps the length of the
sermon in check), Boian with its wall paintings of impaled martyrs, and many more.
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The lovely book The Colour of Hay has many impressive photographs of Maramures
Fascinating black and white photos can be found of Bucharest in the “olden days” and also at
Bucharest Unknown
And this is a great collection of photographs of dowdy Bucharest
Finally some nice photographs celebrating Romania's landscape

Buildings
Architecture makes an impact here – from the wooden churches and painted Monasteries of
Maramures; through the fortified Churches and solid medieval Saxon farmhouses of Transylvania;
to the classic bourgeois townhouses of Wallachia. This is the site of a Romanian organization for
Monuments.
Historical Houses of Romania is an excellent site maintained by Valentin Mandache – who organises
walks around the architectural jewels of Bucharest.
A lovely book about the vernacular architecture in one part of Romania entitled Stone. traditional
houses in northern Oltenia was published recently by Luiza Zamora (design and text) and Serban
Bonciocat (photo), prepared with the
support of the Union of Architects of
Romania impeccably printed and
entitled
It is the second of the series after
"Wood. Churches in Northern Oltenia"
published in 2010, conducted by the
same team.
But the album is a cry of despair and a
serious warning to do something as
they can to save at least part of a
heritage which is in danger of
complete destruction.
“Never mind that old house with thick
walls kept warm air in winter and cool
in summer, it was a monument to
functionality and natural living.” The album is divided into two sections. "Outside" treat outside the
house, with all his goods household or village to which it belongs. Chapters describe in detail the
architecture and dwelling - house, gates, porch, outhouses and the hill.
“Inside” the fireplace, beautiful living room and cellar.
The Eminescu Trust is perhaps the best-known organization trying to help restore the various
building treasures – from palaces to rural houses – and also developing traditional building skills.
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The Razing of Romania’s Past; Dinu Giurescu (International Preservation Project 1989) Leading
Romanian historian who had to leave the country before the publication of this superb but
coruscating portrayal of what was happening to Romanian villages and towns.
The link gives the entire text (in English) of the book and evocative black and white photographs of
different types of rural and urban houses – most of which are now destroyed.
At a more mundane level, Made in Romania has some great photos of modern Romanian buildings –
although the site is now a passive one.
The Forgotten Monument’s project
This was started in 2008 at the Faculty of Architecture of the ’Ion Mincu’ University of Architecture and
Urbanism, in Buchares. Its aim was to create an archive of images and information about the stately homes in
Transylvania, Banat, Crișana și Maramureș – see for a recent update
More than 300 student volunteers contributed to the creation of this archive. After having identified these
buildings and ensembles in the List of Historical Monuments, the students travelled the country in search of
them. More than 350 such monuments were photographed and mapped in 4 campaigns, during 2008 and 2011.

I am indebted for this information to Sarah in Romania one of the great blogs about things
Romanian
The first part of the 20th century saw a
distinctive school of Romanian architects which
made (and still make) Romanian provincial towns
visually very interesting.
Toma Socolescu’s work can be seen both in
Ploiesti (where he was born in 1883 to a family
of architects). A doctor who was passionate
about things related to Prahova County which
has a marvellous page on him - and his works.
Use the google translate facility and you will get the info - but the pics are also great! During the
communist period was persecuted by the Security (as other important families in Romania), family
property being confiscated, was evicted from his home at PAULESTI, was forced to move to
Bucharest, where he worked until the age of 74 years.
Romanian modernism – architecture in Bucharest 1920-1940 gives a great sense of the fundamental
changes which occurred as wealth began to spread to middle classes……The google link also allows
you to see the beauty of the book’s typeface. The book’s reception gives a sense of some of the
frustrations of Romanian intellectuals… eg
Currently a reprint from MIT Press, Romanian Modernism/The Architecture of Bucharest, 1920-1940 made its
first appearance in 1999. Although the book was welcomed by the cultural press and received a positive review
from the Times Literary Supplement, it went completely unnoticed in Romania. This is not the book's fault; it is
rather a symptom of a larger malaise; for example, none of the major recent histories of modern architecture
(Curtis, Frampton, Jencks) ever mention the architecture of Central and Eastern Europe, or, if they do, they
do so briefly and superficially. Frampton, for example, criticizes Soviet Stalinism as "just another" state
totalitarianism. There is for the most part no mention of what came before or after Stalinism, nor that there
was art and architecture at all, modern or otherwise, in countries of the region other than the USSR. Even now,
after 1989, the countries of Eastern Europe are mentioned, at best, in academic research; it almost seems as
if their post-war architecture had never existed.
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Anything Romanian, if at all present in the West, goes under the umbrella of Slavic studies, which is both
misleading for the prospective student and quasi-insulting to the topic, given the continuous animosity between
Romania as a modern state and its more powerful Eastern/Slavic neighbors.
There are at least three reasons for this obvious lack of visibility. The first is due to Eastern European
researchers' own weak interest in promoting their patrimony, in writing the histories of their own artistic past.
Second, there is in East-Central Europe little Western-style academic expertise about how to write academic
books of a high enough standard to be accepted by prominent publishers.
Third, the image of each country's art in the 20th century mirrors its current "image" in the Western media.
On the one hand, there are those countries that are succeeding in reforming their societies and economies,
the countries that, in a word, "behaved" themselves after 1989, essentially Hungary, the Czech Republic, and
Poland. These are accepted as "distinguished" research subjects.
More remote and fuzzy regions, such as far Eastern Europe and the Balkans, on the other hand, are perceived
as more backwards and less hospitable, and are therefore of little academic interest to the West.
In this sort of landscape, Romania is in a peculiar position. As the second largest country in the region after
Poland, its size is significant.
Additionally, its impressive artistic and architectural history stems from the era before Communism. This
would seemingly recommend Romania for academic research by art historians and theorists.
However, while many Western scholars admit that Romanian (or, rather, Romania-born) artists did make a
major contribution to the literature and modern art of the 20th century (from Paul Celan to Emil Cioran, from
Tristan Tzara to Marcel Janco to Constantin Brancusi), they do not feel especially tempted to explore the
Romanian chapter of these artists' lives and works, let alone their local art milieu, which in itself is by all
standards inferior to the art scenes of, for example, Romania's Western neighbors.
And those scholars who have shown an interest in the Romanian local art scene, no matter whether they come
from the East or the West (e.g., Udo Kultermann or Anders Åman) typically use sources that are either
written from second-hand experience or are largely outdated (the latter is the case with Kultermann's book
from 1993).
Lately we have been able to observe something like a change of fortune: from the architectural journal AD to
major publishing houses such as Routledge and MIT Press, there seems to be a fragile, but nevertheless
palpable, interest in Romanian 20th century architecture.
Luminita Machedon's previous projects have included the 1994 exhibition Bucharest Between Avant-Garde and
Modernism, 1920-1940, followed by a book of the same title (Simetria Press) in 1996, and, finally, a Ph.D.
thesis which heavily informs the book. She now teaches in the University of Architecture in Bucharest. Ernie
Scoffam is a frequent visitor at the same university but is otherwise completely unknown as a researcher in
the field of Eastern European modernist architecture, let alone Romanian architecture.
Dedicated to "the children of Romania," Romanian Modernism is a serious and heavily annotated book. The
alleged uniqueness of Romanian modern architecture (a cause dear to Communist propaganda and to some of its
involuntary promoters in architecture, such as Constantin Joja or Nicolae Porumbescu) cannot be sustained any
longer, and is, moreover, derived from pre-1989 populist jargon of national identity rather than from rigorous
comparative research.
The same could be said about the influence of the local architectural vernacular on Romanian modernist
discourse. Such a claim would no doubt be correct with regard to certain architects who are associated with
the extreme-left, but these are not mentioned in the book. Neither do the authors mention the Orthodox
architecture of churches and monasteries from the decades covered in the book, even though much could be
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said about the effort to modernize what has been, and to a certain extent still is, seen as an "outdated,"
timeless, or even "Byzantine" architecture.
If this architecture had been taken in consideration, the scope of Machedon and Scoffam's book would have
become richer and more diverse.
While Sherban Cantacuzino’s introduction "On Being Romanian” is more of a tribute to his father, Prince
G.M.Cantacuzino – a reputed gentleman architect and theorist–and less of a contribution to the book’s core
theme(s), the Introduction proper (pp. 3-10) is designed to set the stage for the book to come, in terms of
various working hypothesises.
Some of them are still critical and either deserved more detailing or finer interpretations, or are biased by
the theoretical positions of the authors. They do not warn us about their methodological assumptions, but
some are immanent in the text. It is reductive to assume that "a united Romania embraced avant-garde
modernization,” (3) as if the entire nation and all the social strata grabbed the opportunity opened by WWI
(or, rather, its dramatic, and gloriously successful ending for Romania) to become avant-gardist.
In fact, the avant-garde was still limited in scope and public awareness well into the 1920s, while Modern
architecture, not necessarily avant-gardist, only became "mainstream” (i.e. clearly trusted for ample public
works) as late as in 1930, with Horia Creanga and Duiliu Marcu, and not with the avant-garde figures of the
ealrier two decades.
Also, the commentaries on "authoritarian universalism” of the intervening fifty years, while not undeserved, do
seem to be as onesided as the regime they are criticizing. In fact, there were studies at the time when the
book was written that indicated nuances in the monolithic aspects of totalitarian regimes and their built
environment. This is true not only when former socialist states are compared, but also when different periods
of Communist history and various alternatives to official discourses are investigated (for example, the so
called "parallel architecture” of the 1970s and 1980s inspected by Radu Dragan in Arhitext as soon as 1990,
my own description of Romanian postmodern architecture, and so on).
This is also to say that it is an overstatement to believe that "this work is therefore the first English-language
publication to address the phenomenon of modernism in Romanian architecture between the two worls wards”
(7). Many other articles, master’s and Ph.D. theses published abroad, and books had already touched the topic,
including some bilingual publications from Romania. True, none had perhaps the circulation that comes with the
authority of this MIT Press publication, but that is a different issue. Perhaps a second edition should have
taken these small mistakes out of the book.
I am a bit troubled by the book’s title, which contains two puzzling subtitles. Romanian Modernism clearly
cannot be just about Bucharest, and the architecture of Bucharest in between 1920 and 1940 is clearly not
entirely modern. If anything can be called "original" or "unique" about Romanian architecture of the 1920s1940s, it would not be the official administrative and socialist architecture that serves the Romanian State,
but rather the quasi-official Orthodox cathedrals planted in Transylvania, or the hybrid neo-Romanian-turnedmodern architecture of private residences. Of course, most of these buildings are not in Bucharest and for
that reason they are not strictly speaking within the range of the book. But then, the volume's very title is
problematic in that it suggests that Romanian modernism during the two decades discussed is concentrated in
Bucharest, which is blatantly untrue.
True, major works of modern architecture, especially the official administrative palaces, were built there and
then. But Romanian modern architecture originated in the Neo-Romanian style (i.e., South and East Carpathian
Art Nouveau), including that of certain Cubist works that were built before 1920. There is much debate about
post-war Romanian modernist architecture, especially regarding the period from 1945-1950, as well as the late
fifties and sixties, when "pure," Bauhaus-like and Corbusierian modernism became once more popular, only to be
severely compromised first by Socialist-Realism, and later on by Ceausescu's megalomaniac urban schemes.
Still, it is a good thing that with this book there is now a reliable source for the further study of Romanian
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modernist architecture, made available by a major academic press. Hopefully this first step will lead to a long
"architectural promenade" on a topic which can be as exciting and controversial as its Western equivalents.

Those interested in the monumentalism generated during these and the post-war years should click
here and here

10. Beliefs
Going by the frequency with which Romanians cross themselves (even when in the trams) as they
pass a Church, they are great believers…..
I’m not so sure, however, about their priests. I’m not the only person who has been the subject of
hostility from an Orthodox priest when it became clear that I was not of their faith….The “Sarah in
Romania” blog tells of a typical encounter
It reminded me of a British journalist’s trip around the lands of orthodoxy - Why Angels fell – a
journey through orthodox Europe from Byzantism to Kosovo.
And when journalist, Michael Lewis, gave us his insights into the Greek crisis a few years back, he
exposed the power and wealth of the Orthodox church there.
The role of religion in the country - is discussed in the link.
The dulcet tones of Daniel, the Patriarch, can be hear often on the radio (not least the church’s
own Trinitas station) – just one of a multiplicity of money-spinning ventures with which the Church
here amasses huge sums of money.
In addition to gifts, the church receives huge subsidies from the state.
Little wonder that pastoral tastes in cars are so luxurious!!
The church’s gigantic new cathedral in Bucharest
was reported, according to one blog, in 2011 to be
costing around 600 million euros

There are apparently a total of 18,300 churches in Romania
compared to a derisory 4,700 primary schools. There are only
250 hospitals left after so-called "reforms" were made to be
cost-effective rather than efficient. Stories in the press
reveal the horrors of people dying on hospital steps and in car
parks because hospital doors are firmly closed and ambulances
don't turn up. Villagers must schlepp miles to a city hospital,

many dying on the way... appalling doesn't quite cover it.
I've been told that it is a symbol of national identity, necessary for moral and spiritual strength. A symbol of national pride
and identity? A cross stuck on its roof would perhaps solve the issue and be a lot cheaper, too. As for those who say it has
positive public utility, this is doubtful, to say the least.

In the French Ambassador to Romania's newsletter of August 2011, he writes: "the project is receiving more and more
criticism and the Patriarchy's defense is less and less convincing." Other people say, "it's a symbol of how religious we are."
Rubbish. A symbol of how religious one is is surely reflected in how one lives every-day life, how one relates and reacts to
those around you. Corruption, turning a blind eye to the needy and blatant arrogance will not change by walking around this
huge cathedral.
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It is reported that the cathedral will be the tallest building in Bucharest, with
a height of 120m and a width of 70m, dwarfing the Casa Poporului. Please see
this VIDEO on the Matache Ultima Ora site - it has been removed from
Youtube, incidentally. Take a look also at THIS VIDEO from Deutsche Welle.
Who cares about the size? Does one need to have a massive space in which to
be at one with God? This is NOT what Christianity teaches. Whatever happened
to simplicity and humility? What is this 'fudulie' always having to strive for the
biggest, the best, the most expensive and the first in the queue?? Arrogant
and bombastic architecture (and it is truly a monstrosity judging from the many
photos one can see of it just by goagaling) does NOT reflect the true religious
sentiment of the Romanian people, though it DOES reflect the arrogance of the
church and the government in general. Orthodox churches are normally small
with beautiful, simple icons.
One does not spend ages in an orthodox church except perhaps, at festivals or
special feast-days. People come and go to pray at a favourite icon, spend a
moment in peace and tranquility or light a candle for those loved and lost. It is
not supposed to be a museum to feed megalomania and stroke arrogance dans le
bon sens.
Over the last 20 years, around 4,000 churches have sprung up all over Romania
(many of them still unfinished due to lack of funding). This corresponds to ONE
church built EVERY TWO DAYS, most of them financed by public money along with donations from church-goers. Why should
public money pay for this? Why should people who are against this, who are even agnostic or atheists, end up having to fork
out via their taxes when things are tough enough as it is? Who asked them? No one. So much for democracy.
Monasteries such as Vacaresti stand longing for renovation. Do they get it? No. Instead, 600 million euros is thrown into this
frankly absurd project that is neither necessary, nor required - at least, NOT RIGHT NOW!
The overwhelming expense of this eye-sore in the Casa Nebunului's back garden is nothing short of an insult in the midst of
a serious economic recession where hundreds (though I have read thousands) of Romanians are hungry, cold, denied health
care and cannot pay for medical treatment nor medication. It is simply outrageous. While the government continues to close
down schools and hospitals due to lack of funds, construction work is progressing at lightening speed - we are told it will be
finished in 2014.
Remus Cernea of the Green Party told Deutsche Welle, "We are witnessing a huge waste of tax payers’ money. The Romanian
Orthodox Church gets twice as much money than culture and research. This will seriously affect the state’s budget." And
when the state budget is affected, what happens to the people. A cathedral may be seen as feeding the spiritual needs but
it doesn't put food in tummies, doesn't buy medication and doesn't keep schools open for the next generation... The message
is that it's better to have a religious nation than an educated, intelligent and healthy one.
In a country where, even now in 2011, there are villages without electricity and sanitation, homeless children and dire
conditions in orphanages, next to nothing for the mentally and physically handicapped, a necrotic health system, lamentable
pensions and a seriously deteriorated education system, that 600 million euros could have been put to better use - a use that
would have shown compassion, sense and caring for a nation - a people who deserve far, far better. I find it truly repugnant.
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11. Music and Media
11.1 Music
Romania is a highly musical country. Maria
Tanase and Angela Gheorghiu are the
country’s best-known singers – although
Virginia Zeani is perhaps the better opera
singer. Judge yourself - first from this clip
of the latter and then Angela Gheorghiu.
Georg Enescu its most famous composer – and
the country has boasted many conductors and
opera singers – eg Sergiu Celibidache conducting one of Enescu’s most famous pieces;
I am particularly grateful to “Sarah in Romania” for her two blogposts about Romanian music – the
first on the classical greats
There are few things more soothing than shutting one's eyes and drifting off, bewitched by the spells of Enescu,
Dimitrescu, Porumbescu and Negrea, to the swirling mist-enveloped mountain peaks, endlessly rolling hills, babbling brooks,
joyous waterfalls, villages trapped in time....
Of course, the most famous piece known by everybody (even those who don't like the classics) must surely be George
Enescu's lovely Rapsodia Romana (op.11 in A major), Nr.1.
Enescu wrote two Romanian Rhapsodies (HERE'S the second) which are probably his most well-known and loved compositions.
As Yehudi Menuhin said, they are the heart-beat of a country of unequalled beauty, of powerful roots and a noble soul... Even
if one has never set foot in Romania, listening to either (or both) of these works is a far better introduction than a guide
book. The first chords seem to rise up through your toes and take over your very being... Once you have begun, you cannot
escape - you must hear it all the way through to the end, and then, when the
last note has evaporated, you sigh an aggrieved sigh and long to hear it all
over again.
The two rhapsodies were composed in Paris and premiered together in a
concert at the Romanian Athenaeum, Bucharest, which also included the
world premiere of Enescu's First Suite for Orchestra, Op. 9 (1903). The
Rhapsody No. 1….. Enescu claimed that it was "just a few tunes thrown
together without thinking about it", but his surviving sketches show that he
carefully worked out the order in which the melodies should appear, and the
best instrumental setting for each one. It was completed on 14 August 1901,
when Enescu was still only 19 years old.
(Image source) This first rhapsody begins with the folk song "Am un leu şi
vreau să-l beau" (basically translated selon moi as "I've got a coin, so gimme
a drink!"). It is full of energy, full of exuberance - and soon replaced with a
slower melody first introduced by the violins. As the work progresses, this
theme grows faster and livelier to climax in a vibrant whirling folk dance.
Wikipedia notes: "Enescu conducted the First Rhapsody at what proved to
be his New York farewell concert with members of the New York
Philharmonic on 21 January 1950. The concert was billed as a
commemoration of his 60th year as an artist, and in it he appeared as
violinist together with Yehudi Menuhin in Bach's Concerto for Two Violins, as pianist in his own Sonata No. 3 for Violin and
Piano (also with Menuhin), and as conductor of his Suite No. 2 for Orchestra, Op. 20, and the Rhapsody, which concluded the
programme."
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The next work I'd like to share with you is Ciprian Porumbescu's (1853-1883) beautiful Balada (op.29). Born in Sipotele
Sucevei in Bucovina (today in the Ukraine), he was among the most celebrated Romanian composers of his time. See THIS
video of his house. His popular works include Crai nou, Trei culori, Song for the 1st of May, and Serenada. He also composed
the music for Pe-al nostru steag e scris Unire, which was used for Albania's national anthem, Hymni i Flamurit.
Learning music from his father at an early age, Porumbescu was well prepared for the Vienna Conservatory where he studied
under Krenn and Bruckner. He helped establish the Conservatory in Romania for instrumental and vocal music.
For political reasons, he was confined within a specific district and became a leading musical organiser and musician of the
area. He conducted, composed and helped to establish a society for students. Subsequently, his music became the rallying
cry for young Romanians. Popular music was Porumbescu’s inspiration. He composed most of his works in his later years while
in service at the church of St. Nicholas, Brasov. There are certainly worse places to be confined, for St Nicholas's is simply
lovely and Brasov 'probably the best town in the world' as it says on the parasols that today adorn str Republicii and Pta
Sfatului - no 'probably' about it, if you ask me!
Balada is Porumbescu's best-known work. Alone in seclusion at Stupca, he meditated, drafted and finished the piece in 1880.
It is full of poetry and bitter nostalgia, a mixture of "doina", old dance and song, everything in the environment of serene
melancholy.
He died at the age of only twenty-nine in Stupca which was renamed Ciprian Porumbescu in his honour.
Next, Constantin Dimitrescu's (1847-1928) Dans Taranesc (op.15) - best heard very loudly!
A superb 'cellist, remarkable pedagogue and a fine composer, Constantin Dimitrescu studied in Vienna, Paris and Bucharest.
Born in Blejoi, Prahova County, he was both prolific and versatile, founding the first string quartet in Bucharest in 1880. He
won an international prize for composition in Turin (1889) and wrote an impressively vast amount of incidental, symphonic and
chamber music. He is especially known for this elegant, supple 'Rustic Dance' for 'cello and piano which he also transcribed
for orchestra under the title Danse Villageoise. Constantin Dimitrescu was principal 'cellist in the Bucharest Philharmonic
and the National Theatre Orchestra. Later, he conducted both.
This wonderful, light and yet profoundly colourful work transports you at once slap-bang into a Romanian village within the
first few bars. The tempo and energy ebb and flow as the
dances alter. One mood merges with yet another and then
another until you're lost in a whirling haze of skirts,
embroidered iie, headscarves andopinci... Although it is not
heady like Porumbescu and Enescu, you have little time to
catch your breath before you are whisked off for more.
Grigoras Dinicu (1889-1949) is next on my list. He was a
composer and virtuoso violinist and is most famous for his
Hora Staccato, as well as for making the Ciocarlia for "nai"
(a Romanian pan flute) so popular, composed by his
grandfather, Angelus Dinicu.
Jascha Heifetz once referred to Grigoraş Dinicu as the
greatest violinist he had ever heard.
In the 1930s he was involved in the political movement of
the Romanian Rroma and was made honorary president of
the "General Union."
Of Grigoras Dinicu, Wikipedia says, "He was born in Bucharest in a neighbourhood of the lăutari. Because his father was busy
with his own activity as a lăutar, he handed him over to "moş Zamfir", an elderly violinist, who taught him his first pieces. He
attended the Bucharest Conservatory, where he studied with Kiriac-Georgescu. The most famous of his teachers was Carl
Flesch, the violin pedagogue, with whom he studied in 1902. He received a scholarship at the Vienna Conservatory, but was
forbidden to attend because of his Rroma origins. This was an episode he never forgot."
The Hora Staccato is a short and lightening work for virtuoso violin which has become one of the favourites for showing off
technical prowess. The piece requires an exceptional command of staccato whilst its very nature demands the pain-staking
articulation of every single note. The listener is literally bombarded with the vibrance and spontaneity as it hurtles outwards
and is, at last, set free. Just listen and you'll see exactly what I mean. Wow!
Dinicu wrote the Hora Staccato for his graduation from the Bucharest Conservatory in 1906, performing it at the ceremony
himself.
Finally on my 'favourites' list (and it should have been up at the top rather than all the way down here), I can't possibly end
without the Transylvanian born Martian Negrea (1893-1975) and his delightful Isbuc Tarantella from the 'Apuseni
Mountains' suite.
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A composer, teacher and conductor from Valea Viilor, Sibiu, his works encompass a kaleidoscope of musical forms and genres
with a very personal melodic style.
He studied in Vienna from 1918-1921 where he absorbed a generous amount of the great German masters.
On his return to Romania, he taught theory, counterpoint and chamber music at the Conservatory in Cluj (1921-1941) before
moving to the Conservatory of Bucharest (1941-1963). He was awarded the Ordinul Muncii in 1963, which sounds rather
ominous, but... just stick to the Tarantella!

The second of the Sarah in Romania blogs

is this very informative one about folk music
I had no idea that there was 'classical' manele (manele
lautaresti) which has nothing whatsoever to do with its
'modern' counterpart……
How could a beautiful old, traditional style have changed so
much that the name manele' has ended up as the noise today on
the streets of Bucharest and beyond? And how come I had
never heard of 'classical' manele? Muzica populara (Ioana Radu,
Ileana Sa aroiu,Gica Petrescu Nelu Ploiesteanu, Mia Braia...)
which also includes muzica de pahar, yes, I know that. It's what
I call 'diddly-diddly' and I love it. It's sometimes rapid and
breathless, sometimes sad and tragic, always with an air of
melancholia and absolutely paints another world, another time –
the Bucuresti de altadata. I know the muzica
lăutărească (Romica Puceanu, for example) and folk music
(Maria Tanase with marvellous rhythms that always remind me
of a three-legged horse, but as already said, manele was manele, point barre! Never had I heard 'classic' manele mentioned
anywhere. So, what exactly is it?
…..One major difference is that 'classical' manele are a Turkish-derived genre performed by bands of largely gypsy
musicians on traditional instruments - often violin, accordion etc, while the 'modern' manele are a mixture of dance, hiphop/rap, oriental, some Balkanic and strong gypsy influences mostly all electronically synthesised. These songs tell of love
but also personal success, wealth, sex appeal and how to get on in the world...
"The first mention of the lăutari", says Wikipedia, "is from
1558 when Mircea Ciobanul, the Voivode of Wallachia, gave
Ruste lăutarul (Ruste the lăutar) as a gift to the Vornic
Dingă from Moldavia. In 1775 the first lăutăreasca guild
(breaslă), was established in Wallachia. The lăutari were
both slave Roma and free Romanians, but the Roma were
the majority and preferred for their musical abilities.
Over time there were also Jewish and Turkish lăutari.
Before the 19th century, Rroma musicians were often
employed to provide entertainment in the courts of the
princes and boyars. In the 19th century, most of these
musicians settled in the rural areas where they sought new
employment at weddings, funerals, and other traditional
Romanian celebrations. They were called ţigani vătra and
were Romanian mother-tongue, or sometimes Hungarian."
Wikipedia goes on to explain, "the music of the lăutari is
called lăutăreasca music. There isn't one single musical
style of the lăutari, the music style varies from region to
region, the best known being that from southern Romania.
The lăutărească music is complex and elaborated, with
dense harmonies and refined ornamentations, and its execution requires good technique.
Lăutărească music should not be confused with Romanian peasant music. The lăutari drew inspiration from all music with
which they had contact: the pastoral music of Romania, Byzantine church music and foreign music, most notably Turkish, but
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also Russian and Western European. While the lăutar drew inspiration from local music, they also influenced Romanian
peasant music."
What Wiki terms 'peasant' music is also known as 'folk' music and its inflections change depending on the region it is found.
I am told that "during communist times, there was an inflation of popular/folk music leading it to become kitch, such as the
music sung by Ion Dolanescu, not too far from the kitch zone of today's "manele".
We first read of mane(singular) and manele (plural) in Romanian texts dating back to the late In the 60's a type of
lautareasca manea appeared by adding texts to the geampara, a Turkish lautaresc.
The modern manele we hear today originated in the '80s and early '90s as underground translations and imitations of
Turkish and Arabic songs and were heard sung on the streets of Ferentari, a poor neighbourhood of Bucharest. One of the
earliest known manele bands was Azur from Brăila. A well-known Romanian manele singer, Adrian Copilul Minune traces it to
a genre known as "turceasca" (Turkish). It continued to develop in other parts of Romania (Oltenia and the Banat) from
Serbian musical influences.
Singers of the modern style have been accused of plagiarism a number of times, adapting popular songs from Greece,
Bulgaria and Turkey, without giving due credit. This has not done Romania's general image any favours.
For examples of 'classical' manele, please listen to this beautiful haunting piece by Anton Pann or this one by Tudor
Gheorghe where he has the audience laughing. See also HERE.
Wikipedia lists the mid-century gypsy singers Gabi Lunca and Romica Puceanu’s notable performers.
Please visit this wonderful site edicated to Romica Puceanu. I did not know that the music she sang was 'classical' manele.

Sofia Vicoveanca singer of genuine folk music of Bukovina (North of Moldova, part of the old
Austro-Hungarian Empire, now part of Ukraine) here. Also here.
The real gypsy music with nothing whatsoever to do with modern manele such as THIS and THIS
Irina Loghin is a great singer from Prahova County Fratii Petreus from Maramures has a different
sound, because of the instruments used (a "cetera",kind of violin with 2 strings). On the other hand,
during communist tmes there was an inflation of popular/folk music and this became kitch too like
the one sung by eg Ion Dolanescu.
The music sung by Gypsies is different from "manele" and you can say by the sound which has a
certain beat and is very vivid (Goran Bregovici uses some) but you may find differences here and is
related with the music sound by lautari as is the band "10 Prajini" coming from a romanian
village …..Genuine Gypsy music is here and here.

11.2 Romanian Media
Newspapers
The country has hundreds of titles, as befits an intellectual nation – with many small literary
magazines but of course you will be unable to read these since they are in a foreign language. It is,
however, a romance language (like Italian) which does make it easier to make inspired guesses… It is,
however, in trouble – as this article explains.
I personally like the weekly “Formula AS” - unique in its focus on the Romanian traditional ways eg
of medicines and celebration of customs and people. Nothing about politics!
Radio
Romanian radio has some quite excellent programmes which attract faithful followings. Two
channels are always in rooms of my mountain house -
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Radio Romania Cultural a serious programme with theatre, music and sustained interviews
with people of culture of all ages.
Radio Romania Muzical; a nice mixture of words and music – with the schedule in English!

Radio Trinitas; is the Orthodox Church’s station – with lots of chanting!
Romanian Television
I try to avoid. There is no TV in the mountain house! Romanian TV state channels still show classic
theatre pieces (the dramatist Ion Caragiale is an old favourite), old Romanian movies and profiles of
literary and historical figures; and programmes which showcase music. In the 90s Iosif Sava was a
favourite of mine – he was host to discussions with invited guests with interludes of live music.
The rest is like Italian television – with bad-mouthed programmes shaking skeletons out of domestic
cupboards.
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12. Cinema
A few months back we viewed a tough portrayal of contemporary Romania - Child’s Pose which
received the top award at this year’s Berlin Film Festival but which we found a bit too close for
comfort.
One cold evening in March, Barbu is tearing down the streets 50 kilometres per hour over the speed limit
when he knocks down a child. The boy dies shortly after the accident. A prison sentence of between three
and fifteen years awaits. High time for his mother, Cornelia, to intervene. A trained architect and
member of Romania’s upper class, who graces her bookshelves with unread Herta Müller novels and is fond
of flashing her purse full of credit cards, she commences her campaign to save her lethargic, languishing
son. Bribes, she hopes, will persuade the witnesses to give false statements. Even the parents of the dead
child might be appeased by some cash.
Călin Peter Netzer, the film’s director, portrays a mother consumed by self-love in her struggle to save
her lost son and her own, long since riven family. In quasi-documentary style, the film meticulously
reconstructs the events of one night and the days that follow, providing insights into the moral malaise of
Romania’s bourgeoisie and throwing into sharp relief the state of institutions such as the police and the
judiciary.

A detailed review of the film can be read here. It is a good example of the strength of familial
loyalty in the country (see Annexes for more on this theme)
The film represents the new wave of Romanian films which have been coming out in the past 5-6
years and have attracted a lot of attention eg this recent New York Times' piece.

The emptiness of authority is an unmistakable theme in the work of nearly all the younger Romanian filmmakers. Doctors,
grandiose television hosts, swaggering bureaucrats - all display a self-importance that is both absurd and malignant. Their
hold on power is mitigated sometimes by their own clumsiness but more often by unheralded, stubborn acts of ordinary
decency. An ambulance technician decides to help out a suffering old man who is neither kin nor especially kind; a student
stands stoically by her irresponsible friend; a militia officer, in the middle of a revolution, goes out of his way to find and
protect an errant, idealistic young man under his command. There is almost no didacticism or point-making in these films,
none of whose characters are easily sorted into good guys and bad guys. Instead, there is an almost palpable impulse to tell
the truth, to present choices, conflicts and accidents without exaggeration or omission.
This is a form of realism, of course, but its motivation seems to be as much ethical as aesthetic, less a matter of
verisimilitude than of honesty. There is an unmistakable political dimension to this kind of storytelling, even when the stories
themselves seem to have no overt political content. During the Ceausescu era, which ended abruptly, violently and somewhat
ambiguously in December 1989 — in the last and least velvety of the revolutions of that year — Romanian public life was
dominated by fantasies, delusions and lies.
And the filmmakers who were able to work in such conditions resorted, like artists in other communist countries, to various
forms of allegory and indirection. Both Cristi Puiu and Cristian Mungiu describe this earlier mode of Romanian cinema as
“metaphorical,” and both utter the word with a heavy inflection of disgust.................. I can say, though, that every
conversation I had in Bucharest, even the most casual, circled back to the old days, so that I sometimes felt that they
ended much more recently than 18 years ago.
And the physical aspect of Bucharest confirms this impression. The busy shopping streets have the usual storefronts —
Sephora, Hugo Boss, various cellphone carriers and European grocery chains — and the main north-south road out of town is
jammed with Land Rovers and lined with big-box discount stores. Turn a corner, though, or glance behind one of the
billboards mounted on the walls of old buildings, and you are thrown backward, from the shiny new age of the European Union
into the rustiest days of the Iron Curtain.
The architecture is a jumble of late-19th-century Hapsburg-style villas and gray socialist apartment blocks, some showing
signs of renovation, others looking as if they had fallen under the protection of some mad Warsaw Pact preservation
society......
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“There is no Romanian film industry.” This is not another one of Cristi Puiu’s counterintuitive provocations but rather a
statement I was to hear again and again in Bucharest as I visited the offices of film schools and production companies, a
studio back lot and the headquarters of the National Center for Cinematography (C.N.C.). There was no shortage of
industriousness, but Romania lacks the basic infrastructure that makes the cycle of production, distribution and exhibition
viable in other countries. What is missing, above all, is movie theatres: there are around 80 cinemas serving a country of 22
million people, and 7 of the 42 largest municipalities have no movie screens at all. (In the United States there are almost
40,000 screens and millions of movie fans who still complain that there is nothing to see).
What Romania does have, in addition to a backlog of stories crying out to be told on screen, are traditions and institutions
that give filmmakers at least some of the tools required to tell them. The “dinosaurs” at U.N.A.T.C. take their pupils through
a rigorous program of instruction that includes courses in aesthetics and art history and requires them to make two 35millimeter short films before graduating, one of them in black
and white. This kind of old-school technical training, which
extends to acting as well, surely accounts for some of the
sophistication and self-assurance that Mungiu, Porumboiu and
their colleagues display. Not that anything comes easily. The
shortage of screens means that the potential for domestic
commercial returns is small, and therefore it is hard to
attract substantial private investment, either from within
Romania or from outside the country.
The scarcity of theaters makes exhibition quotas — which
other countries use to protect their film industries from being
overwhelmed by Hollywood — untenable. But if there is no film
industry, there is at least a Law of Cinematography (modeled
on a French statute) that establishes a mechanism by which
the state helps finance movie production. Taxes collected on
television advertising revenue, DVD sales and other media-related transactions go into a fund, money from which is
distributed in a twice-yearly competition. Winning projects are ranked, with the top selections receiving as much as 50
percent of their production costs from the fund.
Film costs tend to be modest — the budget of “4 Months” was around 700,000 euros — and the filmmakers have 10 years to
pay back the state’s investment, at which point they own the film outright. Many of the filmmakers I spoke to complained
about the system. Corneliu Porumboiu, impatient with its slow pace and bureaucratic obstacles, financed “12:08” himself.
Shortly before Cannes last year, Cristian Mungiu was involved in a public spat with the C.N.C. that made headlines in the local
press. After a dispute with the centre, Puiu circulated a letter pledging never to participate in the system again.

The Annex contains a 20 page article on the Romanian New Wave which gives detailed treatment to
the ten most important of the films. And a useful little book on the Romanian cinema is “A Short
History of Romanian Cinema” by Marian Tutui (which can usually be found in the Humanitas
bookshops).
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13. Exploring – places, food and wine
13.1 Walking and exploring
Bucharest
There are several excellent guides to the city – so you don’t need my help. The most detailed for
the visitor is Romania, Bucharest and Beyond – sections of which can be read online by clicking the
title. It has become an annual event incorporating therefore the most up-to-date advice on what’s
worth visiting. Bucharest in your pocket is also a very useful booklet (with more than 80 pages of
fantastic information not only about tourist attractions but restaurants, pubs and hotels) and is
freely downloadable.
A little book with great photographs is “Bucharest Guide” (Editura Vremea 2015) by Silvia Colfescu
(214 pages)
Although Bucharest has never been an attractive city for me – its buildings are pretentious if not
aggressive in their opulence – it has (as section 9 mentions) fascinating architecture and many lovely
galleries and parks. So it is worth wandering around – as these sites show –
 Unknown bucharest
 Bucuresti
 Bucharestian is an ambitious site which offers not only images but other goodies such as
these crisp comments on Romanian mores
 Bucharest Tips
 Follow Nirvana;
Youtube offers a sense of what the city is like to negotiate as a pedestrian; as a tram passenger;
and, finally, as a weekend-tripper. A very useful guide for those walking in Bucharest is a lovely
booklet first published in 2005 by ArClub (Bucharest’s cultural body) – “Bucharest architecture and
modernity – an annotated guide”.
This link gives some recommendations for viewing examples of romanian modernist stuff
My attention was also drawn recently to a young American photographer sometimes based here who
has produced evocative shots of Bucharest and of Romania
And of, course, you must visit Vlad at The English bookshop – simply the best English bookshop in
central Europe!!
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The Romanian countryside
If you have the chance to travel outside Bucharest, you have to visit Maramures in the north - and
Transylvania in the middle. And to stay in a village home – which you can track down on the ANTREC
website
That’s the way to fill your lungs with fresh air, eat traditional food (and drink) and see wonderful
views. The places they have can be seen county-by-county
And if you want to break out into luxury, then don’t go to an hotel – choose one of these places
One of several walking tours available actually includes my own village – but it is one which leaves
from London.
A lovely site Walks Worldwide. Offers two very useful dossiers for those who want to experience
the beauty ofTransylvania by using their feet, the first for those wanting easy walking in the area,
the second for those who want to aim higher and climb some of the mounatins
This excerpt the googlebook The Mountains of Romania gives a good sense of the area – the Piatra
Craiaului is a dramatic range which I view from my rear terrace. “The most dramatic ridge-walk of
Romania and one of the most enjoyable of Europe” is praise indeed from a British mountaineer! This
site gives some nice pics.
But if you really must visit some cities – and don’t know which (apart from Brasov) then have a look
at these mini-guides

13.2 Food and Wine
Romanian Dishes, Wines and Customs by Radu Anton Roman is a delightful book.
There is also a nice blog about traditional cooking. And the Spotted by Locals blog gives some eating
places eg here.
But nothing beats the home cooking in the mountains
of my neighbours – particularly Martisa’s cooked
cabbage (Varsa Calita cu maliga) – with small portions
of the cured pig meat they have been storing after its
slaughter at Christmas – and slices of village cheese!
Somehow the fresh air and atmosphere make it much
tastier than anything else – particularly when drunk
with Tuica fiert (the heated local fiery drink with a
twist of pepper)
I normally try to avoid salamis these days – but cannot
resist the local varieties from nearby Poiana Mereleui
(meadow of the apples) which nestles in the foothills
of the Piatra Craiului mountain range
A great book (in English) about Romanian wines is
Romania; the land of wines (2008) by Valeriu Cotea
with illustrations by Florin Andreescu
The Wine of Romania booklet is very informative about the location and types of Romanian wines –
and this website good on the individual wines.
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14. Cultural aspects
An ex-pat Scottish journalist wrote this priceless piece three years ago in the Annual Compass
Guide. Sadly. It was a once-off but deserves pride of place in any guide……

Unlike in the West where most people maintain very clear distinctions between their private and working lives,
many Romanians closely combine their business, social and family time. They do business mostly with people in
their social network – extended family, friends and those recommended to them by friends and children of
friends who need help with their education and in the job market. So Romanian business networks are
invariably made up of spouses, in-laws, brothers and sisters, cousins and best friends from school and faculty
and their respective families. In this way strong bonds of trust are created within the network that are
generally life-long
Business cold calling in Romania is, therefore, a complete waste of time. If you are seeking new business by
trying to contact decision-makers in a Romanian company by phone or e-mail, you will fail. Subordinates will not
forward your messages and your calls and e-mails will go unanswered.
You will have a far greater rate of success if you spend a lot of time thinking of how to meet your target
either by attending events that you know will also be attended by him/her or getting close to people you know
may already know him/her. Romania has a population of nearly 20 million but relatively few of them are
business decision makers and because of the structure of social networks, you will be genuinely amazed by how
relatively easy it is to meet someone who knows how to get in touch with your target.
So, don’t waste time doing the things you may have done back home. Forget shiny brochures and carefully
targeted proposals sent by e-mail. Take steps to be recommended to your target by someone whom he/she
trusts and then meet him/her personally.
On the other hand all people set outside the social network are never trusted and where trust is broken within
a network the consequences are also life-long. You must therefore understand that once you have disappointed
or let down a customer or breached a friend’s trust in Romania, you will never win them back. You will be
expelled from their network.
Beyond the core social network, Romanian social and business behaviour can be described as intuitive, vivacious,
romantic, destructively egotistical, hopelessly optimistic and often centred on money beyond all other
considerations. None of these characteristics lend themselves easily to teamwork and Romanians are therefore
incredibly individualistic.
You can easily observe this when you see a group of people gathered in your office discussing a project or a
particular business problem. Everyone will be talking at the same time, absolutely no-one will be listening; because when switched onto individualistic mode, outside of their core social network, every Romanian is unwilling
to give way to others that by definition cannot be trusted.
When you see this going on, it is best to go and make some coffee and get a summary when it’s all over. If you
try to join in, you won’t be listened to either but you may be asked to be a referee; remember arguments in the
school playground?
Everyone is an expert and is completely unwilling to admit, in front of the others, that they don’t have a
solution to any problem. A garage mechanic will not admit that your car’s problem is beyond him until you
retrieve it from him, not repaired, after three weeks.
The Prime Minister will tell everyone that the economic crisis will be resolved in a matter of weeks even
when he knows that not one single person in the country believes him.
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A potential business partner will confirm, while smiling, that your agreement will be signed in days even
when he knows that his boss said ‘no’ weeks ago. This is not lying or the symptoms of an insatiable
desire to give you good news, it is simply a function of not being able to admit ignorance or failure.
If you are fortunate enough to drive in Bucharest you will witness what is probably the clearest evidence of
mass individualism in global human society. Romanian people, of all shapes, sizes, social and educational
backgrounds and income brackets will do things in their cars that display a total disregard for sanity and other
drivers.
Manoeuvres such as parking in the middle of the street, u-turning on highways without any warning and weaving
between lanes in heavy traffic at 150 kilometers per hour are commonplace and point to an extreme lack of
concern for the safety or even the simple existence of others.
The next time you are waiting to get on a plane at Henri Coandă airport, take a little time to observe how
queuing in an orderly and effective manner is clearly regarded as an affront to the sovereignty of the
Romanian individual. Enjoy the spectacle of the pushing, shoving and general intimidation that follows the
arrival of the airport staff to supervise boarding. Even while watching an international rugby test match you
will only occasionally see the same intense level of barely controlled aggression.
Outside of their core social networks Romanians closely follow the rule stating that it is every man, woman and
child for themselves. This is a contradiction that confuses many foreigners as they watch people that they
know display complete respect, loyalty and extraordinary generosity to their family and friends while at the
same time utterly disregarding and exuding contempt for everyone else. Foreigners tend to be more
‘democratic’ about their relationships, being more skeptical about the ‘enforced’ closeness of their families and
often listening, with greater interest, to the opinions of complete strangers. I have often seen spouses loudly
ignore each other while assigning the status of Einstein to someone they have never met before in their lives.
There is an opinion poll, published in early 2012, showing that around 90 percent of the Romanian population
regards almost all of their compatriots as utterly untrustworthy and incompetent. At the same time 90
percent, possibly the same 90 percent, see themselves as being absolutely beyond reproach. This is clearly an
extreme response no matter how you view it and provides evidence of an extraordinary and troubling imbalance
within the generality of Romania’s social relationships.
There is a well-known prayer in Romania, which roughly goes: “Dear God, if my goat is so ill that it will die,
please make sure that my neighbor’s goat dies too.”
Think about that. Indeed there is a lot to think about because if you come to Romania to live and work you will
have to come to terms with the general population’s massive range of contradictions in their combined social
and business relationships. It’s worth the effort because being cast adrift as a permanent outsider will make
your stay in Romania a relatively blank period in your life. That would be a huge pity and a missed opportunity.
Let me add that I hope haven’t given offence to my many wonderful relatives

Ronnie Smith (in “Romania; Bucharest and Beyond”; Compass Guides 2013)
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When Cultures collide –
This is an excerpt from a book of that name by RD Lewis. Take it with the usual pinch of
salt…….

Values
Romanian values are largely forged in the crucible of an invasion-prone territory—the Ottoman Turks, Czarist
(and later Soviet) Russia and the Austro–Hungarian Empire. Opportunism and maverick behaviour have enabled
Romania to survive as a state, its territory expanding and contracting periodically, depending on the success of
its alliances.
Such historical conditions and exigencies have led to anomalous positions on foreign policy. The enduring
concept of Romania Mare (Greater Romania) may be less notorious than Milosevic’s concept of Great Serbia,
but it exists in Romanian minds nevertheless.
Such a








kaleidoscopic, complex historical background has led to Romanian values such as:
obsession to survive; pride in being a Balkan anomaly
opportunism; social corruption
apostasy; nepotism
volatility; self-importance
unpredictability; sense of the ridiculous
tendency to blame others; black humor
evasive techniques of action

Concepts
Leadership and Status
Romania is situated in the part of Europe that was inhabited by peasant masses, ruled for centuries by
sovereign lords, clan leaders and autocrats. In the post-Ceausescu period, modern leadership styles are
hampered in their development, since the government is still run by former communist leaders, who function
under other labels. Business leaders are also affected by the continuing influence of the political apparatus.
Romanian managers are gradually developing a style of their own that resembles that of Italian managers:
autocratic but paternalistic and using emotion as a manipulative tool.
Space and Time
Romanians, though not on the Mediterranean, have the Mediterranean sense of space; that is to say, they like
rubbing shoulders with people and are comfortable in groups or crowded conditions. They stand closer than
Slavs, who require occasional moments of solitude.
Romanians are not punctual in general, especially with each other. Meetings usually start 30–45 minutes late. If
you are invited to a Romanian home, it is best not to arrive early or on time, as the hosts will not be ready.
Cultural Factors in Communication
Communication Pattern
Romanians are oratorical by nature (neighbours say “long-winded”) and are proud of their sophistication in
discourse. They rarely answer questions with yes or no, so it is not advisable to ask direct questions requiring
affirmative or negative answers. It is better to hint at what you want and then be prepared to read between
the lines of their reply. Their answers are in any case long and complex and may to some extent reflect what
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you want to hear. Their delicacy is Italian in nature, as is their capacity for flexible truth when questioned
aggressively. Their style of address is personal, and they seek your own opinion or support rather than that of
your organization.
Listening Habits
Romanians are attentive but suspicious listeners, who may interrupt you if anything you say seems
contradictory. They are used to lengthy presentations and arguments, so if you are too brief you will not make
much impact.

Behavior at Meetings and Negotiations
Several decades of communism and repressive centralized rule have bequeathed Romania with a poor
commercial infrastructure riddled with bureaucracy and corruption. The Westerner, consequently, must be
wary of the possibility of being cheated—a common occurrence in a region with a hybrid Balkan and
Turkish historical background.
Romanians are skilled diplomats and negotiators, and hard bargaining faces any foreigners who wish to do
business with them. You will have to be careful to distinguish between apparent prospects and factual reality.
Deals are rarely a straight transaction between two parties. Others are likely to be involved on a
commission basis, exacting bribes or demanding “facilitation” payments. When you sense this is happening,
bring in a Romanian go-between. Such “transaction costs” are generally laid at your door as the foreigner,
unless you maintain vigilance.
It is important to establish parameters at the outset of any business discussion, fixing procedures, limits and
ultimate positions. Romanians will not be deterred from attempting to gain advantage, but once they have
understood your position, they can behave in a constructive, creative and charming manner.
At meetings, extensive small talk is a necessary preamble. Be wary of painting yourself into a corner at this
stage. When the Romanians get down to business, their statements must be taken with a pinch of salt. If you
disagree with them, show this obliquely, as they hate being snubbed in any way.
Never tell them what to do—it would upset their superiority complex. In general Romanians are risk takers
(Turkish influence), and they will work hard to close a deal once everyone is on the same track. They are
actually more open with foreigners than with each other, often showing reticence in front of their compatriots
(a legacy of decades of spying, informing and eavesdropping). With foreigners they show their desire to please,
but watch out for their frequent defense: “But that won’t work in Romania.”
When things get bogged down, Romanians often come out with spontaneous (and apparently new) ideas.
Although they are skilled negotiators, they often show little knowledge of Western exigencies, particularly
with regard to speed, urgency or integrity.
Follow-through is not a Romanian strong point. When a deal is concluded, everything should be put in writing,
witnessed by decision makers and the competent experts. After that, it is advisable to get further approval (in
writing) from a very senior person in the organization. Romanians are often comfortable with ambiguity,
whereas the Westerner wants final clarity.
The communist legacy has left them with a poor sense of accountability, responsibility and best routes to the
bottom line. There may be attempts to alter conditions or clauses after the agreement has been signed. Such
steps must be resisted unequivocally.
Manners and Taboos
Given its incredible ethnic diversity, Romania has an impressive storehouse of manners, customs, traditions,
folklore and folk art. Romanians have the reputation of being excessively or embarrassingly hospitable. One
Romanian writer describes this as “aggressive hospitality.” You have to be, for example, very careful not to
“under-indulge” at a meal in a Romanian home or to refuse anything being offered. The only defense against
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Romanian hospitality is to reciprocate their generosity. Items from your own country are often most
appropriate. Well illustrated books, prints, quality pens, attractive stationery, ties, scarves and packaged
foods (delicatessen) are appreciated. Some Romanians like good whisky or cognac.
Taboos include impolite or brusque behaviour; blunt, direct remarks showing disagreement; and inquisitiveness
as to personal details.
How to Empathize with Romanians
Romanians get on well with people who are happy to converse at length, especially about poetry, philosophy,
history and the arts. Qualities they admire are erudition, delicacy of expression, intuition and compassion.
Exchanges can be on a close personal basis, especially when you have attained a certain familiarity.
Though more circumspect than Italians, Romanians resemble them in their desire for spiritual closeness,
confidences and exploration of human feelings.
The development of such relationships will make subsequent business dealings much easier to carry out, and,
moreover, will lessen the likelihood of your being cheated.
Always keep the Romanians’ animosity toward Hungarians in mind, but Romanians suffer from a national
persecution complex as a result of centuries of mistreatment by foreign conquerors. Suspicion is a national
habit.
Finally, remember that at heart they are epicureans and want to have a good time with you.
Motivating Factors
Acknowledge Romania’s special historical and linguistic position.
Speak a few words of Romanian.
Admire the beauty of their language, scenery, churches and monasteries.
Show you are willing to help them in their difficulties.
Read between the lines to divine their wishes and aspirations.
Elicit information indirectly.
Indulge in small talk and politics, but do not “intervene.”
Accept their lavish hospitality and reciprocate soon.
Understand that business and social life are intertwined.
Avoid
-

Praising Hungarians and their qualities.
Aggressive questioning.
Brusque behaviour.
Causing anybody to lose face (they are very sensitive).
Any reference to the country’s backwardness, inefficiency and corruption
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15. Just the Hors d’Oeuvre!
This has been quite a brisk trip – not much time to pause for a breather let alone make sense of the
impressions offered in those links you’ve clicked on…..My role in these pages has been to act simply
as a guide – pointing the way and generally trying not to make observations, let alone judgements
(apart from a couple of caustic remarks on easy targets which I couldn’t resist and which are easily
spotted).
At the start of our little journey, I listed 16 ways of getting to know a country and its people – but
seem so far to have covered only about a dozen of them. I also mentioned that I appeared to have
forgotten an important way of entering a country’s soul – simply walking around and chatting to
people (although I did include “conversations” as one of the 16 methods!). The best of our travel
writers use this method but my focus on bookshops and art galleries tends to limit such -encounters…..
And I love my house in the Carpathian mountains so much – with its library of books, music and
amazing views – that I am not tempted even into medieval Brasov all that often to explore - which is
very reprehensible given that I have glorious Transylvania right on my doorstep.
Even if I wanted to, I could not really sum this country up. I have known it for 23 years; it has
become my home-base – at least, in the past five years, for half of the time.
When you read the older material which can be accessed – text and photographs – you do get a
profound sense of the richness of society between 1880 and 1940 – rich in both possessions and
characters. The architecture gives a clear sense of it – grand in the cities and individualistic if not
eccentric in the towns and villages. Romania has lost a lot since – so many of its writers lost to
either persecution or migration; so many of the more recent younger generation seeking their
professional rewards abroad….
Despite the almost American nature of the spirit which is evident
in the Bucharest streets, on commercial television and in the
fixation with flashy cars and speed, the past is still clearly
evident – in both good and bad forms.
All countries which were in the area of Soviet influence
experienced suffered deprivations and repression – in one degree
or another. It would be a bit invidious to encourage a league table
of suffering although Ceaucescu’s invasion of women’s intimacy
and the scale of (illegal) abortions that led to must rank as one of
the worst measures in post-war Europe – along with the digging
of the Danube canal and wanton destruction of villages in the
1980s.
Equally, however, more of us who escaped the post-war
communist repression should have the honesty to recognize the undoubted improvements to social
life which such regimes generally brought to the life of peasants and workers.
I have learned a lot about the richness of Romanian culture in the few weeks I have been drafting
what was originally about 10 pages of blogposts. And I keep on unearthing gems – such as the
Slobozia photographer of the early part of the 20th century.
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So many lists and hyperlinks can get confusing – so I decided to try to select a dozen or so of the
references some of which you might have missed – to your loss. First an introductory freebies  “A Cultural Journey” with stunning photographs of Romanian monuments and useful material
on prominent Romanians
Two books from which tasty excerpts have been extracted  The Romanian Rhapsody; an overlooked corner of Europe; by D. Fernandez and F Ferranti
(2000). A delightful mix of opinionated) text and black and white photographs
 Corridors of Mirrors: The Spirit of Europe in Contemporary British and .Romanian

Fiction by Pia Brinziu (2000)

Three celebrations of photography
 The Color of Hay by Katherine McLaughlin (2003) is a photographic account of a two-year
stay in the Maramures area
 Transylvania by writer Bronwen Riley and photographer Dan Dinescu 2007).
 Photo archives from the first half of the 20th century - Costica Acsinte Archive
A flavour of local writing – both Romanian and foreign – in
 Bucharest Tales (2011) It contains both poems and prose - all of which can be viewed at the
hyperlink in the title with the additional bonus of photographs adorning every page!
 Never Mind the Balkans – here’s Romania by Mike Ormsby (2012) is difficult to categorise amusing sketches of contemporary life in Romania written by an ex-pat
 The Way of the Crosses; Peter Hurley (2013) who made a snowy pilgrimage from Sapanta on
the border with Ukraine arriving in mid December in Bucharest, overnighting mostly in
village houses on the rural tracks he was using. Hurley has been resident in the country for
almost 20 years and has developed a variety of musical and rural networks from his work some of whom are tapped for hospitality. Most of his overnight stays, however, are made in
houses he chances upon late in the evenings as he finishes his daily treks and whose
impecunious residents clearly take to this eccentric visitor.....The book’s descriptions of the
landscape make it a charming read and it contains several positive stories of (sadly rare)
cooperative work in some villages for the production of milk and apple juice; of those
practising craft skills which are (also sadly) disappearing; and of at least one good priest
doing (very) good work (interestingly in Cristian near my own village).
and a powerful record of life in Romania is The Eighties in Bucharest published by Martor
Two blogposts about Romanian music – the first on the classical greats the second on folk music
here.
Two of Lucian Boia (Romania’s greatest contemporary historian)’s key books can be read in full and
in English online - Romania; borderland of Europe (2001); and History and myth in Romanian
Consciousness (published in Romanian in 2001)
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Section Two
In which my own voice is given an opportunity to express itself – in these very diverse posts from
my blog Balkan and Carpathian Musings over a six year period many of which, I readily concede,
exude a sense of…..well ….nostalgia …….not for a type of society but rather set of social ethics………
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cheese, bears and impact assessment
The Sunday service was belting across the hills of the bowl in
which much of Sirnea sits as we climbed up the steep backhill
of our estate - and was still to be heard on our return almost
three hours later after our cheese trip to the next village in
the valley over the crest of the hill. The latest dog to adopt us
– Bobitsa – caught up with us just before we encountered about
a hundred sheep on the high meadow – which turned out to be
part of a much larger flock belonging to the guys from whom we
bought out first 2 kilos of sheep cheese (a strong burdurf). The
area is like Shangri-lai – totally unchanged. The guys who had
the cow cheese were not at home – but we were hailed by an 80
year old in a house overlooking the track who had about 20
rounds (like haggis) of cow burdurf in his cellar – for 5 euros a
kilo. Then another conversation with the old couple next door –
which apparently touches on the innappropriateness of a 15
year age difference in a couple. As I waited patiently with the
4 kilos weighing me down in my backpack, I was struck by the
realization that the view I was looking at had been unchanged for at least 75 years. The only
novelty is the old TV inside the gloomy living room.
I have been reading quite a lot recently about the way of life which has been lost. Andrew Greig’s
At the Loch of the Green Corrie is a poetic evocation of (and tribute to) Norman MacCaig - one of
the amazing generation of Scottish poets whose last member (Edwin Muir) past away a few weeks
back. Toward its end, it paints a powerful picture of the rich but simple life of village communities
before struck by television and tourists. William Blacker’s book on Maramures village life does the
same – as do the Greg Mortensen books on village life in Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Our last conversation is with the shepherd of the sheeps we had encountered earlier. He tells us
casually that they had the previous day had a run in with a brown bear and her cubs on the wooded
hill above (only a kilometre from our house!)
Now I have to get back to thinking about impact assessment. A friend has drafted a small manual on
the subject to try to help improve the quality of legislation in a small transition country. Some years
back I did a paper on the work we consultants do to help the establishment of meritocratic
appointment systems in civil services; of fit-for-purpose public organizations; of policy and legal
drafts which have some chance of achieving results; of training systems to produce more analytical
and open-minded officials. The paper is number 12 on my website). The point I made was that these
were all highly rationalistic exercises which challenged powerful political forces in the
bureaucracies and political class of these countries – and perhaps we were all just going through the
motions. More specifically I suggested that we needed to pay attention to both the demand and
supply sides – and that too much technical assistance operated only on the supply side with the
result that systems and procedures were produced which no one wanted. So, if impact assessments
are actually to be used, we perhaps need to produce not only manuals (for those supposed to be
doing it) but procedures which ensure that people are demanding higher quality work. I know that
when I was Secretary of the cabinet which ran Strathclyde Region (with its 100,000 officials –
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teachers, police, social workers, road, water and sewage engineers etc), I refused to accept papers
from the various departments unless they had an Executive summary which followed the logic of
policy analysis and impact assessment. That quickly got the message out!
Monday, September 6, 2010

gypsies or Roma - what's in a name?
Weather in the mountains is cold, windy and overcast. So the first fire was duly lit in Daniela’s
bedroom terracotta stove (soba) – and the new woodenhorse (they call it a chevra here (goat) made
by our old neighbour Viciu christened. The chainsaw came out of hibernation to cut up the small
pieces that stove needs. The wood central heating system needs larger pieces – which are stored
outside – but I am always reluctant to start the boiler since I still have not quite mastered the art
of getting the right amount of ember to allow the system to activate! In principle I need to to load
new wood only every 6 hours.
The attic is slowly becoming more inviting – with carpets and a Chinese room divider with superb silk
depictions of medieval life.
Today’s der Spiegel has a story on a German military report on life with less oil which has leaked.
The recent round-up by French authorities of some 300 gypsies and their return to Bulgaria and
Romania (with the incentive of a 300 euro payment) is a subject requiring comment – but is not easy
for me to write about. I remember vividly the stigmatization of the low income people I
represented in the East End of Greenock; the physical and mental ghettoes into which they were
driven by bureaucratic systems; the skills and drive which many had but which found little outlet;
and how they responded when they were treated with some respect and enjoyed partnership status
in various programmes. When I worked in Bulgaria recently, the Ministry of Labour was desperate
for advice on how to handle the gypsies – and all I could offer was my (and the subsequent Scottish)
experience of trying to develop more equal opportunities amongst groups who had been
discriminated against.
The gypsies have support from none less than George Soros himself.
The greatest divide between the Roma and majority populations is not one of culture or lifestyle – as is so
often portrayed by the media – but poverty and inequality. The divide is physical, not just mental.
Segregated schooling is a barrier to integration and produces prejudice and failure. Segregated housing has
led to huge shantytowns and settlements lacking sanitation and other basic conditions essential to a life
with dignity. The plight of so many millions of Roma in the twenty-first century makes a mockery of
European values and stains Europe’s conscience.
Roma want to and can integrate if they are given the opportunity, as my foundation’s programs have shown.
Most Roma share the aspirations of the majority populations: a home with adequate services, a decent
education for their children, jobs that enable them to provide for their families, and to interact with the
majority in their society. It is because they face appalling discrimination and deprivation at home that they
continue to migrate across Europe. The EU must recognize that the pan-European nature of this problem
demands a comprehensive and effective strategy for Roma inclusion.
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Unfortunately things are not quite so simple. I fiind it difficult, for example, to accept his
assumption that a majority of gypsies share the same aspirations as the societies in which they live.
It is, of course, always wrong and dangerous
to stigmatise a group. And there is no doubt
that there are gypsies (or Roma) and gypsies.
We employed several to construct our roof
guttering system – and respect and like these
individuals. Upper crust William Blacker
(whose Along the Enchanted Way I reviewed
recently) went further. He lived and worked
with them (in a fairly integrated village not
far from here on the outskirts of Sighoasara),
defended them against false accusations and
bore a child bya gypsy who is now being raised
as a gypsy lad. Romania has had several
famous gypsy intellectuals (eg violinist and conductor Voica) and has its gypsy MPs who are as
reputable as the next MP! But there is no denying that they are a group which has its own norms
which conflict with those of society at large and which makes integration very difficult – not least
since integration is not a mission many share. A Hungarian teacher has posted a comment on Soros
article which is worth reading. Even William Blacker had to remark that his gypsy friends were
unable to do the necessary planning to ensure they had enough food for the winter months (when
they would resort to stealing). And it seems fairly clear that those who went to France did so to
take advantage of the system and its riches there in an underhand manner.
There is a strand of liberal thinking which seems to want everyone to suspend moral judgement for
groups they have decided are sinned against. Millions of euros have been spent over the past decade
by the EU in both Bulgaria and Romania on projects aimed at integrating gypsies into the labour
market and society generally. Soros (as he says) has also developed programmes with similar aims.
Where are the results? Where are the assessments?
Of course, I know from my own 20 years experience in the west of Scotland that multi-million euros
programmes are not in themselves enough to deal with deep-rooted discrimination. As Soros notes In 2009, the EU endorsed the principle of “explicit but not exclusive targeting” for Roma, and the European
Commission allowed structural funds to be used to cover housing interventions in favour of marginalized
communities, with a particular focus on Roma. This is a welcome step and “explicit but not exclusive
targeting” should be extended to education, health care, and employment. Most importantly, the rules
guiding how structural funds are spent should be changed to allow their use for health and education from
early childhood, rather than only for job training.
Structural poverty in Roma communities is intimately linked to poor education and unemployment. The
Commission’s Europe 2020 initiative sets specific targets for raising school completion rates and
employment levels for all EU citizens. In both of these areas, Roma fall so far behind their fellow citizens
that targeted measures to close the gap should be an integral part of the Europe 2020 plan.
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But Soros and others will get nowhere unless they recognize and are prepared to admit (as William
Blacker is able to) the current behavioural problems of so many of this group.

A few words in favour of anarchism
The priest’s singing was echoing around the hills the last 2 days –
the new priest has had a broadcasting system fitted so that we are
all involved in the services. The call to worship starts with what
sounds like a wooden drumbeat which quickens to merge into the
peel of bells. It’s actually a long wooden instrument called a Toaca
which is struck against wood. The last 2 days have apparently been
celebrating The Elevation of the Venerable Cross – on Tuesday I
came across my neighbour reading a bible as his wife was at church.
But village ways continued – as his 2 sheep were slaughtered in his
yard on Wednesday. Coincidentally this morning, Valentin
Mandache’s posting was about village life here – and is worth a look.
Yesterday was busy – with the sawing removal of the branches I had
cut last week which were threatening our electricity line (yes we do
have electricity!); varnishing of the terrace; and erection of a lamp
for the terrace. Daniela was very proud of her first piece of
electrical work! We duly toasted her success with the local Palinka
in the twilight.
I don’t think the word “anarchism” has yet appeared on this blog – and yet it is a strand of thinking
to which I have always been drawn. And I have to recognise that my recent interest in systems
thinking and my more long-standing revulsion against construction and many aspects of modernity is
rooted in that approach. The villages here are fairly self-sufficient. Some other blogs have also
been musing on this – first the blog which is devoted to complexity and development. Then one of
my favourite blogs
And finally an article about one of the guys who first disposed me in the direction of anarachism –
Ivan Illich
September 2010
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what we have lost
I have developed the habit, in my village
redoubt, of keeping scrap vegetables for the
cow. And, of course, the wood stoves and
system allow me, in the colder seasons, to
dispose of cardboard wrappings in the fire.
Even some of the plastic bottles are used for
the various tasks an older house requires –
receptacles for varnish; paint; or simply tap
water against the occasional interruption (in
august) of supply. But Daniela reminds me that
this is nothing compared with the level of
ecology practised in villages in earlier years –
with various types of refuse (even human
faeces) being separated and recycled on the ground. I was reminded of the part of Fred Pearce’s
powerful The Rivers run Dry http which reveals how the ancients stored rainwater in a variety of
ways (and how even dew can help reclaim land from deserts)
Both Alaister McIntosh and William Blacker in their very different ways) remind us of how easily
we lost our innocence and autonomy and slipped into the easy dependence on the convenience goods
and fast travel - and the complacent acceptance of (indeed contribution to) the detruitus which
goes with the modern world. The Romanians are particularly bad offenders in the way they strew
the remnants of picnics around beauty spots. I still have vivid memories of my father coming home and pausing to pick up any litter on the street near the house. That simple gesture of social
responsibility (as well as his bee-keeping and my mother's autumn jam-making) gave far more
powerful and sustainable lessons to me than all my father's sermons!
I have always refused to buy anything associated with Coca Cola - initially because of the way they
hook kids on high sugar and contribute to obesity but latterly for the way their entry to the
bottled water market destroyed good local products (using recyled glass bottles) with their plastic
crap. I confess that I am an addict to carbonated water - of course I should drink tap water but
this was not really an option in some of the places (like Baku) in which I have lived. I was therefore
delighted to see recently the Paris mayor introducing carbonated wayter fountains where people
can take their bottles for free topping up.
I had such mixed feelings as I sped smoothly up the (resurfaced) road which links Rasnov across
the mountain to Predeal and the main Brasov-Bucharest highway. A few months ago its potholes
made the journey an uncomfortable one – the resurfacing (which was still going on) will knock almost
10 minutes off the 15 or so kilometres (at the cost in all probability of a few extra lives a year). Is
this really what progress is all about?
Of course life was tough then - but we were generally healthier!!
I noticed today that Paul Kingsnorth whose inspiring One no and Many Yeses I have referred to
several times recently has now given up hope for us all. He has a fascinating Dark mountain website
which sets out a more pessimistic vision.
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November 2010!

Intimations of mortality
Yesterday was a practical and aesthetic rather than an intellectual day. First an attempt to get
some information about the role of the Embassy in the event of my decease here leading to an
unpleasant telephone encounter with an arrogant young Romanian (Anca) in the consular section of
the British Embassy. She informed me there was no need to come to the Embassy and that she was
capable of giving me the relevant information over the phone. This she was not – when I wondered
how the Embassy would know who to inform in Britain when they had no information about me, it was
I who suggested that perhaps it would be a good idea if I registered with them. And she did not
take kindly to a question about who the “authorities” were in London to whom the Embassy would
pass the information about my death and what they would do with it.
I remarked that she did not have a customer-friendly approach – to which she (typically for this
sort) replied that she had come to work with a positive attitude (it was 09.15) and thought she did a
good job! I duly made a complaint on the Embassy website (although it gave me no confirmation of
the sort one normally gets!) and on the larger UK site – which did confirm receipt. My next task was
to make an online registration – which did, however, not seem to fit my case of being resident in the
country (It asked me when I would be arriving and leaving); was not designed to deal with the case
of both Daniela and me deceasing at the same time (space for only one „next of kin”!); and was a
global data-base rather than one of the Embassy here in Bucharest (presumably they are cpable of
accessing it?).
Then on to the CEC Bank where we have one of our two local deposits. Although a joint account, it is
D’s name which leads the account and we were worried that her relatives might be able to claim a
higher right. This time, a very friendly and helpful (older) woman – who confirmed our anxiety.
Rather than lose 250 eurpos in interest, we will return in mid-January when the investment matures
and switch the account name. Then off on the search for a fotoiu cover – which led us through the
string of art and antique shops and in the charming, restored Gabroven St in the old town. Most of
the art shops had modern kitsch stuff – but there was one small place which I would deign with the
name painting gallery with reasonably original modern stuff (including a painting of what looked very
like Sirnea – but overpriced at 500 euros).
Then the 21 tram throu Mosilor street – with sadly decaying terraced merchant houses - to the
Obor market. Apparently the street is so called (old man) because the annual celebration of dead
people (Mosii de iarna in late October) linked to a huge fair which was held then at Obor (which is a
Romanian word for fair (which, in Slav, is known by the wonderful word „Trg” – hence the towns of
Targoveste in both Romania and Bulgaria)
November 16, 2010
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Things fall apart?
When I walked to the Matache market on Tuesday,
I was amazed to fiind the right hand (Gara de
Nord) side almost stripped of all buildings
(everything between the hotel and the white
highrise in the photo). The Turkish kebab service
and antique shops had vanished – exposing both a
decrepit tenement I had seen a family enter a few
weeks back - and a very new villa.
Symbol of a wider picture? A Zeitgeist seems to
be building up (I think that can happen to spirits!)
– that a very historic blow has been dealt the
financial and economic system which has developed
in my lifetime and which we have learned to hate in the past decade. My amazingly regular and
prolific marxist blogger has posted some interesting stuff and my friends and namesakes at
Scottish Review have also sober comment on the Irish crisis.
It's all appropriate mood music for my reading of Daniel Dorling's Injustice - why social inquality
persists the power of whose moral critique is reminding me of RH Tawney's Equality written (I
think) in the 1940s which played a very powerful role in the development of the mid-20th century
UK Labour Party - but which (typically) it is difficult to find on Google. Instead, I offer some
Yeat's lines TURNING and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

Thursday, November 18, 2010
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Books
A delightful day yesterday at the Annual Book
Fair held in the huge Pavilion Expo beside the
grotesque Stalinist Press House – which was
“hoaching” (as we say in Scotland) with people.
Shows that the intellectual habit is still alive
and well here - despite the generally appalling
nature of TV (although there are still some
BBC3 type TV programmes).
Fours hours passed before we dragged
ourselves, rather wearily, from the scrum (and noise) weighed down by plastic bags with the results
of our raids. The first two stalls took some time to negotiate – they were a Greek publisher and the
Italian Embassy respectively and were not busy. But in the first I was seduced by a superbly
produced book on Balkan poetry (with heavy velvet paper and old grey photographs) - 520 pages (all
in Romanian) for 10 euros! And, although the Italian Embassy wasn’t selling books, it was displaying
interesting editions of (some of) their older writers and had someone on duty happy to talk to us.
They had, however, no Albert Moravia!
I was also very pleased with a new book on “Bucharest – from village to metropolis” (Romanian and
English) by Giuseppe Cina, an Italian Professor of Urban Planning at Turin Univeristy; and a
collection of the water colours of Romanian buildings by Gheorghe Leahu (both published by Capicel).
I also snapped up a book with Dan Dinescu’s black and white photos of “Maramures; the land of wood
“which I had long lusted after – reduced to 2.5 euros – and, on opening it at home, immediately
regretted not having bought 4 copies (for gifts). A book with the Sapanta cemetery painted
headstones (actually carved from wood) completed the Romanian part of the haul.
Wallony Region had a nice display – with copies of their great Espace Nord series (Belgian authors
of the mid 20th century) on special offer. The final purchase was bought with some guilt – since we
have so little space in the Bucharest flat – but I simply could not resist the 500 glorious pages of
Cooking with Herbs and Spices (Hermes House) despite already having one book on each already but up in the mountain house!
My visit to China at the beginning of the year – and the preliminary reading I did for it – has
developed my interest in the country at both political and literary levels. A combination of the
antics of the political class of the West and Daniel Bell’s books (The Canadian who has taught at a
Beijing University for the past 15 years) have made me more sympathetic to the idea that the
political model which could emerge there. ChinaBeat offers one of the best perspectives on modern
China and this post has an interesting (if jaundiced) summary of a recent book.
November 22, 2010
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Grave thoughts
When, years ago, I visited the Sapanta cemetery in Maramures, I could appreciate only the
aesthetics - the beautiful blue and red of the carved wooden carvings with their naif small paintings
and (generally) humorous celebration of the lives (and sometime the deaths) of the villagers who lay
below. Now, thanks to the bookfare and a Baie Mare publisher, I am able to study the artefacts at
my leisure – eg the one with a painting of a guy at a still and the lines Here I am Husar Ion
Lying under this cold stone
In life all knew me handy
With my still and good plum brandy
Come on men and raise a cheer
Come and fill your flasks right here
Drink it now and be so merry
Girls have brandy from the cherry
I’ll not see you, share your mirth
From my bed deep in the earth
I was reminded of the medieval inscriptions I admired
decades ago in the churchyards in North-East Scotland. I
googled – and was delighted to come across various
googlebooks – this one printed in 1704 whose opening
inscription is remember man, as thou goes by
as thou art, so once was I
as I am now, so shalt thou be
remember man that thou must die
Also an 1806 Collection of Epitaphs and Monumental Inscriptions with a preface by Dr Johnson and
a delightful „Advertisement” (as the introduction is called) with the careful grammatical
construction they had in those days.
The editor has preferred the melange to that of a classification of subjects, and, if he shall
thereby occasionally beguile the serious of a smile or the volatile of a few moments’serious
reflection, who, otherwise, would have restricted their reading to the department most in unison
with their sentiments, his object will be fully accomplished.
The guy anticipated the critique of the internet – all of 200 years ago! The entire book can actually
be downloaded here.
Tuesday, November 23, 2010
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The eyes have it
Entry to the National Gallery here is free the first
Wednesday each month and we had wanted to visit the
special exhibition they have of the 1930s school of Belgian
(Wallonny actually) painters who used the name NERVIA
and were in the business of celebrating the traditions of
the area and also to encourage younger painters in that part
of the world. They were unknowns for me - but I am a fan
of belgian painting. And it proved to be a wonderful
exhibition – with the styles variously reminding me of
Renaissance; the great Belgian master Constantin Meunier;
and more modern Clydeside painters. The new Glasgow boys
are only part of the story - my friend Duncan Goldthorp has
a relative who painted stunning realist industrial landscapes
before the heavy industry disappeared from the West of
Scotland.
In the course of searching the internet for some pictures of the members of the school (it’s Louis
Besseret’s painting which heads the post) I found a great art blog - It’s about time.
After the exhibition, we dropped (hardly surprisingly) into the Anthony Frost English bookshop and
were warmly received by the staff – a cup of coffee no less! I picked up a copy of Howard Zinn’s
People’s History of the United States and a Thomas Hardy novel. Zinn’s is one of the extremely few
bits of radical writing one can get in the States and sparked the thought about the methodology of
the global freedom indices. Patently the USA authorities place major restrictions on the availability
of alternative world views which are allowed not only in schools, universities and libraries but even
in bookshops and publishers – let alone the printed and visual media.
On that basis it should be scored badly – but such things are difficult to measure and therefore are
not part of the methodology used for these league tables. A diagram could usefully developed to
identify the different areas of freedom – unfortunately this blog doesn’t allow me to insert
diagrams.
And while we’re on the subject of the media Farewell Fourth Estate is a good overview.
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In praise of austerity
The art blog I mentioned yesterday reproduces a
range of quiet interior paintings by a 19th century
Danish artist Hamersoi in which our attention is drawn
to the starkness of the décor – wooden floors and
minimal wall hangings. D’s response was that this must
say something about the poverty of even the middles
classes in Scandinavia in those days. I tried to suggest
that it had more to do with the influence of
Protestant values (Lutheran I think) which have had
such a powerful influence on social and political
developments in these countries – let alone on notions
of interior design. Austerity is getting a bad name
these days – when I googled to try to find something
about this aspect of Scandinavian societies all I got
was articles on the latest European fiscal crisis - one
of which acctually bears the title Beyond Austerity .
As a child of the war years (who still has his ration book) and raised in a Scottish Presbyterean
household, I have great respect and affection for austere ways of living (providing wine is accepted
as a basic requirement – from the barrel of course!). Tony Judt used that last painful period of his
life to reflect about his life in powerful short pieces in New York Review of Books – and some of
them celebrated the immediate post-war period in Britain which is so often viewed in a negative
light. My surfing put me onto a recent book Austerity Britain which appears to take a more positive
view. /

Remembering
The current issue of the (British) Prospect magazine carries a
fascinating article about the various stresses to which intercultural marriages - and divorces - are subject. We all know
about the difficulties Swedes or Finns are likely to have with
ebullient Latins. Not so well-known are the vagaries of national
systems within the EU. The French legal system emerges in a
particularly insensitive light – assuming, for example, that wives
will always be able to return to the labour market (despite
having been absent perhaps for more than a decade) and
insisting always on children being shared week-in week-out
(even at the age of 3).
It is Saints who are causing some tension between this particular north-south pair. End of last week
was the name-day of Ion here (John – also my father’s name). Our friend Olteanu who died in
November was a Ion – so we visited his grave on Thursday (or at least D did – I gave up after an
hour of trying to find it). And she duly bought and passed on to a stranger some food – as is the
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habit here in celebrating such anniversaries. I tried to explain that the Church of Scotland (in
which I was brought up) doesn’t do Saints – and therefore name-days. And, in any event, I had
rebelled against (the minimalist) religion at age 15 and am therefore clueless about the whole set-up.
My clumsy attempts to try to try to understand why John the Baptist has 2 days - the first
apparently for his death; and the second for his life – caused the usual tensions! And what, anyway,
is the English for his status – forerunner, prophet, vanguard??
More positively, D and I had started to talk about the possibility of establishing a modest
Foundation which might ensure support and publicity for what Ion valued – as an NGO activist here.
Apparently his widow has also had some discussions about this – so hopefully we can come together
not only within Romania but with his various friends in Europe.
And that reminded me that I have not resolved the question of how I properly fix my father in
community memory in Greenock. About 18 months ago I had some discussions with the curator of
the Watt Library and McLean Museum there – of which my father had been Chairman for many
years. I had started with the idea of a lecture series in the Greenock Philosophical Society (of
which he had also been Chairman) – but felt that this would not have a large enough impact; and was
latterly considering a suggestion from the indomitable Kenneth Roy of Scottish Review of an award
for Scottish youth with the Institute for Contemporary Scotland. As well as publishing Scottish
Review, ICS organises such high-level awards as Scot of the Year. Clearly association with a body
will have a larger impact – but it all needs careful consideration. The discussions are caught in a
special note I prepared and reproduced as a blog tribute. I have only been involved with one such
memorial idea – when the widow of a senior (community) education official struck down in his prime
set aside a small fund for a few of his friends and colleagues to administer. We decided to make an
annual award to the community group which had succeeded “despite the odds”. This led to visits,
meetings and publicity which certainly kept his memory alive.
In my google searches I came across first the website of the church in which my father served as
Minister for 50 years; then a nice collection of photos of my hometown (even some shots of the
McLean Museum) and the superb landscapes all around it
And finally a nice site on less well-known Scottish painters which included a neighbour of ours in
Greenock - James Watt - one of whose paintings the family bought for my father and which has
now temporary residence in a Brussels supurb.
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An everyday encounter
Over the weekend I stayed at Ploiesti - some
50 kms north of Bucharest on the main road to
Brasov; within sight of the Carpathian foothills;
and easy reach of the Dealu Mare vineyards.
For most of the 20th Century it was the
Romania’s oil base – but the oil has now been
bought up by foreigners and apparently put on
reserve. As a result the City is now very
pleasant – at least in its physical surroundings!
But Romanian petrol has become in the last 6
months the most expensive in Europe – the
subject of some intense debate but for
reasons for which I am none the wiser. If it
interferes with the driving habits of the young
Mafia here, I will be well pleased.
We encountered one of the high Testerone guys on Monday – his smoked windows black Audi was
dumped across the pavement leaving us only a body width to scrape through. We get very angry with
this insensitivity – and swung our bags around as we passed – and a screetching dervish duly
emerged to hurl insults at D who reciprocated. Testerone Ted (all of 24 years old – how can he own
such a car???) came chasing after D – and physically prevented her from continuing her way –
paintwork after all is their virility symbol.
I returned to lend her moral support – just as a 50 year-old was telling her that if it had been his
car he would have knocked her to the ground and trampled on her! Our protestations about illegal
parking were brushed aside – even by a couple of cops who were summonsed after the guy grabbed
my throat after his floosy objected to my banging my fist on his car. At my age I can (if I control
myself) react passively - unlike the TTs. D and I were driven to the police station – with D facing a
charge of vandalisation (for a hair scratch) but me prepared to counter-charge TT with assault. I
was told that – as a foreigner – I could not enter the police station (!) and one of the PCs stayed
with me. He was in his mid 40s – had been fairly hostile to us during the encounter – but now
seemed to relax (good training??) and share my concerns about TTs.
When I was eventually allowed in, it was to meet the very impressive station boss – Tiberius no less
– who spoke English and adopted a very common-sense approach – apparently threatening TT with
both a parking charge and assault. He took D and me into his office and, while D was writing her
testimony, told us about his various initiatives. A good guy – although D feels that the treatment
had a lot to do with my being a Brit (and of a certain age)!
The next day – despite the overcast sky – I headed north to the mountains and D to Bucharest. The
higher I climbed the more the sky cleared but immediately I hit the plain again at Rasnov I was into
pea-soup mist again. The village, however, had not only clear sky but no snow! Rare for 1,400 metres
in mid-January.
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A box of Fassbinder films was waiting for me – as well as the news that one of my neighbours had
died (88 year old husband of the small bent woman who chases her chickens and occasionally drops
in for a coffee and biscuits. Duly lit the bedroom stove – and discovered that a leak has sprung in
one of the bath taps (yes, I do have a bath – if no TV or fridge!). But I took the easy way out;
turned off the water again and relied on the traditional water pitcher and bowl I bought recently.
Assembled one of the marvellous standard lamps (with additional reading light) which IKEA is selling
for only 10 euros – and settled down to read a fascinating book about the 3 Himmler brother
written by a granddaughter of the youngest (Heinrich was the middle brother).
How Nazism took hold of such a civilised country as Germany is a fascinating question which I have
never seen dealt with adequately – it’s usually passed over in a perfunctory manner to get to the
more exciting and shocking aspects of Nazism with which (as Peter Watson rightly points out in his
recent book) the Brits have an unhealthy fixation. A lengthy, sympathetic but balanced story of the
interaction of the stable family circle and unstable social and economic environment in which
someone like Himmler grew up is an important aspect of our understanding of that period. Most of
us know about the feeling of betrayal when the 1st world war was suddenly lost (The Kaiser had
been hiding the truth); the communist putches in the various cities in the immediate aftermath and
the recruitment of young soldiers to the Freikorps-type organisations which were created to put
down these revolutionaries; the hyperinflation – but it is rarely told from the perspective of the
ordinary person. Himmler’s father was a respectable Headmaster – and The Himmler Brothers by
Katrin Himmler paints a powerful picture of how such people’s worlds crumbled.
And, finally, a good sample of recent coverage of China.

autobiographies
A cold mist surrounded the house in the early part of the
morning – but, as it slowly lifted, a wondrous sight was beholden.
Each tree nearby and far was picked out - as in a touched up
photograph - covered with iced snow. It was like a phalanx of
phantom warriors. Question – what is the collection noun for a
group of government leaders? It was none less than Harold
McMillan, a Conservative UK Prime Minister in the early 1960s
who gave a great answer to this question – “a lack of principals”! And, as the sun’s rays reached the
branches, a rustling around the house as the icicles fell from them.
Paul Theroux is a travel writer who apparently arouses some feeling – his observations apparently
offend some people. I find this genre an interesting one but personally prefer Colin Thubron.
Theroux has reached the age of 69; started to write his autobiography; got to 500 words; and then
realised he couldn’t be trusted to tell the truth about himself and found justification for closing his
notebook on the venture by looking at the reliability of autobiographies over the centuries. I
suppose blogs make a lot of us diarists if not autobiographers these days. One of the papers on my
website attempts what one might call an intellectual autobiography - Search for the Holy Grail Lessons from 40 years of fighting bureaucracy.
Simon Jenkins had a good piece on the issues behing the uncovering of an undercover policeman who
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was playing a prominent if not agent-provocateur role in the ecology movement.
And I've recently come across a blog - Musings of an amateur trader - which, like Boggy's blog gives useful mini-lectures and country vignettes. This week on banking.

Lessons in Transylvania
I've just received the latest issue of The Ecologist and it
contains a great article by Laura Sevier, a freelance
journalist, about traditional farming here in Transylvania.
For the (few) lazy readers I have, let me reproduce the
entire article here –
Transylvania has maintained traditional farming methods for
hundreds of years. As it faces the twin threats of intensive
agriculture and byzantine EU policies, its model of underdevelopment is attracting the interest of policy makers. Forget
Count Dracula. Deep in the heart of Transylvania, an
altogether more mesmerising scene is playing itself out - a
vision of what life must have been like in a medieval village.
There's not a brightly coloured shop or advert in sight. Horse and
carts clatter down the dirt track roads and cows wander freely.
There are barely any cars. And behind the tall walls of each of the
old Saxon houses is a self-contained ‘courtyard farm' complete
with a wooden hay barn, livestock sheds and a small vegetable plot
and fruit orchard.
In the distance are unfenced wildflower-rich grasslands and communal hay-meadows and beyond that, thick,
old growth forests where bears, wolves and wild cats still roam.
This village, Crit, is one of the 150 or so well preserved Saxon villages and settlements of southern
Transylvania that have remained almost unchanged for hundreds of years. The so-called Saxons were German
colonists who immigrated to Transylvania in the 12th and 13th centuries and they were renowned for being
hard working farmers. The smallholder lifestyle continues to flourish here today, with most villagers entirely
self-sufficient.
The good lifeA typical household keeps poultry, a couple of pigs, 10-20 sheep, along with 2 or 3 cows that
graze on communal village pastures by day and are milked by hand in the morning and evening in the courtyards.
Fruit and vegetables are eaten fresh from the garden or preserved in pickles or jams for the winter months.
As well as growing and rearing their own, villagers also slaughter and butcher their own animals. Every chimney
has a special chamber for hanging meat (predominantly pork) for smoking. Many households make their own
wine from homegrown vines and brandy from plums.
This self-sufficient way of life is still deeply ingrained in rural Romania, passed down from generation to
generation. Farming dictates the rhythm of life here, both daily and seasonally - during the summer months,
for instance, most families are out in their hay-meadows with scythes and rakes making hay for their cattle
and sheep.
‘Practically everyone is a farmer in rural Romania,' says Nat Page, director of the charitable conservation
foundation ADEPT. ‘Ninety per cent of villagers have land outside the village and their courtyard farms.' There
are some shops but they're very basic - you wouldn't even know they were shops and most people only buy
things they can't make themselves, like cooking oil, cigarettes and beer.
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The food produced is organic in practice, although it's not certified because the costs of certification are too
high. This low impact, ‘High Nature Value' farming allows nature to thrive. Wildflowers are abundant, and many
of the mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, fish and insects present are rare or protected at national and
international level, and have disappeared over much of Europe.
ThreatsADEPT focuses its work in the Târnava Mare area, 85,000 hectares in the heart of the Saxon Villages
area and has had the area certified as a Natura 2000 site which gives it a basic level of protection.
There are, however, threats facing the landscape and local communities. ‘People are not being allowed to
produce jams and pickles in their own kitchen because of excessive interpretation of EU law by the Romanian
Food Standards Agency,' says Page. ‘They're being driven out of business and lovely old bakeries are still being
closed down.' This, he stresses, is not what Brussels wants. ‘Brussels preaches diversity, flexibility and cultural
traditions but it's up to the host country to implement it.'
Another problem is that 70 per cent of farmers are over 50 years old. Christi Gherghiceanu, ADEPT project
manager who grew up in the area says, ‘people older than 50 are reluctant to leave their homes. They seem to
be happy with their rural lifestyle. The rest of the population would rather abandon the villages because of the
lack of financial opportunities in the area.'
The biggest threats to the landscape are intensive farming - artificial fertilisers would seriously damage or
destroy the wildflower meadows and high stocking rates could lead to over-grazing - or abandonment of the
land.
Farmers' markets‘Inevitably many of the smallest farms will disappear,' says Nat Page. ‘The average size of a
farm here is 1.5 hectares. In five years time it will be three hectares. We can't say that everything is going to
remain the same. But we can say we hope small- scale farming has a future in the area.'
Founded in 2004, ADEPT's main objective is to protect the fragile biodiversity of Transylvania and use it to
benefit local communities. ‘We didn't just parade in with a load of money telling them what to do,' explains
Page. ‘We employed local people and we've helped small farmers in the real world. If you want to conserve an
area but there are no economic benefits, people are less responsive.'
ADEPT, funded by Defra's Darwin Initiative, Orange Romania and Innovation Norway, has assisted small
farmers in two main ways. The first is to help them find a market by organising regular farmer's markets in
nearby towns and cities and enabling producers to get their kitchens authorised (by persuading inspectors not
to excessively interpret the Brussels guidance). ADEPT, based in the large Saxon village of Saschiz, also
provides a modern ‘food barn' authorised by the Romanian Food Safety Authority where people can produce
food. The 20 producers it works with now sell 70,000 euros worth of produce a year through markets, although
ADEPT is keen to work with more. In addition, ADEPT has helped 65 small-scale farmers gain an income again
by finding a market for milk. By working with them to improve hygiene and equipment, the farmers had their
milk collection reinstated.
The second aspect of what ADEPT does is to help small-scale farmers get grants from the EU's Common
Agricultural Policy. Many farmers own under 1 hectare, so don't receive basic Pillar 1 payments. ADEPT is
dealing this at a policy level, promoting higher payments for small farmers.
To CAP it offADEPT has also helped farmers benefit from biodiversity conservation. As the area is a Natura
2000 and HNV landscape, farmers are eligible for CAP agri-environmental payments but these are not
automatic - you have to opt for them. After running farm visits explaining the advantages of signing up, 75 per
cent of eligible farmers within Târnava Mare have joined the scheme; this is four times the rate of uptake in
neighboring areas which demonstrates the desperate need for farm advisory services in such areas.
This will too, of course, benefit plants and animals. ADEPT's botanist, Dr John Akeroyd, who often
accompanies Prince Charles (a regular visitor to Transylvania) on his walks through this countryside says, ‘the
grasslands in this area are uniquely rich in Europe and appear to be still in good heart thanks to continuing
traditional management by local farmers'.
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On a wider scale, Nat Page believes this project could even have an influence over the next phase of the CAP,
2013-2020, in favour of High Nature Value landscapes elsewhere. ADEPT has been asked to present its results
at EU meetings in Brussels because it shows a way forward to protect the small-scale farmed landscapes and
communities across all of Europe. The Commissioners for Agriculture and the Environment both sent
encouraging video messages to the High Nature Value Grassland Conference organised by ADEPT in Sibiu in
September 2010.
‘An amazing thing is happening within the EU,' says Page. ‘A few years ago everyone said these farms were
irrelevant and policy favoured competitive farms. Now small-scale farms are seen as valuable for food and
landscape, with massive benefits for flood and fire control, biodiversity and mitigation against climate change.
They are increasingly appreciated as vital for Europe's future.'

Fiddling while Bucharest....builds
In her recent blogs, Sarah has been giving great
coverage to the destructionivists who occupy all
positions of power and (apparently influence) here in
Romania – and the Ceaucescu tendencies in particular
of Mayor Oprescu (a surgeon no less) in relation to
old Bucharest buildings.
The inclusion of buildings on a list of protected patrimony
means nothing to him – nor laws which forbid eviction of
people during winter months.
Today, we are witnessing a second 'systematisation' of
Bucharest, which has accelerated since 2005. Its new face sees towers rising up to twenty floors in
architectural zones replacing buildings of historical and architectural value. They are spilling into neighbouring
areas - look no further than the recent Roman Catholic Cathedral, St Joseph's.
The segment affected by the demolitions included a mass of buildings of traditional architectural heritage
representative of the capital. Now they are gone. Hotel Marna, the Nicolae Dobre House, the Constantin
Radulescu House, The Dacia cinema, the house where the national poet Mihai Eminescu lived with Veronica
Micle to name just a few...all gone. Gone forever. Irreplaceable jewels impossible to rebuild, impossible to
replicate. Hala Matache comes next if it hasn't gone already. Twenty storey eye-sores will replace them.
Bucharest is being deleted. An inestimable cultural value belonging to the Roumanian people has disappeared in
the hands of the Mayor of Bucharest, Sorin Oprescu. The man has no Roumanian culture and no respect for it.
This is how City Hall 'manages' historic Bucharest.
Dinu C. Giurescu is named after his grandfather, Constantin, who lived,as previously mentioned, at str. Berzei,
47, destroyed by Ceausescu. He carries the 'C' in his name proudly in memory, and spent his childhood in this
house. He said, "We know the roads are congested but that does not justify returning to Ceausescu's
demolition process of the few remaining historic streets left in Bucharest. There are monuments on str Berzei
- noble, nostalgic and beautiful. The street is a sample of Old Bucharest which, by some miracle, survived [zic
Nicolae Ceausescu's urban planning]." Indeed they did survive Ceausescu - but they have not survived Oprescu.
Does Oprescu realise what he is doing? Does he have any idea how loathed he is? Does he not give any thought
to what he has done to Roumanian culture, history, architecture and patrimony? To the Roumanian people? Does
this man have any conscience?.I think not. He is blinded by money and his own self-importance. Indeed,
Roumania's latest urban dictator in a Mayor's position. How could this cardiologist break so many hearts?
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The reaction of my Romanian partner is interesting – despite her admiration for European
conservation she’s none too sympathetic to the few local protestors who turned up when the
bulldozers crushed the old shell which has been standing for years on the corner across from the
Mandache market (and the hotel next to it). “What have they been doing in the last 20 years when
the old buildings have been empty and crumbling?” she asks.
Clearly people like Valentin Mandache have been trying to develop an appreciation of the charm of
the Romanian architectural tradition - his website gives us every day a delightful feature from the
older buildings here. But he has said nothing about the demolitions which have, rightly, aroused
Sarah’s ire. Protestors such as are a forlorn minority. And I came across a publication yesterday
which may explain this passivity. Produced by the Romanian Architectural association Arhitect, it
was a nicely bound 2 volume collection (in Romanian and English) of articles from their professional
journal over the past 20 years – entitled After Twenty Years. I was initially excited to have a
chance to follow the thoughts of the profession but was surprised to note an absence of diagrams,
sketches, drawings or pictures. And, when I settled down to read the text, I was quite horrified
with its abstract gibberish – all drawn, it seemed, from Western semiotics and having little or
nothing to do with the tactile business of buildings. Of course, in a country where everyone builds
their own houses, Romanian architects are in a curious position!
As I was writing this, I remembered an article Simon Jenkins had written last year on how close
Britain came to the same destruction of its historyWe have forgotten, who ever knew, how close familiar Britain came in the 60s to going the way of eastern
Europe. Those who regarded themselves as in the van of taste wanted British cities demolished. The
architecture and town planning professions, led by the Royal Institute of British Architects, were almost
universally destructive. Victorian Britain was derided as ugly, largely because it stood in the way of fees.
Scorn was heaped on Gilbert Scott's Foreign Office and his St Pancras hotel. The only Victorian buildings
mostly left sacrosanct were places of worship. Nobody could afford to rebuild them. To celebrate its
50th birthday, the Victorian Society has published Victorians Revalued, a book recalling its battle honours.
It is a noble record. Back in the 60s the society was the SAS of the conservation movement. It was
founded after the demolition of the Euston Arch in 1961, a vandalism personally approved by the philistine
Harold Macmillan, desperate to appear modern. Two environment ministers, Geoffrey Rippon and Peter
Walker, planned to demolish the "government precinct", including the Foreign Office, and the entire
eastern side of Bishopsgate in the City. The architects Leslie Martin and Colin Buchanan proposed to
flatten the south end of Whitehall from Downing Street to the river, and the houses of parliament.
Five years of relentless campaigning by the Victorian Society defeated most of these plans. At the same
time, with Nikolaus Pevsner and John Betjeman in lead, the society saved St Pancras. Next came a signal
triumph over the Greater London Council at Covent Garden. In Liverpool, battle was joined against Graeme
Shankland's plan to demolish the entire city centre, at the same time as T Dan Smith's Newcastle
started to vanish under the wrecker's ball.
The story of these campaigns reads like a history of the Great War. Lost were the battles of Eaton and
Trentham halls, the Coal Exchange and Barings bank in the City, the Imperial Institute in Kensington,
Birmingham's Central library and Leeds's Park Row. Won were the battles of Carlton House Terrace,
Covent Garden, King's Cross and Liverpool's Albert Dock. A climax came in 1974 with the V&A's
sensationally successful 1974 exhibition, The Destruction of the English Country House. Before then a
house was being destroyed almost every week; afterwards destruction virtually ceased. Never was art
more potent.
It is hard in retrospect to appreciate how cliff-edge were these David and Goliath contests, and how
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desperately alone were the Davids. Against them were big money, big government and big architecture.
The RIBA represented not a profession, let alone an art, but a financial lobby. At public inquiries,
developers and architects called witnesses to argue for demolition – often corrupt art historians – whose
payments were never revealed. Those whose sole concern was public aesthetics had to use their own time
and money. Time and again they won. The survival of Victorian Britain was their reward. The story was not
just public against private interest. It needed a revolution in taste.
Many factors brought about a change. The charm of Betjeman's poetic propaganda depicted the 19th
century not as grimly Dickensian but as quaint and loveable (helped by ITV's Upstairs Downstairs). Clean
air and restoration revealed the decorative subtlety of the Victorians' gothic and classical themes.

Saturday, February 26, 2011

mansions and wine
At last to the mountain refuge - I was discouraged a couple of weeks back by the forecasts of
snow. So this is the first visit since mid January. The snow is still thick around the house – but
melting fast. Bottles of tap water which I left in the bathroom are frozen and also upstairs – but
not, curiously, in the kitchen (although the water in the kettle was). Apart from a leak sprung by
the bath tap, the house has survived the winter in excellent shape – the books unfazed and most of
the paintings well protected. Each spring, here in Romania where the seasons are still very
distinctive and well….central European… is an amazing rebirth.
Yesterday we visited two superb Romanian mansions – one in a hill above Urlati (a very poor town on
the road from Ploiesti in the direction of Buzau) which was the home of one of Romania’s first
photographers at the end of the 19th century and gives a marvellous sense of that period.
The other in Ploiesti itself. Excellent guides in both – the first of which had actually helped restore
the place (and others). On the way back from Urlati – which is in on the wine foothills – we had some
wine-tasting on the main road at the Domeniile Dealu Mare Urlati whose young proprietor Alexandru
Marinescu was on hand for a chat – the Merlot rose and Pelin were fragrant and worth buying - at
1.5 euros and 2 euros a litre respectively. It’s interesting that the large Prahova area of Dealu Mare
is the current brand name for the good reds in Romania but that they don’t yet really sell on the
basis of the regional areas such as Tohani and Urlati – let alone specific vineyards. His wines are
available at the Matache market in Bucharest - more here.
Sunday, March 13, 2011
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Music and book links

A strong white-out greeted me this morning – a light
snow covering and thick mist. One of the nice things
about a nomadic life (at the moment the less exotic
sort of having one’s books and music spread over 3
Romanian properties) is (re)discovery. The Bucharest
flat is tiny and needs therefore the occasional transfer
of books, paintings and other artefacts to the other 2
places. This week I took some CDs and came across a
CD I had forgotten about - The Finnish composer Arvo
Paerto’s Fratres played by the Orchestra of Flanders.
It’s a stunning bit of minimalism for strings, wind and
percussion. You can hear a rather inferior version of a
cello section played by Columbia University Orchestra
here. With the greater space I have in the mountain
house, I’m able to use speakers to link up with the
incredible number of internet musical channels – listed
here. But my favourite is BBC World’s “Through the
Night” programme which gives 6 hours’ daily listening available for a full week – with a written
programme! When you hear a beautiful piece on the radio, it is very annoying to miss the brief
identification you (sometimes) get at the end (particularly if it’s in a foreign language!). So top
marks to the BBC!
I promised to mention a couple of googlebooks each entry. First David Korten’s latest book – Agenda
for a new Economy - from Phantom Wealth to Real Wealthwhich continues his sterling effort in the
last 2 decades to sketch out a better way. He is someone who practised mainstream economic
consultancy – and then saw the error of his ways (see Prologue from page 11 of one of his first
books). Such reformed gangsters make better analysts of the “mafia” system which is modern
professionalism.
The second book is by the Swede, Erik Ringmar, whom I mentioned recently and is now a Professor
at a Taiwan University - Surviving Capitalism; how we learned to live with the market and remained
almost human. Apart from the clarity and iconoclastic tone, the book is distinctive in giving us a
historical “take” on neo-liberalism.
The painting is Romanian - Theodor Pallady
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water, words and.....bankers
Here I learn to value water and electricity – which, most other places, I take for granted. And,
since the leaks forced me to turn off the water for periods until all was repaired (and toilet
replaced), I started to use the traditional jug and bowl on the verandah upstairs. And have
discovered the joys of such ablutions after an hour’s scything - with the warm wind on my torso and
drying down with a towel which smells so fresh from the mountain air. So this upstairs’ facility will
remain - despite the enthronement of a new toilet downstairs!
We’re approaching the time of year when the water can get a bit scarce – some works were afoot
last year to deal with this. Nous y verrons. And the electricity can go off for a few minutes
(sometimes the entire day) with no warning. The shorter cuts are due to storms or tree branches –
the longer ones repair work somewhere. Thursday I paid my annual taxes on the house and 2 acres
of land – 50 euros!
And also stocked up with almost 3 kilos of the local Burduf cheese to take to Sofia – when it
matures it is better than Parmasan!
The mountain house (I should give it a name!!) is a great place for reading and reflecting – the
library keep growing. And these last days, I’ve had some real word merchants to keep me company.
My first John Banville book - The Sea - is a sensitive and poetic evocation of times past and of
death. I dipped into an Amos Oz Reader who ranks very highly in my ratings; and also into WG
Sebald’s The Rings of Saturn (another first for me) which is at one level the record of a journey on
foot through coastal East Anglia. Glaswegian James Kelman’s You have to be careful in the Land of
the Free gives a sense of the irreverent humour of the marginalized in a rotten society. On a
different level, I have also at last started Robert Skidelsky’s Keynes; the return of the master.
The author has given his life to the study of Keynes - so if anyone can show the relevance of the
master to the present global crisis, he can. And the stand he takes is uncompromising – listing the
various people who are blamed (bankers, regulators, governments, credit-rating agencies etc), he
states firmly “the present crisis is the fruit of the intellectual failure of the economics profession”.
I noticed recently that a former Icelandic Prime Minister is being prosecuted for the role he
played in bringing Iceland to its knees - and Hungarian Spectrum also reports an ex-PM and officials
giving evidence to the Hungarian Parliament on the role they played before the crisis hit. Good to
see such accountability - although parliamentarians these days are hardly in a position to claim they
thought differently!
And now my favourite Romanian poem!
Titled ASKING TOO MUCH? by Marin Sorescu
‘Suppose that, to give a few lectures,
daily you had to commute
between Heaven and Hell:
what would you take with you?’
‘A book, a bottle of wine and a woman, Lord.
Is that asking too much?’
‘Too much. We’ll cross out the woman,
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she would involve you in conversations,
put ideas into your head,
and your preparation would suffer.’
‘I beseech you, cross out the book,
I’ll write it myself, Lord, if only
I have the bottle of wine and the woman.
That’s my wish and my need. Is it too much?’
‘You’re asking too much.
What, supposing that daily,
to give a few lectures, you had
to commute between Heaven and Hell, would
you take with you?’
‘A bottle of wine and a woman,
if I may make so free.’
‘That’s what you wanted before, don’t be obstinate,
it’s too much, as you know. We’ll cross out the woman.’
‘What do you have against her, why do you persecute her?
Cross out the bottle rather,
wine weakens me, almost leaves me unable
to draw from my loved one’s eyes
inspiration for those lectures.’
Silence, for minutes
or an eternity.
Respite. In which to forget.
‘Well, suppose that to give
a few lectures you had to commute
daily between Heaven and Hell:
what would you take with you?’
‘A woman, Lord, if I may make so free.’
‘You’re asking too much, we’ll cross out the woman.’
‘In that case cross out the lectures rather,
cross out Hell and Heaven for me,
it’s either all or nothing.
Useless and vain my commuting would be between Heaven
and Hell.
How could I even begin to frighten and awe
those poor creatures in Hell without as a teaching aid, the woman?
How strengthen the faith of the righteous in Heaven -
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without the book’s exegesis?
How endure all the differences
in temperature, light and pressure
between Heaven and Hell
if I have no wine
on the way
to give me a bit of courage?’

from Selected Poems by Marin Sorescu, translated by Michael Hamburger. Published in 1983 by
Bloodaxe Books. www.bloodaxebooks.com
Saturday, June 18, 2011

Saxon villages and fortified churches
A heavenly day – almost literally! She who must be
obeyed needed a break from the work she had been
doing on and around the house. I reckoned Poiana
Merova should have a fair this first Sunday of
September – and indeed it did. But such a
disappointing one! Cheap chinese baubles; loud
music; a few vegetables; and, apart from a pile of
aluminium pots, none of the rural instruments I’ve
come to expect at fairs. But a sign for Vulkan –
mentioned on the map on Saxon fortified churches
I had bought in Brasov recently - had us on a
stretch of road we had never been on before. And
the detour was well worth it. Vulkan village has a
clean, lively feel to it – despite the sadly derelict mansion (which turned out to be the German
School) on its main street.
The young Lutheran pastor gave us a personal tour of the complex – which dates from the 14th
century (although the building is 17th). The town was known as Wolkendorf and the enemy was the
Hungarians. The complex has been wonderfully restored – with a magnificent organ and superb
ceiling and pulpit. Services are held there at 10.00 every 2 weeks in summer (next Sunday is the
next) – alternating with the Cristian fortified church. Apparently the services attract 50-70 in
summer. In return for my donation I got the annual magazine (in German) and a lovely calendar. It
emerged that the derelict school had been leased to a company who had not taken occupation and
that the church was now trying to wrest it back from them. Either Bulgaria or Romania, I
understood, had a new law which required such patrimony to be properly maintained. Wonder how it
deals with a case like this.
Before the day was out we had discovered two more superb old fortified churches from the early
medieaval period in our immediate neighbourhood (which I had not previously known about) – Codlea
as Zeiden; and Ghimbav as Weidenbach. Cristian (Neustadt), on the Brasov-Rasnov stretch) was
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already known to us.
Codlea, a few kilometres further on, is on the main road between Brasov and Sibiu – and our guide at
its church was a young student who alternated between Romanian and German in her explanations.
She left the treasure for the end – a small exhibition of paintings by a local artist Eduard Morres
(1894-1980) whose realistic genre is precisely my preferred one. I was able to buy what seemed the
last copy of a substantial book on him (in German) with lots of reproductions – but, sadly, can find
no pictures online.
A black mark has to go the third place we tried to visit – Ghimbav whose front door was firmly
closed and the large notice board on the left bereft of any information about its opening hours. The
municipal notice board round the corner was equally unhelpful. After some conversations we
eventually established that the key could be obtained from the house further to the left of the
church’s front entrance. But that will be for another day.
For a very good sense of what these fortified churches and saxon villages offer see this booklet on
Viscri which is just north of Fagaras
Saxon Greenway seems to be a good example of ecological tourism in the Sighosoara area.
Monday, September 5, 2011

Ten years On
As the 11th September approaches, more and more articles appear on the significance and effects
of the attacks on that day a decade ago. My own article has duly appeared in today’s issue of
Revista 22 (for which many thanks to my translator Cristina - and Daniela's subsequent revisions). I
start the piece in the following way Whatever other effects the attack on the Twin Towers may have had, it certainly provided the opportunity
for the security systems of leading States (adrift after the collapse of communism) to regroup and
increase their budgets and power. The “war against terrorism” became after September 2001 the slogan
behind which many States increased their surveillance and control measures over their own citizens.
“Defence” budgets and actions boomed.

I did list some other changes since September 2001 but was concerned to make three basic points –
that the damage “neo-liberalism” has done to us is vastly greater than that of Islamic radicalism;
that the global financial meltdown has actually strengthened the ideologues of privatisation; and (a
non-trend) that the anti-globalisation vision so evident 10 years ago which one might have expected
to see come back in strength failed to materialise /
An article in today’s Guardian suggests that one of the most disturbing developments of the post9/11 world
is the growth of a national security industrial complex that melds together government and big business
and is fuelled by an unstoppable flow of money. It takes many forms. In the military, it has seen the
explosive growth of the contracting industry with firms such as Xe, formerly known as Blackwater, or
DynCorp increasingly doing the jobs of professional soldiers. In the world of intelligence, private
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contractors are hired to do the jobs of America's spies. A shadowy world of domestic security has grown
up, milking billions from the government and establishing a presence in every state. From border fences
that don't work to dubious airport scanners, spending has been lavished on security projects as lobbyists
cash in on behalf of corporate clients.
Meanwhile, generals, government officials and intelligence chiefs flock to private industry and embark on
new careers selling services back to government.

The invitation to the Revista 22 special issue was phrased in terms of “how the world has changed
since 09/11” which gave scope to write about other things. Social Europe carries a piece from Jo
Stiglitz which explicitly deals with the changes which flowed directly from the attack. He focuses
on Bush’s response - as do several contributors to the special composium published today by The
Guardian.
As we might have anticipated, the most profound set of comments on 09/11 come from Noam
Chomsky who basically raises the question about the ethical position of most of those invited to
write about the tenth anniversary. “Intellectuals”, he suggests, “are those who play the government
tune. Those who criticise government strategies on ethical grounds are labelled terrorists”. It’s a
fair point – and he summarises the evidence of the American role in the massacres in various Latin
American countries in the latter half of the 20th century as proof.
He accuses most of us of hypocrisy in praising and protecting the dissidents of central europe and
yet standing silently by while the few Americans who dared to criticise the American record were
vilified.
Tuesday, September 6, 2011

political labelling
I am deeply grateful to Revista 22 for the privilege of being one of their invited contributors to
the special issue on 09/11 – particularly when I was clearly going to be out of line with their avowed
“market” philosophy. And I do admire the journal for its important role in Romanian society.
I was, however, disappointed to find that they had, without consultation, added a “health warning”
to the title of my article – viz “a view from the left”.
Four separate issues arise from this First, do the editors not realise that use of such a label for one (only) of the articles is effectively
an invitation to their readers to ignore it or treat it with suspicion? What does this say about
freedom of expression?
Second, criticism of the logic and effects of “neo-liberalism” has come from a great variety of
quarters – not least the ordo-liberalism which has been the backbone of the post-war German
economy.
Third, it has been recognised for a long time that the left-right labelling makes little sense.
Wikipedia has an excellent briefing on this. And I recommend people do their own test on the
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political compass website - which uses two (not one) dimensions to try to situate people politically.
Finally, there is the issue of whether I deserve the label which has been thrown at me – either
from the article or from the range of beliefs I actually hold. The references in my article are
impeccably mainstream academia (Colin Crouch; Henry Mintzberg) and a final section clearly signals
that I have no truck with statism.
All my political life I have supported community enterprise and been opposed to state ambitions and
the “evil” it brings in, for example, the adulterated Romanian form. My business card describes me
as an “explorer” – which refers not so much to the nomadic nature of my life in the last 20 years as
the open nature for my search for both a satisfactory explanation of how societies and economies
work; with what results; and the nature of relevant mechanisms for adjusting what societies judge
(through democratic processes) to be unacceptable trends.
I admit to having been attracted in my youth to the British New Left’s analysis of British inequality
in the late 1950s - but I was profoundly influenced at University by people such as Karl Popper and
his The Open Society and its Enemies, Schumpeter (his Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy and
Ralf Dahrendorf; and, at a more practical level, by Andrew Shonfield and Tony Crosland who were
also writing then about the benefits of the “mixed economy”. More recently I have generally been a
fan of Will Hutton (whose stakeholder analysis of UK society was disdained by Tony Bliar on
becoming PM).
As an academic I was convinced by the critical analysis of UK and US political scientists in the
1970s which went variously under the terms “Limits of the State” or “problems of implementation”
and was the softer end of the “public choice school” of institutional economics. But, unusually, the
anarchistic/libertarian sweep of Ivan Illich and Paulo Freire also got to me in the 1970s (which is
why I am (unusually) located in the south west quadrant of the political compass). I therefore not
only disdained the injunctions of the dominant left and right extremes of British politics of the
1980s but, as an influential Scottish regional politican, used my role to create more open processes
of policy-making. Indeed community activitists and opposition politicians were more important
partners for me than members of my own party. I held on to my leading political position on the
huge Regional Council simply because I belonged to neither the left or right factions amongst my
colleagues but was their natural second choice! The definitions I give in my Sceptic's Glossary
reveal the maverick me.
For the past 20 years, however, since I left the UK to work as an adviser on institutional
development in central europe and central asia , I have not been involved in politics. My interest is
to find some common ground in all the critiques of the current social and economic malaise – and to
develop some consensus about the actions which might be taken. A paper on my website is an early
draft about this.
Wednesday, September 7, 2011
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Some typical Bucharest encounters
Some typical Bucharest experiences in the first 24 hours.
Paying bills – first for flat administration, always 2 months in
arrears and in inscrutable handwritten notes with all the
memory complications this involves – 75 euros for 2 months in
our case (water, heating, common facilities (incl. cleaning, lifts
and concierge).
Then for 3 months cable TV (10 euros a month); and internet
(ditto).
It was the latter (Vodaphone) which caused the most stress.
Their shops are superbly equipped – but often abominably
managed by youngsters who are simply incapable of putting
themselves in their customers’ shoes (and this also goes for
their managers). When you are enter, you see a row of
desks/counters scattered casually to left and right. If you are
particularly observant, you will see, on your left, a machine with
multiple choices - one of which you are supposed to punch to
get a numbered ticket. That’s not as easy as it sounds since it
offers about 6 choices and you have to understand what, for
example, a personal legal entity is! I was, however, looking to solve a problem with my internet
contract (out of the country for 3 months, disconnected and facing surcharges) . I could see an
“internet” label and was duly presented with a number. Trouble was that only one of the 7 desks I
could see was displaying electronic numbers and, when I approached desks for clarification, I got no
real help. “We’ll call out the numbers” one guy said – but, of course, this was done in Romanian and
not all distinctly.
After a 10 minutes’ wait and a second rebuttal from the only desk which was managing to deal with
customers, I asked to see the manager to whom I suggested some more (customer) effective
management systems. “Look, I said, these two desks have been tied up for the last 15 minutes with
customers buying hardware. Why don’t you have a desk which deals with customer queries?” “And
how on earth am I supposed to understand to go when I come in – with only one of the 4 desks being
manned actually dsiplaying its electronic numbers?”
After a philosophical discussion about the difference between management and efficiency, the guy
confessed that they paid no attention to customer waiting time. “But”, I protested, “we customers
do!”
This was clearly a Pauline moment in the 30- year old manager’s life. “You may well have a point”, he
conceded, “I will talk to my staff”. I have to remember this is the country of Ionesco!
He offered no personal help for my simple query – and I departed with a strong warning that I was
a disgruntled customer who would now write a formal letter of complaint to the

Vodaphone

management .
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At another branch (Bvd Magheru), I had a much more helpful reception – and was led to understand
that (a) I had (in the usual smallprint) signed a contract which rolled over automatically after the
year’s expiry; (b) it could not be cancelled until I paid the outstanding charges (20 euros); and (c)
that a facility was now available to allow me to buy a monthly prepaid card for only 10 euros a month.
What a contrast! Hats off to that Magheru guy!
In between this, I stumbled first on a small art gallery which, at last, seems to cater for my taste
here in Romania – with quite a few Bessarabian painters at similar prices to the Bulgarian galleries
(the ratio has generally been 5-1)
And, then, in the Carturesti bookshop, a back collection of London Review of Books; and Times
Literary Supplements! Enough to make a guy like me climax! I emerged with 10 of them – and will be
back for more.
And I also came away with a superb bilingual edition of TS Eliot poetry – the last part of which
covers The Four Quartets.
In between all this, I dropped in to see the hard-core of the demonstrators still demanding, at
Piata Universitate, the government;s resignation - after the victory of the (Palestinian) DeputyState Secretary of Health who had resigned in protest last week after the attempt to privatise
the emergency service system he had put in place and had been managing for the past 20 years. It
is quite amazing that that thousands of ordinary Romanian citizens in 40 cities turned out
spontaneously to support him!
By the way, when I tried to give the reference to Ionescu. I learned that Wikipedia are on srike
for a day in order to draw our attention to the threat to internet freedom from a bill currently
being considered by the American Congress. A very good tactic by Wikipedia - bringing home to us
how much we depend on this spontaneous system! For more on the serious implications of the Bill
see here.
Some great US winter paintings from a century ago at this great painting blog; and, as I head to
Transylvania at the weekend, an old post about the traditional farming system there.
Wednesday, January 18, 2012
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Romania's demonstrations - in perspective
Monday’s blogpost carried an excerpt (and heading) from The
Economist magazine’s Eastern Approaches blog about
apparent riots in Romania. After visiting the location here in
Bucharest of the demonstrations and reading both the
(Romanian) comments on the Economist blogpost and local
papers, I think the Economist got the balance wrong. One of
the discussants put it well –
1. The violence was limited in scope and intensity. It is now clear that
it was provoked by fans of two football teams (Dinamo, Steaua) as a
reaction against a recently enacted law requiring violent supporters
to register with police stations before the match. The picture and
the title suggests that the protests were very violent and much
broader than they were in fact. The leaders of these football fans
organizations made it very clear in the press they were not
interested in politics and that their agenda was different.
2. Protests themselves are small in scope. It seems that at the peak,
they were not more than 1,500 (more like 1,200) in Bucharest. Very few of them can explain the reasons they
are protesting for. This is very typical for Occupy-type movements. Bucharest population is well over 2 mil.
Also typical to Occupy-type movements, the are slogans are EQUALLY directed against opposition (USL) and
government (PDL+UDMR). Some protesters are what you'd define as anti-globalization (against what they
believe is new world order etc., you know the story), some are against the Rosia Montana gold mining project,
some are from animal protection NGOs etc. The crowd is very colourful.
3. Protesters have been summoned by USL (socialists+liberals, the opposition). There are evidences on all
major newspapers (check www.evz.ro). Some were called by SMS etc. The protests turned against opposition as
well (they booed when Orban appeared).
4. About protests in other cities,In Iasi, major city, 320,000 (20-120 protesters):
In Craiova, major city of 300,000 population (<100 protesters)
5. Don't use sources such as Realitatea TV or Antena 3. They have a known political agenda for years. They
compare with FoxNews, just that they are much worse. There are so many other sources. Since so much of the
press is somehow connected politically, you should use as many different sources as possible. Just to give you
an idea: Realitatea TV was showing the case of a retired military earning 500 EUR/month (state pension),
WHILE at the same time being employed as assistant professor in some (private? I don't remember) university
and earning a salary. He committed suicide because he was too poor. They were over-dramatising this episode.
As far as I could find out, only the pensions of the military personnel have been trimmed. These were huge
anyway (more than 1,500 RON, I'd guess on average 2,000 RON?). Many of the military employees have
received early retirement when joining NATO (probably out of fears that they may still be connected to KGB
structures); the Romanian army was considered as oversized. They have received large pensions and many of
them have IN ADDITION other jobs, since they are still relatively young (I have examples in the family). This
group has been very vocal lately. Some participants in the 1989 events were receiving special pensions as well,
apart from other privileges (free land etc.). Apparently these pensions were large and have been trimmed.
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One additional remark: The Economist blog ran a story some time ago (entitled Can an Englishman rent his
castle?) showing that in Romania very few live in rented flats, very few have mortgages (these are essentially
the high-income earners). Most people own outright their homes and the housing costs are very low. The
situation is not that bleak. There are other, more complex social and psychological problems affecting the
population.

Romania's Al Capone moment
One of Romania’s ex-Prime Ministers was sentenced yesterday to 2 years in jail – although,
compared with the wider suspicions against him and all
those who occupy such positions here, the issue on which
he was sentenced smacks a bit of the Al Capone syndrome
(done for taxation issues; this is Capone's mugshot) Romanian High Court of Justice magistrates gave former
prime minister Adrian Nastase on Monday a 2-year
sentence and stripped him of certain rights in a
corruption case known locally as the "Quality Trophy" file.
In this case, Nastase, who served as
head of the Romanian government
between 2000 and 2004 (see pic below), was charged of supporting his
electoral campaign through funds collected in a "Quality Trophy" event
organized by the a public institution. The sentence can be appealed. UPDATE
Adrian Nastase said on Monday he would appeal the verdict and that he was
sure "things will be corrected on appeal". He called the verdict a "political
decision, a dirty decision" and referred to "rumors" that head judge Ionut
Matei "had meetings with representatives of the National Anti-corruption
Department", the body which launched the corruption investigation against him.
In fact, Nastase cut a fairly impressive figure when he was PM - open and intelligent - probably the
least corrupt of the lot (apart from Trade Unionist lawyer and National Peasant Party Ciorba). He
did attract some ridicule for his attribution some years back of his unexplained wealth to the
inheritance from an old aunt. He is in fact the first high-level politician to go to jail - Severin, the
MEP, still shamelessly draws his salary and expenses - despite his exposure a year ago for corrput
practices and banishment from the socialist bloc.
Those who wish to know about current events in Romania are best to follow the Sarah in Romania
blog which is on my links. And she had a good post recently on the protests here which continue
even in the biting cold here (minus 22 last night) –
Romania's president incumbent, Traian Basescu, spoke on national television last week for the first time since
protests began almost three weeks ago, in defense of his government's tough austerity measures. The
measures suffered in Romania have been immensely strict. "Brutal and unthinkable in a West European
country" was the verdict on the two years of austerity from Andreas Treichl, the president of Austria's Erste
Group, the largest foreign investor in the Romanian banking sector.
• 2011 budget deficit 4.35% of GDP
• public sector pay cut by 25%
• VAT raised from 19% to 24% (only surpassed by Iceland, Hungary and Norway)
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We have been very much aware of the harsh conditions inflicted on the Greeks due to their own government's
wheelings and dealings for decades, but very little, if anything, was reported by the international press up until
the protests on those suffered by the Romanian people. In his 35-minute address to the nation, Mr Basescu
acknowledged "some citizens have lost faith" but said the measures had pulled the country out of a recession,
the Associated Press reported. "I know what needs to be done. We are where we should be. Romania has come
out of a recession," he said.
To say that 'some citizens have lost faith' is something of an understatement. If the press and the social
networks are to be believed, a very large majority of the country has lost faith - and that can be seen in the
thousands who have taken to the streets across the entire country over the last 13 days. Teodor Baconschi,
the Foreign Minister, was fired after he called protesters "inept and violent slum dwellers," and compared
them to the miners who took to the streets of Bucharest in the 1990s. Clearly, the government believed this
would mollify the protesters, but they remain wholely unconvinced.
In the nationally televised speech delivered live from the presidential palace on the occasion of Cristian
Diaconescu's swearing-in as the new Foreign Minister, Basescu said his government would continue to create
more jobs and fight against corruption and tax evasion. If Romania is really going to fight corruption, surely
those in power now will have to step down and certain members of the opposition (the majority, in fact) would
be unable to take power. You know the saying - 'the fish rots from the head...' Of course, corruption is so
deep-seated one is helpless in knowing where to begin, but those in power today are as guilty of it as anyone.
As are some in the opposition. There is the quandry. They are both as bad as each other. Today, the US
Ambassador to Romania, Mark H. Gitenstein, criticised the country's high-level corruption - not particularly
helpful, since it's nothing particularly new...
Those calling for Traian Basescu's resignation continue to state that ANYONE would be better than him.
Those hoping he stays say that this is truly not the case. And so far, there is nobody else.
On 24 january, about 2,000 teachers, nurses, retired army officers and trade unionist rallied outside the
government's headquarters: "I want to regain my dignity, I want this dictatorship formed by president and
prime minister to fall," said Otilia Dobrica, a kindergarten teacher and part-time secretary who earns around
$420 a month.
"We can't take any more," nurse Adriana Vintila explained. "Four million Romanians have left to work abroad
because they can no longer survive in their home country. I don't want to leave; it's the government that
should go."
About 5,000 people rallied in Iasi, calling for early elections, whilst in Bucharest's Piata Victoriei, protesters
shouted "Freedom, Early Elections!" during yesterday's anti-government rally. “When I was the captain of a
ship I never failed to bring my ship to port and I won’t fail to bring Romania to safe harbour,” Traian Basescu
said during his address. “The belief that the president no longer represents the people is false. The
president’s obligation is to represent them continuously, as the president has been elected through direct
vote.”
Romania has been transformed since the overthrow of the Communist dictatorship in 1989 and the sometimes
violent instability that followed. The nouveau-riche jet-set of young Romanians fill trendy nightclubs and plush
restaurants that have sprouted up in Bucharest, and shiny new SUVs cruise the capital’s boulevards. There are
many who do not wish to lose what Romania has today - better, richer in comparison to the way things were.
They say that Traian Basescu is not a dictator and that Romania is no longer a dictatorship - they lived in and
survived one. They know. Today, they have an opposition in parliament and they can protest in the streets. That
is proof that no dictatorship exists today.
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And yet, those in favour of the opposition, or at least, those calling for the resignation of Traian Basescu, Emil
Boc and the fall of the present government say the benefits of progress have been uneven: life is harsh in
rural areas and in the capital. Seventy hospitals nationwide have been closed; education has taken a nose-dive;
if one wants a decently-paid job then one must go abroad; pensions are insultingly low; salaries have been cut.
Among the EU nations, only neighbouring Bulgaria is poorer. Laws are passed without going through parliament
to suit those in power, eg. Rosia Montana. That is NOT democracy.
Traian Basescu's speech, said Crin Antonescu, leader of PNL, was a sign that he was out of touch with reality
and that he should resign, whilst Victor Ponta, the leader of PSD, told Agerpres that the speech said nothing
at all and had no link whatsoever to do with what was happening in Romania.
Indeed, Romania finds itself today at a deeply messy and complex impasse. To choose between rotten apples
and rotten pears is impossible and, until someone better comes along, until a new party surfaces that is not
filled with officers and informants of the securitate and yesterday's nomenclatura, I remain fearful for the
future of the country of my heart.

And Sarah also has a very readable piece today about Romania’s great dramatist – Caragiale – who
was, as I mentioned on the 30 January posting, born 160 years ago By the late 1870s, Caragiale began writing the plays which cemented his reputation as an important playwright
in Romania. In both plays and prose, he showed an incredible sense of the Romanian language, customs, and
mannerisms, especially in the common person, and successfully used them for comedy and satire. Caragiale was
highly observant of the human condition, particularly our tendency towards mistakes. He used what he saw and
heard in his stories which generally focused on social conflicts and political corruption. The plays, especially,
were full of fast-moving action and farce, employing solid characters with witty dialogue who usually failed in
their goals. In the 1980s, Caragiale's plays were banned until the dictator Nicolae Ceausescu was executed in
1989

Thank you, Sarah, for these excellent posts!
Wednesday, February 1, 2012

Technocrats, securitats ...and cronycrats
An article in Scottish Review by someone
apparently also living in Romania asks whether
we now have 'Eurocracy' replacing democracy –
pointing not only to the parachuting of bankers
into the Greek and Italian Prime Minister jobs
(in the greek case, the same guy who had
overseen the falsification of accounts when the
country entered the euro) but also to recent
events in Romania. Romania has just completed
a 2 year (apparently successful - at least in
IMF terms!) spell of control by the IMF
and, the article writes, –
two days after the IMF representative left Bucharest, the government of the deeply unpopular prime minister,
Mr Emile Boc, resigned en masse and was swiftly replaced by a completely new government of what appear to
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be young technocrats. In Romania, the prime minister is appointed by the elected president. Finally, two days
later, the governor of the Romanian Central Bank, the only man with any clue about fiscal and economic policy in
the entire country, announced that responsibility for the nation's fiscal policy should no longer rest with the
IMF but should be transferred to those nice German regulators at the EU, through the new fiscal treaty.
Romania's president was one of the first non-Eurozone government heads to sign the treaty. Romania is
confirmed as the next country, after Greece and Italy, to be governed by Merkozy's EU fiscal and political
regime.

I have much sympathy with the author’s general point about the reduction of democracy but he is
not quite right to argue that the new Romanian government is an example of the new "technocracy”.
It is certainly true that the new Prime Minister Mihai Razvan Ungureanu, is not an elected politician.
He was, previously, head of Romania's foreign intelligence – which makes him a "securitat" rather
than "technocrat"! His full list of new ministers was approved yesterday in the Parliament. M.R.
Ungureanu's government team is formed of all-new members from the Democratic Liberal Party
(PDL), while coalition partners, the Hungarian Democrats (UDMR), and the UNPR retain their
ministers who have served in Emil Boc's government. Two independents also keep their portfolios.
Half, therefore, of the new government is unchanged – and only about 6 (on my count) are not
politicians half of them incumbents. The full list of the new government is:
• Deputy PM - Marko Bela (UDMR, incumbent)
• Home Affairs and Administration Ministry - Gabriel Berca (PDL)
• Finance Ministry - Bogdan Dragoi (PDL)
• Economy Ministry - Lucian Bode (PDL)
• Foreign Affairs Ministry - Cristian Diaconescu (UNPR, incumbent)
• Transport Ministry -Alexandru Nazare (PDL)
• Environment Ministry - Laszlo Borbely (UDMR, incumbent)
• Tourism Ministry - Cristian Petrescu (PDL)
• Defense Ministry - Gabriel Oprea (UNPR, incumbent)
• Culture Ministry - Kelemen Hunor (UDMR, incumbent)
• Justice Ministry - Catalin Predoiu (independent, incumbent)
• Communications Ministry - Serban Mustea (PDL)
• Labor Ministry - Claudia Boghicevici (PDL)
• Education Ministry - Catalin Baba (PDL)
• Health Ministry - Ladislau Ritli (UDMR, incumbent)
• Agriculture Ministry - Stelian Fuia (PDL)
• European Affairs Ministry - Leonard Orban (independent, incumbent)
As many of the new members of the government are young - some of them in their early 30s - Mihai
Razvan Ungureanu pointed out on Wednesday it was a young government formed of
new faces, exceptional professionals, people who I've worked with in various structures of the
government. It is a government worthy of trust and ready to show not only a change in political
generations but also a change of principle in activity
Frankly I don’t hold my breath. I have already commented that the younger generation of ambitious
people here is no better than its elders. They owe their position to those elders (whether parents
or protectors) and their education abroad has made them even more arrogant than their elders. It
is, for me, significant, that the new Minister of Finance is the very young man I fingered in
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September 2010 for cronyism and disregard for such legalities as the need to make an open and
honest declaration of financial interests. He was then State Secretary at the Ministry and is
therefore apparently one of the non-elected technocrats – except that I doubt whether his route
to that high-level civil service position permits that term to be used of him and his like. This is what
my September 2010 blog said about him –
People like Dragoi enjoy such patronage (with no experience - he became a State Secretary at the
age of 26 after an extended education!) and protection and seem so contemptuous of these forms
that he doesn't even bother to update his form which understates his income by a factor of 40!
250 euros he says when it is actually 9,600!
His out-of-date form does, however, declare some of the additional revenues he earned as a
committee member of various state funds.
I alighted on his declaration form by accident – just choosing his file at random from the list of
officials’ forms. These assets, earnings and concealments reveal systemic immorality which, in
Romania’s case, seems to be shaped and sustained by the role of its political parties which grabbed
significant amounts of property in 1990 and which now determine the career path of young
characters like Dragoi (nationally and internationally) and take in return a significant part of his
earnings. For more on this issue see Tom Gallagher's 2010 article.
When people talk about pinning their hopes on the younger generation, I will always think of this
face. It is when such behaviour is revealed that I feel some shame for having spent time working
trying to reform such systems.
Perhaps, therefore, the term we should be using for Romania and similar countries with similar
systems is not "technocracy" (which implies ability) but "cronycracy". By the way, an earlier article
in Scottish Review by the same author was the best piece Ive read about the reasons for the
protests here which led to the change in government.
The caricature is Daumier - one of history's best! This one is called Marionettes.
Thursday, February 16, 2012

Back in Romania
Bucharest is in full spring growth – so male
testerones are obvious in the drivers (a standoff within minutes of arriving - with a driver
unwilling to back the metre needed to let me
acess my street). The stupid arrogance of a
young (female) Vodaphone staff member who
can’t answer a simple question (about the termdate for an internet payment) ensures gender
balance. I advise her on the answer she should
have given and add a comment that she lacks
listening skills and seems able only to use
formulae they’ve been trained to use. When I
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leave, she utters a “Good Day” and fails to appreciate the irony.
Romania’s honour is saved (as always) by its older generation – in the shape of a wood sculptor from
Targovishte (80 year-old Marin Manea) who has a stall at the Easter Fare at the Peasant Museum
here in Bucharest.
I could not resist a traditional "dresser" he has beautifully carved (and embossed) from Tei (Linden
or Lime) wood. For 60 euros. Perhaps "dresser" is not quite the right term since what he had carved
was the upper part which holds the plates and cups (almost a metre in depth - with 3 levels). When
I have the camera and unit in one place, I’ll post a photo.
I expressed my admiration and envy of his skills – and he offered to teach me. An idea worth
thinking about
Saturday, April 7, 2012

Easter in Sirnea
A wet Easter Sunday here in Sirnea. My old neighbour, Lucita, brought me yesterday some small
meat offerings and a couple of painted eggs; and at 08.00 this morning I received a call from Viciu
down the hill which started with the greeting Hristos a înviat! (Christ is risen!) to which I was able
to give the appropriate response Adevărat a înviat!(He has indeed – or does it mean His
Resurrection is the truth??
The call carried an invitation to come for an Easter brunch (and small Tuica) at 09.00.
He had been up all night – at the church with the rest of the village from 01.00.-04.00! And hadn’t
slept since. I felt duly ashamed.
I had noticed how few visitors there seem to be in the village this year – only one car in the hotel
car-park and no sound from the guesthouse down on the mainroad from which there are normally
sounds of gaiety on such holiday weekends. Viciu reports a television comment that people had been
going to Bulgaria instead – cheaper and nicer!
According to tradition, there shall be no partying, no weddings, no having fun and not a great deal of
anything in fact during Lent, unflinchingly observed by many in Romania, right up until midnight on
April 14th. Only when the priest emerges from his church with a candle (around 00:10) to declare
that ‘Hristos a înviat’ can the faithful who have abstained from smiling, sex or chocolate for the
past 40 days once again indulge their desires. And then only after the biggest meal of the year.
That meal will invariably be lamb (miel). Indeed, Easter is the one time of the year Romanians eat
lamb, and it can easily be found in shops. Every part of the lamb is used: the head goes in the soup,
the organs are used to make ‘drob’ (a kind of paté), and the legs are slowly roasted in red wine and
served with roast potatoes and spinach.
You should also be prepared to eat more than a few hard boiled eggs. Before the main meal (which,
we have yet to mention, gets eaten after the return from midnight mass, at around 1am) eggs are
cracked. Died in bright colours (often, but not always red) on Good Friday, hard boiled eggs are
cracked between family members with the words ‘Hristos a înviat’ and response ‘Adevărat a înviat’.
The eggs should then be eaten.
Sunday, April 15, 2012
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In Praise of Fault Lines
I can boast that the border of Transylvania ran through my
back garden since Arges county to the south belongs
to Wallachia and Brasov County toTransylvania - two of the
original countries before the creation of Romania, with
Wallachia being a (fairly autonomous) part of the Ottoman
Empire and Transylvania part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Thanks to the Brasov City website, I now realise that I sit on
an even more important dividing line – that of Samuel
Huntington’s (in)famous fault line between western and the
eastern civilization.
I don’t visit Brasov as often as I should, given that it is only 40
spectacular kilometres’ drive from the mountain house. I am too
caught up in the delights of the house - its library, music and
scenery; and in reading and blogging. But, to my shame, perform
all too little of the hard practical work carried out by my old
neighbours – although I have just helped Viciu secure some of
the fence with a heavy mallet. He tells me another Amazon packet has arrived – so this post must
be finished before I am seduced by its latest offerings!
Normal post always gets here; it’s the DHL delivery (which Amazon occasionally chooses for no
apparent reason) which I fear since they don’t have the flexibility to deal with my absence. The
good old post system is part of the community network and knows to deliver all packages to my old
neighbours down the hill. DHL aren’t and don’t – and the package is returned in my absence par avion
to whence it came. This local knowledge is what James Scott called “metis” in his famous
book Seeing Like a State. It is a counterweight to the type of technical or theoretical knowledge
held by bureaucrats and scientists. Most such practical knowledge held by those in the field cannot
be reduced to simple formulae and rules - and much of it remains implicit.
The heart of Brasov is a medieval Saxon town – slowly (oh so slowly) being restored. In the 14th
century Brasov became one of the most economical and political strongholds in the Southeast of
Europe and, in the 16th century, also a cultural centre. Johannes Honterus, a great German
humanist, worked most of the time in Brasov; and Deaconu Coresi printed the first Romanian book
in Brasov.
When I first visited the town in 1991 (in an ambulance since I was a WHO representative then), I
heard German spoken in the street; and could buy 2 German language newspapers. My lodgings
overlooked the huge and famous Black Church (with its ancient hanging kilims) – so called because of
the soot which coated it after the fire of April 1689 which destroyed most houses and killed 3,000
inhabitants.
Most of the German-speakers left Transylvania in the early 1990s – as a result of increased German
government financial blandishments (which had existed even in Ceaucescu’s time). Spacious, sturdy
and superbly maintained houses fell subsequently into disrepair – not least because they were
quickly occupied by gypsies.
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Compared with Bulgaria, Romanian citizens and leaders do not seem to respect the past and
tradition. They have bought the American dream – and it is the purchase and consumption of
material products. Old houses are left to rot – or their old features and charm destroyed in
modernisation.
I was, therefore, glad to see in the Carteresti bookshop in the heart of old Brasov (itself in a
sensitively restored old house) a great book on the restoration of old Romanian houses. The link
shows many of the pictures in the book.
For some reason, being on the edge of cultures appeals to me. I was, a few years back, vaguely
interested in buying somewhere at the corner of Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. And here I am on
this significant faultline. Perhaps it's all due to my Greenock upbringing - still then a significant
shipbuilding town. I lived in the church manse in the town's munificent Victorian West End - but had
most of my being, both as a schoolboy and politician, in the town's east end (except for my cricket
and rugby!). I didn't belong to either west or east - but I understood both. And I seem to have
developed a niche in encouraging and helping different cultures (whether of class, professional
group, party or country) to come together and talk!
May 6 2012

village tradition and solidarity
Last Saturday I found myself, as an agnostic, in
an initially embarrassing situation – being invited
(as I thought) to lunch at a village neighbour’s
house and landing at a religious ceremony
marking 6 months since the death of a
grandparent. The penny (and my heart) dropped
as I approached the house and saw the older
village women in black dresses and headscarves
sitting in a row at table. Fortunately the men
were in more informal attire - and one of the
grand-daughters even in a long, colourful and
sexy skirt. And, when the young priest realised
who I was, he was very friendly and understanding. Even so, I found the half-hour chanting and
reading difficult – particularly when people crossed themselves (something which causes my
Protestant and agnostic hands to freeze whenever I attempt an anthropological pretence). And I
beat a fast retreat from the room when a couple of women dropped on their knees under the
priest’s embroidered scarf right in front of me - and started kissing it.
In between times, however, I was appreciating the way members of the Orthodox Church do
celebrate the dead with these rituals at intermittent dates from the death. I’ve mentioned before
how bad we Brits are at this. The scale, however, of the subsequent food and drink was a bit
excessive – and hardly conducive to proper commemoration (no toasts). Ditto the differentiation
between the men and the women – the latter not only sitting separately but also acting as the
servants while the men got loud.
The main subject of their conversation at table was the local elections taking place the next day –
the last week or so has been highly amusing with long-overdue road repairs being undertaken all
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over the place including the potholed track (more like a dried-out river bed) which connects our
village to the main road. Here perhaps is a measure of elite attitudes in different countries – the
political class everywhere engages in such vote-buying but here they seem to assume that people’s
memories are so short that they have to carry out such public works in the days (not months)
before the election itself?
One of the important themes in Geert Mak’s biography of a village (see yesterday’s post) is the
encroachment of the outside world on tradition and solidarity – initially through roads; then laboursaving devices; money replacing mutuality; then television; european legal requirements for livestock;
and, finally, urbanites buying and/or building houses in the village. Other books also cover this
theme - eg Blacker's Along the Enchanted Way(Transylvania 2009); Alastair McIntosh's Soil and
Soul (Scotland) 2001; Gerald Brenan’s South of Granada (1957); Robin Jenkins' Road to Alto - an
account of peasants, capitalists and the soil in the mountains of southern Portugal (1979). Alto in
Portugal was a self-sufficient economy, with a stable, sustainable agricultural pattern practiced for
centuries. There were no major disparities, and people helped each other during the occasional
drought. The community didn’t need many external inputs. This utopia could have gone on forever,
but for the coming of a six-kilometre tarred road. The farmers moved to cash crops and the cash
economy; soon, the village was not producing enough food for itself and became dependent on
external seeds, fertilisers, finance. The middlemen gained the most from this conversion.
The old socio-economic structure, where everyone had their place and nothing much ever changed,
no longer exists. In its place there is a system in which any land becomes increasingly seen as a
potential source of profit. The old stability and predictability has gone forever, to be replaced by
the competitiveness and the mentality of a gold rush. All because of six kilometres of tarred road
The pace of change has been slower in this village where I stay; few outsiders like me - although my
old neighbour pointed out yesterday (as we were returning with 4 hens he had bought in a nearby
town of Rasnov) a house which a Frenchman is apparently restoring.
The photo which heads this post is of the embellished track at the bottom of my garden which now
allows me to take my car there.
My acceptance in the village is helped, I’m sure, by my friendship with old Viciu; and by the fact
that I live without ostentation (having kept the traditional features of the house – and driving a 15
year-old locally-produced car!!) But you have to get used to a lot of questions – about where you are
going; what you are doing; how much things cost you – and comments about your sneezing and
nocturnal movements! That’s why I laughed out loud at certain sections of Mak's book which cover
these exactly similar features – “people usually proffered unasked explanations for any action that
was out of the ordinary, for anything that could appear not quite normal. You explained why you
were walking round behind your neighbour’s meadow – “it’s more out of the wind there”
14 June 2012
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Labour
The scything season is getting underway – bit later than
usual (I think) because of the spell of cold and wet weather
last month. And there is nothing like an hour’s work with a
scythe from 07.00 with the sun not yet burning your back –
followed by a scrub down on the veranda with water from a
traditional bowl and pitcher. Right now (at 08.00) the
mercury is measuring 35 degrees on the veranda but, as it is
Sunday, I have a powerful excuse for not working!
Earlier this year, I confessed my failure, as a leftist
politician in Scotland, to engage properly with trade unions. I
was an early example of the breed whose social science
training led it arrogantly to assume that they (and their
officials) had become a brake on progress. One of the books
in the latest Amazon package to arrive this week – Paul
Mason’s Live Working or Die Fighting - is a powerful and
exciting coverage of key events in labour history. As business correspondent for BBC's Newsnight
(and the author of subsequent Meltdown) Mason is in a great position to use his knowledge of
contemporary capitalism, and the working class it is creating, and marry it with his knowledge of
labour history.
Each chapter begins with a sketch of the conditions suffered by a group of workers subjected to
the rule of globalised capital in the modern world. This leads us into the description of a moment
from the creation of the unions, the annals of the left or a fleeting revolutionary upheaval shedding
light on present problems.
‘[This] history needs to be rediscovered because two sets of people stand in dire need of knowing more
about it: first, the activists who have flooded the streets in Seattle, Genoa and beyond to protest against
globalisation; second, the workers in the new factories, mines and waterfronts created by globalisation in
the developing world, whose attempts to build a labour movement are at an early stage. They need to
know…that what they are doing has been done before…Above all they need to know that the movement was
once a vital force: a counterculture in which people lived their lives and the main source of eduction for men
and women condemned to live short, bleak lives and dream of impossible futures.’ (x)
The various chapters compare mutilated workers in Shenzhen, China, today and the Battle of Peterloo,
Manchester in 1819; silkworkers in Varanasi (Benares), India now and in the Lyons, France, revolt of 1831;
the casual labourers of a Lagos slum in 2005 and the Paris Commune of 1871; oilworkers in Basra, Iraq in
2006 and the invention of Mayday in Philadelphiain 1886; and immigrant office cleaners in London’s East End
in 2004, and the Great Dock Strike of unskilled workers in London’s East End in 1889. If we eventually
reach the globalisation of unskilled workers’ unionism in 1889-1912, we are later confronted by ‘wars
between brothers’ amongst miners in Huanuni, Bolivia, today and German workers’ failures to condemn the
war of 1914-18 and to bring about a revolution at its end. There are several more such stories in this
panoramic work, often expressed in the words of the men and women activists involved.
“Politically, the labour movement has debated strategy in terms of reform versus revolution. Practically, to
the frustration of advocates of both approaches, workers have been prepared to go beyond reform but
settle for less than revolution.’ (xiii)
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In his concluding chapter, Mason does go into interpretation, offering an explanation for the PostWorld War Two loss of working-class independence, and incorporation into two ruling-class projects,
one in the West, the other in the East. However:
“It is very different now. Today the transnational corporation is the primary form of economic life.
In addition, global consumer culture is breaking down all that was local, insular and closed in
working-class communities. There is, for the first time, a truly global working class. But it has not
yet had its 1889 moment,’ (page 280)
17 June

Transylvanian Trilogy
There are not many books available in the English language about this
part of the world – Olivia Manning’s The Balkan Trilogy is perhaps the
best known - covering the period just before and then during the Second
World War.
Over the course of the last ten years, however, mostly through word-ofmouth recommendations, another trilogy The Writing on the
Wall, originally published in Hungary between 1934 and 1940, has come available in English (thanks
to a translation by his daughter) and bids to be considered as one of the finest works of the 20th
century. The first volume, unfortunately, is out of print but I have just finished the second; and
the final volume They were divided will arrive shortly here at my Transylvanian mountain redoubt.
The author was Count Miklos Banffy who had a huge ancestral estate in Transylvania, but was also a
politician in the Austro-Hungarian empire and after WW I he became Hungary's Foreign Minister.
The central character in the trilogy is Count Balint Abady, and we follow his story through the ten
years leading up to the outbreak of WW I. Abady is a voice of reason in the Austro-Hungarian
government as the empire dithers and bickers its way into the dustbin of history. But politics is only
one facet in this vastly entertaining trilogy. Banffy is a great storyteller, and he stuffs the novels
with colourful, vibrant characters.
There are frustrated, doomed lovers, dissolute aristocrats, scheming estate overseerers, gypsies, a
barking mad count, and a couple of dozen other memorable characters – most living their lives just
up the road from the Brasov area (where I live) in and around what is now Cluj but is identified in
the book by its Hungarian name Kolozsvar. Add in duels, hunts, balls and sundry intrigues and you
have 1,500 or so pages of addictive reading. Banffy wants to tell the often bitter truth about the
world he knew and he wants to do it in the most vivacious way possible. The second volume is
called They Were Found Wanting and one reviewer caught the mood well
This book is the saddest, most gracefully told, subtly portentous book I've read in years, and
it's only the second book in the trilogy. First off, the writing is anything but bathetic. It is
poetic where poetry is summoned by circumstance and, likewise, quotidian when needs be. It is
altogether unbelievably exquisite in the execution. The subject matter has two mirroring themes,
constantly playing off against each other, the political obliviousness of aristocratic Hungary as it
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hurries unwittingly towards WWI, and, more shatteringly poignant to this reader, the slow,
inexorable crumbling of the doomed love between Count Balint Abady and the married Adrienne.
Here, for example, is the description of Abady's enchantment with the estate woodland, his love
for which is only enhanced by his love for Adrienne:
"Everywhere there were only these three colours, silver, grey, and vivid green: and the more that Balint
gazed around him the more improbable and ethereal did the forest seem until it was only those strands
near at hand, which moved gently in the soft breeze, that seemed real while everything further off, the
pale lilac shaded into violet, was like clouds of vapour in slight perpetual movement as if swaying to the
rhythm of some unheard music."

After WW II, Banffy, like a character in a tragic novel, ended up reduced to a landless nobody with
a meaningless title in communist Hungary. His Transylvanian home Banffy Castle at Bontida village
was destroyed by retreating Germans in vengeance for his role in Romania changing sides in the
second world war. He died in 1950. But the good news is that, under The Transylvanian Trust, the
castle has been restored and is now a training centre for craft skills.
18 June 2012

Bucharest gets more like Budapest
Romanian Prime Minister Victor Ponta has been
accused in a highly respectable international
scientific journal – Nature (based in London) - of
copying large sections of his 2003 PhD thesis in law
from previous publications, without proper reference.
A third PM resignation in 4 months could result.
Ponta, leader of the Romanian Social Democratic
Party, took office as prime minister only last month,
replacing a Prime Minister who had only been in
power for 3 months following protests against
austerity measures.
Ponta’s defence so far has consisted of denial; saying
that Law Doctorates require a lot of pasting and
source-referencing (but this is true of all
doctorates); that he may have failed to observe the
correct referencing system; that the doctorate is
worthless to him and that he will be happy to resign
it.
The allegations are also raising fresh doubts about the government’s ability to tackle corruption in
the higher-education system. Education and Research Minister Prof. Ioan Mang was forced to
resign for plagiarism last month on accusations of plagiarising in 8 articles; this is still under
investigation by The National Committee of Ethics in Research. And Laura Codruta
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Kovesi, Romania's 39 year-old Head Prosecutor, and close to President Basescu, is also accused of
having plagiarized her PhD thesis.
Government measures to make the country’s struggling science and education system more
competitive and transparent were proposed recently, but the plans met ferocious opposition from
large parts of the academic establishment, and were substantially relaxed by the current
government.
Ponta obtained his PhD from the University of Bucharest while acting as Secretary of State in the
government of an earlier prime minister, Adrian Năstase — who was also his PhD supervisor; faces 7
charges of corruption; and who was sentenced recently to a 2 year jail sentence
These are the bare facts – but the case is not straightforward  Ponta was undoubtedly one of the few Romanian experts in his field (international penal
code)
 by virtue of that fact, hardly had the time then to undertake serious research work on top
of his other commitments (eg State Sec)
 It is almost 10 years ago that Ponta was awarded his PhD. Why is the accusation surfacing
only now?
 The thesis was published as a book in 2010 – with the foreward written by one of the people
from whom Ponta is accused of plagiarising
 there is a possibility that the person plagiarised was in fact also plagiarising!
 Nature is a highly respected international scientific journal (started in 1869) which does
not normally go for political “scoops”. An article about standards in Romanian Academia
would have been highly appropriate after the resignation of the Education Minister (and the
widespread concerns about the purchase here of Degrees) but no such article was written –
instead a rather superficial and biased scoop about the Prime Minister. Why and who
pointed the journal to the issue?
 The Romanian President (Basescu) is a hyperactive paranoid who had Ponti foisted on him. It
is highly plausible that he is behind the story seeing the possibility of killing three birds
with one stone – getting rid of Ponta; smearing the social democrats just before the
upcoming parliamentary elections; and bringing the reform of the higher education issue
back on the agenda.
 A respected foreign scientific journal was chosen simple because the local media are simply
no longer trusted here.
 Comments on the article have been extensive (more than 100) and give a good insight into
life and attitudes here in Romania. Everyone has an opinion – only a couple of the comments
suggest that more evidence is needed and most involving complex rants.
 My own view, for what it is worth, is that –
 Ponta is undoubtedly guilty of plagiarism – the casual nature of his comments demonstrate
the mentality of the political class here. The article in question says - Members of Romania’s
post-communist elite — including many politicians — have been eager to acquire academic
credentials. In the view of some critics, a number of private and public universities in the
country are consequently degenerating into ‘degree mills’ that care little about the quality
or novelty of the knowledge that they produce, and which are a breeding ground for
academic plagiarism.
 The higher education system is indeed deeply corrupted
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"Nature" should indeed be ashamed of the way they have dealt with the issue – the story
should have been a more substantive one (and perhaps after the results of the National
Committee of Ethics in Research investigation) with Ponta merely being an example. Now the
issue is completely politicised
In his few weeks in power, however, Ponta has shown the same control tendencies as his
counterpart in Hungary, Victor Orban. Two days after the Education Minister resigned, the
National Committee of Ethics in Research was fired for 'incompetence' reasons. The new
Ethics Committee has been accused of being composed mainly of personnel closely related
to the prominent SDP member and former Minister Prof. Ecaterina Andronescu. And his
government has just politicised the highly respected Romanian Institute of Culture by
transferring it from the Presidency to the Senate.

This last move is bad enough - but it is the way in which it was done that really stinks - an
emergency ordinance! It's a major story in itself which you can read more about here.
Paul Dragos Aligica, a Romanian political scientist at George Mason University inArlington, Virginia
sums it up –
“One could almost feel pity for all these guys who have power and money, and who are now
craving intellectual recognition. Unfortunately these incidents just add to the disrepute of
Romanian academic standards and create extra pressure that real Romanian scholars and
scientists will now have to fight against.”
20 June 2012

Romanian wine and history
Decided to leave my laptop behind this week as I
toured one ofRomania’s less-well known areas
which just happens to have a lot of vineyards.
Located in the Carpathian foothills
betweenPloiesti and Buzau - with thevillage of
Pietroase as the main centre of production of
very good quality stuff. I remember from the
early 1990s the narrow bottles with the
etiquette of the old gold vase unearthed from
the village – an etiquette which, unfortunately
was filched by a new company (Bachus).
A significant proportion of the village
households make their own wine for sale at the
door – so we had fun knocking doors to try to find the appropriate door; and wine. By late June, of
course, the best stuff is no longer available – but we were lucky to find the last few litres of a
great Merlot in one village – and a superb (sweet) Tamaioasa in another. And that was before we
visited the cellars of Pietroase’s vinicular research institute from which I emerged with 10 litres of
demi-sec Riesling and also of merlot (sec).
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And then a detour via the
winevillage of Urlati to visit the fascinating
home of polymath -Nicolae Iorga (18711940) - in Valenii de Munte.
Iorga’s life gives a profound insight into
the Romania of these times. He
was an historian, politician, literary critic,
memoirist, poet and playwright. Co-founder
(in 1910) of the Democratic Nationalist
Party (PND), he served as a member
of Parliament, its President and Senate,
cabinet minister and briefly (1931–32)
as Prime Minister. A child prodigy and polyglot, Iorga produced an unusually large body of scholarly
works, consecrating his international reputation as a medievalist, Byzantinist, Latinist, Slavist, art
historian and philosopher of history. Holding teaching positions at the Universities of Bucharest and
Paris and several other academic institutions, Iorga was founder of the International Congress of
Byzantine Studies and the Institute of South-East European Studies (ISSEE). His activity also
included the transformation of Vălenii de Munte town into a cultural and academic center.
In parallel with his scientific contributions, Nicolae Iorga was a prominent right of centre activist,
whose political theory bridged conservatism,nationalism and agrarianism. From Marxist beginnings,
he switched sides and became a maverick disciple of the Junimea movement. Iorga later became a
leadership figure at Sămănătorul, the influential literary magazine with populist leanings, and
militated within the Cultural League for the Unity of All Romanians, founding vocally conservative
publications such as Neamul Românesc, Drum Drept, Cuget Clar and Floarea Darurilor. His support
for the cause of ethnic Romanians in Austria-Hungary made him a prominent figure in the proEntente camp by the time of WW1, and ensured him a special political role during
the interwar existence of Greater Romania.
Initiator of large-scale campaigns to defend Romanian culture in front of perceived threats, Iorga
sparked most controversy with his antisemitic rhetoric, and was for long an associate of the far
right ideologue A. C. Cuza. He was an adversary of the dominant National Liberals, later involved
with the opposition Romanian National Party.Late in his life, Iorga opposed the radically fascist Iron
Guard, and, after much oscillation, came to endorse its rival King Carol II. Involved in a personal
dispute with the Guard's leader Corneliu Zelea Codreanu, and indirectly contributing to his killing,
Iorga was also a prominent figure in Carol'scorporatist and authoritarian party, the National
Renaissance Front. He remained an independent voice of opposition after the Guard inaugurated its
own National Legionary dictatorship, but was ultimately assassinated by a Guardist..
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Milk Festival
Yesterday was Sirnea's mid-summer festival - traditionally a competition to choose the best milker
of cows. I'll let the pictures speak for themselves.......
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What passes in this country for political discussion has an increasingly paranoiac tone. I have found
that venom between political personalities and groups generally reflects (a) an absence of
significant policy differences between political
parties and (b) their being "on the make" and
committed to personal enrichment rather than
(even the pretence of) the public good.
The result is those who lose elections are
envious of every day the opposite lot has its
snout in the trough (as distinct from theirs).
Thus it has been with the two parties
in America (the recent differences have been
cultural rather than policy) - which are simply
conduits for the cash which is needed in that
country for candidates to stand.
Romanian political parties are opportunistic
devices; they come and they go – and those
elected often change their allegiance when they see the way voter opinion is going. Europe too easily
assumed that Romania had an operational democracy!
Citizens in Romania face rising prices and falling wages – but the political class has no time for such
issues. For several weeks, all its efforts and time has been spent on power games. But parliamentary
elections come in a few months. The people will not forget. We can expect the extreme parties –
such as they are - to garner votes.
There seems a total absence of any independent voice of reason in this situation. Senior civil
servants and those on a whole variety of state bodies are servants of the party which appointed
them. Those who have been sacked in the past few days were the political appointments of “the
other lot” – not the independent souls we imagine. Many of those in civil society (who signed the
letters to Europe) have attachments. It is very difficult to survive without them. The media is part
of the power struggle. And Universities are corrupted. And so it goes on. This is a systemic problem
– not just the case of a crazy Prime Minister (or President) – and needs a systemic solution.
Romania has an incredible number of bright people – more intellectuals than any other country I
know. At the moment they seem struck dumb. And, sadly, they are all highly competitive if not
arrogant – and don’t seem capable of making alliances with one another to help pull the country out
of its downward spiral. That’s the real tragedy!
If in fact there is a referendum later this month which asks citizens whether their President
should be impeached, voters actually should be encouraged to score out the word “Basescu” on the
ballot paper and replace it with “politicians”. That is the simplest way to tell them to start focusing
on public problems and opportunities rather than on their own.
In the meantime, someone needs to start a discussion about the qualities Romania needs in its
politicians and what sort of mechanism is needed to start recruiting and sustaining a new breed of
serious people (on lower salaries and benefits) with some integrity.
July 2012
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Is the Rule of Law under attack in Romania??
A couple of weeks ago, my blogpost heading read
thatBucharest was becoming more like Budapest in the insidious and autocratic way the new prime
Minister (Ponta) was removing possible sources of
challenge to his authority. This trend has now
become positively unconstitutional - with, for
example, procedures being altered overnight to
allow the President to be impeached on a simple
majority of citizens actually voting (rather than a
majority of those entitled to vote) - and the
Constitutional Court no longer being allowed to
comment on parliamentary decisions. Parliament
is now being invited to impeach the President with a referendum scheduled on the matter for later this month (Basescu has already survived one
such attempt a few years back).
On the face of it, this is the replacement of politics by thuggery on a scale we haven't really seen
since the 1930s.
However, there is another point of view - that President Basescu's egotistical hyperactivity is
preventing government; that institutions such as the Constitutional Court are still inhabited with a
mixture of "place-men" (placed to do the bidding of those who placed them) and of old-Communists
who are available to the highest bidder; and that, with the summer holiday almost upon us
emergency decisions are needed to get rid of the President and allow some government.......It was, I
am told, Basescu himself who changed the law to require a Presidential impeachment to have the
support of 50% of citizens entitled to vote.
Another expat living in Romanian has done the "devil's advocate" bit much better than me.
So far we seen only a few people on the streets - compared with the numbers in the early months of
the year (it's 40 degrees anyway) - but at least some prestigious organisations have been active in
their protests. The following letter describing the most recent attacks has been sent to
the Secretary General of the European Commission, Ms. Catherine Day

Civil society warning: the rule of law under unprecedented attack
in Romania
Dear Mr President
Dear Commissioners
This is the third warning in less than two months, issued by a list of reputable Romanian civil society
organizations, since the current Socialist-Liberal ruling coalition took power. The drift towards a nondemocratic regime has continued, with serious steps taken in the last few days which will potentially affect the
independence of institutions and the separation of powers.

There were open threats to dismiss and replace the judges of theConstitutional Court, which by
Constitution are irremovable during their term of office, coming from the top government officials
(the Prime Minister, the Minister of Justice). On July 3rd all the judges of the Constitutional
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Court have signed an open letter and sent a protest to the Venice Commission, signaling the political
pressures on the institution.
The ruling coalition has dismissed the independent Ombudsman during the parliament plenary of July
3rd , without due cause. The Ombudsman is the only Romanian institution entitled to challenge the
emergency ordinances of the Government before the Constitutional Court. Presumably, it is by
emergency decree that the dismissal of the Constitutional Court judges before the end of their
mandates will take place. Though by law the Ombudsman may be replaced only if s/he breaches the
Constitution or the laws, the speedy proceedings used in the present case show that no consideration
was given to the legal requirements. The Ombudsman is an essential institution in any rule of law
country.
In the notorious case of the ex-prime minister Adrian Nastase, who was convicted to two years in jail
for corruption, the Minister of Internal Affairs, Mr. Rus, unusually called Mr Nastase after the
verdict to negotiate with him the terms of the imprisonment. Political pressure was put on the police
and the medical authorities in the hospital were Mr Nastase was taken after his failed suicide attempt,
to extend his stay in the emergency hospital for about a week, with no medical reason, as the court
has established subsequently. The prosecutors have started criminal investigations against three
police officers and one doctor (who happens to be a former Socialist senator and under criminal
investigation for corruption himself). The Minister of Justice called upon the Superior Council of
Magistracy, the guarantor of the independence of justice, to refrain from taking position against the
threats of Social-Liberal politicians to the judges and prosecutors. Fortunately, the Superior Council
of Magistracy took a firm position against all interferences in the justice system.
The Prime Minister acted against the Constitutional Court decision which stated clearly that the
prerogatives of external representation of Romania belongs to the President, not to the Prime
Minister. This equals contempt of the constitutional court which in itself undermines the basis of
democracy and the separation of powers.
The Official Gazette was shifted also by emergency ordinance, from Parliament to Government’s
control, for the first time in Romania’s modern history. It cannot be a coincidence that among the
first acts published in the Official Gazzette was the resignation of Mr. Voiculescu (one of the leaders
of the ruling coalition) from the Senate, so that the High Court lost competence to judge upon his
criminal file regarding graft allegations. The Government is known for its appetite for speedy
legislation, when all acts enter in effect upon publication. This is why the legislator intended to put
the Official Gazzette under the Parliament as a form of control between powers. Since the change,
the relevant documents are published overnight in the Official Gazzette.
Two members of the Parliament from the ruling coalition were declared by final court decision as
incompatible with their mandate, because of conflicts of interests. In spite of this, they refuse to
step down. Their colleagues from the Standing Legal Committee of the parliament seem to protect
them, without offering any plausible explanation.
On top of all, Mr Crin Antonescu, senator, president of the National Liberal Party and co-president of
the ruling coalition, has declared publicly on July 2nd that all institutions that are “blocking the
coalition from ruling”, and in particular the Constitutional Court, must be changed.

These are serious threats against the underlining elements of a rule of law state. Therefore we, Romanian civil
society organizations, ask the European Commission to strongly urge the Romanian government and ruling
coalition to stop their current actions against the rule of law and separation of powers.
We emphasize that the EU institutions have vigorously reacted previously, in the case ofHungary. We believe
similar actions are necessary in our case. One such action would be to consider starting infringement
procedures against Romania, based on the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Art. 47.
We also want express our strong belief that the Mechanism for Cooperation and Verification (MCV) should
continue, as an effective instrument for preserving democracy inRomania.
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Group for Social Dialogue (GDS); Expert Forum (EFOR); Freedom House,Romania; Romanian Center for
European Policy (CRPE); Romanian Helsinki Committee (APADOR-CH); ActiveWatch – Media Monitoring Agency
(MMA); Romanian Independent Journalists’ Association (AZIR); Center for Independent Journalism
(CJI); Center for NGO Assistance (CENTRAS); and Resource Center for Public Participation (CeRe)

One thing is for sure, Ponta (the PM) doe not seem to understand that, in the absence of a
coherent statement to the external world about his actions, we are bound to believe that he
is undermining the rule of law.
The outside world does not properly understand the extent to which Romanian institutions
which, in the old member states, are bastions of freedom are here sinecures occupied by
placemen. For example who can respect a body which, asked to judge the constitutionality of
a 25% cut in the salaries of public servants, ruled that it was legal - apart, that is, from
itself!!
Bucharest, July 3rd , 2012

The wider context of Rule of Law
Those interested in the latest developments of the serious
Romanian crisis now unfolding (with the President now out of
office until a referendum on 27 July decides his fate) are best
briefed here. And it's good to see Der Spiegel producing a
good article onhow the situation is being viewed in Germany.
All I know is that none of the hot air being expended makes a
damn bit of difference to the people who live in villages such as
mine here in Brasov County. Everyone still has their couple of
cows, pigs and a dozen hens - and ensures that the hay is
collected. True I have water from the municipal system - but
most of my old
neighbours draw their
water from a natural
source they themselves
tapped 40 years ago - and
need the state system
only for the delivery of
their mail; the small
primary school and a badly maintained road.
And the EC has been a disaster here - trying to kill the
systems on which they live and subsidising the disastrous
carbuncle of a guest house being completed on the hill
opposite - an eyesore which will simply take money from the
older people who offer charming b and b (cazare) experiences
in their old houses.
Those who think that such declines in political systems are to
be found only in the East should read the latest UK
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Democratic Audit.
And those who want a wider view of trends in Rule of Law might listen to the latest UK Reith
Lectures which, this year, are being delivered by the globally-renowned, right-wing historian Niall
Ferguson - supposedly on this theme. I've listened to the first and a bit ofthe second but, so far,
can't find much about rule of law. It seems rather to be about

the extent to which governments have broken with the contract (I didn't know we had)
with future generations

the scale of indebtedness (Japan and UK in particular)

the importance of institutions
I'm hoping it sparks a debate. I’m no fan of Niall Ferguson but he did make an important point when
he suggested that there should be an additional criterion used in policy impact assessments –
effect on future generations. This was part of his larger argument about how governments have in
the past decade shoved a lot of debt on future generations – the British Private Finance
Initiative (PFI) is just the most visible example (with 300 billion pounds being the latest estimate
of what the final bill will be. Talk about a Faustian pact!
7 July

Time for international action on Romania
A lot of us have been despairing recently about
democracy - but the current crisis in Romania
reminds us why millions of people have been willing
to die for it. Basically it is about those in power not
being able to ride roughshod (with jackboots) over
opposing voices. It is about a default position which
forces those with power to at least think twice - if
not actually engage in dialogue - before they try to
take drastic actions. The default position is created
by constitutional (or semi-constitutional)
institutional structures which you respect and change only through dialogue and consensus.
I asked recently why the independent voices of Romania seemed so silent in its present crisis of
democracy. This morning, the country’s most distinguished intellectual Andrei Plesu published a
powerful article in der Spiegel. A university professor under dictator Nicolae Ceausesucu, Plesu was
banished to a small village and barred from teaching in the 1980s for associating with dissidents.
After the fall of communism, he served as minister of culture and, from 1997 to 1999, as foreign
minister (for the Christian democrats). He was, briefly, an adviser to Basescu at the start of the
President's rule - but resigned after only a few months under circumstances which have never been
properly explained. He was also a leading figure in the Romanian Cultural Institute whose sudden
transfer to government control was one of the early moves in this escalating power sweep. So he is
not a completely Olympian figure - but he is most certainly not someone who would take a party
position. His commitments are, first and foremost, to principles of freedom of expression and rule
of law. His piece includes the following –
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In a suicidal declaration, the current prime minister, Dr. Victor Ponta, claims that he devotes "75 percent
of the time in government meetings to political turf warfare." For weeks, he has been confronted with
accusations that he plagiarized extensively when writing his doctoral thesis. Yet his behaviour leads us to
conclude that he doesn't know what constitutes plagiarism. He believes that he can copy 85 pages from
another work with impunity, and without identifying the text as a quotation. When the commission that
was appointed to investigate the charges of plagiarism confirmed the suspicion, it was summarily
dismissed.
Meanwhile, the prime minister travels to the EU summit in Brussels even though he lacks the mandate to
represent Romania. In doing so, he ignores a ruling by the constitutional court that it was the president
who should have gone to Brussels instead. And what happened next? The powers of the constitutional
court were drastically curtailed.
Half-baked amendments are bulldozed through the parliament and institutional powers are restricted,
established procedure is ignored without any plausible explanation being provided. The management of the
national archive (which had been tasked with securing access to documents relating to the communist
dictatorship) is dismissed as are the boards of the government-run television station and the institute
for investigation of political crimes before 1989. The same fate befalls the ombudsman, who represents
Romanian citizens in complaints against government entities, as well as the chairmen of both chambers of
parliament.An atmosphere of amazement and uncertainty prevails in Romania. Two Nobel Prize winners,
Herta Müller and Tomas Tranströmer, many foreign institutions, the ambassador of the United States in
Bucharest, the European Justice Commissioner, leading European politicians such as German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, countless Romanian artists and intellectuals, various institutions of civil society and youth
organizations are protesting against current developments -- because it has clearly begun spinning out of
control.
Who wants to live in a country like this? For my part, I feel burdened by the atmosphere created by the
Romanian government. I want to be able to do my work, and I have no special demands. All I want is a
minimum level of normalcy that makes it possible for me to bring my projects and my life to a successful
conclusion.In essence, this is also the responsibility of governments. They should make it possible for the
people in their country to go about their business in peace, and under humane conditions. But for some
time now, I have been waking up every morning to witness the disconcerting signs of social decay.And now,
for the first time in 40 years, I am not eager to return "home" from Berlin.

For what some local papers are saying, see here and here. This is the second article this week in
Der Spiegel about the situation. The first is here.
And here is an excellent post from another expat here which adopts the useful "devil's advocate"
approach on the situation ie starting from the position that the President has indeed been
overstepping his role and setting out 
what a more reasonable strategy would have been

the incredibly stupid mistakes which this Prime Minister has made
As someone who has been a Labour activist for 50 years (!), what I now want to know is what the
Socialist International is going to do with these cretins. I'm apparently not able to contact them
directly so have written to David Martin, Scotland's most senior MEP and an old political colleague
to find out what action (if any) is being considered against the PSD who form the main party in the
current unholy alliance of liberals, conservatives and socialists.
Incidentally, if ever you needed proof of how much the Romanian political class is out for its own
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interests, the composition of this alliance is it!
A decade or so ago, the EC sanctioned Austria (for 7 months) for daring to take the far-right
Freedom Party into a coalition. What is happening here is ten times worse. The basic principle of
the European Union is supposed to be its commitment to democratic principles. Standing by while
they are thrown on the bonfire would be the final nail in the EU coffin.
11 July 2012

A pantomime which requires a boycott
With just over 2 weeks to the referendum on
the future of the Romanian President, there
is utter confusion on the rules which will
decide its outcome. Simple majority of those
voting (as parliament decided last week);
majority of those entitled to vote (as it has
been for a few years); or a requirement that a
valid vote requires at least 50% turnout (the
condition placed yesterday by
theConstitutional Court. The ULR government
has promised to hold an emergency session of
Parliament to enact the latter condition and
end the constitutional crisis which currently
exists. And that was enough to call off the American Ambassador’s criticisms. Although Basescu is
very unpopular (with only about 15% public support), this might just be enough to save him – since a
lot of people are on holiday in late July (although they are able to vote anywhere in Romania).
However, this being Romania, people could interpret the situation in very different ways. As one of
my compatriot’s blogposts puts it
Some of today's papers say Victor Ponta will not respect the ruling, others are unclear. All is
confusion. In theory we could have Mr. Băsescu losing the referendum with a turnout of below 50%,
he and the Constitutional Court claiming he is president and the temporary incumbent claiming he is
acting president - a situation like the Anti-Popes who waged war on one another in the Middle Ages
or the three false Dimitris who bedevilled Polish history or the various people who claimed to be
Louis XVII.
Basescu is actually hinting at a boycott - "people should not be part of this dishonesty" - but the
above scenario would bring the country to its knees. In a previous post I myself suggested that
voters should spoil their papers - this perhaps remains the best option. People do need to vote to
ensure this nonsense is ended - and, if a significant number of the votes were disqualified because
of a "plague on the political class" scrawl, this would at least send a message that voter patience is
wearing thin. Bear in mind that November sees parliamentary elections - and there is a far-right
party waiting in the wings which could make all this look like a minor tiff!
At least it seems that the European Parliament people are taking a hard line with the Romanian
government – the chairman of the European Parliament has spoken out; and the leader of the
conservative group (EPP) actually refused to meet with Ponta on the latter's visit to Brussels. And
others are ostracising Ponta - as this highly symbolic picture shows
12 July 2012
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Taking distance
I can see that some of my recent readers are more
interested in painting than politics – and that my blog
masthead does clearly state that, unlike most blogs, this
one doesn’t “give instant opinions on current events”.
So let me explain why, in the past week, I have been
commenting on the ongoing crisis in this country where I
have residence and a mountain home.
Simply that I decided in 2007 – after 8 years in Central
Asia – that it was time to return to Central/Eastern
Europe and to see  how its governance system was developing – ie
both the administrative system which has been
the focus of my work in various countries over the
past 20 years and the wider political system
 what lessons this held for the various tools
international bodies have been trying to develop over this period for other “transition”
countries eg in “neighbourhood countries”
I was lucky on my return from Central Asia in that, within a few months, I became Team Leader of
a project in Bulgaria focused on training local actors in the implementation of the European Acquis.
It proved to be a challenging reinsertion to Europe – not least because of the combination of
Bulgarian and Italian cultures (the latter being the main contractor). But I survived – and enjoyed
the experience – and Bulgaria. That allowed me to refine the critique I had been working up for
some time about EC Technical Assistance.
My next project in 2009 was a not dissimilar one in Romania – but I could sustain the controlling and
internecine Romanian bureaucratic culture for only a month before I resigned in disgust and protest.
I was happy to have another Bulgarian project for the past 18 months and to divide my time
between Sofia and the house in the Carpathian mountains as I pursued more of a cultural agenda.
Frankly the political antics in both countries didn’t interest me – a political animal if ever there was
one as I had given 20 years of my life to regional politics in Scotland. But both countries have been
pursuing a neo-liberal agenda – whatever their political rhetoric and labels may occasionally say. And,
having spent some time with younger political aspirants in the mid 1990s in Romania, it was very
clear they were being groomed (by American advisers) simply in the skills of political marketing –
not of policy substance. Here is one of the best takes on the situation.
One technical question I now have is the extent to which the semi-Presidential system ofRomania is
now contributing to the Romanian problems. They are a highly argumentative race – and such a
system is doomed to impasse (let alone highly emotional conflict) in the absence of a powerful
leader (such as Iliescu) who can informally control everything – despite the minimal powers the role
actually gives. Basescu managed (with a sick psyche) to do this for some years but, in the end,
political forces and public patience just ran out.
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What, I wonder, are the implications for the country’s future constitutional settlement?
Sadly the country lacks the civil society to organise the sort of constitutional
processScotland developed in the 1980s and 1990s.
I’m driving tomorrow to the heat of Bucharest – and then on to Sofia for a week. Bulgaria is now
performing much more positively than Romania - reflected in its financial ratings.
14 July

Hypocritical Europe?
Today's previous post tried simply to describe the latest
developments here in Romania. This second post today
reflects conversations with local people and is a
comment.
European input to Romania’s ongoing political crisis is a
delicate matter. It can all too easily become counterproductive. There are many educated Romanians - and
they are highly intelligent, proud and touchy – and can
quickly spot apparent inconsistencies if not hypocrisies
in comments from Brusselsand Berlin. For example 
Italy and Greece have been hotbeds of
corruption, blatant disregard of rule of law and conflicts of interest for decades - and yet Europe
took action only recently when its own financial stability was threatened.

Romania’s (suspended) President has been overstepping his role for several years, acting
unconstitutionally on several occasions and yet Europe said nothing. This week’s judgement of
the Constitutional Court apparently agreed that Basescu has been usurping the Prime Minister's
role - although most newspaper reports focus only on their agreement that due procedures were
observed.
People with no axe to grind in the present stand-off are asking why Romania is being picked
on in this way. A lot of people believe that Europe is so hostile toRomania that it is looking
for a reason to kick them out.
Europe therefore needs to tread carefully – and spell out clearly the basis for its concerns.
Officially, Romania obtained membership of the European Union in 2007 only because it was judged
to have satisfied certain basic conditions – ie of being a functioning democracy and market economy.
Any sign that the rule of law is not being respected is a more worrying signal in a new state than an
old member state – since such things take time to bed down. In that sense all member states are
not equal (Can one take seriously a Constitutional Court which has taken three different positions in
3 years about the rules for a referendum to impeach the President???). Why else is Romania
subject to these 6 monthly tests???
A year ago I drew attention to an important distinction a Czech discussant made between democracy understood as institutions and democracy understood as culture. It’s been much
easier to create a democratic regime, a democratic system as a set of institutions and procedures
and mechanism, than to create democracy as a kind of culture – that is, an environment in which
people are actually democrats
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My old neighbour will be voting for the impeachment – most old villagers follow the socialist party
line. But he does not appreciate constitutional niceties – for example, removing the next in line for
the Presidency a few days before the removal of the President may not be unconstitutional in the
strict sense - but it is in fact a profound undermining of the essence of constitutionality. If the
beef is with Basescu's behaviour, then why not accept the next in line - also a PDL member?
Removing him before he could take up the interim position demonstrates the attack is a wider
political one - concerned to pack all institutions with yea-sayers. That's a coup d'etat! I'm surprised
more commentators have not focussed on that.
Independent analysts such as Tom Gallagher and Alina Mungiu-Pippidi have spelled out in many
papers and books over the years just how deviant the political class is here (Tom's latest in his
2009 book Romania and the European Union - how the weak vanquished the strong; Alina's in her
chapter in the 2009 book Democracy’s plight in the European Neighbourhood).
The issue is how Europe explains to the Romanian voters that they are still under assessment without driving them into the arms of the ultra nationalists???
So far, I've had no response from my brief letter to David Martin MEP. And the European
Parliament seems to be splitting on political lines - with the Head of the Socialists and also of the
Liberals siding with Ponta
The painting is one of Belgian painter's - James Ensor

Good cop, bad cop
We seem to have a good cop, bad cop routine
going on here in Romania – with the Romanian
PM (Ponta) being sweetness and light to Europe;
whilst the guy who was positioned first as
Senate leader and then, a week later, appointed
by virtue of that position as interim President
of the country taking a tougher line.
After talks in Brussels on Thursday with,
European commission president Jose Manuel
Barroso said thatRomania's government "must
respect the full independence of the judiciary,
restore the powers of the Constitutional
Court and ensure that its decisions are
observed".
According to his press spokesman he also gave Ponta a list of steps he must take to restore
confidence in his government's commitment to EU standards of the rule of law including 
repealing recent decisions curbing the powers of the constitutional court to check new or
amended laws;
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stopping the politically selective use of the official journal, in which legislation has to be
published in order to take effect; and

ensuring the appointment of an Ombudsman who has the support of all political parties
But Romania’s interim president Crin Antonescu (National Liberal party), giving his first press
conference yesterday in that role said: "The president of Romania, even the interim president,
doesn't take orders... from anyone except parliament and the Romanian people." (someone needs to
brief this guy about the implications of being a member of the European Union!!). Antonescu denied
reports Barroso had given Ponta a "to-do list".
"The 10 or 11 commandments from Barroso don't exist, because we have no such document and
because it would represent an unacceptable and unimaginable overreach of the European
Commission's powers, which someone with as much experience and prestige as Mr Barroso would not
have done." (He may be correct that no document exists but hasn’t he been following the
developments in Hungary - some of whose government decisions have been referred by the
European Commission to theEuropean Court of Justice )
There is actually some confusion about what actions Barroso actually set out. According to today's
Hotnews.ro these are the requests which Ponta has promised to respond to  No head of the National Anti-Corruption Department be designated or no new prosecutorgeneral named during the interim Presidency of Antonescu
 No pardon be issued during the interim Presidency of Antonescu - a hint at the homes of
former PM Adrian Nastase, the current PM's mentor Victor Ponta, who was recently
convicted in the case Corruption
 no Minister should hold office who has received a sentence regarding their personal
integrity (don't ask me what this is). Deputies who have final decisions of incompatibility
and conflict of interests must resign also (as in the case of MPs Sergiu Andon and Florin
Pislaru)
 The People's Lawyer (Ombudsman) must be a person who has the support of all political
parties
 The Powers of the Constitutional Court recently revoked must all be returned and the
emergency Ordinance annulled
 The rules to validated the referendum to impeach the president must be re-established,
 the Official Gazette no longer must be used for the "selective" official publication of
Decisions
Coincidentally the European Commission next week will issue its regular report on the socalled Cooperation and Verification Mechanism, which follows progress in combating corruption and
organised crime.
And the president of one of Europe's top bodies on constitutional and human will next week head up
a fact-finding mission to Romania. Jean-Claude Mignon, the president of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe, or PACE, will be in Bucharest on July 18 and 19, the assembly
said in a statement Friday. PACE pushes for improved human and democratic rights across its 47
member states and in other nations. Mignon is set to meet with Ponta, Basescu, the president of the
constitutional court and other officials.
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And it will be next week before Parliament meets to decide how to reconcile their decision to
change the referendum rules (simple majority of those voting decides) with the Constitutional
Court's (new) requirement that an outcome will require a turnout of 50% plus one (very difficult to
achieve with such an outdated electoral register)

Firm action from the EC
With the Danube and mid Balkan towns having hit 42 degrees on Sunday, we edged nervously out of
the Bucharest suburbs at 07.30 Monday. But the forecasts had assured us of more acceptable
temperatures - and the drive to Sofia was in fact a delight. The Bulgarian roads from Russe
to Sofia are like the old RN French roads – narrow but straight – and offer very relaxed conditions
(if you know where to watch for the cops).
And Sofia welcomed us six hours later with a great rose wine and meal. Who can ask for more?
Every day since dawns coolly – with the narrow streets and trees offering great cycling conditions
until mid afternoon when we disappear into the Rodina Hotel pool and exercises.
In our absence the EC has acted, as Tom Gallagher argues here, with commendable firmness toward
its wayward child and issued yesterday an appropriate judgement, thetechnical detail of which can
be seen here
The Romanian President will still lose the 29 July vote – and it is highly unlikely that the complex package of
nationalistic outrage (“we obey only Romanians”) and admissions of guilt and remorse by the Prime Minister
and acting President will in fact translate into anything significant thereafter.
Most of the western commentators have taken Basescu’s side – mainly because of the sheer crudity and
stupidity of the tactics used in the Ponta power grab (Iliescu, Nastaseand even Basescu were so much
more clever). Basescu is credited by Westerners with being the real reformer and certainly is the one
person who has pursued judicial reform with real zeal. But to those who excuse Basescu’s breaches of
constitutionality (he ruled for several years, for example, on emergency ordinances while having a
parliamentary majority) I simply reply that I have still to see an article (in English) which can convince me
(judicial reform apart) that he has in the past 8 years actually been pursuing a coherent reform agenda.
He seems to me just a bull in a china shop – who loves the sound of his own bellow.
A leftist website gives, amazingly, a more objective perspective.
And an article in Der Spiegel gives some useful background on the political party set-up Ponta's three-party alliance, called the Social Liberal Union, is populated by a worrying number of
prominent politicians and businesspeople who are suspected of corruption, abuse of office or crime. Interim
President Antonescu's National Liberal Party, for example, provides a political home to the oil magnate and
billionaire Dinu Patriciu, who has successfully withstood years of investigations into allegedly corrupt
privatization deals. Head of the insignificant Conservative Party, Dan Voiculescu, is a former Securitate
employee who was instrumental in helping ex-Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu acquire hard currency.
Now one of the richest people in the country, he owns the influential television broadcasters Antena1 and
Antena3.
And then there is the Social Democratic Party (PSD) of Prime Minister Victor Ponta. The party has its
origins in the days following the toppling of Ceausescu in December 1989. It rapidly became a collection of
former Securitate and communist party elites and is seen by many in Romania as the ultimate symbol of a
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corrupt oligarchy.
Ponta's political mentor, former Prime Minister and PSD head Adrian Nastase, for example, is an icon of
political corruption. On June 20, he was sentenced to two years behind bars for illegal campaign and party
financing practices. It was the first time in two decades that a politician of his caliber was sent to jail. In
an attempt to avoid jail time, Nastase last month acted out an elaborate suicide attempt -- which merely
delayed his sentence by a few days. He is now in jail.
A 'Duplicitous Scoundrel'Nastase's sentencing, however, was the ultimate warning shot fired across the
bow of Romania's corrupt elite. If someone at the level of Nastase can be thrown in jail, then it can happen
to anybody. Indeed, observers believe that his sentencing is the primary motivation for the power struggle
currently engaged in by Ponta and Basescu. "They are doing all they can to resist an independent judiciary,"
says the lawyer Laura Stefan. "They would rather that Romania was in a kind of gray area outside of the
European Union."

19 July

A great Romanian pianist died at the weekend – at the tragically young age of 33 -Mihaela Ursuleasa
She represented Romania’s great cultural tradition whose musical side was celebrated recently in a
Sarah in Romania post
Not just the well-known Enescu but composers such as Porumbescu (here andhere); Martian
Neagra, Dinicu and Constantinescu to mention a handful. And these are just some of the composers!
Then throw in the performers eg The Balinescu quartet eg their wine’s so good and their Life and
Death. Hopefully you can hear the YouTube music - for the moment I have no sound!
What a pity that their political class has dragged the country's reputation down!

8 August 2012
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A brave and overdue challenge to the Romanian Orthodox Church
For the past 50 odd years I’ve been an
agnostic. My father was a Presbyterian
Minister whose pastoral work and care I
respected but I found no need to believe in a
deity and found easy anthropological
explanations for the Jesus figure and stories.
Religions with more hierarchical systems
aroused stronger feelings in me – by virtue of
their power hierarchies and deferences, they
succumb easily to corruption and the
hypocrisy which goes with that. Catholic priest
abuse of children was just the tip of the
iceberg!
The Romanian Orthodox Church is a rich and powerful organisation here. The dulcet tones of its
high priest – Daniel – can be heard endlessly on their Trinitas Radio Station here. Since his
elevation to the post less than a decade ago, he has used a very effective business model to turn
the Church into one of the richest organisations in the country. In seems to practice a rather
exclusive approach to love and does not radiate the ethic I respect in Lutheran and other
Presbyterian religions.
In 2009 a brave young village priest dared,however, to ask what happened to the money he raised
from parishioners and passed to his superiors. What has subsequently happened to him speaks
volumes not only about the Romanian Church but about police, media and politicians here. Weeks
after his impertinent query, word came that he was to be moved to a monastery, His refusal led to
his being sacked but villagers (Reviga in Ialomita County east of Bucharest I think) rallied round
him – not least because his replacement promptly raised the amount of the church collection
Dismayed at the injustice of an unofficial tax they couldn’t afford, people started coming to Pandelic for
support—at first just a few, then more and more in the following months.
Pandelic started giving services to disgruntled believers in his own home, preaching the same faith taught
by the church but free from the pressures that the institution exerted upon its faithful. Quickly the
congregation swelled and before long nearly all of the village’s population of 300 were attending. As many
people crammed into his living room as they could, and the rest stood outside, listening in through open
windows. On the other side of the village square, the church lay virtually empty.
In Romania, almost all churches belong to the state, to be loaned to whichever religious institution
represents the demands of its congregation. With this in mind, Pandelic set about fulfilling the necessary
legal requirements to grant his congregation official status as an autonomous religion and, with this
accomplished, relocated his services to the village church.
Around the same time, Pandelic was approached by the Romanian Liberal Party (PNL) who, seeing his local
popularity, asked him to stand as their representative in an upcoming election. He agreed, saying he knew
that “to have any extensive impact in church affairs in Romania, you need to be involved in politics as well.”
Things moved smoothly at first, with his political position widely supported and his congregation growing
as Christians traveled for miles to experience this new movement for themselves. Then, early one
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morning in spring, Pandelic was awoken by shouts and violent battering on the front of his house. Opening
his door in a dressing gown, he found a group of Orthodox officials accompanied by military police. They
had with them a presidential order that barred Pandelic and his congregation from use of the village
church.
As Pandelic contested his charges from his doorway, villagers, also woken by the shouts and banging of
the police, emerged from their houses and gathered in front of the church, its doors locked behind them.
There were over one hundred people when the police moved in with batons, beating all those who refused
to disperse and leaving two hospitalised. With the steps cleared they broke down the doors of the
church and for the next two days kept it occupied, until new locks and an alarm system had been installed.
Just days later, Pandelic was dropped by the PNL. In the press, MP Cristina Pocora was quoted as saying,
“If the church has dismissed Casian Pandelic for violation and disobedience of church rules, then this
man is neither my colleague nor a representative of PNL.” With the church’s support vital to secure votes
in rural regions, the motives for the party’s U-turn on Pandelic were likely to have been formed under
pressure from the ROC.
For now, it seems Pandelic is locked in a checkmate. With all legal and political avenues blocked by the
ROC and a local media that remains largely indifferent, there is no platform from which his voice, and
that of the community that stands behind him, can be heard.
Pandelic talks of other examples across the country, where priests have stood up against the ROC and
their congregations have followed. The church, he says, “has always come down with a maximum of
violence. They are very aware that discontent will spread and quickly undermine the authority of the
ROC.” In a country desperate to move on from its communist legacy, this is a move in the wrong direction.

Quite astonishing is the apparent failure of the Romanian media to cover the story. UK journals
put me on to it - and I still find it very difficult to get a Romanian reference from any google
search. At my third attempt I found this useful interview from April 2012 tucked away on page 8
of the google search. It is from an interesting looking leftist journal I have never heard of CriticAtac. All credit to them for recognising the importance of this issue. But they should now
have a follow-up article to deal with the story in its wider perspective (eg comments from the
Church and others) and bring things up to date.
postscript; Sarah in Romania has just posted this item about how another courageous individual
managed to end a 10 year scam the Orthodox Church in Sibiu was inflicting on those applying for
driving licences (and, again, the curious role of the police)
7 January 2013
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A hymn to the Carpathian meadows
Back in Bucharest - and straining to get into the
mountains. A wonderful hymn to the area in the
current National Geographic
these valleys in the Carpathian Mountains in the
centre of Romania contain one of the great
treasures of the cultivated world: some of the
richest and most botanically diverse hay
meadows in Europe. You can find up to 50
different species of grass and flowers growing
there in a single square yard of meadow, and
even more within reach as you sit down among
them. This flowery miracle is maintained not by
nature but by nature worked with the human hand. The richness is there only because a meadow
stays a meadow if it is mown every summer. Abandoned, it will be filled with scrub in three to five
years. As it is, for the moment anyway, Transylvania is a world made beautiful by symbiosis. All day
long the smell of the meadows gradually thickens, and as the sun drops, the honey-sharp smell of
the butterfly orchids, night scented, pollinated by moths, comes seeping out of the hillsides. Go for
a walk, and you’ll find the flowers crowding around your feet. Practically no chemical sprays and no
artificial fertilizers—too expensive and distrusted by these poor, small-scale farmers—mean the
hillsides are purple with meadow salvia and pink with sainfoin.
The photo is one you will find in a marvellous album The colour of Hay. But an even greater treat is
the occasional blog Carpathian Sheep Walk by Caroline Juler, author (amongst other things) of the
delightful Blue Guide Romania which I referred to in in a blog about good books about
Romania some time ago.
If its photographs you are after, have a look at these great pics of the countryside in the
Maramures area further north.
14 July 2013
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Among you, taking notes
I am not a fan of the city of Bucharest. I find it ugly, noisy, and
dirty. I find it difficult to understand its fans – such as one PVE
Wood whose idiosyncratic A Political Refugee from the global
village is a highly readable blog I turn to frequently.
After 3 months’ absence, I noticed that even the bird-caws are
aggressive – compared with Koln! But it is always a pleasure to
visit its bookshops after a gap, particularly the two which are
hidden at the far side of the National Gallery beside a very old
small Kretzulescu church.
The Humanitas bookshop had another mouth-watering title from
the great series on old Romanian buildings being produced by the
Igloo architectural group - Campulung Muscel – sketches for an
architectural monograph. Campulung is a small gem we always try
to visit on our way up to the mountain house – when, that is, we
take the longer route via Tirgovishte (also worth a visit). It has an amazing number of vernacular
villas from its time as a haven for artists and the Bucharest bourgeoisie - and was, during
Ceaucescu times, a place of exile for those out of favour.....
But the great finds were in the Anthony Frost English bookshop next door.
A signed copy of Timeless and Transitory – 20th century relations between Romania and the
English-speaking world (2012) by Ernest Latham is an intriguing and highly readable collection of
essays by an American specialist in Romania who worked in the 1980s as a cultural attaché in the
Bucharest American Consulate. His historian's take on the country can be seen on a series of short
videos
Naomi Mitchison is, for us Scots, a name to conjure with. A very independent-minded lady born in
1897, she published her first (of 80 odd!) book in the 1920s and lived from the late 1930s in
Carradale House on the edge of a small village on the beautiful Kintyre peninsula behind the peaks
of the island of Arran. Among you taking notes – the wartime diaries of Naomi Mitchison 19391945 ed Dorothy Sheridan (1985) are the diaries she kept at the behest of Mass Observation, a
volunteer body which encouraged people to record in diaries the life around them. I was born only a
sea-gull’s flight away from Mitchison’s home in Carradale as she was writing her notes on everyday
life in wartime Scotland and will read her book through my parents’ eyes and ears. She died, after
an extraordinarily full life, in 1999. She is one of a generation whose ilk we shall not see again!! In a
future post I shall pay tribute to women of her generation from both the UK and Germany......
The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath ed Karen Kukil (2000) are 700 powerful pages packed with
poetic freshness which encourage me to get hold of her poetry.
My final find was "Windy Arbours - Collected Criticism" (2005) by an Irish American writerAidan
Higgins I had never heard of. It's a collection of short book reviews written in a language one can
only call poetic.
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The delight of the Anthony Frost bookshop (apart from its music and the coffees which
occasionally come your way) is that you could only find titles like that there. Books which celebrate
the past......
15 July 2013

Romanian Diary 1958
A nice discovery in a Magheru Bvd bookshop – a book of
black and white photographs of Romania in 1958 produced
by a photographer Inge Morath of whom I had never
heard – despite my affection for people such as Andre
Kertesz, Henri Cartier Bresson and Robert Capra.
Morath was, by birth, an Austrian brought up in Germany;
worked with many famous photographers and had the
distinction of being married Arthur Miller in 1962 after
his divorce from Marlyn Monroe.
The book - Romanian Diary - was reprinted in 2010 and the
subject of a local exhibition here
We went to the Matache market this morning - our first
trip for some months. Some good stuff (cheese and herbs)
on offer from individuals lining the approach road. And the
stalls were groaning with good vegetables and fruit.
But just outside was a war zone - thanks to the senseless demolition being inflicted on the city by
its evil mayor Oprescu.
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Sarah in Romania has a good rant about his latest vandalism.
And these are some pics of the area now that the old market building was demolished (illegally)
earlier this year.
25 July 2013

Campulung - one of many of Romania's small jewels
We drove yesterday over the spectacular
passes from Fundata to Campulung and through
the various fascinating settlements which line
the road.
Campulung is a town of 40,000 people nestling
in the Carpathian foothills and has a long and
turbulent history, having been occupied (and
frequently set alight) by Turks (in 1738 or so),
Austrians, Germans (in The First World War)
and even Russians (1828-32). The quieter times
after Independence gave the town a chance to
exploit its location, culture and climate
andsuperb examples of classic Romanian houses
are to be seen there – giving a sense of how the nouveaux riches besported themselves in its baths
and streets in the years before the First World and in the 25 years before communism took hold.
Campulung was first documented in 1212, in a document by the Hungarian king to the Teutonic
Knights. A Saxon community was living there, whose leader was Lawrence of Longocampo.
Basarab I the Founder (1310-1352) established the capital in Campulung - the first of the Romanian
Country. It was also deemed by some to be the cradle of the Romanian language - a letter written in
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1521 by one of the stewards of the town to Hans Benkner of Brasov is apparently the first
document written in Romanian and the country’s first printing presses started in 1635 here - after
the mid-seventeenth century ruler Matei Basarab founded in Campulung the first paper mill in the
country.
One of the oldest schools in the Romanian Country was established in 1552 by Mrs. Chiajna, wife of
Prince Mircea Ciobanu. The Roman conquerors have left traces in the area, the camp of Jidava
(Jidova) located at the exit of Campulung towards Pitesti is a testimony to this.Heavy fighting took
place in the cliffs around Rucăr-Bran in the autumn of 1916.
You get a sense of the present-day town in this video. Sadly, it being Monday, the town's small
private art gallery was closed - it not only has interesting exhibitions but stocks an excellent supply
of booklets on the town's history.

Another great post from Tourist in my Country - this time about one of he many derelict palaces
one can find tragically scattered around the countryside
30 July 2013
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Romanian literature
I feel quite ashamed that I have had this lovely mountain house in the Carpathians for some 13
years to which I increasingly return and sejour - and yet do not really speak Romanian nor am
properly acquainted with Romanian culture. My excuse is that my thoughts and books (from a
steadily increasing library here) are in English – with occasional forays into French (the 2010 trip
doubled the number of French books) and German (ditto the last 3 month’s trip). The world
literature tour which The Guardian bravely attempted in 2011 gave a sense of what these two
countries offer – France here and Germany here – let alone China or Poland.
With such treasures beckoning, how can I justify diverting my energies into a forbidding new field?
But the past year has given me a new perspective on Romanian classical paintings, for example,
which – Andreeescu, Grigorescu and Popescu apart – had until now seemed somewhat sombre. But
the file I now have on Romanian realist painting of the first part of the 20th Century is now
beginning to rival that of the Bulgarian painters who decorate my various homes. And the new
book Romanian Writers on Writing gives me vignettes of almost 100 Romanian writers whom clearly
I cannot ignore.
And, although The Guardian has not yet managed a tour of Romanian literature, it did receive these
interesting suggestions. Those wishing to get a taste of what’s available can consult the New York's
Romanian Cultural Institute or have a look at this list of classic writing
I am always impressed with the number of new Romanian titles on the groaning shelves of
the Humanitas and Carteresti bookshops but all does not seem well with the market according to
this writer –
You do not need a PhD to grasp the implications of the simple fact that, in 2011, there were far fewer books
sold in Romania (total sales of €60m) than there were in neighbouring Hungary (total sales of €180m), which
has a smaller population.
You do not need to be a communist to see that illiteracy — a problem that was largely eradicated in the 1950s
— is on the increase in our country, where it now affects 6 per cent of the population, and 40 per cent of
teens in the under-15 age group who lack basic reading and writing skills.
You do not have to be affiliated to a political party to notice that in their neglect and denigration of Romanian
national culture, Romanian governments of all political hues have been gloriously assisted by the large postcommunist publishing houses, whose eagerness to earn money from translations is, in most cases, matched by
their disdain for living Romanian culture. And those who are unconvinced of this fact need look no further than
the percentage of editorial production in this country which is actually devoted to Romanian books.

6 August 2013
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Romanian "elites" shameless in theft
The restitution of property nationalised by the
Romanian communist regime has been a long
saga – with only 10,000 homes apparently
restored and200,000 cases outstanding at
April 2013. Many glorious fin de siècle buildings
have crumbled to dust under the combination
of neglect, uncertainty, squatting, anticipated
costs of rehab and illegal demolitions. Curiously
every Romanian city has a clutch of grand
palaces waving the flags of political parties
which seem to have escaped what has passed as
the restitution process.
The aftermath of the sudden Romanian revolution of December 1989 allowed a variety of political
parties to assert their rights to an amazing array of places in all the major cities of Romania. God
knows what goes on there – the windows are open in the summer but there is absolutely no sign of
activity. The properties are worth billions…giving the parties (let alone the individuals who control
them at various points of time) access to limitless bank credit. For more on this saga see this May
2013 piece from the Property Rights in Transition Journal
And what about the art collections which I referred to in a recent post? That post mentioned ever
so casually that I had come across a very heavy and fascinating 380 page volume (from 2005) which
itemises 500 or so paintings in an incredible collection of 60 year-old business-man Tiberiu
Postelnica.
In my innocence I wanted to contact him, congratulate him on his taste and, who knows, perhaps
even have a viewing. Curiously, however, even the Romanian version of google unearths very few
references to either the man or his collection.
But I do discover that he is apparently the nephew of Ceaucescu's last Minister of the Interior and
Head of the Securitate, Tudor Postelnica – and worth at least 10 million euros. You can imagine the
process by which he came to accumulate the collection he now has and so shamelessly boasts about
in this 380 page volume!!!
Gandul newspaper reported 2 years ago how 120 works of classic Romanian art were purchased from
the Romanian Union of Artists under strange circumstances for 280,000 euros by an anonymous
buyer who was almost certainly Postelnica
"There were two works of Baba, small, two Patrascus, two Palladys, a Lucian Grigorescu, a small
Tonitza, two works by Ciucurencu a larger; some Catargi paintings on cardboard; and quite a few
drawings by Ressu, "said the President of the Union of Artists. He also explained that he preferred
direct selling because it was the quickest way to get money: "It was a public sale but not a public
auction. Had I made a public auction, then the Ministry of Culture would have had the first right of
refusal. Under these circumstances, I had to do a letter to wait three months for them to come
and classify the assets if works or part of the Treasury, and other months in which I address or
MCC museum, to ask them if they want to buy these papers etc. they probably would have
responded and only then was allowed to come to auction. After these six months, I should have
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apply to an auction house for the Union circulated, to auction only work of its members, those in life.
We have no right to do auction with works of deceased artists. would be delayed so that a half-year
auction
I had started today wanting to blog about my great find – Romanian painter Constantin
Artachino who was born on 7 November 1870 of a Turkish family living at the Marmara Sea which
came to Bucharest in 1877. His colours are glorious and several of the paintings redolent of some of
my Bulgarian painters such as Dobre Dobrev. The example which heads the post - from the Danube is typical.
16 August 2013

Theft of a nation
As I was writing yesterday’s post, I realised how little I knew about how the restitution of
Romanian property (seized by the communists a half-century ago) had actually been attempted in
recent years.
It seems I am not alone! The assessments seem to be subjective, confused and out-of-date. I was
particularly disappointed by the 2008 study Property Restitution - What went wrong in Romania? by
the Romanian Academic Society which promised to tell all but from which I emerged little the wiser
- but at least knowing that the Romanian process was indeed distinctive (in central Europe) in its
laggardly and utter confusing approach
A very short article in a recent issue of Journal of Property Rights in Transition updates a
substantial and enlightening 2006 academic article on the subject entitled The Roof over Our
Heads: Property Restitution in Romania; by Lavinia Stan - in The Journal of Communist Studies and
Transition Politics, Vol.22, No.2, June 2006, pp.180–205 (which can be accessed and downloaded
from www.academia.edu
Until 2005 successive Romanian governments blocked attempts by owners to recover their dwellings, siding
with the tenants who were using the dwellings (well connected political, business, and cultural luminaries)
against the owners (elderly persons or residents of foreign countries). Only 5 percent of all owners
received their homes back. In 2005, a Property Fund (Fondul Proprietatea) started to compensate owners
whose properties could not be returned because they had been demolished, bought by the tenants living in
them, or (abusively) retained by the government offices (mayoralties and ministry departments) using them.
The Property Fund relied on shares in large state-owned companies. Because it was constituted over 15
years after the privatization process was launched, during which most such companies had been
transferred into private hands, the Fund controlled few assets effectively. As such, many owners continued
to receive neither property, nor compensation. Executive interference in the activity of the judiciary
meant that many courts disregarded procedure and infringed both the Romanian Constitution and the
European Convention of Human Rights when hearing restitution cases, thus prompting an increasing number
of owners to approach the ECHR. This is why in 2010 the Court asked the government to revamp its
property restitution scheme.
From October 2010 to April 2013 Romania did nothing to comply with the ECHR request. The vested
interests of powerful political elite members in retaining ownership of the nationalized dwellings by
disregarding the rights of the owners explain why the authorities did not consult with the owners, although
consultations were recommended by the Court and would have involved little effort. Political instability was
also at play. There were no fewer than four cabinets during that time period (headed by Prime Ministers
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Emil Boc, Mihai Razvan Ungureanu, and Vasile Ponta), the first three of which were weak cabinets
delegitimized by scandals, frequent replacements of ministers, and an unclear policy direction. Instead of
solving the restitution cases, by providing the Property Fund with the means needed to compensate owners,
punishing Fund leaders for mismanagement and waste, and protecting owners from undue pressure to
renounce their property rights, these governments perpetuated an untenable system. According to some
reports, 1,000 intermediaries well connected to the Fund cashed in 1.5 billion Euros for property claims
they brought from disillusioned initial owners, who simply gave up the fight. These intermediaries received
compensation at higher rates and faster than thousands of owners whose claims the Fund refused to
consider promptly and honestly.

All of this serves to prove just how right Tom Gallagher got it with the subtitle for his 2005
book Romania – theft of a nation. And his 2006 article for Open Democracy is perhaps as pithy a
summary as you will get anywhere of this kleptomania and how it has been sustained.
And I see that this book by Lavinia Stan has just been published Transitional Justice in postcommunist Romania – the politics of memory
17 August

Romanian secrets
For several years I have been very puzzled by the apparent banality of Romanian paintings - at least
those available in private galleries and most
museums in Bucharest. This year I have
discovered the secret – the real glories have all
been hiding somewhere else.
I got a hint of this a few weeks back when I
first ventured into the newly-opened Museum
of Art Collections (housing what were - until
the Communists got to them - more than 20
private collections); then when I came across a
massive volume which brazenly showed off one
modern collector’s prizes.
On Friday after the visit to the Aman Museum,
we also happened to wander by accident into a small gallery across from the Athenium (Rotenburg
and Uzunov) open only 6 months apparently – which displays Romanian aesthetic gems of the early
part of the last century. This painting by Marius Bunescu (1881-1971) is one of their current
exhibits
And today I really struck gold when I came across a mysterious site which gives about 70 key
Romanian painters and many of their paintings. Its My heart to your heart and is the best site on
Romanian painting I have so far come across - although the artindex site has been very useful to me
as I have slowly accumulated what is now a very fat file of 350 pages on the Romanian painters who
appeal to me.
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And, to complete a full August, have a look at these etchings/paintings by Vladimir Kus which are on
every page of a literary journal funded by the municipality of Iasi. Iasi is well known as Romania's
intellectual capital - but it is quite something for a municipality to be editing such a 100 page
cultural journal in these days!! It's been produced every 2 months since 2010 and the website gives
us access to every copy - past copies have included great reproductions of Georg Grosz (black and
white) and Rene Magritte (colour)
I take my hat off to the editors - pity I don't understand the contents but the quality of this
production really deserves greater recognition.
By the way, the old shop which sells these (and about a hundred other literary journals) is an
amazing sight - with tall bundles of the papers and journals piled high all around the hapless seller.
Living proof of how intellectual Romania has been. You can find it on Bvd Dacia beside the House of
Romanian Writers (with an exhibition of Nichita Stanescu's poetry) which itself has a nice garden
pub at its back. This takes you into a charming area of old Bucharest houses

Back to the Habsburgs
"Our" cow was moved off the high ground last
week down to the meadow around Viciu’s house;
and this week saw the first snow on the Bucegi
mountain range which the front of the house
overlooks (the pic).
The quincy fruits are also large – always,
according to grandmother wisdom here, a sign
of a tough winter to come. Couldn’t get much
tougher than the last one which saw our
neighbour’s house snowed in during March –
but we’re taking no
chances and
therefore padded today the central heating pipes with special care.
Monday we will have the specialist up to do a bit of tweaking. Thus are
the seasons marked on this southern border of Transylvania!
I’m stuck in a bit of a time warp at the moment – Chris Clark’s book on
the origins of the First World War - TheSleepwalkers - made me realise
how little I know about the world which created the killing fields of the
20th Century. I therefore reread Simon Winder’s Germania which I had
found a bit indigestible at the first read - but which makes a bit more
sense this time around.
And, coincidentally, Winder published last week Danubia – a personal
history of Hapsburg Empire which has attracted this useful review –
Why do we know so little about the Habsburg empire, given that it is the
prime formative influence on modern Europe? Its pomp gave us the art,
music, literature and pageantry of our high culture; its relationship with the
Ottoman East and burgeoning European protestantism drew our religious and our political maps; its
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collapse fomented the nationalisms that shaped the 20th century across Europe.
A popular abbreviation on the internet is ‘tl; dr’. It stands for ‘too long; didn’t read.’ There’s space for
another one that would come in especially helpful for the Habsburg empire: ‘tc; du’ — ‘too complicated;
didn’t understand’. It’s much easier to teach schoolchildren about Our Island Story, or the first world
war, or the nastiness of Nazis, because at least superficially these are containable subjects. There are
baddies (Nazis), there are decisive battles (Waterloo), there are comprehensible treaties (Versailles) and
there are what look like reasons for things to happen (railway timetables).
The Habsburg empire, on the other hand, has none of these consolations. Most of the places involved are
now called something else, and the empire was cobbled together out of any number of rebellious, feuding
or indifferent duchies, grand-duchies, principalities, margravates, palatinates and what have you. ......
One of the main things the empire did was to prevent the Ottomans from overrunning Europe. Its ups and
downs often have to do with whether the Ottomans were busy gnawing at its bum or had their attention
distracted for a few decades elsewhere. Like most of the things the Habsburgs did — Winder gently but
seriously emphasises that to think of the empire as a rational, centralising authority is completely to miss
the point — these distractions were often subcontracted........
This is almost an anti-history. Winder approaches his dementingly enormous subject more in the spirit of
an amused and irreverent tourist, as his subtitle suggests: as much travel writer as historian. ‘The more
we read about the past,’ he marvels at one point, ‘the more completely odd it appears.’
Danubia is framed by the author’s peregrinations around the Mitteleuropean sprawl of the vanished
empire — from the dismal flatlands bordering the Danube to tiny towns in Transylvania. He visits dusty
old museums (in one he finds a flap of human skin) and decaying fortresses. He observes endless suits of
armour, eats stomach-churning omelettes, stumbles on a children’s rock festival in a town in Serbia and
sighs frequently for love of the town of Brno.Yet one of the sly contradictions here is that an exceptional
amount of reading and travel lies behind the showily teen-agerish dismissal of this monarch or that treaty.
Winder plainly knows his way around the empire: he’s not only more knowledgeable than he makes out
about military history; he’s also well-read and clever about art and music. Sometimes the winsomeness is
trying. A down side of approaching history as a tourist is that, by definition, you never quite inhabit the
period. There’s a sort of chronological orientalism to all this pointing and laughing. But at the same time it
is very funny.

Danubia promises to be a very useful complement to the doorstopper of a book about the Habsburg
Empire which arrived for me yesterday CA Macartney’s 1968 The Habsburg Empire 1790-1918. This
promises to be a real resource to help deal with my ignorance of this part of the world.
20 September 2013
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Harvest treasures
A day for sensations in the comfort of our cosy stone and wood house in the autumnal mountains –
hunkered with a good book in a wicker chair in front of a wood fire in the brick stove; eating local
vegetables magically concocted in soups and stews. Pity I can’t quite extend to the Tuscan way of
treating beans – left overnight softly bubbling in an old Chianti bottle in the embers of the fire! But
I'm just waiting to get hold of a pumpkin to make a soup with a drop of ginger!

And the mixture of grated red beetroot, chopped celery,
apple, garlic, pumpkin oil, honey and apple vinegar and
touch of lemon offers not only a tasty salad but is so beneficial to organs such as the prostate.
I used to swear by Shopska salad but it has paled by comparison with my current offering - which
adds old crumbled toast, an egg, pumpkin oil and generous lashings of Telemen cheese to the usual
mix of red onion, tomato, lettuce and garlic.
This encouraged me to look again at one of my
favourite celebrations of the older (and better)
ways of eating – Beaneaters and Bread
Soup which focuses on various individuals in
the Tuscan countryside who still stick with the
simple and traditional methods – here’s one
recipe for bread and beansoup, The bread in
the picture, by the way, is the superb large
potato one which lasts more than a week! If I
can't have the Bulgarian black rye, I'll take
this Romanian (actually Hungarian county!)
white!
By coincidence, one of my favourite bloggers’ most recent offering gives marvellous old illuminated
treatments of harvest time which includes a medieval document calledTacuinum Sanitatis
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And, while we’re celebrating the old ways, let’s raise
a glass - or three- (of Murfatlar Feteasca white and
Bulgarian red) to the superb photography ofRobert
Doisneau which usually lie on my desk and some of
whose work can be seen here
The last website - online browsing - is a nice find
which gives us glimpses of old photographs and
paintings from around the world
23 September 2013

Meanwhile…in the rest of Romania
I’ve been remiss in not mentioning a couple of events
which have been making the headlines here in
Romania in the last few weeks. First the
demonstrations in most cities against the Rosia
Montana gold mine exploitation, spoilation and
devastation in the heart of Transylvania.
The project’s opponents criticise the use of cyanide - 12,000 tons of it to be precise - that's 12 times
higher than anything ever seen in European goldmining, which would have a devastating and irreversible
impact on the region’s biodiversity. Four mountains surrounding the village would be destroyed in the
process and Roman mining galleries unique in Europe would be damaged, archeologists and historians have
warned on countless occasions. Alas, the Romanian government supports it, singing loudly of its
economic value, and ironically, the ecological and cultural benefits for the region.
The new 'law' breaks legal and constitutional provisions for the protection of private property, cultural
heritage protection, environmental protection, watersheds, forests, grasslands, public property, access to
justice for citizens, free competition - enfin, bref, it is especially designed for a foreign private company
- Gabriel Resources. Therefore, the government's proposed referendum is nothing more than a travesty.
You cannot have a referendum on a law that is illegal. Not even in Romania.
This so-called 'law', writes Claudia Ciobanu for the Guardian, "would give Gabriel Resources extraordinary
powers, including the right to conduct expropriations in Rosia Montana. The text mandates authorities to
give the company all necessary permits for construction and exploration by set terms (15 days, 30 days,
60 days, etc) regardless of national legislation, court rulings or public participation requirements. If the
parliament approves this law (a vote could take place as early as this month), Romanian citizens will no
longer have a say over Rosia Montana. Outrage was compounded by the fact that, while in opposition,
Ponta's Social Democrats had declared themselves against the project. This turnabout reinforced the
perception that the political class is corrupted and unworthy of trust."

Useful background info can be found on this site and also on Der Spiegel.
A young Romnian journalist also has a take....
The second event which has been gripping Romania’s cultural elite is the bi-ennial George Enescu
International Festival – broadcast on the airwaves with interminable interviews with performers
and audience.
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Also quite a few book festivals going on – I missed the Transylvanian one at the beginning of the
month (frankly I didn't fancy the clipped upper-class anglo-saxon tones which promised to be
monopolising the area - compared with the Alba-Iulia Festival organised by Dilema Veche) but I
might just make the tail-end of the Bucharest Book street festival. And the Iasi festival beckons
23-27 October – although I will almost certainly still be in Sofia then…..
24 September 2013

Weeping old houses
It seems that some Romanian architects at least have a soul. Some months back I mentioned a
lovely little production on the rehabilitation of traditional Romanian houses produced by the Igloo
architectural publishing house
And this month, an even better one has been produced by the Association for Rehabilitation which
started its work in 2010 and identifies “weeping houses” ie those whose semi-criminal neglect has
brought houses almost to the stage of collapse.
The attractively produced new book has the underwhelming title of The RePAD Guide - and sets
out - in English, French and Romanian - guidelines and examples for restoring old houses to their
previous glory. Its available for only 7 euros!
Such initiatives need encouragement in the climate of hostile indifference which exists amongst the
Bucharest and Romanian authorities! It contrasts with the celebration by the Bulgarians of their
Bulgarian revival style which can be found in abundance in so many villages - one of which
(Koprovishitse) I visited again only a few weeks back.

Honouring Evil in Hungary
I lived in Hungary for almost 2 years – in 1995/96 – and then spent another couple of years across
its border in the area between Nitra and Bratislava. Frankly I felt uneasy in the country. I lived in
Miskolc and Nyrghhazy which also borders the Ukraine and Romania.
I wondered why EU money was going into the area since so many of the houses were more
substantial than those I was used to in, for example, Scotland.
And there was an arrogance about the officials I worked with in local and regional government
systems which worried me – I will never forget what a youngish official wrote in the brief report he
supplied after his study-visit to an EU member country – “The one thing I have learned is that
there is nothing to learn from this country”!
Last month in Budapest a new statue was unveiled to a dangerous man. Right in the heart of the city
– in Szabadság Tér (Freedom Place) – there now stands a monument to one of Hitler's closest allies:
Admiral Miklós Horthy, the "regent" who ruled Hungary from 1920 to 1944. My thanks to the
amazing blog by Hungarian Spectrum for this story The bust stands in the church of the notorious Calvinist minister Lóránt Hegedüs Jr, an incurable
antisemite and admirer of the British historian and Holocaust denier David Irving. Hegedüs was the first
person to bless the Horthy statue; then Márton Gyöngyösi, an MP of the extreme-right Jobbik party,
addressed the congregation, declaring Horthy to be "the greatest statesman of the 20th century".The
mind boggles. Historians have taught us that the Horthy era was one of the darkest chapters of Hungarian
history; this is common knowledge. His present-day glorification is scandalous. The disgraceful anti-Jewish
laws, the deportation of more than half a million Jews to the death camps, sending the entire Hungarian
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second army to be annihilated by the Russians – all these and many other crimes are connected to him. He
was one of Hitler's closest associates and stayed loyal till the bitter end. Neither God nor the radical right
can ever whitewash his name.How shocking it is that a large proportion of Hungarians ignore and deny these
facts. To them it's simply an issue of freedom of speech and thought: if someone wishes to erect a
monument to Horthy or to Ferenc Szálasi (the leader of the pro-Nazi Arrow Cross party, and head of state
from 1944 to 1945) in their church, vegetable garden or shed, it is considered his or her private affair.
Some people claim that the bust of Horthy – at the top of the stairs leading to the Hegedüs church – is, in
fact, on private property.
Antal Rogán – a spokesman for the governing Fidesz party – is worried about Hungary's negative reputation
abroad. He has every reason to be troubled, because the country is responsible for some of the worst news
within the European Union. Let's face it, there are no Hitler statues in Germany, and in Austria they are
constitutionally forbidden. The same is true of Mussolini in Italy, Pétain in France, Ion Antonescu in
Romania orJosef Tiso in Slovakia. None of them is being commemorated and extolled.True, there were a
few hundred demonstrators in Szabadság Tér who protested against the ceremony, many wearing the
yellow star. They deserve our gratitude and admiration for their courage. If only there were more.
Members of the congregation and the mob told them to go to Israel, Brussels or the Danube, referring to
the events of 1944-45 when Szálasi's Arrow Cross thugs shot several thousand Jews so that they fell into
the freezing river.
History cannot be erased, nor forgotten. Discovering and understanding the past is the duty not only of
governments and political parties, but also of the people, the whole nation. We must face it together – even
when it is not pleasant – and try to learn from the consequences. Hungarians have not yet been through this
process.
Last month in the city of Miskolc, in north-east Hungary, a group of fascist youngsters participated in a
spectacular book-burning ritual. Among the works consigned to the flames were the collected poems
of Miklós Radnóti. Radnóti was a wonderful lyric poet, one of the giants of Hungarian literature. On a
forced march to the Nazi death camps in 1944, he was brutally murdered. His killers' successors are now
murdering his works. Why? Because he was a Jew.And the police were standing by, doing nothing.

13 December 2013

Rediscovering civic bonds?
I missed the Romanian Book Fair of November but there is currently a small Christmas book fair
for a week in the Peasant Museum nearby - where I picked up a copy of Alain De Botton’s most
recent book – Religion for Atheists (2012) - also Orhan Pamuk’s early Silent House; and 2
translations into Romanian (Louis de Bernieres’s Captain’s Corot’s Mandolin; and de
Botton’s Consolations of Philosophy) (2000)
Critics tend to take a condescending view of de Botton (inasmuch as they bother with him at all)
which says a lot about them. I’m half way into his book and find it one of the most interesting nonfiction books I’ve read this year ...And what a charming and well-written book compared with the
hard, unforgiving stuff which comes from atheists (I've always counted myself an agnostic).
Parts of it remind me of Theodor Zeldin’s Intimate History of Humanity (copies of which I used to
give to people); and other parts of The CharacterStrengths and Virtues Handbookedited a decade
ago by Martin Seligman
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The first link to the book gives a positive review which captures the appeal of the book rather
nicely ....throughout the book he identifies areas where he believes secular society fails to provide
community or help people cope with challenges in their lives, and points to religious practices and
institutions which nonreligious people might wish to appropriate to fill the gap. Indeed, de Botton’s
approach to religion seems fueled by a profound disenchantment with modern secular society, which
he views as impoverished by the loss of practices and modes of thought that religion colonized.
“The challenge facing atheists,” de Botton claims, “is how to reverse the process of religious
colonization: how to separate ideas and rituals from the religious institutions which have laid claim
to them but don’t truly own them.” Religion offers “well-structured advice on how to lead our lives,”
which de Botton contends the secular world often fails to provide. The challenge for modern
atheists is to offer such structure (and rituals) in a non-religious way.
De Botton examines ten areas in which valuable insights may be derived from religious practices,
and gives numerous creative suggestions as to how the secular world might reclaim them eg

Noting how religions use food to bring strangers together in a structured way, he offers
the “Agape Restaurant,” in which diners will be encouraged to meet new people and share aspects of
their inner lives.

He notices that religious values and even consumer products, harnessing the arts and music,
are branded and promoted far more passionately and effectively than secular values, which raises
powerful questions regarding how well humanists are spreading their ideas.

He proposes that university lecturers might be trained to present their ideas as
passionately and dramatically as Pentecostal preachers — a proposal that this graduate student
(and veteran of countless dreary lectures) finds delightfully provocative (if somewhat absurd).
The very format of the book is an example of the approach De Botton is trying to encourage - at
least every fourth page consists of a black and white photograph (here it reminds me of the
wonderful A Fortunate Man (1967) by John Berger and Jean Mohr).
In combination with the clarity and beauty of the text and the double spacing, this makes the book
highly accessible!
And this more extended assessment also summarises the argument well –
We are seldom encouraged officially to be nice to one another. It offends our libertarian beliefs and risks
paternalism. JS Mill said the only grounds for state interference in people’s lives is to prevent them harming
others – not for their own good. Religions however have never held back. Libertarians doubt we can know what
virtue is, or how to instil it in others – they have no moral bedrock. The only exception is childrearing, where
parents do favour intervention over neutrality in their desire to bring up their children. And yet the results
are not good – freedom does not always bring only good things; ‘our deepest wish may be that someone would
come along and save us from ourselves.’
Religions however do offer guidance on how to live. They know that to sustain goodness we need an audience –
it helps to know someone is watching (most marriages would work better if we thought that!). Clergy may tend
to speak as if they alone were in possession of maturity and moral authority – but Christianity acknowledges
that we are actually all infantile, incomplete and unfinished – and calls it Original Sin. It creates a moral
atmosphere in which people point out their flaws to one another and look for improvement in their behaviour.
Fresco painters put up virtues and vices as models and warnings – eg Scrovegni Chapel.
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What would it be like if we had similar images on advertising hoardings – eg advocating Forgiveness?Atheists
tend to pity the inhabitants of religiously dominated societies for the extent of the propaganda they have to
endure, but this is to overlook secular societies' equally powerful and continuous calls to prayer.
A libertarian state truly worthy of the name would try to redress the balance of messages that reach its
citizens away from the merely commercial and towards a holistic conception of flourishing. True to the
ambitions of Giotto's frescoes, these new messages would render vivid to us the many noble ways of behaving
that we currently admire so much and so blithely ignore… We don't only need reminders of the advantages of
savoury snacks. p88

This post about the "10 essential virtues" gives a good summary of what "secular" as distinct from
"religious" or "commercial" values mean. In my next post I will give excerpts about the book's key
chapter on Education...

The moral depravity of the Romanian political class - continued
The political class in Romania surpassed itself last week. Without any warning or discussion they
passed a draft law to protect themselves against prosecution for corruption. Under the proposed
law, the president, members of parliament, and lawyers would no longer be classed as public officials,
thus protecting them from charges of abuse of office, bribe-taking, conflict of interest, and other
corruption crimes, Officials who have been convicted of such crimes may be exonerated if the bill
becomes law.
The bill has not yet been sent for President Basescu’s signature. He can return the bill for revision
only once.
Prime Minister Victor Ponta – on his return from Nelson Mandela’s funeral - seemed to accept on 12
December that the law needed to be discussed again, and if it is endorsed by legal experts, that
Romania should ask the European Commission to say whether it breaks any of the country’s
international obligations.
The anti-corruption agency DNA says 28 parliamentarians are on trial or serving prison sentences
for corruption and more than 100 mayors and deputy mayors are on trial for financial crimes. The
bill sharply contradicts Romania’s obligations under European and UN anti-corruption agreements,
the DNA said.
One frequent blogger on things Romanian sets the scene and gives further detail here
December 2013

Ideas and Institutions
The last section of de Botton’s book deals with institutions and has a few simple but effective
graphs comparing the scale of annual spending eg (a) of the Catholic Church with that of Proctor
and Gambles; and (b) of Pringle crisps in UK with that for all books and poetry published in that
country! These graphs really make the point very powerfully about the impossibility of individual
writers making any impact on national affairs. The text then offers the following sentence The challenge we face is how to ally the very many good ideas which currently slumber in the
recesses of intellectual life with organisational tools (many religious in nature) which stand the best
chance of giving these ideas due impact in the world (p299)
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De Botton’s book is one of those rare ones which emerge from my reading with a mass of underlining,
pencilled strokes, ticks and just a few question marks. It helped remind me of various issues which
have cropped up from time to time in the blogs over the past few years but to which I have not
devoted enough consideration, such as  How we can reinvent the ethic of social responsibility
 The need to honour those individuals who embody the “good life”
 How the discontent if not rage so many people have about the commercial, political and
financial elites can be translated into effective social action.
 The importance (but marginalisation) of cross-boundary (inter-disciplinary) work and
writing
 the neglect (and importance of) literature and history in giving insights to contemporary
issues
18 December 2013

Law-breaking in Romania
One of the few signs of public kindness left in Romania is.... hitch-hiking. At the exit of all cities
you can see a few people waiting for lifts – which they will generally get in 10 minutes or so. As you
leave the car – after a trip of 50 kilometres say – you will simply put a note worth a couple of euros
in the driver’s hand as you leave. But hitch-hiking in Romania is being banned – with the guilty party
now designated as the driver (as if we were the customers of prostitutes).
So where does that place me when I am on the 6 kilometre stretch of track from the main road to
the village where I live in the summer when I encounter villagers? No justification has been given
for this stupid new law which, hopefully, will be ignored by all, not least the police (as it was for a
previous effort some years back apparently). As if Romanians were not being crushed enough!
I referred some months back to a great book of black and white photographs of Ceaucescu‘s
Romania by Andrei Pandele which got a nice review on the BBC magazine.
The author of the piece, Tessa Dunlop, wrote a novel recently about the period – To Romania with
Love
Finally, for those who want to know more about aspects of Romania’s history, there is an interesting
review of the second-world war dictator Antonescu here
25 December 2013

Kindness in Romania
One man who met with great kindness here was Irishman Peter Hurley who made a snowy pilgrimage
from Sapanta on the border with Ukraine arriving in mid December last year in Bucharest,
overnighting mostly in village houses on the rural tracks he was using.
I was prepared to dislike the book he has just published on his journey - as another example of
outsiders imposing themselves on unsuspecting locals - noting that a quick flick indicated that there
was no mention of other books written about the country.
But Hurley is not your typical expat – resident in the country for almost 20 years and developing a
variety of musical and rural networks from his work some of whom are tapped for hospitality. Most
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of his overnight stays, however, are made in houses he chances upon late in the evenings as he
finishes his daily treks and whose impecunious residents clearly take to this eccentric visitor. His
vignettes, with a different pen, might have been found intrusive but Hurley's help create a gallery
of highly sympathetic portraits of people living off God's land....
The book’s descriptions of the landscape make it a charming read and it contains several positive
stories of (sadly rare) cooperative work in some villages for the production of milk and apple juice;
of those practising craft skills which are (also sadly) disappearing; and of at least one good priest
doing (very) good work (interestingly in Cristian near my own village).
The book is entitled The Way of the Crosses - from the habit he adopted of prayer at the small
roadside crosses (troite) he meets on his way. He says early on that he does not consider himself a
religious person but he certainly seems to have made amends during his journey! As an agnostic
myself, I might have found this note jarring - but the author's basic goodness rescues that and
clearly inspires those he met. We can do with more of this in our lives!
The book has spurred me to make a list of the books I know of in English about Romania. A year
back I had posted about good guides to the country and referred to a list I had found in one
website . And, in 20102, I also did a guide to blogs about Romania.
But I know of only one (short) list of books which have Romania as their focus – whether novels,
histories or whatever and that is in the blog Bucharest Life - although John Villier's "Romania"
(Pallas Guide) had almost 100 book references (mainly histories)
So thank you Peter for inspiring me to make what is probably the first real attempt at such a list of
books in English about Romania. Currently it has 35 books on it - novels, travelogues, memoirs and
histories.
29 December 2013
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A Romanian Wedding
A Franco-Romanian wedding yesterday – Sylvan,
the Head Chef of the Renault-Dacia factory at
Pitesti, and Elena invited us. They have been
regulars at our old neighbour’s house down the
hill and are now finishing a charming house
with a hill-site overlooking the village - with
Transylvanian “eye” windows and the
traditional (schitza) roof our house also
boasts .
The journey started with my first drive down
the new asphalt road through the neighbouring
(equally scattered) village of Tohani to
Dimbovita – I rate it as Romania’s most
spectacular scenery – and that is saying something! And that’s even before we reach the sinuous
climb from there to Campulung.
I’ve posted already about Campulung which was on our route – one of my favourite small Romanian
towns with its old bourgeois houses –and was
equally taken with the lovely stretch in the
plains which followed.
The enormous concrete Cathedral of Mioveni
(the suburb where the plant is located) was
much less to my liking. Nor is the Orthodox
priesthood – although their representatives
yesterday were very friendly – perhaps the kilt
helped!
And the ceremony was delightful – this is my
third Romanian wedding but the first where I’ve
been able fully to indulge my photographic
inclinations – young kids, crazy hats and legs
tend to be much more interesting although the crowned heads of my two friends were certainly
very sweet.
I now try to avoid the sort of civil celebrations which follow – mainly because I know so very few
people at them and, in this case, don;t speak the language. This was true even at my daughter’s
wedding in 2012. After the high of my own speech, I felt pretty low (not helped by a cold) and was
reduced to reading copies of London Review of Books alone in a sitting room while waiting for a lift
home.
This time I avoided sociability by immediately striking for home while it was still light – the last
half-hour of curves in the mountainous still visible in the darkness was quite an experience…….
Very appropriately, I have come across this article in today's Guardian about the making 20 years
ago of Four Weddings and a Funeral - which film I am now settling down to view - here. Theplot is
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here.
For the record, this is my third Romanian wedding (compared with my 3 (family) Scottish weddings
and about at least 10 Scottish funerals) But I wonder where else can couples get such wonderful
crowns for their weddings?
22 April 2014

Toma Socolescu - an architect who made his mark
On a trip a couple of days ago to nearby Brasov, I
visited the new Humanitas bookshop for the first
time – and also the Carteresti bookshop nearby –
both housed in typical marvellous old Saxon
buildings with which the heart of the City is so
generously endowed.
I was lucky to find in the latter a 250 page book on
the works of one of the very distinctive school of
Romanian architects of the first part of the
20th century which made (and still make) Romanian provincial towns visually so interesting. Toma
Socolescu’s work adorns much of Ploiesti where he was born on July 20, 1883 to a family of
architects (grandfather, father and uncle were all architects).
He studied at the "Peter and Paul" (now National College "Ion Luca Caragiale") and at the University
of Architecture and Urbanism "Ion Mincu" of Bucharest where Ion Mincu himself was a teacher. He
specialized in civil and religious architecture and built many of the buildings of Ploiesti eg
 Between 1924 and 1932 - his old high school building which houses, the current National
College "Ion Luca Caragiale".
 Between 1924 and 1933 (opening date) - Palace of Culture in Ploiesti , the former Palace of
Justice. (A very good article about the story of building the palace can be found on the
website Republic of Ploiesti )
 Between 1929 and 1935 - Ploiesti Central Market - probably the most famous building in
Ploiesti recognized at European level.
 Between 1923 and 1937 - St. John the Baptist - an imposing building with its tower 60
meters high.
 Between 1912 and 1936 - Church of St. Panteleimon , located on Democracy, no. 71.
 Thomas T. Socolescu was actively involved in the political life of the interwar period:
 Mayor of Ploiesti, during December 1919 - March 1920
 Councillor of the City, from March 1926 - March 1929
 Prefect in Prahova, during April 1931 - June 1932
 Mayor of Păuleştiului, during 1937 - 1940
Besides the profession of architect and his political career, Thomas Socolescu was involved in the
cultural life of Ploiesti. He helped found the Library Nicolae Iorga and Prahova County Museum of
Art "Ion Ionescu-Quintus" . During the communist period he was persecuted by the Security (as
were other important families in Romania). His buildings clearly flaunted style and wealth which
offended ideological principles.
8 may
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A window to Romania's past
I’m at the fine-tuning stage of the guide – giving me the
freedom to surf some of the links I had added to the text
which lead to others I had not had the chance to explore. For
example some of the book references in a discussion thread
about Romanian literature .
But it was the back issues
of the francophone
bimonthly Regard which
led me via an interview to
what seems (probably
wrongly) to be a typically
surreal bit of recent
writing by a young
historian Choosing your
Ancestors - an imaginary
genealogical journey to
Romanian Boyars.(2013) If you scroll further down the link(and
have automatic translate) you will see that the launch (last
August) was kicked off by Romania’s two greatest historians Lucian Boia (whose family name google automatic magnificently
and variously translates as “pulveriser” or “paprika”!) and
Neagu Djuvara
It was author Filip Lucian-Iorga’s well-connected website which led to me the tremendous photo
archives Costica Acsinte Archive celebrating the work of a man born in 1897 who was a war
photographer in the First World War and then set up shop in the town of Slobozia about 70 kms
east of Bucharest.
The site is a unique record of life in those times – and encourages readers to write stories around
particular photos!!

3 June
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Mutuality
Amazing how silent it is when the mist is shrouding the
valley….neither birds, cars, planes nor cicadas make any
noise in this damp, dreich weather. Even the dog barks
are faint!
My neighbour’s new pig is ailing – so had the vet on
Saturday. His 2 new lambs are already attached to him
and squawk at the gate for attention.
Maritsa has once again to go to hospital on Wednesday – a
100 km round trip – for some more checks. She has not
been sleeping or eating well this past couple of years. She
will be 81 in a month. Viciu is hale and hearty and will be
88 on 22 June.
Apart from Daniela - and Vlad in Bucharest’s English
bookshop - they are my only link with Romania. Little
wonder that some people wonder why I am here…..Not
easy to explain what meaning a special house and special
valley can give a life!
Here I am totally myself – devoting almost every minute
to contemplation.
I don’t want to sound religious - but the books, music and views do invite deep thought - and the
scribbles which, for me, go with that.
I generally walk into my neighbours’ uninvited and sometimes catch them reading the bible….. Earlier
today my old next-door neighbor came with a couple of eggs for me – in return I give her coffee
and the mobile to talk to Daniela with. She then selects whatever delicacies appeal to her – today it
was a couple of kiwis. But I had a surprise package of small ocean fish for her – which is her
favourite.
Of such is mutuality made

The Black Dog
The trip to Zarnesti is always a pleasure – down
the spectacular road on the narrow ridge which
separates Moiecu and Pestera villages on either
side below (with the mountain ranges behind them);
through Bran and then left at the old village of
Tohani with its saxon houses; then the short run
in open country with the side of the Piatra Craiului
range towering on the left. The trip this time was
for dental purposes – my partner’s not mine – and
I was able to use the time to visit the amazing
16th century Gothic church in the centre
(opposite the municipality) which has stunning
mural paintings – from 1515! I have to confess
that I have neglected this aspect of the country’s
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painting heritage and could immediately sense the difference in colour tints – clearly coming from
the Catholic west rather than the Byzantine church whose painting style alienates me. My daughter,
in the meantime, was visiting the area further north and brought back beautiful shots from the
village museum in Sibiu.
So when, on Monday, I came across a book on Gothic Mural Paintings of Transylvania by Dana Jenei –
as well as one on theWooden Churches of Salaj(North-west of Cluj) by Ana Barga, I had no
hesitation in buying copies, both being in English.
The Humanitas bookshop (next door to the English Bookshop) also had an intriguing-looking 2001
book called The Noonday Demon – an anatomy of depression by Andrew Solomon which had received
rave reviews – not least one from Joyce CarolOates
Like most achievers, I have known depression –
fortunately only for a few years in the last
half of the 1980s. In my case the causes were
external/contextual rather than
chemical/genetic – strong elements of manic
depression – I worked myself very hard. So I
was able (slowly) to identify the root causes
and even have a stab at understanding the
trigger events and therefore be in a better
position to deal with it when it next reared its
head.
It didn’t help that I was living in dark, damp
Scotland! I would basically hibernate for the
winter months – during 3-4 years.
I tried therapy - but was too good with words for that really to be much help - and fairly quickly
gave up lithium.
What I did was to make a fundamental change to my life – I left my family, my job and my country!
That was 24 years ago – and only in 2010 suffered again – for about 6 months when 2 projects were
really screwing me up – one in Beijing. Since the experience, I think I have a different attitude to
life – I have become more grateful for my blessings…
So it’s a condition for which I have a lot of sympathy. And am always pleased when a prominent
person (like Stephen Fry) comes out strongly about his experience.
In my days (almost 30 years ago) there wasn’t all that much to read – although I do remember the
anguish of Philip Toynbee’s diaries
Solomon’s book is a big one (more than 500 pages) which mixes harrowing tales of his own case with
those of others and extensive research (the bibliography and notes account for the last 100 pages)
But is a real page-turner (I’ve almost finished it in 2 days).
In the extent to which it peeled back lives, I was reminded of the way Theodore Zeldin dealt with
individuals in his marvelous Intimate History of Humanity
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The Black Dog is how (manic-depressive) Winston Churchill referred to his condition. Sadly that did
not seem to help advance the need for its proper recognition let alone treatment.
Wednesday, July 9, 2014

Balkan Struggles
Can a Greek historian (even if one who now
teaches at an American University) cast aside
his preconceptions and offer the Englishspeaking reader an understanding of “the
Balkan Wars”? This is the question I have
after reading Andre Gerolymatos’ The Balkan
Wars: Conquest, Revolution and Retribution
from the Ottoman Era to the Twentieth
Century and Beyond
It was one of two books I bought recently to
help me throw some light on the two 1912-13
Balkan conflicts in which first Bulgaria, Greece
and Serbia united to fight (successfully) the Ottomans and then divided to fight one another. I
quickly discovered that the book is mistitled and that the Balkan wars to which the title referred
are in fact the various struggles (not least between brigands) and bloodletting which have
characterised the area for centuries. It is none the worse for that wider focus. The second book –
by a Serb – has the narrower focus.
As one review puts it
this book is a work of cultural sociology in seeking to uncover the patterns of history that have led to
constant conflict, the choices that led to cycles of endless acts of retribution, the cultural scripts of
martyrdom, betrayal, and defeat that have led to the nursing of grudges. There are a lot of people who
come off looking very poor in this book, whether it is exploitative Phanariot Greeks in areas like Moldova
and Rumania; the Ottoman sultans (even when in reform mood); or the brigands whose oppressive and
exploitative ways was a result of and contributed to chaos and anarchy throughout the Balkans. But
towering above all this is the two-faced nature of the interest of the “Great Powers” in the region

We know little of these wars in the West – coverage of the ethnic cleansing of the 90s focused on
older struggles, not on the events of 100 years ago. And there were very few commemorations in
2012 and 2013 – particularly in Bulgaria which risked (and lost) everything by its wanton attack
after the cease-fire on its previous ally Serbia in order to try to win the disputed lands of
neighbouring Macedonia. Illusions of a lost grandeur! Of course, with my interest in Bulgarian
painting of that period, I come across frequent references to the time many of my favourite
artists spent as war artists in this period….
Monday, July 14, 2014
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Surfing in the Carpathians
"How can I know what I think until I read what I write?" is a lovely quotation (from Henry
James) which sits at the masthead of a rather specialised economics blog by a German Professor.
It very much summarises the spirit of this blog and today’s in particular.
For a couple of days I’ve been wanting to do a post on the “Manual for Counter-technopolis” which
was an Annex in a sadly-forgotten book called The New Zealand Experiment produced in 1995 by
Jane Kelsey.
I was reminded of it as I read Mirowski’s Never Let a Serious Crisis Go To Waste.
The Manual is a list of injunctions for those who wanted (in the 1990s) to fight neo-liberalism.
Twenty years on, the phrases still resonate eg –
- Resist marketspeak – maintain control of the language, challenge its capture, and refuse to convert your
discourse to theirs. Insist on using hard terms that convey the hard realities of what is going on.
- Be realistic and avoid nostalgia—recognise that the world has changed, in some ways irreversibly, and
the past was far from perfect. Avoid being trapped solely into reaction and critique. Many neo-liberal
criticisms of the status quo are justiﬁed and will strike a chord with people. Defending the past for its own
sake adds credibility to their arguments and wastes opportunities to work for genuine change.
- Be proactive and develop real altematives – start rethinking visions, strategies and models of
development for the future. Show that there are workable, preferable alternatives from the start. This
becomes progressively more difficult once the programme takes hold.

The Manual can be read in its entirety in the link – but, somehow, failed to move me. It was too
general, too vague….too rhetorical.
So, as the dawn come up over the mountains at 05.00 today, I started to surf for inspiration and hit
first a review in Book Forum of Utopia or Bust which is a look at some of the key left theorists
about the global crisis - by Benjamin Kunkel who, I remembered, had written the recent great
review of Thomas Piketty’s current blockbuster to which I referred a few days ago. Kunkel – like
other great reviewers of the London Review of Books – is actually a writer.
The publisher of his latest book is one of several fascinating small publishers who are coming to my
attention - Zero Books (Not to be confused with Zed books !)
From there, I was led on to Poor but sexy – culture clashes in Europe West and East by a Polish
writer Agata Pyzik who writes for the Guardian’s new East Network which had rather passed me by.
My study faces due east and the morning sun (when it appears!) always hits my eyes. At 10.00 I
can’t help but notice that the skies are cloudless – but with quite a chilly breeze making it
impossible to sit on the open terrace for more than 5 minutes. I began to realise that I don’t write
very much about Europe these days; and manage to come across a new website – the European
Cultural Foundation and an interesting booklet on the Dwarfing of Europe which in turn led me to a
worthy-looking journal on things European founded by a Bulgarian – EU Inside with this useful
overview of a recent forum in Croatia
From there, just a quick flick of the wrist to Wolfgang Streeck’s most recent book Buying Time - a
sense of which he gave in a New Left Review article
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On days like this, I wonder whether I shouldn’t call this blog – Surfing in the Carpathians. It
reminds me of the great book Europa Europa by Hans Magnus Enzensberger which contained an
essay entitled “The Seacoast of Bohemia”
August 2014

Things Look Up in Romania; and time to challenge managerialism
Drive down to Sofia at the weekend – escaping the last-minute frenzy of the Presidential Election
which, against all odds (not least the brazen corruption of the so-called social democrats PSD) went
to an ethnic German who has ruled the city of Sibiu very competently for the past decade.
Political labels don’t mean anything in Romania – the entire system has been corrupt until the judicial
system started to work a couple of years ago and to jail scores of politicians…
That story deserves a wider hearing – but the Iohannis victory should be a further boost to
“normalising” forces in the country although, inevitably, there are some unsavoury elements in the
alliance which supported him.
The PSD candidate was the present Prime Minister who commands a strong parliamentary vote.
Sadly, therefore, the scene seems set for yet more mutual aggression – with Iohannis’ disarming
personality being one possible saving grace….
Over the weekend I got caught up in a variety of reading material – initially the 2003 The Scots’
Crisis of Confidence which I will comment on shortly.
The author, Carol Craig, has been head of the Centre for Confidence in Glasgow for some years and
writes interestingly on her blog about change issues as well as directing to interesting sites such as
one called After Now which contains thoughtful papers about modernity and its sustainability – as
well as one on the hidden power of paradigms
She is also editor of a new series of short publications called Postcards from Scotland – one of
which (“Letting Go”) challenges the aggressive management style which has become the norm in the
past couple of decades and gives a couple of great references – a long paper Performance
Management and workplace tyranny produced by a Strathclyde Professor for the STUC – and
a 2009 paper by a group of American management gurus entitled Moonshots for Management which
takes strong issue with the direction of management.
Two other important papers caught my eye - Democratic Wealth – building a citizens economy –
which seems to be one of the rare “alternative” manifestoes we need these days.
And something called the Life After Europe project
I’ll try to make sense of these for you…..
17 November 2014
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EU credit
This blog admits to sharing the general cynicism about the political process. All the more important
therefore to recognise when positive efforts show results. Last week’s astounding victory (by a 10%
margin) in the Romanian Presidential elections of a quiet outsider took everyone by surprise –
he was down by the same margin after the first leg of the elections - but what happened in the
subsequent two weeks has given the country its first real opportunity in 25 years to change an
utterly venal system.
Something seemed to snap this month for many Romanian citizens. They are used to smugness,
arrogance, lying and deceit from their politicians – although the past two years have seen an
increasing number of those politicians being actually tried, convicted and locked up. The Prime
Minister (and Presidential candidate) Ponta epitomised their breed – having been groomed by a
previous Prime Minister Adrian Nastase (2000-2004) who became in 2010 or so one of the first
politicians to be fingered by a judiciary which was given its head by the terms of Romania’s entry to
the EU in 2007 – and specifically by the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism.
At its heart is the National Anti-Corruption Agency (DNA) whose officials bring the prosecutions
which (tenured) judges at last are happy to uphold. (Not that this stops the Romanian Parliament
from trying to give its deputies special immunity!)
But blatant attempts at vote-rigging in the last few weeks proved too much for voters - and seem
to have been the spur for an astonishing jump of 2 million additional people voting in the second
round – more than enough to wipe out the 1.5 million lead which Ponta had in the first round.
Stunning as this victory of decency seems to have been, we need to understand that it has come
about only as a result of long, hard and patient work not only of a few Romanian heroes and heroines
but of a group whose reputation has become a bit more tarnished these days - namely European
technocrats who - as long ago as 2004 - set in place measures to make the Romanian judicial system
work. It has been a long struggle which came to a head in 2012.
Ponta had been Prime Minister for only a few weeks when, in summer 2012, he sparked off a major
constitutional crisis which I covered on the blog during July of that year and summarised in this
post. Tom Gallagher (who has given us a couple of books about post 1989 Romania - one of which is
significantly called "Theft of a Nation") gave the best overview then
A 22-page report from the European commission says the new government, led by Ponta, has flouted the constitution,
threatened judges, illegally removed officials in an arbitrary manner, and tampered with the democratic system of
checks and balances in order to try to secure the impeachment of President Traian Basescu……....The crisis erupted
because of the massive over-reaction by the new government of Victor Ponta to court decisions sentencing political
figures, previously thought to be beyond the reach of the law, to prison terms. Romania had joined the EU (in 2007) on
terms that largely suited a restricted post-communist elite that benefited from discretionary privatisations of the
economy while pulling the strings in many of the key institutions of state.
A once lively independent media was mainly captured by the new power magnates. Parliament devised rules for itself
that made challenges from new social forces very hard and protected its members from prosecution.
Aware that there was a real danger of Romania becoming a festering political slum within the EU, Brussels officials
showed firmness in one key area, the justice sector.The Romanian elite agreed, in 2004, to Brussels having oversight of
the justice system even after entry in 2007.The EU has shown consistency by insisting on a proper separation of
powers and the gradual creation of a justice system not impeded from going after top politicians, businessmen, civil
servants and judges who face credible charges of corruption.
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For the last eight years there has been a messy power struggle between the old guard, determined to hold the line
against encroachments on their power, and a small group of reformers in the justice system and the party of
Democratic Liberalism that held office until April. They have mainly been sustained by President Traian Basescu, a
rough-hewn and unconventional former ship captain in the Romanian merchant navy.
Basescu is hated by much of the elite because he defected from their ranks and decided to try and make his legacy
the cleaning up of one of the most venal political systems in Europe. In the process, leading figures in his own party
have not been spared. This led to a string of defections that explain why his most implacable enemies in the Social
Liberal Union were able to return to government this spring (2012).Their original intentions had been to wait until
parliamentary elections in the autumn before removing Basescu. They were predicted to produce a big win for them due
to the unpopularity of tough austerity measures that Basescu had championed in 2010-11.
But panic set in with the prison sentence for Nastase. Prudence was ditched entirely when the British
journal Nature published an investigation revealing that 85 pages of the new Prime Minister’s thesis had simply been
copy-pasted from other sources.It was decided that Basescu would have to be eliminated from the political game
straight away. But that could only be accomplished by neutralising bodies like the Constitutional Court and the
Ombudsman, seizing control of the official gazette so that the government could publish or suppress whatever laws and
rulings it pleased, and removing the heads of the bicameral parliament in contravention of the rules for this.

President Basescu was unpopular – being associated with austerity measures and being a hyperactive
loudmouth. More than 80% of those who voted in the 2012 referendum called to impeach him
therefore wanted him out (although the President had called for a boycott) but it failed since only
46% of voters turned out. After this, things quietened down. Areport earlier this year from The
Sustainable Government Indicators project gives a detailed analysis of events since 2012.
In a few days he will stand down – and could well then face prosecution himself by virtue of his role
(as Minister of Transport) in the privatisation of Romania’s shipping fleet for what some people
allege to have been too low a figure. As far as I am aware noone suggests that Basescu
benefitted....For Romania's sake, I hope this issue does not become another scandal.....
It has taken all of 2 years for Ponta to get the "come-uppance" he so richly deserves.
And for the EC to begin to deserve the Nobel prize it won a couple of years ago
24 November 2014
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Two funerals and a scandal
Attending funerals was one of the things which
I did as a senior Regional politician in the
1970s and 1980s – as the older officials in the
ranks of our professional advisers passed away.
As I changed countries and roles in 1990, only
the street procession of an Azeri President’s
funeral registered – until my mother’s own
funeral in 2005.
But this past week has seen two funerals of
older friends in this part of the world. First, in
Sofia on Friday that of my friend Vihra’s
father – from whom I always received a warm
welcome in her gallery.
And yesterday we bade farewell to Maritsa our
neighbour for 15 years in the Carpathian village I
call home.
Both were Orthodox ceremonies but provided sharp
contrasts – partly because I witnessed only the
church ceremony in Sofia but mainly because of the
different settings. Rural funeral ceremonies are
permitted the traditional “wake” and horse-drawn
“carriage” when the open coffin lies on an open cart
amidst the mourners who accompany the body,
carrying the wreaths (in this case almost 100) from
the house to the church – stopping every few
minutes for prayers.
We had arrived at 17.00 the previous evening
just as the night’s “wake” was starting –
Maritsa had been dressed in the costume of
the area and she and her grieving husband
Viciu were surrounded by friends, relatives
and neighbours….It was to be a long night for
him. At 07.00 he was still able to smile as we
shared a coffee – but he seemed a broken man
as he stepped out at midday to accompany
Maritsa on the last long walk to the
church….The two had shared a warm marriage
for 64 years….
The evening and morning provided quite a few
choice vignettes as the entire village and surrounding area turned out for one of the area’s
important social occasions. Of course, the mayor was in his element with such an opportunity to
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network and negotiate – although, sitting next to Viciu and me in the kitchen, he totally ignored
Viciu and proceeded to chat at length with a city official about the budget!
The week so far in Romania has been a powerful one – one of six books I picked up in Bucharest’s
English Bookshop was Mike Ormsby’s book of short stories (indeed sketches) - Never Mind the
Balkans, here’s Romania which capture incredibly well the consumerist amorality which has
penetrated so quickly into the soul of Romanians……I refer (discretely) to this in several places in
my E-book on the country - Mapping Romania - notes on an unfinished journey, particularly in the
section on films which mentioned a tough portrayal of contemporary Romania - Child’s Pose which received the top award at this year’s Berlin Film Festival but which we found a bit too close
for comfort.
One cold evening in March, Barbu is tearing down the streets 50 kilometres per hour over the speed limit
when he knocks down a child. The boy dies shortly after the accident. A prison sentence of between three
and fifteen years awaits. High time for his mother, Cornelia, to intervene.
A trained architect and member of Romania’s upper class, who graces her bookshelves with unread Herta
Müller novels and is fond of flashing her purse full of credit cards, she commences her campaign to save
her lethargic, languishing son. Bribes, she hopes, will persuade the witnesses to give false statements.
Even the parents of the dead child might be appeased by some cash.
Călin Peter Netzer, the film’s director, portrays a mother consumed by self-love in her struggle to save
her lost son and her own, long since riven family. In quasi-documentary style, the film meticulously
reconstructs the events of one night and the days that follow, providing insights into the moral malaise of
Romania’s bourgeoisie and throwing into sharp relief the state of institutions such as the police and the
judiciary.

A detailed review of the film can be read here. It is a good example of the strength of familial
loyalty in the country (see Annexes for more on this theme)
The media these past few weeks have been full of the scandal of one Presidential candidate in the
autumn elections – Elena Udrea – whose misuse of funds was caught by various surveillance devices
and friend and husband’s confessions. I’ll write more on this in a later post since this affair is a
typical mixture of soap opera and the Italian Tangentopoli scandal of the early 1990s which Perry
Anderson has brilliantly dissected on several occasions
I have no intention of recycling the facts which are being endlessly regurgitated by journalists here
– rather I will try to put them all in the context of the way Romanian society has “developed” in the
25 years since Ceaucescu fell.
Florin Grancea is one Romanian who has tried to do this in 2006 with his Inside the mechanisms of
Romanian modernisation; and gave a shorter (but pretty opaque) piece a couple of years later on
“the concept of Freedom”
26 February 2015
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Survival in Romania
I referred briefly yesterday to the scandal which is currently gripping Romania – that of exPresidential candidate Elena Udrea. Anyone familiar with the writings of Tom Gallagher would have
evinced not an iota of surprise at the revelations of greed and illegality. They loomed large in his
most recent book on the country - Romania and the European Union – how the weak vanquished the
strong which had followed his 2005 book Theft of a Nation itemising the kleptomania which has
been a feature of the country’s political class for centuries…..
Yesterday’s post used the phrase “consumerist amorality” of contemporary Romania – the last word
alluding to Edward Banfield’s study in the early 1950s of a small town in southern Italy whose
inhabitants displayed loyalty only to the members of their nuclear family and who had absolutely no
sense of social responsibility for wider circles. The book (published in 1955) was called “The Moral
Basis of a Backward Society”
Banfield concluded that the town's plight was rooted in the distrust, envy and suspicion displayed by its
inhabitants' relations with each other. Fellow citizens would refuse to help one another, except where
one's own personal material gain was at stake. Many attempted to hinder their neighbours from attaining
success, believing that others' good fortune would inevitably harm their own interests. "Montegrano"'s
citizens viewed their village life as little more than a battleground. Consequently, there prevailed social
isolation and poverty—and an inability to work together to solve common social problems, or even to pool
common resources and talents to build infrastructure or common economic concerns.
"Montegrano"'s inhabitants were not unique nor inherently more impious than other people. But for quite a
few reasons: historical and cultural, they did not have what he termed "social capital"—the habits, norms,
attitudes and networks that motivate folk to work for the common good.
This stress on the nuclear family over the interest of the citizenry, he called the ethos of ‘amoral
familism’. This he argued was probably created by the combination of certain land-tenure conditions, a
high mortality rate, and the absence of other community building institutions.

Sixty years later, Ronnie Smith profiled (in “City Compass Guide Romania”) the ordinary Romanian in
a similar way If you are fortunate enough to drive in Bucharest you will witness what is probably the clearest evidence
of mass individualism in global human society. Romanian people, of all shapes, sizes, social and educational
backgrounds and income brackets will do things in their cars that display a total disregard for sanity and
other drivers.
Manoeuvres such as parking in the middle of the street, u-turning on highways without any warning and
weaving between lanes in heavy traffic at 150 kilometres per hour are commonplace and point to an
extreme lack of concern for the safety or even the simple existence of others.
The next time you are waiting to get on a plane at Henri Coandă airport, take a little time to observe how
queuing in an orderly and effective manner is clearly regarded as an affront to the sovereignty of the
Romanian individual. Enjoy the spectacle of the pushing, shoving and general intimidation that follows the
arrival of the airport staff to supervise boarding. Even while watching an international rugby test match
you will only occasionally see the same intense level of barely controlled aggression.
Outside of their core social networks Romanians closely follow the rule stating that it is every man,
woman and child for themselves. ……There is an opinion poll, published in early 2012, showing that around
90 percent of the Romanian population regards almost all of their compatriots as utterly untrustworthy
and incompetent. At the same time 90 percent, possibly the same 90 percent, see themselves as being
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absolutely beyond reproach. This is clearly an extreme response no matter how you view it and provides
evidence of an extraordinary and troubling imbalance within the generality of Romania’s social
relationships.
There is a well-known prayer in Romania, which roughly goes: “Dear God, if my goat is so ill that it will die,
please make sure that my neighbour’s goat dies too.”

So what does this commonality suggest? The EU’s first Ambassador here was Karen Fogg who gave
every consultant who came here in the early 1990s (like me) a summary of what can be seen as the
follow-up to Banfield’s book – Robert Putnam’s Making Democracy Work – civic traditions in
Italy (1993) which suggested that the laggardly nature of southern Italian Regions was due entirely
to this “amoral familism”. Putnam made an even greater play of missing “social capital” – indeed
spawned an incredible technocratic literature on the concept and ideas on how it could be
“engineered” to deal with the new alienation of modern capitalism..
Romanian communism, of course, had almost 50 years to inculcate more cooperative attitudes and
behaviour – but the forced nature of “collective farms”; the forced migration of villagers to urban
areas to drive industrialisation; and the scale of Securitate spying created a society where,
paradoxically, even fewer could trusted anyone.
From 1990 the market became God; Reagan and Thatcher had glorified greed; the state was bad;
and television – which had been limited by Ceaucescu to 2 hours a day - the great good……As the
commercial stations and journals spread, the values of instant gratification became dominant. So we
shouldn’t be surprised that the average Romanian seems to behave in such an aggressive and selfish
if not amoral way………
Grancea’s article on “the concept of freedom in Romania” may be a very bad translation but does
emphasise a crucial point – that the words foreign business men, consultants and academics have
brought to Romania do not resonate in people’s minds the way we imagine them to…..They have in
fact become simply another series of verbal weapons to use in the struggle for position..........
Almost 5 years ago I quoted this poem –
Smuggler

Watch him when he opens
His bulging words – justice
Fraternity, freedom, internationalism, peace,
peace, peace. Make it your custom
to pay no heed
to his frank look, his visa, his stamps
and signatures. Make it
your duty to spread out their contents
in a clear light
Nobody with such language
Has nothing to declare

My E-book Mapping Romania - notes on an unfinished journey tries, in various places, to deal with
some of these cultural aspects - particularly section 7.2 at page 31 and all the annexes
27 February 2015
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Introducing the Romanian Realists
I’ve been stuck this past week on the hot Bucharest plain - so not exactly fizzing with ideas. I took
the opportunity to pull together some of the material which has been lying on my PC about the
Romanian Realist painters of the late 19th and early 20th Century
Introducing the Romanian Realists is 200 pages long – and excludes the well-known work of
TheodorAmman, Nicolae Grigorescu, Ion Andreescu, Camil Ressu, Stefan Luchian and Nicolae
Tonitsa!!
15 June 2015

Romania’s Literary House on the Danube
I spurned the easy option of a fast exit from Sofia
via the Balkan Highway which has me at the top of
the mountain range within half an hour of leaving the
flat and chose the direct route due north, over what
I remembered as a hill. But memory was deficient and
it proved to be a tortuous mountain route - but the
ice-tipped branches and villages more than
compensated (one was called Gini - surely not of “coefficient” fame?)
There was a smattering of snow on the ground at the
final metres…as I headed for Montana, realising that
my road may be 40-50 kms shorter than the main
highway from Sofia but is about an hour longer!
Berkovitsa offered a gallery (closed for lunch!) but I
did see some marvellous wood carving artefacts (eg the pulpit) in its 11 th century (?)
church….Memorials to the 1923 communist uprising are still to be seen in this isolated area which I
had visited in 2012 on my way to workshops for municipal officials in Vratsa and Belogradchik (site
of two great wineries)….
The new bridge over the Danube at Vidin is only the second such link between the 2 countries (the
first was built in 1956) and the container traffic already making a nuisance of itself. Noone, it
seems, thought to anticipate its effects – although a pathetically small stretch of bypass is being
built around Montana….
I had forgotten how fascinating the Belogradchik crags and Serbian (?) mountain ranges are in the
far distance and had to be careful both photographing on the straight stretches and negotiating
the tight bends – a lorry had already come to grief and was causing a tailback…..There are no signs
for the bridge as you reach Vidin – only for Belgrade and “Calafat” (a village on the Romanian side)
but just follow the container traffic and you are soon on the new approach (clearly not much used
by local traffic) and then on the white snake that is the long bridge…..
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The Russe-Giurgiu entry to Romania is the one I know from the countless Danube crossings I have
made these past eight years – and a soul-destroying entry it is with its garbage and dogs….Exiting
from the Vidin bridge, by contrast, is a delight – with the villages being tidy and compact and a
charming self-build idiosyncratic house style from of 1930s and before. Nowadays the only traffic
are the barges which play up and down – and
the odd cruise ship (eg this one which starts
at Bucharest and ends at Budapest with
some fascinating destinations organised en
route)
Port Cetate (Port Fort) was a customs point
in earlier centuries when River traffic
helped connect towns such as Russe,
Svishtov and Vidin to their Romanian and
other neighbours further upstream
The photograph shows the core of the
complex as it has been restored in the last
decade as a Writer’s House by poet and TV
star Mircea Dinescu.
A warm welcome was much appreciated after what had been a 6 hour drive (but less than 250 kms)
from Sofia – all the warmer with a glass of the estate-made rakiya (which it’s actually called in
Oltanea). A gloriously clear liquid, it was one of the best rakias I’ve ever tasted – and I am now a bit
of an expert!!
That was the start to a glorious bean soup produced by the kitchen staff (who seem well-used to
people dropping in at odd hours) great home-produced bread, sausages and pickles…all with one of
the white estate wines (a Pinot Gris) and good conversation.
The sun was setting as we ate and talked and was nicely captured on film.
I mentioned the village near Nitra in Slovakia with a restored Mansion House whose Director
oversaw its transformation since 1990 and now runs a great Training and Wellness-Centre with
major cultural events which draw in artists from far afield. There’s an interview here (only in Slovak
unfortunately) which gives an idea of the place
An hour or so in my room gave me the time to think more about what seem to be 2 projects – a
modest “micro” one running with the first idea of bringing some of my Bulgarian artist friends
together with some Romanian painters; the second the more ambitious one I hinted at in the
previous post….
A second bottle of estate wine graced our next conversation in which we were joined amazingly by
Mircea Dinescu himself who emerged out of the darkness and plumped down beside me. After some
initial reserve, he was soon in great form (thanks to Sergiu’s skilful translation) but perhaps helped
by realising how well I knew some of the figures of Romania’s recent past such as Josef Sava and
Marin Sorescu….
The next morning I had the time to look at the material I had collected on Bulgarian strategies and
projects in this part of the world; summarise them and distribute it to various friends for comment.
Apparently the deadline for the next wave of bids for this Interreg programme is March which
gives time for the collection of the necessary support from beneficiaries…..I duly left Port Cetate
at midday heading through Craiova for Bucharest – a journey of more than four hours……
20 December 2015
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PART III - Further Reading





”Birth and Death in Romania – in the 1980s”; Pavel Campeanu NYRB
”Romania – between history and Europe” – NYRB - Tony Judt 2001
Poor Policy-making – why and what? Sorin Ionitsa
New Wave on the Black Sea
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Annex 1

BIRTH AND DEATH IN ROMANIA – IN THE
1980S
In the last years of the regime, Pavel Câmpeanu, a prominent sociologist and a lifelong leftist
and former prison cellmate of Nicoale Ceauşescu during World War II managed to smuggle out
this article, which was published in The New York Review of Books. For his safety, the
editors did not publish his name since it was known that the Romanian secret service was quick
to punish, even assassinate dissidents, sometimes after they had fled the country. They
suggested that the author was a visitor to Romania, rather than one of the country’s own
citizens.
Instead of theorizing the origins and future of “real existing socialism,” which Câmpeanu did in
his many books and articles, this piece is inundated by details of the mundane: the severe
shortage of food and basic goods, the dysfunctional management of the economy from top to
bottom, the almost omnipresent police and secret services spying on the citizens they were
supposed to serve, down to the most intimate places of women’s bodies. The dismal reality of
everyday life in Ceauşescu’s Romania is recorded faithfully here, and thus speaks for itself.
Source
NYRB Volume 33, Number 16 · October 23, 1986
By Name Withheld (The following is by a writer who frequently travels in Eastern Europe and whose
name must be withheld).
1.
It was May in Transylvania. The days had been mild, the evenings cold, and the Romanian people, as
much obsessed with their situation as anxious to forget it, were watching for Halley's Comet with
childlike anticipation. Their gaze was suddenly, brutally brought back to earth by the events in
Chernobyl (a name somewhat avoided by the local press). Faced as they were with a danger unknown,
inexorable, and impossible to defend against, the special quality of imagination that seems endemic
to the Romanian people was less an asset than a liability. Stores of tinned goods that had lain about
unsold for years disappeared overnight and when the crop of spring vegetables that had been
dreamed of through a worse than austere winter was finally harvested, few were willing to eat it.
Everyone had his own theory about the effects of radiation, a subject on which official discretion
served only to make the panic more acute. Then the public mood shifted. Late into the night
everyone stayed up, neighbors from time to time relaying this or that impression from one window
to the next, until finally an excited group of people converged in Bucharest, shouting at the top of
their lungs. Fallout was forgotten (at least for a night), and there was a positively Mediterranean
sense of joy: for the first time a Romanian soccer team had won a game in the competition for the
European Cup!
Two old friends of mine stayed on the sidelines. After three years I had found them visibly
changed, each in his own way. The more unbending of the two was becoming more rigid in his views,
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the more flexible seemed at times incoherent. Romania itself had changed considerably, it too in its
own way: the three years seemed to have been the culmination of a much longer social ordeal that
had left its mark on the country.
One of my friends said that to understand the recent developments I must first consult a decree
by the Council of State of the Romanian Socialist Republic issued on October 10, 1981. The exact
text ran as follows:
It shall constitute illegal trading activities and, in accordance with the terms set down in the Penal
Code, shall be punishable by six months to five years in prison, to purchase from any state
commercial center or cooperative store, either with a view to hoarding or in any quantity that
exceeds the requirements of a family for a period of a month, oil, sugar, wheat or corn flour, rice,
coffee and all other foodstuffs the hoarding of which might affect the interests of other
consumers and proper provisioning of the population.
Since then, he said, the situation has changed drastically. Coffee can no longer be bought by private
citizens and has been replaced by an ersatz substance disapproved of by physicians, which the
public, guessing at the ingredients, has nicknamed "henna." Meat, buttermilk, and bread are rationed
in most districts, sugar and cooking oil throughout the country—and the ration is much more
generous than the shops charged with distributing them can supply.
Since 1968, it should be explained, Romania has been divided into more than forty districts, each
with a Party secretary, who is its supreme head. He is responsible for delivering a quota of food
from his district to the central government—a task that must give him bad dreams. For it poses an
insoluble problem: if he distributes locally less food than is called for by the plan—as he is virtually
obliged to do—he will be popular with the authorities but held in contempt by the people of the
district; and if he tries to help the population get more food, he will be unpopular with the
authorities. Everyone has a different approach to the same dilemma—for even in the CP no district
secretary is quite like another—and this psychological diversity makes for diversity in the
distribution of food shortages throughout the country. In Cluj or Pitesti the situation, I was told, is
frankly horrible; in Sibiu or Vilcea it is merely wretched. Thousands go from district to district on
shopping excursions from which they often return empty-handed.
Romania seems unique in many ways. It is the only European country in which one can be sentenced
to five years in prison for buying excessive quantities of food that is generally unavailable to the
public. It is also, in my experience, the only such country in which the legal work week is forty-six
hours and the urban population often spends three to four hours a day shopping for groceries. In
Romania President Ceausescu takes upon himself to compose lyrics for a new national anthem,
rather than entrusting the task to a poet. And in spite of a republican form of government of which
he is the constitutional head, the president carries a scepter and is grooming his son as his
successor.
Workers often spend entire days waiting for raw materials that their factory cannot obtain. If
they leave the premises without permission or bring alcoholic beverages, or cigarettes, or lighters,
or matches onto the shop floor, they are regarded as having broken the law and can receive prison
sentences from three months up to two years (Decree 400 of December 29, 1981, Article 18).
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The average wage, according to experts I talked to, is less than one fifth of the average Common
Market wage, while the minimum wage is ignored. The state each month withholds a percentage of
wages that can be returned at the end of the year only if the government's economic goals have
been met—something that rarely happens.
Virtually every business establishment has (in addition to spies) a member of the Secret Police with
a permanent desk, who reports to his superiors on the proper running of the business. All
typewriters must be registered and presented for inspection at the police station every year to
show that the keys have not been tampered with.
Perhaps this list is enough to suggest that the special quality of daily life in Romania bears little
resemblance to Western perceptions of it. When Americans think of Romania they think of the
1984 Summer Olympics and the gymnastics team—even the US secretary of state on the occasion
of his visit this spring mentioned this; about less heroic activities he said nothing. Some
Westerners (those with good memories) tend to remember that, under President Ceausescu,
Romania refused to take part in the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. They forget that
what made the act possible was something that happened in 1958, before Ceausescu, when Soviet
troops withdrew from Romania's borders. This was an obscure event at the time but one that laid
the foundation for Romania's military independence. From that moment Romania's foreign policy
changed radically. It was not under Ceausescu, but under his predecessor that Romania refused to
subordinate the nation's economy to the Soviet bloc's COMECON. The regime refused to break
relations with China and the Romanian Central Committee adopted a declaration of openly denying
the Soviet Union's right to control other countries.
Before he died in 1965, Gheorghiu-Dej appointed Ceausescu as the new head of the Party. In spite
of the accepted impression in the West, the new leader was not the father of Romania's
independence but its beneficiary and heir. His job was to preserve and cherish it for the good of
the Romanian people. Twenty years were all he needed to transform it into a disaster.

2.
Rumania, with an area and a population twice as large as Bulgaria, and a much greater wealth of
resources, seems to have been able to mould an economy that is more successful and prosperous
than that of its smaller ally.
—H. Gordon Skilling,
Communism, National and International (University of Toronto Press, 1964), p. 65.
GNP per capita in 1980, in US dollars:
Romania 2,300
Bulgaria 3,690
(Source: World Bank)
Among the innumerable projects that Khrushchev set in motion, one that was never fully abandoned
by his various successors was that of so-called "economic integration." Soviet "integration" called
for reorganizing the Soviet-controlled territories into coherent "economic regions," without
respect to their national borders. It hinged on a system of economic specialization, and
"international division of labor between brother nations." "Specialization" meant favoring the
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development of those economic activities in which a country already excelled—a reasonable idea
from the standpoint of the new economic community; but from the standpoint of long-term national
strategy, one that meant serious problems for some of the countries involved. For Bulgaria and
Romania, for instance, it meant specialization in agricultural production at the risk of slowing down
their already slow industrial development; both countries were to have the status of an agrarian
hinterland for the more industrially advanced members of COMECON.
The Bulgarians bowed to Khrushchev and risked perpetuating their country's economic
backwardness; this left Romania the sole opponent of economic integration. Profiting from the
general confusion in the Kremlin during the early 1960s, Romania managed to resist the Soviet
project. It was during the years when the Romanians were fighting this battle in COMECON that
the first articles openly critical of the USSR appeared in Romania.
First set up in the USSR under Stalin, the overall model established in the countries of Eastern
Europe relied on centralization under Party control not only to shape their political systems but also
their social structures.
Centralization exists in all those countries to varying degrees. During the last twenty years, when
most of the Eastern European countries have been making attempts to relax internal centralization,
Romania has taken a diametrically opposite path and has used its relative political independence
from the USSR to reproduce an exaggerated version of the Soviet social model. The other states
of the regions—Bulgaria, Hungary, etc.—have accepted that they are politically dependent on the
USSR while managing to put distance between themselves and its social model. As a result, Romania
today is the Eastern European country that is both the most independent with regard to foreign
policy and the most Stalinist in its political and social structures; indeed, it could be called the most
eloquent embodiment of anti-Soviet Stalinism. The country's bankrupt economy is not the result of
its political independence, but rather of its own extreme form of Stalinism.
In effect, autocratic Romania has refused to allow the Soviets to impose their social model on it,
but it has voluntarily imitated that model, and in a markedly more retrogressive form. In doing so
the regime apparently decided that the best way to avoid unfavorable specialization in the national
economy was to avoid any specialization at all. Ignoring the economic cost, Romania set out to
diversify its industrial production to the point where it would be virtually an autarchy. Autarchy,
untenable for world powers, was thought to be perfect for small countries.
The government also seems to have decided that the best way to avoid the country's being turned
into an agricultural hinterland is to destroy agriculture. A permanent reduction in farm income,
flagrant production shortages in chemical fertilizers, the spasmodic fluctuations in the size of
individual private allotments, the coercive control of trade between village and city—all have
contributed to dissuade the farmers not only from producing and selling, but even from preserving
their social identity. The farmers have more and more abandoned agriculture. In such
circumstances an increasingly important share of agricultural labor is being performed through
forced labor by the army, by university and secondary school students, and even by thousands of
laborers and trained experts who are obliged to leave the factories in order to work in the fields
abandoned by those who had always tended them in the past.
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The regime is now making efforts to reverse this trend. Today, young people are no longer being
allowed to leave their villages—following historic practice—and the adults transplanted to urban
areas are being urged to return to the villages from which they were in many cases forcibly evicted.
But the new measures being taken seem aimed not at alleviating but at worsening the situation of
the rural population. The decree of January 24, 1982, which contains eighty-nine articles and which
is purported to represent "a new agricultural revolution," provided inter alia for the compulsory
participation of the entire rural population, independent of profession, in agricultural labour, special
mention being made of old people, invalids, and children from the age of ten (articles 10 and 11), and
there are penal and economic sanctions—including the confiscation of individual land allotments—
against those who do not put in the minimum number of work days, etc.
To supplement their meagre rations, farmers have turned en masse to stealing corn, wheat, and
potatoes out of the fields. A number have been tried and found guilty. I heard of a female farmer
in the Prahova district who was caught carrying a sack of stolen corn by the rural militia. At her
trial her lawyer read out the statement issued by the district Party committee announcing the end
of the harvest. since the offense had been committed a week after the date on which the
statement was issued, it was obvious that the woman could not have been stealing corn; officially
there was no longer any corn left in the fields to be stolen. She was acquitted.
Others were not so lucky—which has led the farmers to change their tactics: now they send their
children to steal for them, since it is much more difficult for the authorities to take legal action
against them. Teaching children to steal in order to obtain food is an act of desperation on the part
of a farmer class that has traditionally adored children and prided itself on an exalted sense of
personal honor. This entire battle over food can only serve to stabilize the weird state of affairs in
which responsibility for agricultural production, now removed from the farmer class, has become
the burdensome monopoly of those in power.
During the past decade the country has thrown itself into frantic industrial growth at an average
annual rate of over 12 percent. This rate, the highest in Europe, is stressed in the official
propaganda being issued to lend credence to the regime's economic strategy. The Romanians are
told that production—which represents the basic raw material of independence—is more virtuous
than consumption, which creates so many problems for the nations that mistakenly extol it.
When translated into drastic restriction of consumer goods in favor of stockpiling industrial goods,
this ethical principle quickly had visible technological results. Two peaks rose above the monotonous
landscape of autarchy: the production of steel and of high-octane fuel. In a very short time, the
country found itself equipped with oil refineries that had a capacity three times greater than the
level of domestic production (considerable, according to European standards: over 11 million tons
per year). That these refineries would be kept busy was made possible by an agreement with Iran.
Iran undertook to provide the oil; in return Romania would furnish Iran with a percentage of the
refined product, the remainder to be set aside either for Romania's own energy requirements or
for sale for hard currency on the international market. Labeled "Energy Independence," the plan
did indeed strengthen the country's independence from the USSR, but not, of course, from Iran.
Heavy foreign debts were contracted to carry out the plan, but no sooner had it got underway than
two adverse events occurred, as disastrous as they were unpredictable: the oil crisis and the fall of
the Shah. The Shah's sorry end is a familiar story; few are aware of the irreparable consequence
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his fate posed to the Romanian leadership, and particularly for the Romanian oil refineries. With
limited water and coal resources and no access to the output of Soviet nuclear power stations—
Romania had thus tied up enormous funds, relying on an oil arrangement that hardly outlived the
ceremonies organized to celebrate its signing.
While Romania can only make partial use of these refineries, it must nevertheless pay off the
foreign debts it contracted to construct them. Instead of amassing currency from gasoline sold to
the West, the country must bleed itself to repay the 12 billion dollars, plus very high interest, that
Western countries claim, notwithstanding Romania's policy of independence from the USSR.
Obviously, the only way the government can cover its losses is to crack down on domestic mass
consumption.
3.
When it comes to political independence, the Romanians find out about it through rumors. They can
judge the country's energy independence from what they see. When darkness falls, the cities are
plunged into shadow—paradise for burglars—and in the daytime, in some cities, buses run only
between 6 and 8 AM and 3 and 5 PM. Electric energy and water services are interrupted daily, at
irregular intervals and for periods that can exceed four hours. As a result, refrigerators defrost in
the summer and in every season residents of Bucharest avoid using elevators so they won't be
caught between floors: elderly people laden with packages and grandmothers carrying babies
prepare for the return to their homes on the tenth or eleventh floors as though for a mountain
climb. The strongest light bulb sold is forty watts, and it is illegal to use more than one lamp per
room; television programming has been cut back to two hours during the working day; each official
organization is allowed to use only a limited number of the cars assigned to it (of course, there are
exceptions, but not in favor of emergency hospital ambulances).
The private use of cars is now banned for the winter months and during the remaining nine months
the lines to buy limited amounts of gasoline can last from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. The
procession that crosses the city four times a day as the president moves between the residential
palace and the one in which he works is made up of nine cars, not to mention the unknown number of
automobiles not officially part of the retinue but assigned to protect it. (A doctor I talked to said
that if the presidential cortege were to be cut back to four automobiles and the gasoline thereby
saved turned over to ambulances, dozens of people might be spared death each week.)
Some bolder citizens, I was told, began to complain and to say that the vaunted energy
independence had gone far enough. They were wrong. The proof came with the polar temperatures
of the winter of 1984–1985, when heat was virtually cut off in every city. At twenty below zero
people were freezing at home and in theaters, and, most of all, in hospitals. Schools were closed;
women who had to go to work in the morning learned to do their cooking after midnight, when the
power would occasionally be turned back on for one or two hours, on forbidden electric plates: the
fine for doing so is five thousand lei, equivalent to the average salary for two months.
The regime tried to alleviate the situation. By the late 1970s it had become clear that the
replacement of the easy-going Shah by the inflexible Ayatollah in Iran would require, in Romania,
the replacement of the easy flow of Iranian oil by something more dependable. Here the
president's philosophy—that history cannot really be changed without also changing geography—
came into play. Ceausescu had earlier ordered construction of the canal from the Danube to the
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Black Sea, which soaked up immense sums of money but which foreign ships still refuse to use. He
ordered the demolition of a third of Bucharest in order to build a new presidential palace flanked
by a triumphal boulevard cutting across the entire city (2.5 million inhabitants). Now, in the same
intrepid spirit, he issued the order that Romania was to become a great coal producer. In the
country's principal coal-producing region more than thirty thousand miners went on strike.
A new decree announced that hence-forth the principal coal-producing regions would be elsewhere,
nearer the president's native village, where the local coal, according to experts I talked to, had a
caloric-energy content below the economically or technologically tolerable limits. Although they did
not go out on strike, the new miners did not prove to be up to the tasks assigned them. Thus the
first version of the plan had called for a production level of 86 million tons of coal by 1985, its
second version set a goal of 64 million, whereas the reported actual production was 44 million. In
the end, energy independence based on Romanian coal turned out to be not all that different from
energy independence based on Iranian oil.
One might think that the Romanian energy shortage is the worst on the Continent. Nothing could be
more erroneous. During the late 1970s, when they were still obtainable, official statistical data
showed that at that time Romania's electrical energy output—2,764 kilowatt hours—was nearly
equal to that of Italy, greater than that of Hungary (2,196 kilowatt hours), Spain, and Yugoslavia,
twice that of Portugal, etc. If, notwithstanding, such signs of extreme energy shortage were not
being observed in Lisbon, but were all-too-evident in Bucharest, this is because Romania, instead of
squandering its electrical energy on the needs of its people, was allocating it to industries that
consume large amounts of energy.
Given its mineral resources, Romania's iron and steel industry had never been very efficient. In
1965, when Ceausescu came to power, it already had the remarkable steel-production rate of 180
kilos per capita, each year. Under the new leader, that figure in fifteen years took a jump that few
economies have ever managed to duplicate: over 600 kilos of steel per capita in 1980—in other
words, more than France, Great Britain, East Germany, or the United States.
Unfortunately, however, the rapid expansion of the Romanian steel industry occurred at a time
when established Western iron and steel industries were sharply cutting their production and the
international steel market was collapsing. As a result, today Romania is suffering from an imbalance
between its capacity to produce steel and its ability to make use of it. A newcomer has a hard time
finding out a place for itself on the market when even old-timers are over-producing. To do so
successfully, there is not much choice: one either relies on technology to improve the quality of the
product or one relies on economic measures to bring about a substantial reduction in price. Thus it
was hardly surprising to see Romanian producers being accused of dumping steel on the market, and
the American market at that. The Romanian iron and steel industry went right on producing
mountains of steel that its domestic industries were unable to digest and that the international
market did not seem keen to acquire.
4.
When one speaks of civil rights in the West, one is usually thinking of freedom of speech or
freedom of assembly, and not the right to keep oneself warm. Nevertheless, particularly during the
winter, the right to keep warm becomes the obsession of most Romanians—the point where all the
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other rights invoked during the rest of the year tend to become forgotten. Thousands of people
deprived of the right of free expression seem utterly indifferent to the fact. Very few remain
indifferent about losing their right to keep warm.
Romania has a longstanding tradition of urban landscaping and Romanians have always taken pride in
their public spaces. On winter nights, however, under the cover of darkness, people have taken to
attacking the large trees that line the cities' streets, cutting off huge branches, and dragging
them back to their icy homes on their children's sleds. Such behavior suggests they actually have
some means for burning the wood—a store or furnace—which is more than most people have.
The story I was told about Grigore Hagiu, a prominent poet, and his wife Gabriela Cressin, a wellknown statistician, is illuminating here. Both were in their forties. They were at home on one of the
unbearable January days in the winter of 1985 when the temperature sank to minus thirty degrees
centigrade by the window thermometers and minus twenty degrees by the radio. After midnight a
thin stream of gas appeared in the kitchen. The couple sat down by the stove and tried to get warm.
They fell asleep.
Some time in the night as they slept the gas went off and came back on again. The couple went on
sleeping. They never woke up.
The director of the Museum of Romanian literature, Alexandru Oprea, also died in this way—and so,
I am told, did many others. "No Gulag, no death squads, no torture or arrests," one of my friends
said. "They died in a state of liberty and in peace, dreaming of a summer they would never see. The
human rights organizations remain frozen on the issue of warmth: it isn't the right itself but its
suppression that turns death into a political act."
The story of Gheorghe Emil Ursu was quite different. The descendant of one of the leaders of the
peasant revolts in the eighteenth century in Transylvania, a friend of many poets, he was also an
engineer, and he was nearing sixty when, during the heatless winter of 1985, he was called in by the
police for questioning about his writings. It was a strange interrogation. The first phase lasted
from January to August. Every evening he would show up for questioning; the rest of the time he
was at liberty, making his living by day. Then, at the beginning of August, the authorities let him go;
whereupon he resumed his former habit of returning home at night and going to bed. On September
21 this idyll came to an end when Ursu disappeared mysteriously. The telephone call informing his
family that Ursu was ill and in prison arrived in November. A second, announcing his death, came
that same day.
To be thrown in prison for what one has put on paper and die there mysteriously has become a banal
fate in many parts of the world today. Ursu's story had an unexpected twist. When the police, on
January 3, 1985, confiscated something he had written, it was not a manifesto inciting the people to
revolt, or an iconoclastic roman à clef, but a private journal. Can one, in this case, still say that Ursu
died for expressing his opinions? Ursu's crime apparently consisted not of having expressed his
opinions but simply of having had them.
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5.
More than anything else my friends wanted me to write about birth and death. In 1966 the new
regime in Romania adopted somewhat Draconian methods for bringing about a sharp and sudden
increase in a birthrate that, by European standards, was already reasonably high.
Before long virtually all measures for birth control were banned. At their workplace many women
have to submit to a monthly examination to see if they are pregnant or not. If they are, they know
they must have a baby within nine months or risk prosecution.
Such measures were the first sign that the scope of Romania's new policies for preserving its
independence and standing up to the USSR had widened so as to include the most intimate
experiences of private life. The clear and persuasive rhetoric of the new program did its job;
equally effective was the minute description of the heavy penalties reserved for those who refused
to take part in it.
According to the statistics, the number of infants rose from 273,687 in 1966 to 527,764 in 1967.
(Under Romanian law, incidentally, no abortion can be performed unless an official from the ministry
of justice is present to certify that the abortion was spontaneous and not induced. The word of the
doctor is not enough. But the official, not trusting his own competence, may not show up. Even if the
woman is having a hemoerrhage the doctor may not act alone and in some cases the woman may die.
This even happened, I was told, to the assistant of the man responsible for the law, the minister of
health.)
That such policies were not a response to any demographic crisis in Romania is suggested by the
available statistics. In 1965, the natural rate of increase in population per one thousand people was
6 in Romania, as opposed to 2.4 in Hungary, for example, and 3 in East Germany. It took nine months
to double the number of newborn babies: but more than six years to double the number of
gynaecologists, obstetricians, pediatricians, and wet-nurses to care for them (leaving aside the
availability of maternity wards, day-care centres, and pediatric hospitals, housing, and schools; or
the production of powdered milk, baby clothes, and medical supplies.) In the ten years before the
program was started the number of babies born each year rarely rose above 250,000. Some people
I talked to believed—and of course there is no way of confirming their view—that of the 500,000
women who became mothers in 1967, over half did so against their will. But beyond such statistical
questions, it seems that a kind of underground battle between the regime and the female population
has been going on.
The government recently opened a new offensive in this battle. In order to prevent statistics on
the subject from being used to stir up trouble, such data are no longer being released. It is
understandable that Romania should designate as state secrets the number of women who have
died, been made invalids for life, or been thrown into prison because they have had abortions,
usually performed by quacks. The following poem, however, which may be puzzling to Westerners,
has been widely circulated:
THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE
An entire people not yet on earth
Condemned to march along from birth
Foetuses from left to right
Devoid of hearing and of sight,
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Foetuses on every hand
Who cannot even understand.
All march towards the tomb
Torn from some suffering mother's womb
Condemned to bear, condemned to die,
And not allowed to question why.
Published in the student magazine Amfiteatrul in December 1984, along with two other poems in a
similar vein, this depressing verse was signed by Ana Blandiana, a highly admired female poet.
Within a very short time, thousands of copies of the poems, either Xeroxed or copied out by hand,
were available everywhere—the work of a curious and widespread popular samizdat, according to
the official press—and were in the hands of a good many families.
They could have been expected to understand what was being said. The offices that issue birth
certificates, for example, ask parents of newborn children to return in a month. One might say that
the infants find themselves face to face with a state that, after having forced them to be born,
now refuses to accept them. Notwithstanding the fact that the child cries or behaves well, clamors
for food or rejects it, gains weight rapidly or too slowly—despite, that is, the fact that it becomes
the center of its family's life—for the state, it continues to be nonexistent for a month. Why does
the state consign the infant population to oblivion, creating a clandestine army of perhaps 400,000
newborn babies every year?
The answer, so I was told, is to be found in the officially published statistics for 1966 and 1967,
which show unequivocally that the explosive rise in the number of births (up 92.8 percent) was
surpassed by the infant mortality rate (145.6 percent). One can force women to bring unwanted
children into the world; one cannot force those children to stay there. Too many of the new arrivals
depart: hence the secrecy. Without a birth certificate, no birth has officially taken place. And
where no birth has officially taken place, technically there can be no death. Thus, by not issuing the
certificate for the period of a month, the state avoids recognizing any deaths that have occurred in
that month. The infant who has never been born in the sight of the law cannot die.
Still, while the official infant mortality rate continues to increase, the mortality rate among old
people continues to become lower, as it does throughout the rest of Europe.
The authorities see this as putting a heavy burden on the economy, since most old people receive
pensions from the state. To relieve this burden (without modifying the law) certain adjustments
have been made: the value of the average pension, for instance, was substantially reduced. That
helped a bit, since it reduced the overall amount of money paid out, in pensions each month. It did
not, however, lessen the number of months those reduced pensions had to be paid out, and from a
budgetary standpoint, the average number of monthly checks cashed by pensioners was far too
high. The only solution was to try to curtail the average period of a person's retirement—by either
delaying its start or hastening its end.
The amount allocated as pensions to each district was greatly reduced. But there was no suggestion
of changing or breaking the law. Someone who had attained the specified age was legally eligible to
retire, and this remained true: at sixty he could apply for permission to retire. Within five years'
time he might well have obtained it. That shortened the length of time a pension had to be paid for
those beginning retirement; but there was still something to be done about those who were coming
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to the end of it. Medical assistance, for instance. Let's say some member of the family suffers a
heart attack. At once a call is put through to the local health center or to a hospital. Either way,
one of the questions on the other end of the phone will invariably concern the patient's age. For
someone over seventy, an ambulance or a doctor will seldom be available. Physicians, I was told, have
strict instructions to cut down on prescription drugs in general but especially among the aged. In
each health center, doctors are watched closely to see that in prescribing a treatment they take
due account of a patient's age.
Another suggestion for how to deal with the problem of older people recently came from the
president himself. In his 1985 speech to the Congress of Popular Counsels he showed himself willing
to offer whatever assistance might be necessary to enable older members of the urban population
to move to the country with a view to taking up "some form of work conducive to physical and
spiritual health." To my friends, this seemed a project designed to tear families apart and they
feared it would amount to deportation and forced labour.
Before we parted, the tougher-minded of my two companions (who has a tendency to dramatize)
said to me by way of farewell: "The bitter fact is that you have no need of us while we have need of
you. When you are back in your own country, you might keep us in mind. Don't just screen out the
hideous reality of the women and children we have been talking about, and the old and infirm who
every day are peaceably being done away with. Repression isn't what you think it is. It's not the
Gulag now, and it's not people being thrown in prison: it is the condition of ordinary life. So much
for the lesson of present-day Romania."
How to Cite this Source
Name Witheld (Pavel Câmpeanu), "Birth and Death in Romania, October 1986," Making the History
of 1989, Item #694, http://chnm.gmu.edu/1989/items/show/694 (accessed May 08 2014, 8:43
am).
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Annex 2

Romania:
By Tony Judt
The New York Review of Books
NOVEMBER 1, 2001

The February 2000 issue of the Bucharest men's magazine Plai cu Boi features one Princess
Brianna Caradja. Variously clad in leather or nothing much at all, she is spread across the center
pages in a cluster of soft-focus poses, abusing subservient half-naked (male) serfs. The smockclad underlings chop wood, haul sleighs, and strain against a rusting steam tractor, chained to
their tasks, while Princess Brianna (the real thing, apparently) leans lasciviously into her furs,
whip in hand, glaring contemptuously at men and camera alike, in a rural setting reminiscent of
Woody Allen's Love and Death.
An acquired taste, perhaps. But then Mircea Dinescu, editor of Plai cu Boi and a well-known
writer and critic, is no Hugh Hefner. His centerfold spread has a knowing, sardonic undertone: it
plays mockingly off Romanian nationalism's obsession with peasants, land, and foreign
exploitation. Princess Brianna is a fantastical, camp evocation of aristocratic hauteur and
indulgence, Venus in Furs for a nation that has suffered serial historical humiliation. The ironic
juxtaposition of pleasure, cruelty, and a rusting tractor adds a distinctive local flourish. You
wouldn't find this on a newsstand elsewhere in Europe. Not in Prague, much less Vienna. You
wouldn't even find it in Warsaw. Romania is different. [1]
In December 2000, Romanians went to the polls. In a nightmare of post-Communist political
meltdown, they faced a choice for president between Ion Iliescu, a former Communist
apparatchik, and Corneliu Vadim Tudor, a fanatical nationalist. All the other candidates had been
eliminated in a preliminary round of voting. The parties of the center, who had governed in
uneasy coalition since 1996, had collapsed in a welter of incompetence, corruption, and
recrimination (their leader, the former university rector Emil Constantinescu, did not even
bother to stand for a second presidential term). Romanians elected Iliescu by a margin of twoto-one; that is, one in three of those who voted preferred Tudor. Tudor's platform combines
irredentist nostalgia with attacks on the Hungarian minority—some 2 million people out of a
population of 22 million —and openly espouses anti-Semitism. The magazines that support him
carry cartoons with slanderous and scatological depictions of Hungarians, Jews, and gypsies.
They would be banned in some Western democracies. [2]
Both Tudor and Iliescu have deep roots in pre-1989 Romanian politics. Tudor was Nicolae
Ceausescu's best- known literary sycophant, writing odes to his leader's glory before making the
easy switch from national communism to ultranationalism and founding his Greater Romania Party
in 1991 with émigré cash. Ion Iliescu is one of a number of senior Communists who turned against
Ceausescu and manipulated a suspiciously stage-managed revolution to their own advantage.
President of Romania between 1990 and 1996 before winning again in 2000, he is popular
throughout the countryside, especially in his native region of Moldavia, where his picture is
everywhere. Even urban liberals voted for him, holding their noses (and with Tudor as the
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alternative). There are men like these in every East European country, but only in Romania have
they done so well. Why?
By every measure, Romania is at the bottom of the European heap. The Romanian economy,
defined by per capita gross domestic product, ranked eighty-seventh in the world in 1998, below
Namibia and just above Paraguay (Hungary ranked fifty-eighth). Life expectancy is lower in
Romania than anywhere else in Central or Southeastern Europe: for men it is just sixty-six
years, less than it was in 1989 and ten years short of the EU average. It is estimated that two
out of five Romanians live on less than $30 per month (contrast, e.g., Peru, where the minimum
monthly wage today is $40). By all conventional measures, Romania is now best compared to
regions of the former Soviet Union (except the Baltics, which are well ahead) and has even been
overtaken by Bulgaria. According to The Economist's survey for the year 2000, the "quality of
life" in Romania ranks somewhere between Libya and Lebanon. The European Union has tacitly
acknowledged as much: the Foreign Affairs Committee of the European Parliament lists Romania
as last among the EU-candidate countries, and slipping fast.[3]

It wasn't always thus. It is not just that Romania once had a flourishing oil industry and a rich
and diverse agriculture. It was a country with cosmopolitan aspirations. Even today the visitor to
Bucharest can catch glimpses of a better past. Between the 1870s and the First World War the
city more than doubled in size, and some of the great boulevards laid down then and between the
wars, notably the Calea Victoria at its very center, once stood comparison with the French
originals on which they were modeled. Bucharest's much-advertised claim to be "the Paris of the
East" was not wholly spurious. Romania's capital had oil-fired street lamps before Vienna and got
its first electric street lighting in 1882, well before many Western European cities. In the
capital and in certain provincial towns—Ias¸i, Timis¸oara —the dilapidated charm of older
residences and the public parks has survived the depredations of communism, albeit barely.[4]
One could speak in a comparable vein of Prague or Budapest. But the Czech Republic and
Hungary, like Poland, Slovenia, and the Baltic lands, are recovering unexpectedly well from a
century of war, occupation, and dictatorship. Why is Romania different? One's first thought is
that it isn't different; it is the same—only much worse. Every post-Communist society saw deep
divisions and resentments; only in Romania did this lead to serious violence. First in the uprising
against Ceausescu, in which hundreds died; then in interethnic street-fighting in Târgu-Mures¸
in March 1990, where eight people were killed and some three hundred wounded in orchestrated
attacks on the local Hungarian minority. Later in Bucharest, in June 1990, miners from the Jiu
Valley pits were bussed in by President Ion Iliescu (the same) to beat up student protesters:
there were twenty-one deaths and 650 people were injured.
In every post-Communist society some of the old nomenklatura maneuvered themselves back into
positions of influence. In Romania they made the transition much more fluently than elsewhere.
As a former Central Committee secretary, Iliescu oversaw the removal of the Ceausescus
(whose trial and execution on Christmas Day 1989 were not shown on television until three
months later); he formed a "National Salvation Front" that took power under his own direction;
he re-cycled himself as a "good" Communist (to contrast with the "bad" Ceausescu); and he
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encouraged collective inattention to recent history. By comparison with Poland, Hungary, or
Russia there has been little public investigation of the Communist past—efforts to set up a
Romanian "Gauck Commission" (modeled on the German examination of the Stasi archives) to look
into the activities of the Securitate have run up against interference and opposition from the
highest levels of government.
Transforming a dysfunctional state-run economy into something resembling normal human
exchange has proven complicated everywhere. In Romania it was made harder. Whereas other
late-era Communist rulers tried to buy off their subjects with consumer goods obtained through
foreign loans, under Ceausescu the "shock therapy" advocated after 1989 in Poland and
elsewhere had already been applied for a decade, for perverse ends. Romanians were so poor
they had no belts left to tighten; and they could hardly be tempted by the reward of long-term
improvement. Instead, like Albania and Russia, Romania fell prey to instant market gratification
in the form of pyramid schemes, promising huge short-term gains without risk. At its peak one
such operation, the "Caritas" scam which ran from April 1992 to August 1994, had perhaps four
million participants—nearly one in five of the population. Like "legitimate" privatization, these
pyramid schemes mostly functioned to channel private cash into mafias based in old Party
networks and the former security services.
Communism was an ecological disaster everywhere, but in Romania its mess has proven harder to
clean up. In the industrial towns of Transylvania— in places like Hunedoara or Baia Mare, where a
recent leak from the Aural gold mine into the Tisza River poisoned part of the mid-Danubian
ecosystem—you can taste the poison in the air you breathe, as I found on a recent visit there.
The environmental catastrophe is probably comparable in degree to parts of eastern Germany or
northern Bohemia, but its extent is greater: whole tracts of the country are infested with
bloated, rusting steel mills, abandoned petrochemical refineries, and decaying cement works.
Privatization of uneconomic state enterprises is made much harder in Romania in part because
the old Communist rulers have succeeded in selling the best businesses to themselves, but also
because the cost of cleaning up polluted water and contaminated soil is prohibitive and offputting to the few foreign companies who express an initial interest.

The end of communism has brought with it nearly everywhere a beginning of memory. In most
places this started with the compensatory glorification of a pre-Communist age but gave way in
time to more thoughtful discussion of politically sensitive topics from the national past, subjects
on which Communists were typically as silent as nationalists. Of these the most painful has been
the experience of World War II and local collaboration with the Germans—notably in their
project to exterminate the Jews. Open debate on such matters has come furthest in Poland; in
Romania it has hardly begun.
Romania was formally neutral in the early stages of World War II; but under the military
dictator Marshal Ion Antonescu the country aligned itself with Hitler in November 1940 and
joined enthusiastically in the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union, contributing and losing more
troops than any of Germany's other European allies. In May 1946, with Romania firmly under
Soviet tutelage, Antonescu was tried and executed as a war criminal. He has now been
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resurrected in some circles in post-Communist Romania as a national hero: statues have been
erected and memorial plaques inaugurated in his honor. Many people feel uneasy about this, but
few pay much attention to what would, almost anywhere else, be Antonescu's most embarrassing
claim to fame: his contribution to the Final Solution of the Jewish Question.[5]
The conventional Romanian position has long been that, whatever his other sins, Antonescu saved
Romania's Jews. And it is true that of the 441,000 Jews listed in the April 1942 census, the
overwhelming majority survived, thanks to Antonescu's belated realization that Hitler would lose
the war and his consequent rescinding of plans to deport them to extermination camps. But that
does not include the hundreds of thousands of Jews living in Bessarabia and Bukovina, Romanian
territories humiliatingly ceded to Stalin in June 1940 and triumphantly reoccupied by Romanian
(and German) troops after June 22, 1941. Here the Romanians collaborated with the Germans
and outdid them in deporting, torturing, and murdering all Jews under their control. It was
Romanian soldiers who burned alive 19,000 Jews in Odessa, in October 1941; who shot a further
16,000 in ditches at nearby Dalnick; and who so sadistically mistreated Jews being transported
east across the Dniester River that even the Germans complained. [6]
By the end of the war the Romanian state had killed or deported over half the total Jewish
population under its jurisdiction. This was deliberate policy. In March 1943 Antonescu declared:
"The operation should be continued. However difficult this might be under present
circumstances, we have to achieve total Romanianization. We will have to complete this by the
time the war ends." It was Antonescu who permitted the pogrom in Ias¸i (the capital of
Moldavia, in the country's north-east) on June 29 and 30, 1941, where at least seven thousand
Jews were murdered. It was Antonescu who ordered in July 1941 that fifty "Jewish
Communists" be exterminated for every Romanian soldier killed by partisans. And it was
unoccupied Romania that alone matched the Nazis step for step in the Final Solution, from legal
definitions through extortion and deportation to mass extermination. [7]
If Romania has hardly begun to think about its role in the Holocaust, this is not just because the
country is a few years behind the rest of Europe in confronting the past. It is also because it
really is a little bit different. The project to get rid of the Jews was intimately tied to the
longstanding urge to "Romanianize" the country in a way that was not true of anti-Semitism
anywhere else in the region. For many Romanians the Jews were the key to the country's allconsuming identity problem, for which history and geography were equally to blame.
2.
Peasants speaking Romanian have lived in and around the territories of present-day Romania for
many centuries. But the Romanian state is comparatively new. Romanians were for many centuries
ruled variously by the three great empires of Eastern Europe: the Russian, the AustroHungarian, and the Ottoman. The Turks exercised suzerainty over Wallachia (where Bucharest
sits) and Moldavia to its northeast. The Hungarians and latterly the Habsburgs ruled
Transylvania to the northwest and acquired the neighboring Bukovina (hitherto in Moldavia) from
the Turks in 1775.
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The Russians for their part pressed the declining Ottoman rulers to turn over to them effective
control of this strategic region. In 1812, at the Treaty of Bucharest, Tsar Alexander I
compelled Sultan Mahmud II to cede Bessarabia, then part of eastern Moldavia. "Romania" at
this point was not yet even a geographical expression. But in 1859, taking advantage of
continuing Turkish decline and Russia's recent defeat in the Crimean War, Moldavia and
Wallachia came together to form the United Principalities (renamed Romania in 1861), although
it was not until 1878, follow-ing a Turkish defeat at Russian hands, that the country declared
full inde-pendence, and only in 1881 was its existence recognized by the Great Powers.
From then until the Treaty of Versailles, the Romanian Old Kingdom, or Regat, was thus confined
to Wallachia and Moldavia. But following the defeat of all three East European empires in World
War I, Romania in 1920 acquired Bessarabia, Bukovina, and Transylvania, as well as part of
northern Bulgaria. As a result the country grew from 138,000 square kilome-ters to 295,000
square kilometers, and doubled its population. The dream of Greater Romania—"from the
Dniester to the Tisza" (i.e., from Russia to Hungary) in the words of its national poet Mihai
Eminescu—had been fulfilled.
Romania had become one of the larger countries of the region. But the Versailles treaties, in
granting the nationalists their dream, had also bequeathed them vengeful irredentist neighbors
on all sides and a large minority population (grown overnight from 8 to 27 percent) of
Hungarians, Germans, Ukrainians, Russians, Serbs, Greeks, Bulgarians, Gypsies, and Jews —some
of whom had been torn from their homelands by frontier changes, others who had no other home
to go to. Like the newly formed Yugoslavia, Romania was at least as ethnically mixed as any of
the preceding empires. But Romanian nationalist leaders insisted on defining it as an ethnically
homogeneous nation-state. Resident non-Romanians—two people out of seven—were "foreigners."

The result has been a characteristically Romanian obsession with identity. [8] Because so many of
the minorities lived in towns and pursued commerce or the professions, nationalists associated
Romanian-ness with the peasantry. Because there was a close relationship between language,
ethnicity, and religion among each of the minorities (Yiddish-speaking Jews, Catholic and
Lutheran Hungarians, Lutheran Germans, etc.), nationalists insisted upon the (Orthodox)
Christian quality of true Romanian-ness. And because Greater Romania's most prized acquisition,
Transylvania, had long been settled by Hungarians and Romanians alike, nationalists (and not only
they) made great play with the ancient "Dacian" origins. [9]
Today the Jewish "question" has been largely resolved—there were about 760,000 Jews in
Greater Romania in 1930; today only a few thousand are left. [10] The German minority was sold to
West Germany by Ceausescu for between 4,000 and 10,000 deutschmarks per person, depending
on age and qualification; between 1967 and 1989 200,000 ethnic Germans left Romania this way.
Only the two million Hungarians (the largest official minority in Europe) and an uncounted
number of Gypsies remain.[11] But the bitter legacies of "Greater Romania" between the World
Wars stubbornly persist.
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In a recent contribution to Le Monde, revealingly titled "Europe: la plus-value roumaine," the
current prime minister, Adrian Nastase, makes much of all the famous Romanians who have
contributed to European and especially French culture over the years: Eugène Ionescu, Tristan
Tzara, E.M. Cioran, Mircea Eliade...[12] But Cioran and, especially, Eliade were prominent
intellectual representatives of the Romanian far right in the 1930s, active supporters of
Corneliu Zelea Codreanu's Iron Guard. Eliade at least, in his mendaciously selective memoirs,
never even hinted at any regrets. This would hardly seem a propitious moment to invoke him as
part of Romania's claim to international respect.
Nastase is not defending Eliade. He is just trying, clumsily, to remind his Western readers how
very European Romania really is. But it is revealing that he feels no hesitation in enlisting Eliade
in his cause. Eliade, like the Jewish diarist Mihail Sebastian, was an admirer and follower of Nae
Ionescu, the most influential of the many interwar thinkers who were drawn to the revivalist
mysticism of Romania's fascists.[13] It was Ionescu, in March 1935, who neatly encapsulated
contemporary Romanian cultural paranoia: "A nation is defined by the friend-foe equation."
Another follower was Constantin Noica, a reclusive thinker who survived in Romania well into the
Ceausescu era and has admirers among contemporary Romania's best-known scholars and
writers. Noica, too, suppressed evidence of his membership in the Iron Guard during the
Thirties.[14]
This legacy of dissimulation has left many educated Romanians more than a little unclear about
the propriety of their cultural heritage: If Eliade is a European cultural icon, what can be so
wrong with his views on the un-Christian threat to a harmonious national community? In March
2001 I spoke about "Europe" in Ias¸i to a cultivated audience of students, professors, and
writers. One elderly gentleman, who asked if he might put his question in Italian (the discussion
was taking place in English and French), wondered whether I didn't agree that the only future
for Europe was for it to be confined to "persons who believe in Jesus Christ." It is not, I think, a
question one would get in most other parts of Europe today.
3.
The experience of communism did not change the Romanian problem so much as it compounded it.
Just as Romanian politicians and intellectuals were insecure and paranoid and resentful about
their country's place in the scheme of things—sure that the Jews or the Hungarians or the
Russians were its sworn enemies and out to destroy it—so the Romanian Communist Party was
insecure and paranoid, even by the standards of Communist parties throughout Eastern Europe.
In this case it was the Communists themselves who were overwhelmingly Hungarian or Russian
or/and Jewish.[15] It was not until 1944 that the Party got an ethnic Romanian leader, Gheorghe
Gheorghiu-Dej—and one of the compensatory strategies of the Romanian Communists once
installed in power was to wrap themselves in the mantle of nationalism. Dej began this in the late
Fifties by taking his distance from the Soviets in the name of Romanian interests, and
Ceausescu, who succeeded him in 1965, merely went further still. [16]
This led to an outcome for which the West must take some responsibility. Communism in
Romania, even more under Dej than Ceausescu, was vicious and repressive—the prisons at
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Pites¸ti and Sighet, the penal colonies in the Danube delta, and the forced labor on the Danube–
Black Sea Canal were worse than anything seen in Poland or even Czechoslovakia, for example. [17
]
But far from condemning the Romanian dictators, Western governments gave them every
encouragement, seeing in Bucharest's anti-Russian autocrats the germs of a new Tito.
Richard Nixon became the first US president to visit a Communist state when he came to
Bucharest in August 1969. Charmed by Nicolae Ceausescu during a visit to Romania in 1978,
Senator George McGovern praised him as "among the world's leading proponents of arms
control"; the British government invited the Ceausescus on a state visit in the same year; and as
late as September 1983, when the awful truth about Ceausescu's regime was already widely
known, Vice President George Bush described him as "one of Europe's good Communists." [18]
National communism ("He may be a Commie but he's our Commie") paid off for Ceausescu and not
just because he hobnobbed with Richard Nixon and the Queen of England. Romania was the first
Warsaw Pact state to enter GATT (in 1971), the World Bank and the IMF (1972), to get
European Community trading preferences (1973) and US Most-Favored-Nation status (1975).
Western approval undercut Romanian domestic opposition, such as it was. No US president
demanded that Ceausescu "let Romania be Romania."

Even if a Romanian Solidarity movement had arisen, it is unlikely that it would have received any
Western support. Because the Romanian leader was happy to criticize the Russians and send his
gymnasts to the Los Angeles Olympics, the Americans and others said nothing about his
domestic crimes (at least until the rise of Mikhail Gorbachev, after which the West had no use
for an anti-Soviet maverick dictator). Indeed, when in the early Eighties Ceausescu decided to
pay down Romania's huge foreign debts by squeezing domestic consumption, the IMF could not
praise him enough.
The Romanians, however, paid a terrible price for Ceausescu's freedom of maneuver. To increase
the population—a traditional Romanianist obsession—in 1966 he prohibited abortion for women
under forty with fewer than four children (in 1986 the age barrier was raised to forty-five). In
1984 the minimum marriage age for women was reduced to fifteen. Compulsory monthly medical
examinations for all women of childbearing age were introduced to prevent abortions, which
were permitted, if at all, only in the presence of a Party representative. [19] Doctors in districts
with a declining birth rate had their salaries cut.
The population did not increase, but the death rate from abortions far exceeded that of any
other European country: as the only available form of birth control, illegal abortions were widely
performed, often under the most appalling and dangerous conditions. In twenty-three years the
1966 law resulted in the death of at least ten thousand women. The real infant mortality rate
was so high that after 1985 births were not officially recorded until a child had survived to its
fourth week—the apotheosis of Communist control of knowledge. By the time Ceausescu was
overthrown the death rate of new-born babies was twenty-five per thousand and there were
upward of 100,000 institutionalized children—a figure that has remained steady to the present.
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In the eastern department of Constanta, abandoned, malnourished, diseased children absorb 25
percent of the budget today.[20]

The setting for this national tragedy was an economy that was deliberately turned backward into
destitution. To pay off Western creditors, Ceausescu obliged his subjects to export every
available domestically produced commodity. Romanians were forced to use 40-watt bulbs at home
so that energy could be exported to Italy and Germany. Meat, sugar, flour, butter, eggs, and
much more were rationed. Fixed quotas were introduced for obligatory public labor on Sundays
and holidays (the corvée, as it was known in ancien régime France). Gasoline usage was cut to the
minimum and a program of horse-breeding to substitute for motorized vehicles was introduced in
1986.
Traveling in Moldavia or in rural Transylvania today, fifteen years later, one sees the
consequences: horse-drawn carts are the main means of transport and the harvest is brought in
by scythe and sickle. All socialist systems depended upon the centralized control of systemically
induced shortages. In Romania an economy based on overinvestment in unwanted industrial
hardware switched overnight into one based on preindustrial agrarian subsistence. The return
journey will be long.
Nicolae Ceausescu's economic policies had a certain vicious logic—Romania, after all, did pay off
its international creditors—and were not without mild local precedent from pre-Communist
times. But his urbanization projects were simply criminal. The proposed "systematization" of half
of Romania's 13,000 villages (disproportionately selected from minority communities) into 558
agro-towns would have destroyed what remained of the country's social fabric. His actual
destruction of a section of Bucharest the size of Venice ruined the face of the city. Forty
thousand buildings were razed to make space for the "House of the People" and the fivekilometer-long, 150-meter-wide Victory of Socialism Boulevard. The former, designed as
Ceausescu's personal palace by a twenty-five-year-old architect, Anca Petrescu, is beyond
kitsch. Fronted by a formless, hemicycle space that can hold half a million people, the building is
so big (its reception area is the size of a soccer field), so ugly, so heavy and cruel and tasteless,
that its only possible value is metaphorical.
Here at least it is of some interest, a grotesque Romanian contribution to totalitarian urbanism—
a genre in which Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Trujillo, Kim Il Sung, and now Ceausescu have all
excelled.[21] The style is neither native nor foreign—in any case, it is all façade. Behind the
gleaming white frontages of the Victory of Socialism Boulevard there is the usual dirty gray,
pre-cast concrete, just as a few hundred yards away there are the pitiful apartment blocks and
potholed streets. But the façade is aggressively, humiliatingly, unrelentingly uniform, a reminder
that totalitarianism is always about sameness; which is perhaps why it had a special appeal to a
monomaniacal dictator in a land where sameness and "harmony"—and the contrast with "foreign"
difference—were a longstanding political preoccupation.
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Where, then, does Romania fit in the European scheme of things? It is not Central European in
the geographical sense (Bucharest is closer to Istanbul than it is to any Central European
capital). Nor is it part of Milan Kundera's "Central Europe": former Habsburg territories
(Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Galicia)—a "kidnapped West"—subsumed into the Soviet imperium. The
traveler in Transylvania even today can tell himself that he is in Central Europe—domestic and
religious architecture, the presence of linguistic minorities, even a certain (highly relative)
prosperity all evoke the region of which it was once a part. But south and east of the Carpathian
Mountains it is another story. Except in former imperial cities like Timis¸oara, at the country's
western edge, even the idea of "Central Europe" lacks appeal for Romanians. [22]
If educated Romanians from the Old Kingdom looked west, it was to France. As Rosa Waldeck
observed in 1942, "The Romanian horizon had always been filled with France; there had been no
place in it for anyone else, even England." [23] The Romanian language is Latinate; the
administration was modeled on that of Napoleon; even the Romanian fascists took their cue from
France, with an emphasis on unsullied peasants, ethnic harmony, and an instrumentalized
Christianity that echoes Charles Maurras and the Action Française.
The identification with Paris was genuine—Mihail Sebastian's horror at the news of France's
defeat in 1940 was widely shared. But it was also a palpable overcompensation for Romania's
situation on Europe's outer circumference, what the Romanian scholar Sorin Antohi calls
"geocultural Bovaryism"—a disposition to leapfrog into some better place. The deepest Romanian
fear seems to be that the country could so easily fall right off the edge into another continent
altogether, if it hasn't already done so. E.M. Cioran in 1972, looking back at Romania's grim
history, captured the point: "What depressed me most was a map of the Ottoman Empire.
Looking at it, I understood our past and everything else."
An open letter to Ceausescu from a group of dissident senior Communists in March 1989 reveals
comparable anxieties: "Romania is and remains a European country.... You have begun to change
the geography of the rural areas, but you cannot move Romania into Africa." In the same year
the playwright Eugène Ionescu described the country of his birth as "about to leave Europe for
good, which means leaving history."[24]
The Ottoman Empire is gone—it was not perhaps such a bad thing and anyway left less direct an
imprint on Romania than it did elsewhere in the Balkans. But the country's future remains cloudy
and, as always, humiliatingly dependent upon the kindness of strangers. About the only
traditional international initiative Romania could undertake would be to seek the return of
Bessarabia (since 1991 the independent state of Moldova), and today only C.V. Tudor is
demanding it.[25] Otherwise politically active people in Bucharest have staked everything on the
European Union. Romania first applied to join in 1995 and was rejected two years later (a
humiliation which, together with a cold shoulder from NATO, probably sealed the fate of the
center-right government). In December 1999 the EU at last invited Romania (along with Bulgaria,
Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Malta, and Turkey) to begin negotiations to join.
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Romania will be a hard pill for Brussels to swallow, and most Eurocrats privately hope it won't
join for a long time. The difficulties faced by the German Federal Republic in absorbing the
former GDR would be dwarfed by the cost to the EU of accommodating and modernizing a
country of 22 million people starting from a far worse condition. Romanian membership in the EU
would bring little but headaches. Western investors will surely continue to look to Budapest,
Warsaw, or Prague, especially once these are firmly within the EU. Who will pour money into
Bucharest? Today, only Italy has significant trade with Romania; the Germans have much less,
and the French—oh irony!—trail far behind.
Romania today, Mr. Nastase's best efforts notwithstanding, brings little to Europe. Unlike
Budapest or Prague, Bucharest is not part of some once-integrated Central Europe torn asunder
by history; unlike Warsaw or Lju-bljana, it is not an outpost of Catholic Europe. Romania is
peripheral and the rest of Europe stands to gain little from its presence in the union. Left
outside it would be an embarrassment, but hardly a threat. But for just this reason Romania is
the EU's true test case.
Hitherto, membership in the EEC/ EC/EU has been extended to countries already perceived as
fully European. In the case of Finland or Austria, membership in the union was merely
confirmation of their natural place. The same will be true of Hungary and Slovenia. But if the
European Union wishes to go further, to help make "European" countries that are not—and this is
implicit in its international agenda and its criteria for membership—then it must address the
hard cases.
Romania is perhaps the hardest: a place that can only overcome its past by becoming "European,"
which means joining the European Union as soon as possible. But Romania has scant prospect of
meeting EU criteria for membership in advance of joining. Thus Brussels would need to set aside
its present insistence that applicant countries conform to "European" norms before being invited
into the club. But there is no alternative in Romania's case. Romanian membership will cost West
Europeans a lot of money; it will do nothing for the euro; it will expose the union to all the ills of
far-eastern Europe. In short, it would be an act of apparent collective altruism, or at least
unusually enlightened self-interest.
But without such a willingness to extend its benefits to those who actually need them, the union
is a mockery—of itself and of those who place such faith in it. Already the mere prospect of
joining, however dim, has improved the situation of the Hungarian minority in Transylvania and
has strengthened the hand of reformers—without pressure from Brussels, the government in
Bucharest would never, for example, have overcome Orthodox Church objections last year and
reformed the humiliating laws against homosexuality. As in the past, international leverage has
prompted Romanian good behavior.[26] And as in the past, international disappointment would
almost certainly carry a price at home.
In 1934 the English historian of Southeastern Europe R.W. Seton-Watson wrote, "Two
generations of peace and clean government might make of Roumania an earthly paradise." [27] That
is perhaps a lot to ask (though it shows how far the country has fallen). But Romania needs a
break. The fear of being "shipwrecked at the periphery of history in a Balkanized democracy"
(as Eliade put it) is real, however perverse the directions that fear has taken in the past.
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"Some countries," according to E.M. Cioran, looking back across Romania's twentieth century,
"are blessed with a sort of grace: everything works for them, even their misfortunes and their
catastrophes. There are others for whom nothing succeeds and whose very triumphs are but
failures. When they try to assert themselves and take a step forward, some external fate
intervenes to break their momentum and return them to their starting point." [28]
The last Romanian elections, with a third of the vote going to Tudor, were a warning shot. What
keeps Ion Iliescu and his prime minister out of the hands of their erstwhile nationalist allies is
the promise of Europe. If Romania is not to fall back into a slough of resentful despond, or
worse, that promise must be fulfilled.
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Annex 3
Poor management – Why and What to do about
it; Sorin Ionitsa
In 2006 Sorin Ionita published a very insightful paper called Poor policy-making and how to improve it in
states with weak institutions.
His focus was on Romania but the explanations he offers for the poor governance in that country has
resonance for many other ex-communist countries which also experienced Ottoman rule 
The focus of the political parties in that country on winning and retaining power to the exclusion
of any interest in policy – or implementation process

The failure of political figures to recognise and build on the programmes of previous regimes

Lack of understanding of the need for “trade-offs” in government; the (technocratic/academic)
belief that perfect solutions exist; and that failure to achieve them is due to incompetence or
bad intent.

The belief that policymaking is something being centered mainly in the drafting and passing of
legislation.
“A policy is good or legitimate when it follows the letter of the law − and vice versa. Judgments in terms
of social costs and benefits are very rare. This legalistic view leaves little room for feasibility
assessments in terms of social outcomes, collecting feedback or making a study of implementation
mechanisms. What little memory exists regarding past policy experiences is never made explicit (in the
form of books, working papers, public lectures, university courses, etc): it survives as a tacit knowledge
had by public servants who happened to be involved in the process at some point or other. And as central
government agencies are notably numerous and unstable – i.e. appearing, changing their structure and
falling into oblivion every few years - institutional memory is not something that can be perpetuated”
Ionita adds other “pre-modern” aspects of the civil service – such as unwillingness to share information
and experiences across various organisational boundaries.
And the existence of a “dual system” of poorly paid lower and middle level people in frustrating jobs
headed by younger, Western-educated elite which talks the language of reform but treats its position as
a temporary placement on the way to better things.

The shadow of history
He also adds a useful historical perspective. “Entrenched bureaucracies have learned from
experience that they can always prevail in the long run by paying lip service to reforms while
resisting them in a tacit way. They do not like coherent strategies, transparent regulations and
written laws – they prefer the status quo, and daily instructions received by phone from above. This
was how the communist regime worked; and after its collapse the old chain of command fell apart,
though a deep contempt for law and transparency of action remained a ‘constant’ in involved persons’
daily activities. Such an institutional culture is self-perpetuating in the civil service, the political
class and in society at large.
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A change of generations is not going to alter the rules of the game as long as recruitment and
socialization follow the same old pattern: graduates from universities with low standards are hired
through clientelistic mechanisms; performance when on the job is not measured; tenure and
promotion are gained via power struggles.
In general, the average Romanian minister has little understanding of the difficulty and complexity
of the tasks he or she faces, or he/she simply judges them impossible to accomplish. Thus they
focus less on getting things done, and more on developing supportive networks, because having
collaborators one can trust with absolute loyalty is the obsession of all local politicians - and this is
the reason why they avoid formal institutional cooperation or independent expertise. In other
words, policymaking is reduced to nothing more than politics by other means. And when politics
becomes very personalized or personality-based, fragmented and pre-modern, turf wars becomes
the rule all across the public sector.”
Things are not what they seem!
Pre-modern attitudes towards public affairs do not necessarily mean that one has to be poorly
educated or anti-Western. Actually, the correlation is weak between clannish behavior and
membership to the old regime’s ruling class.
The new, post ’89 elites, who speak the language of modernity when put in an official setting, can
still be discretionary and clannish in private. Indeed, such a disconnection between official,
Westernized discourse abroad and actual behavior at home in all things that really matter has a
long history in Romania. 19th century boyars sent their sons to French and German universities and
adopted Western customs in order to be able to preserve their power of patronage in new
circumstances − anticipating the idea of the Sicilian writer di Lampedusa that “everything has to
change in order to stay the same”.
Social theorists have even explained along these lines why, before Communism, to be an official, a
state employee or a lawyer was much more common among the national bourgeoisie than to become
an industrialist or merchant: because, as a reflection of pervasive rent-seeking, political
entrepreneurship was much more lucrative than economic entrepreneurship.
This also shows why foreign assistance is many times ineffective in these states, and is seldom able
to alter the ways of the locals.
 Identifying “bad guys” or culprits with regard to non- or simulated reforms ignores the
structural faults of these societies – and also personalizes forces that are deeply
entrenched in society.
 pumping resources through assistance programs without prior analysis of local conditions
and networks of influence often ends up not by changing the rules of the local game but, on
the contrary, raising the stakes and consolidating existent power groups.
How all this affects current-day processes
Communism has left behind a tradition of policy-making which does not encourage broad or open
consultations, the considering and costing-out of alternative courses of action, or a balancing up of
trade-offs. Instead, the agenda is set within a close circle of technocrats and is approved by key
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political players (who may or may not be the same as those making up the official political
hierarchy).
Formal policy laid out at the top is merely a basis for perpetual negotiations – vertical and
horizontal – undertaken by public administration and the political system occurring during the
implementation stage. Substantial deviations from the original goals are tolerated depending on the
informal degree of power of each actor involved. Formal policies do exist, as do other official norms
and regulations - but they tend to be more or less fictional, with, many times, public institutions
being the first to ignore them.
When such a system is well-entrenched, policies are (i) numerous and volatile, and (ii) designed
without regard to feasibility of implementation, as they are not meant to be consistently
implemented anyway but to be used instrumentally, that is, as weapons in power struggles among
groups.
As already said, interests are balanced out not during the process of persons’ reaching a decision,
but in the implementation process - and the most valuable asset in this process is a person’s control
over enforcement mechanisms.
Horizontal accountability bodies – nominally independent institutions, such as the administrative
judicial system/public auditors – are thus weak and politicized. This situation comes close to what
has been described in development literature as weak governance, and it is arguably an entrenched
reality in many transition countries, particularly in those of South-Eastern Europe.
Currently existing, formal and informal public administrative institutions support ongoing
corruption.
Public sector corruption in Romania not only consists in using public position for personal gain - it
encompasses the widespread infringing of the norms of non-personal involvement and fairness
(which should be characteristic of a modern, public service) to the advantage of more powerful
groups. Institutional reforms during the transition period did not target this discretion specifically,
as civil service reform acts prompted by the European Commission include practically no reward or
punishment system to thereby promote a change in administrative culture. However, building
transparent institutions and a balanced political system in which no group is able to ‘privatize’ the
administration is the only solution for a problem of poor governance.
Also, incentives to strengthen good public management are generally weak and/or distorted. As in
any country, line ministers and other senior political appointees do not appear receptive to new
technical approaches that might serve to undermine their own objectives.
Romania lacks a strategic framework for programming and budgeting. The links between
policymaking, planning and budgeting remain weak, and there is a weak capacity at the center (for
example, in the Ministry of Finance) to assess the appropriateness of proposals coming from line
ministries against overall strategic policy objectives. There appears to be an ad hoc rather than
cohesive and comprehensive approach to management.
Monitoring, whether for consistency with policy or on actual outcomes and outputs vis a vis targeted
outcome and outputs, is also deficient.
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There is no functional institutional platform to aggregate different sector-based policy measures,
although this has been identified many times as a priority - and a lot of technical assistance was
devoted to its creation. The inter-ministerial committees of the cabinet function erratically, failing
to address cross-sectoral issues in a systematic way.
Because they are very numerous and fluid, they are not perceived as important by their supposed
institutional members, so, many times, junior staff with no decision-making power are delegated to
take part.
The sheer amount of the foreign assistance available in the last decade – which has steadily
increased, and will increase even more after 2007 – was, in a way, a strain on the capacities of the
public sector. The limited strategic capacity that existed in institutions was fully absorbed into the
process of programming and running EU projects, and the same happened with the limited financial
resources not consumed in current operations.
Authorities struggle constantly with their own limited capacities and budgets in order to be able to
consume everything that is allocated, this being a process that is not easy to manage - and which is
bound to become even more difficult as the size of Romanian assistance increases over time.
A divide is appearing between public institutions as a result of these developments: on one hand,
those performing regular tasks which consume a lot of resources but are not eligible for foreign
funding (social assistance, education, health, but also "routine" jobs in other sectors); and, on the
other, "innovative" tasks (mainly investments, in eligible sectors) which qualify for extra funding.

What Is To Be Done?
The fundamental point of this report is that constraints on improving of policy management are to
be found firstly in terms of low acceptance (of the legitimacy of new, objective criteria and
transparency); secondly, in terms of low authority (meaning that nobody knows who exactly is in
charge of prioritization across sectors, for example) and only thirdly in terms of low technical
ability in institutions
A demand for good policy identification and evaluation capabilities is more important than the
supply of people trained in technical skills such as cost-benefit analyses or budgeting skills.
If a strong requirement is present – and the first openings must be made at the political level – the
supply can be generated fairly rapidly, especially in ex-communist countries, with their welleducated manpower. But if the demand is lacking, then the supply will be irrelevant.
This is an important thing to note for reformers in this region - measuring the effects of policies is
crucial for accountability and for strengthening the weakest link of the policy cycle in the region:
getting feedback from implementation and using it to adjust programs.
Nothing focuses the attention more of public players than someone ‘keeping the score’ on what they
do. In other words, what is not measured does not improve.
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Governments should  Admit that it has a problem with the policy process and recognize its real nature (skewed
rules of the game, opacity and a lack of incentives, a dual bureaucracy); with some help from
outside, this can be done;
 Be willing to spend some political capital on a crucial task that cannot be fixed by merely
throwing (donors') money at it, and when it cannot be delegated to junior ministers or
technical advisors; the top political level must be involved, and be seen to be involved;
 accept to open up its own internal processes, wherever possible, in order to create
incentives for change and a real drive for action in the administration;
Independent actors (think tanks, NGOs, media) should:
 Regard themselves not only as sources of expertise but, more importantly, as enablers –
agents working to change the political environment in which public officials operate, by
measuring the effects of policies, making results public, and unleashing the natural pressure
of the public to support change; this may at times mean confrontation - not only friendly
advice;
 Identifying good performers and poor performers, and morally rewarding the first; acrossthe-board criticism ("nothing works") is not going to change the situation but only encourage
the adverse selection of poor performers in the public sector;
 Ultimately, the public should be able to distinguish among poor policy performances - and
penalize them politically, as this is the only thing that elected officials are likely to see and
understand.
International partners should:
 Dedicate a small portion of their efforts to building up transparency and accountability
mechanisms so as to assess what is going on in key areas of government (i.e. not "information
offices" funded by specific donors and attached to institutions but, rather, tools via which
to make transparent the inner functioning of the public sector, primarily in decision-making
and resource allocation processes);
 Avoid strengthening the existing tendency of government to keep important or
controversial decisions away from the public eye by adding their own layer of rules dealing
with confidentiality; and all programs evaluations should be made public by definition.
 Avoid worsening the dual-bureaucracy problem, where a few adept and well-paid civil
servants are absorbed into running government programs and projects financed with foreign
funds (primarily, EU funds) while important policy areas that are not assisted (social
welfare, pensions, education, and health to some extent) will gradually drop as regards
importance.
Practical instruments with which to implement such an accountability agenda via transparency could
be:
 The adopting of Freedom of Information Acts and Decisional Transparency Acts ("sunshine
laws"), whilst making reasonable efforts to enforce them. Engaging social partners in a
sincere effort to monitor just how these rules are implemented; and rewarding the
performers - and punishing the laggards.
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As a rule, all public procurement contracts and their annexes, once they have been signed,
will be published. There is no better (or cheaper) way of monitoring the integrity of a
procurement system, which is a major source of problems at all levels of government.
Registering and publishing (on a website) the votes of all individual MPs with regard to each
bill submitted to the Parliament for debate. Without such a thing, all discussions about
regulating lobbying groups, reforming parties or the electoral system will be pointless.
Publishing ex officio all declarations of assets and the interests of dignitaries and top civil
servants; and creating such declaration forms where they do not exist, whilst also making
them mandatory.
Institutionalizing the ex-ante budget auditors, and making such audits public for all relevant
public institutions during a budget preparation time cycle.
Informing the public and opening up the budgetary process to outsiders, with no
restrictions; of course, very few people will really participate here - though some will, and
these are likely to be from among the xpert public", which will guarantee the dissemination
of information considered relevant; moreover, openness in itself will act as a deterrent on
irregular practices.
Financial transfers for local governments: using automatic, formula-based allocation rules as
much as possible to increase predictability and avoid clientelism at the local level;
supplementing this with competitions for grants overseen by outside boards.

This paper (and research project) has argued that the most powerful instrument for reforming
policy-making processes and improving governance is accountability through transparency.
Reformers, whether inside or outside government, should identify a number of important policy
domains where problems are obvious, and try to find the best ways to intervene by prompting public
interest and access, which can then create moral pressure for change – which, in turn, is the only
thing that top officials will pay attention to.
If we agree that politicians and civil servants are rational individuals who respond to challenges and
incentives they face, accountability via transparency is the only workable way of increasing the
political costs of poor performance - and of rewarding the good – in societies possessing weak
institutions.
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Annex 4
The Romanian New Wave
Over the past seven years, something
extraordinary has been happening in Romania.
This south-eastern European nation on the
Black Sea, which only twenty-two years ago
suffered through a bloody revolution ending
close to half a century of communist rule; has
been swept up by a confluence of like-minded,
frighteningly talented and vibrant directors,
writers and actors.
Romania has become a breeding-ground for an
unparalleled series of critically successful,
award winning, iconoclastic and socially
conscious films. So consistently excellent has this sustained run of films been, they are
categorised in some circles as “The Romanian New Wave”. But excellence and sustainability
alone have not earned the current crop of thirty-something filmmakers their high international
esteem; there is a broad unity of focus, power, purity, style and boldness, across all of the
various titles associated - despite the wide range of creative personnel involved.
In this four-part article I shall be examining ten feature films from the Romanian New Wave,
Part One will introduce the wave with special consideration to Cristi Puiu’s The Death of Mr
Lazarescu (2005) the first feature film in this movement.
Part Two will focus on comedy and politics in relation Corneliu Porumboiu‘s 12:08 East of Bucharest
(2006); his recent follow-up Police, Adjective (2009) and Tales From the Golden Age (2009) a
collaborative feature film written and produced by Cristian Mungiu.
Part Three will examine three films by Radu Muntean: The Paper Will Be Blue (2006), Boogie (2008)
and Tuesday After Christmas (2010) and take a closer look at how the films of the Romanian New
Wave explore relationships, as well as the performances of its varied actors.
Part Four will focus on aesthetics and metaphysics in relation to Cristian Nemescu’s California
Dreamin' (2007); Catalin Mitulescu’s The Way I Spent the End of the World (2006) and Mungiu’s 4
Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days (2007) which is often credited as the point the wave broke in
international terms, famously winning the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival.
Part I
There are of course other films that can be included in this torrent of quality, later examples such
as Adrian Sitaru’s Hooked (2008), Florin Serban’s If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle (2010) and Puiu’s
follow-up to The Death of Mr Lazarescu, Aurora (2010). These films have yet to be made widely
available for viewing, however the ten films selected demonstrate in no uncertain terms how
exciting and boundary defying modern Romanian cinema can be, that they have all been produced
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within such a relatively short space of time is nothing short of remarkable; historically even the
French, British and German New Waves cannot boast such startling rapidity or consistency of
quality.
The parallels with the Italian neorealists are obvious, unlike many European nations; Romania has
never been through a realist stage in its cinematic development – until now. Britain, Italy and France
went through their realist stages in the 1940’s, 50’s and 60’s; all three nations never recaptured
the fleeting subversive spirit which produced films like Lindsay Anderson’s This Sporting Life
(1963), Vittorio De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves (1948) or François Truffaut The 400 Blows (1959).
Romanian filmmakers were oppressed and tightly controlled for decades, as a result, previous
generations could rarely produce films to challenge the status quo, or to follow in the footsteps of
their continental neighbours from the 1940’s through to the 1980’s; unlike other communist states
in the same time period like Russia or Poland, Romania was virtually a nonentity in world cinema, only
ever producing communist propaganda pieces at the behest of the state, films that would almost
universally remain locked inside Romania’s tightly controlled borders.
Cristian Mungiu described the films Romania produced in this period as displaying: “a huge gap
between the way people really talked and the kinds of things that happened on screen." Ion Popescu
Gopo’s Palme d’Or winning short film, Short History (1956), is a notable exception in six decades of
cinematic isolationism. There were challenging films being made in Romania, some directors were
forced into exile, others had their films banned from public screenings and were shelved
throughout those painful years of Nicolae Ceauşescu’s rule.
There were no Romanian equivalents of Andrei Tarkovsky, Krzysztof Kieslowski or Andrzej Wajda;
talented filmmakers who managed to smuggle challenging films through the oppressive net of
dictatorship.
Post-1989 and like most of the former communist and soviet states, Romania took time to
acclimatise to its new social, political and economic environment. Twelve years after the revolution,
which resulted in Ceauşescu’s execution, signs of what was to come began to emerge; first came
Puiu's Stuff and Dough (2001), then Mungiu’s Occident (2002) and Muntean’s Fury (2002), which
although more conventional films than what the New Wave would later offer, laid the groundwork
and introduced the world to three of the key players. In 2004 the real change began and it did so in
the form of five short films which took a flurry of awards on the international film festival circuit.
Puiu's Cigarettes and Coffee; Popescu’s The Apartment; Porumboiu’s Liviu's Dream; Nemescu’s CBlock Story and most famously Mitulescu’s Trafic. Each opening the eyes of the international
community to a collective voice emerging from the ashes of Romania’s dark and bloody past.
It is telling that the Romanian New Wave began a decade and a half after the revolution, a
comparable time-gap can is measured between the end of World War II and the beginnings of the
aforementioned nation’s realist influenced cinematic movements. It then follows that there is a
delayed reaction to national trauma, whether artists feel compelled not to examine national scars
until after an adequate period of reflection, or whether there’s simply no initial appetite in terms of
audience is up for debate. I would favour the former; whilst many are set in the 1980’s and directly
depict the struggle of ordinary people under communist rule (something which might not appeal to
the modern Romanian cinema-goer eager to leave the past behind), an equal number are set in the
present and have no ties to Ceauşescu’s regime and as such do not risk alienating those who wish to
escape reality when they buy their cinema ticket; but whether set in the past or the present all
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films are looking inward with varying degrees of subtlety. Is the New Wave for the people of
Romania or for the world cinema community?
The most popular of recent Romanian films in Romania have not been widely distributed abroad and
do not belong to the New Wave, whilst films that the international film community have adored have
not been met with an equivalent level of excitement at home (The Way I Spent the End of the
World premiered on DVD in Romania despite winning awards in Cannes Film Festival).
It is a familiar story from all over Europe and Asia, the sort of challenging, testing and austere
films that appeal to the art-house crowd do not appeal to the escapist crowd seeking light
entertainment. There then emerge additional questions about the relevance of these films,
particularly the historical films, if their reflections on the past only appeal to but a small
percentage of the Romanian cinema-going community then what purpose do their inward selfanalysis serve? Just to educate the West and the East on the history of this country? If so, then
perhaps films which focus on historical detail would be more appropriate than the sort of character
orientated pictures that have thus far made the biggest impact.
But of all the former communist nations in Europe, Romania is currently the most reflective on their
dark past, while the Estonian attitude, for example, is indicative of the vast majority of these
nations; in general Estonians want to move on from their time of oppression, not make films about
pre-1991 life but rather focus on life today and put some artistic distance between them and the
past. The crucial difference between Estonia and Romania however is that Estonia was annexed by
the Soviet Union against their will, they were oppressed and thousands of men, women and children
were shipped off to distant Siberian gulags to do hard labour until the day they died.
Effectively the Russians inflicted their tyranny upon Estonia, while Romania inflicted their tyranny
upon themselves. Romania was a satellite communist state through the three decades that lead to
the revolution; western democracies waited and tolerated the despotic activities of Ceauşescu
because he’d stood up to Moscow and refused to involve his nation in the invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Because it was Romanians that had caused the problems of Romania during that time, examining this
part of their history is perhaps less painful or embarrassing; in contrast Estonian’s are increasingly
frustrated with their continued association with the Soviet Union, in any Western news article
written about an incident in Estonia (be it their recently joining the Euro, or the tragic death of ten
orphans in an accidental fire) there is mention of their former soviet status, as if this period in
their history will forever define them. Do we talk about France as the formerly Nazi occupied
nation? Of course not, yet for Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia this is all we in the west seem to know
or be interested in.
Do the films of Romania appeal because they’re the only nation willing to embrace their history? Or
do the films only appeal abroad because of their distinctive aesthetics; does their appeal lie
exclusively in their uncompromising unconventionality? Do they serve as nothing more than
interesting experiments in film form and narrative delivery, arguably the sort of irrelevancies that
would later pre-occupy so many of the French New Wave’s navel gazing patron saints? If these
were the only goals of the Romanian New Wave then this sort of questioning would be entirely valid.
But the Romanian New Wave is not as insular as it might first appear, while many of the specific
issues involved in each film are hermetically sealed within Romania’s social structures and recent
past, there is a universality to the questions they pose, from the woman’s right to abortion to the
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criminal prosecution of personal marijuana use, societies responsibility to the sick to the moral
choices one faces after infidelity.
The themes of each of these films are as applicable to the average Romanian as they are to the
average Briton or the average American – this is where their appeal truly lies and this is why their
legacy will stand the test of time. At the beginning of the last decade only the most dedicated of
cinephile would have seen a Romanian film, now The Death of Mr Lazarescu and 4 Months, 3 Weeks
and 2 Days are mandatory viewing in world cinema circles. Only South Korea can offer a comparable
insurgence of quality in the past ten years. But from Seoul to Bucharest there are significant
differences; South Korea’s most internationally successful directors have little in common in terms
of style, pace, tone or commentary – there is no over-arching theme to link them. The only common
values between Chan-wook Park’s Oldboy and Ki-duk Kim’s Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter and
Spring, is that they were both released in 2003 and they are both of exceptionally high quality. The
same is not true of the equivalent Romanian directors, take two international successes from any
given year and you’ll find commonality, you may have to search in the darkest of thematic recesses,
but it is there to be found.
With this in mind we move to The Death of Mr
Lazarescu, a film which did not set any dogmatic
rules for the subsequent films, but most certainly
set the trends that the rest of the gang would
follow. Dante Remus Lazarescu (Ion Fiscuteanu in
his final film role before his own death in 2005
after a close to fifty-year film career) is an aging
resident of Bucharest who lives alone, save for his
three cats, he lost most of his family to death,
divorce and migration years earlier. One night he
becomes ensnared in a grotesque, Kafkaesque
nightmare when he falls seriously ill and is in
urgent need of medical care, an ambulance eventually arrives at his apartment block and a nurse,
Mioara (Mirela Cioaba) suspects he has colon cancer and takes him to get medical care, through the
night he is moved or transferred from one hospital to the next for a variety of reasons, some
outside of the doctors control such as the hospital being full with injured passengers after a bus
accident, other reasons are direct or indirect negligence on the part of the medical practitioners.
As a treatise on medical ethics, The Death of Mr Lazarescu should be screened to doctors and
nurses the world over as an example of how not to treat patients, cynicism, complacency and
boredom impair their judgement, Mr Lazarescu’s health doesn’t mean anything to them; in some
cases it is the conveyor belt nature of medical practice that is at fault, once one person has done
their bit they disregard all responsibility for the patient; in other cases it is the social prejudice
that stands in the way,
Mr Lazarescu is an old drunkard, why treat him when there are more deserving waiting in line, why
treat the blood clot in his brain just so the liver neoplasm can kill him later? Mr Lazarescu slowly
wastes away as the night wears onwards, his ability to communicate disintegrates and he becomes
increasingly helpless. Only Mioara stays with him until she is satisfied he’s going to be treated,
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suffering the abusive doctors and their condescension until eventually even she abandons Mr
Lazarescu to the will of the Gods.
The systemic failure of health care institutions to seriously address Mr Lazarescu’s condition, until
perhaps it’s too late, are infuriating to watch and deeply upsetting, evoking a restless impatience
within the audience. The film was inspired by an actual case in 1997 when a fifty-two year old man
was turned away from a number of hospitals and was eventually left by his paramedics to die alone
in the streets, so there is a direct link to a specific and dark chapter in Romania’s recent past.
On the surface the hermetic shelf that the story rests upon could be open to criticism, the
incident clearly being severe, but not necessarily indicative of Romania’s healthcare system - let
alone the rest of the worlds.
However, taken as an extreme example of what can happen within the existing culture of age and
social discrimination, it remains a powerful morality tale. There is no health care system in the
world that is truly perfect; even Sweden’s often idealised welfare state isn’t without its flaws, the
systems in place within all hospitals are designed in a manner that prohibits the patient from being
looked after by a single practitioner and in this intense often life or death environment who can
blame doctors, nurses and paramedics for not getting to close to their patients.
The counter argument is that distance facilitates objectivity which improves medical treatment, in
the case of Mr Lazarescu the film seems to be arguing that distance is eroding the principles of the
Hippocratic Oath, the most important of which being “I will never do harm”. If we were to take The
Death of Mr Lazarescu out of its socio-political setting for a moment then we see a wider message
at its humanist core, ironically enough, its moral judgment is on moral judgments. Be it, not taking a
colleague seriously because they’re beneath your pay grade, or discriminating on the basis of a
persons life style (if we’re not to treat alcoholics or cigarette smokers because it was their choice
to damage their bodies should we then not treat firefighters with critical burns or soldiers with
bullet wounds? After all, it was their choice to do those jobs.) These moral questions are applicable
to any country in the world; the modern Romanian Hospital setting does not act to the determent of
the films reading or the power of its moral message.
Another reading of the film is as a damning commentary on the changing economic and political
landscape of Romania, whose swift transition to capitalism and democracy changed the way many
individuals lived their lives, changed the way individuals treated others. Like other nations who’ve
entered the free market after the collapse of communism in Europe, Romania had a lot to adjust to.
The Death of Mr Lazarescu is not necessarily preoccupied with the change so much as the status
quo, these new Romanian capitalists are a different breed of people and Mr Lazarescu is left behind,
the emphasis on individualism meaning that the plight of one man, and in particular a man who offers
no foreseeable benefit to anyone, is none of their concern. Society is dead - the individual reigns
supreme.
The Death of Mr Lazarescu is exceptional within the Romanian New Wave because it did better
business at home and was the most the popular domestic film in 2005, compared to abroad where it
did not fare as well despite widespread critical acclaim. This might in part be due to differences in
the international and domestic marketing campaigns; internationally the film was advertised as it
has been described here, as a precise, convincing and harrowing film with a pertinent moral message;
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domestically it was advertised as a comedy which at first might seem a rather bizarre choice
(particularly given the films matter-of-fact/documentary inspired aesthetics). But on further
reflection it makes increasing sense to view The Death of Mr Lazarescu as a comedy rather than a
tragedy.
The British film critic Peter Bradshaw described the film as a "blacker-than-black, deader-thandeadpan comedy"; black comedy is often prevalent within the Romanian New Wave, particularly the
films of Corneliu Porumboiu (which we’ll examine in greater detail later in this article). As with all
Kafkaesque nightmares there is comedy to be found in the many levels absurdity and grotesquery,
Mr Lazarescu spends the majority of the film in one hospital or another, he is delivered to these
institutions with relative ease yet can’t get the treatment he requires because of pettiness and
triviality; like a starving man who stumbles into a banquet but all the guests refuse to feed him; this
dramatic irony is central to the films narrative and will elicit different reactions depending on each
individuals disposition: The Death of Mr Lazarescu will either have you howling with laughter,
screaming with rage, crying in pity, or all three, which speaking frankly - is what makes the film so
extraordinary.
Part Two – Politics and Comedy
Continuing with the theme of comedy and we move
onto the films of Corneliu Porumboiu, whose short
film Liviu’s Dream made a big impression at Berlin
Film Festival in 2006. Later that year his
independently financed feature film debut arrived
in Cannes, 12:08 East of Bucharest where it won
the Camera d’Or Prize; three years later and
Porumboiu would again enjoy success in Cannes
with his sophomore feature Police, Adjective.
Porumboiu’s films are widely considered to be
both the funniest and most satirical of the
Romanian New Wave, unlike The Death of Mr
Lazarescu, there maybe no mistaking the comedy in Porumboiu’s films - although it must be pointed
out that one has to wait a while for the laughs to begin in Police, Adjective.
Less of a wait is required for “12:08 East of Bucharest” which wears its dry humour on its sleeve
from the outset. It’s a film of two halves, separated by a clear change in style and content
approximately half way through the film, but a change that entirely suits its narrative
predispositions. Through the first half of the film our three central characters, a school teacher, a
TV journalist and an old eccentric now relegated to playing Santa Clause, go about their daily
routines in the town of Vaslui on the sixteenth anniversary of the 1989 revolution. Each of them
have their vices, the teacher Manescu (Ion Sapdaru) is a functioning alcoholic who seems more preoccupied with paying his debts, making more debts and finding a bottle of booze than he is with
educating the teenagers in his class; the journalist Jderescu (Teador Corban) is an egotist, a
philanderer and a bully; the Santa Clause impersonator Piscoci (Mircea Andreescu) is a nervous
wreck on account of local children who set firecrackers off in his hallway, actions for which he
takes petty revenge on the children in one of the films funnier moments.
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The scenes in the first half resemble with work Swedish director Roy Andersson more than
Porumboiu’s Romanian contemporaries, although with naturalistic leanings and minus Andersson’s
surrealist edge.
Porumboiu runs his scenes in the first half from static wide angles without cutting to close-ups or
alternate angles, there is also a peculiar randomness to the proceedings which remind of Andersson:
a child wonders through the street attempting to play the clarinet all by himself, only later do we
see the rest of his band playing a Latino number for the local TV station before they’re interrupted
by Jderescu who complains it’s Christmas and they should be playing a Romanian tune and then
proceeds to castigate his youthful cameraman for filming handheld and demands he uses a tripod
(perhaps an ironic nod to the style employed by the Porumboiu for this film).
Were “12:08 East of Bucharest” to play out entirely in this vain then in all likelihood it would not
have garnered such substantial critical acclaim. However at the films midpoint the action switches
as our three protagonists are brought together to present a live television show to debate whether
their town, had any part in the revolution; the three men recall and debate the events, the crucial
question being whether or not there was a revolt in the town before 12:08 when Nicolae Ceauşescu
fled and the dictatorship effectively collapsed.
The answer to this question hinges on the teacher Manescu’s account of that day; he claims to have
been involved in a fight with members of the Securitate before 12:08, and effectively began the
revolution in Vaslui, throughout the subsequent forty-five minutes Manescu attempts to defend
himself against viewers who phone in and make counterclaims, testifying that Manescu was never
there at all, one even threatens to sue the show if they continue to spread lies.
The three hosts of the show turn on each other, bickering about petty details, and then making
equally petty recriminations. The literal translation of the original Romanian title is “Were you
there or weren’t you there?” referring in part to Manescu’s disputed claims, but also referring to
the wider Romanian nation - the challenges of historical record keeping, the fluidity of memory, the
difficulties of transition; an equally pertinent question being “where were we then and where are we
now?”
The second half of the film plays out in one continuous section, never leaving the confines of the
television studio and taken entirely from the perspective of the studio cameras which wobble and
miss-frame the three hosts with an accurate level of incompetence from local television amateurs.
A bold choice on the part of Porumboiu who’d always intended the second half of the film to play
out from objective camera angles, relentlessly resting on the faces of three hosts and offering no
escape for the audience by cutting to outside viewers or the control room etc. It’s the sort of
dangerous aesthetic choice we now expect from the Romanian New Wave and is all the better for it.
Porumboiu was around thirteen years old in 1989, a sensitive age, the event doubtlessly had a
massive impact on his psyche. Like many of his filmmaking generation the 1989 revolution is the
single most significant national event in their lives and so it is understandable that so many wish to
return to it in one form or another, to examine the past in relation to their present. He was inspired
by a real TV show which played out in a similar manner to the one portrayed in the film, it’s about
transition rather than revolution “about memory and history and how we change memory” as the
director put it.
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Transition is put into very personal terms when the former Securitate agent calls the show and
points out that he now owns several factories and is filthy rich, Jderescu makes a point about his
journalistic integrity and then is mocked by Manescu “you were in Textiles!” he bites “I should have
been an astronaut!”
The most astute observation comes from the Chinese shopkeeper who calls to defend Manescu
despite Manescu’s drunkenly racist remarks to him the previous night, the shopkeeper says he
doesn’t like the way Romanian’s treat each other. There is a lack of civility in their discourse, always
ready to attack each other, always ready to throw mud on one and other.
The emergence from communism and the beginning of Individualism - everyone has their own
perspective, everyone can freely express their views but as a society they’ve not truly adapted to
this new freedom, they’ve not learnt to respect the views of others. As the film draws to a close, a
woman whose son was killed in revolution calls the show, an eerie echo on the line lends extra
dramatic weight to her words: “it’s snowing outside, enjoy it, for tomorrow it will be mud”. A
summary perhaps of Romanian freedom, enjoy it while it lasts because soon enough it will descend
into selfishness and narcissism.
The very question at the heart of the TV show is completely self centred and a matter for local
pride rather than historical vigilance, Piscoci points out that the revolution was like the street
lights in their town, they turn on or off in the centre and then work their way out (something shown
visually at the start and end of the film), it doesn’t matter where the revolution started, it doesn’t
matter if their own revolution was born in their own town. It started and the rest of the country
followed – that’s all that matters.
Police, Adjective, like “12:08 East of Bucharest”
is set in a small town; it’s worth noting that
cartographically the Romanian New Wave is
spread far and wide across the nation’s varied
landscape, not content to tell stories from the
capital, indeed it’s surprising how infrequently
Bucharest has been depicted in these films.
Police, Adjective follows Cristi (Dragos Bucur) a
plain clothes undercover police detective who
investigates a young man accused of smoking
marijuana and offering it to his classmates.
Cristi’s slow investigation eventually renders enough evidence to arrest his quarry, but at a crucial
juncture he is plagued by his conscience, knowing that arresting this teenager will no-doubt destroy
his future, incurring a relatively severe custodial sentence for what most would perceive to be a
minor crime; (Romania remains one of the toughest nations in Europe on the issue of marijuana).
Cristi suspects that the accuser, a fellow classmate, has ulterior motives and doesn’t trust or
entirely understand why he would inform on his friend. Using this as an excuse for inaction, Cristi
wrestles with the dilemma; can he live with himself if he does arrest this man?
When he eventually takes the decision not to make the arrest he informs his superior officer,
resulting in a cruelly hilarious final scene as he is argued into a corner. Porumboiu manages the
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inherent ironies of the story with a subtle grace and extreme patience (indeed the film demands a
great deal of patience from the audience and is possibly the most extreme example of slow pace in
Romanian New Wave).
The triviality of the case lends to both Cristi and the audiences frustration, so many man hours so
much of the Romanian tax money spent on pursuing the perpetrator of a crime which only really
harms the individual criminal in question.
On the surface, like “The Death of Mr Lazarescu”, “Police, Adjective” has an entirely different
reading, a unashamedly glacially paced exposure of the everyday mundanity of police procedure; of
course in any film there is editing involved and we don’t witness the entirety of Cristi’s investigation
(it is after all a two-hour film), but unlike even the most serious minded of police procedurals from
the rest of the world, so much of the boredom, waiting and paperwork is left intact, the crime is
minor it wouldn’t even warrant more than a few minutes on an episode a police procedural soap opera.
Any excitement in Cristi’s work is deliberately left on the cutting room floor. We begin with Cristi
shadowing the young man and much of the film is spent like this, following our protagonist following
his suspect, a suspect who does little of interest the majority of the time.
The scenes in the police station offer a further dimension, as an absurdist deconstruction of
bureaucracy and the rule of law. Porumboiu seems fond of exploring pettiness, small mindedness and
rudeness; Cristi must battle with all three as he stalls for time, having to bow down to patronising
or incompetent colleagues who litter the process with their self-centredness.
In Dennis Deletant’s fascinating book “Ceausescu and Securitate: Coercion and Dissent in Romania
1965-1989” he details in his preface the arduous process he, a British citizen, had to go through to
get his Romanian wife a passport, some people were incredibly helpful, but many were not and their
reasons for being unhelpful ranged from fear of the Securitate and a culture of envy, if his wife
had a passport then she would be able to travel abroad and seek a better life while the woman in
charge of administering the passport could not, thus she made life as difficult as possible, made
Deletant’s wife work for her passport.
Porumboiu, and other directors in the New Wave, keep this bureaucratic pettiness alive in the
present day in their films. Cristi’s battle to keep this man out of prison is easily compared to
Mioara’s battle to keep Mr. Lazarescu alive, facing ignorance and arrogance at every turn. The
difference here is that Cristi is almost completely abstracted from the man he’s trying to save; who
is completely unaware that his fate potentially rests in this officer’s hands.
If we look deeper then the film has much more to say about the nature of language and the nature
of conscience. Cristi believes that he should be ruled by his conscience, but his job is to uphold the
law, he believes that arresting this young man is morally incorrect even if his suspect is breaking
the law – the law is an ass in this instance.
Like The Death of Mr Lazarescu much of the films charm is in its humour, unlike The Death of Mr
Lazarescu the humour lies in the character exchanges and the often hilarious deconstruction of the
use of language in modern society, the ever changing nature of definitions, how the dictionary
defines the word is not necessarily the spirit of the definition, similarly the law can be interpreted
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in a manner that defies the spirit of the law. In the climatic scene (and I use the word ‘climatic’ in
the loosest sense) Cristi engages in a battle of wits with his superior and finds himself increasingly
cornered by his superiors unemotional logical deconstruction of his motives. As with 12:08 East of
Bucharest the final section of the film is an extended dialogue scene between three men, both
climaxes are sharply written and deeply funny. Police, Adjective is a more mature film than 12:08
East of Bucharest, gone are the Andersson styling’s, replaced with colder, more covertly comic form
of naturalism which is more akin to the subtlety The Death of Mr Lazarescu, rejecting all the
classical formalism in favour of bolder uncompromising realism.
A more obvious example of comedy can be found
in Tales from the Golden Age an episodic
collection of five short films, written and
produced by Cristian Mungiu and directed by
Mungiu, Constantin Popescu, Ioana Uricaru, Razvan
Marculescu and Hanno Höfer.
Each episode tells a unique story, but all are
united by the time setting of the so-called
“golden age” a period of fifteen years in
Ceauşescu’s rule. Each story or “tale” is based on
an urban legend from that period, usually centred
on an act of idiocy or a foolish error on the part
of the protagonist, usually motivated by self-improvement or greed.
The first tale is entitled The Legend of the Official Visit, which details the preparations being
made for Ceauşescu’s official visit to a small village, the residents of which run amuck attempting to
clean up their home for presentation, mending fences, clearing roadsides, getting the children
dressed up in their best clothes, even erecting a fairground. It’s what people in the Soviet Union
described as a “Potemkin village”, cosmetic alterations providing a false veneer of shining prosperity.
Fear motivating these people, who are under so much pressure to get it exactly right that they can
not enjoy themselves.
This is followed by The Legend of the Party Photographer where the photo lab and the officials for
propaganda debate what to do about a photo of their leader who appears to be shorter than
another head of state, and the rather clumsy mistakes they make to doctor the photo to correct
the originals potentially embarrassing composition. Both of the first episodes are notably funny,
with amusing punch lines, their central pre-occupation is in the superficial alterations which provide
an illusion of superiority where actually incompetence and foolishness lie.
The third story, The Legend of the Chicken Driver is a soberer affair as the titular character
decides to scam his employer so that a woman he’s infatuated with can sell more chicken eggs on the
run up to Easter. Everyone stole from the state because there was nothing in the shops, the
penalties when caught were particularly harsh, but these sorts of activities were common place
because there simply weren’t enough goods to go around.
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Similarly in the fourth story, The Legend of the Greedy Policeman, we see an ordinary family going
to extraordinary lengths to harvest a pig without the neighbours hearing it scream as it is
butchered, the eventual solution is to gas the pig with hilarious results. The clandestine approach is
brought about by their desire to keep the animal a secret and not have to share or get in trouble
for having it in the first place as the acquiring of said pig wasn’t legal.
The Legend of the Air Sellers concludes the film and is easily the most interesting of the five films
both directorially and thematically, in this film a teenage girl who is fast approaching womanhood
wants to buy a car and so becomes embroiled in a scheme to scam people out of their spare glass
bottles by posing as an official who’s come to sample the water or the air of residences using glass
bottles, she and her older tutor then go on to sell the bottles and make more money in a day than
her father makes with a proper job. This final instalment being of particular interest as the
motives are not simply greed but the increasingly westernised values of the younger generation who
watch movies like Bonnie and Clyde and have house parties in secret. These values encroaching on
the communist ideology they’ve been brought up with, capitalism is seen to be taking hold of the
youngsters before the fall of the regime.
Unlike other films in the Romanian New Wave, Tales From the Golden age is set entirely in summer
and boasts a distinct vivacity the other films discussed do not. This significantly contrasts the
colder harsher autumnal films that are more commonly produced and critically adored. There is
unfortunately something one-note and airy about even the more serious minded legends portrayed
here, and it is, for the most part, unapologetically and overtly comedic in a way that Porumboiu’s
12:08 East to Bucharest and Police, Adjective are not.
It is the weakest of the ten films examined here, weaker for its episodic structure, for it
simplified historical pretentions and its lightness of touch. That it remains an excellent film despite
it being the poorest example of the Romanian New Wave to date, is a testimony to the strength of
this movement and its continued success.

Part Three – Relationships and Performances
Moving away from comedy and we have the work of director Radu Muntean, an altogether more
serious minded filmmaker - not a comedian but not strictly a tragedian either. With three of his
films belonging to the Romanian New Wave to date, he is the most prolific of their number; Corneliu
Porumboiu, Cristian Mungiu and Cristi Puiu have only made two films each.
But despite his greater output, he is probably the least recognised of the four. None of his films
have gone on to win as prestigious awards as the aforementioned, none of his films have been
showered with the kind of wide spread critical acclaim that Police, Adjective, 4 Months, 3 Weeks
and 2 Days, or The Death of Mr. Lazarescu have received.
Yet he is arguably the strongest of these filmmakers, producing more personal, powerful,
relationship centric dramas, with less overt an emphasis on socio-political contexts or endemic
failings within social-infrastructure – to the point that some of his films could be viewed as
apolitical.
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In this respect his first film, The Paper Will Be Blue, is his most conventional film, if “conventional”
is a word we dare to use in relation to the Romanian New Wave. Set over the course of one night, a
popular structural devise used in 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days, The Death of Mr. Lazarescu, 12:08
East to Bucharest and would again be seen in Muntean’s next feature film, Boogie (2008). The film
follows a Militia member Costi (Paul Ipate) on the cold December night of the 1989 revolution, he
abandons his team after hearing details of the
uprising on the radio and heads into the night to
support the freedom fighters, his superior
officer fails to prevent Costi from leaving
because rioters see his attempts at detention
and attack the Militia’s armoured vehicle. Fleeing
into the grainy darkness of the night, Costi soon
finds a group of rebels and tries to make his way
to the TV station where a pitch battle is being
fought for control of the airwaves. During the
collapse of the Soviet Union TV stations made
for tempting targets, TV stations were state run
and he who controlled the airwaves effectively
controlled the nation, if the revolutionaries seized it then it would provide them with their most
effective tool for spreading the uprising across the nation; in Estonia in 1991, there was a famous
incident where two Estonian-nationals fought and protected the TV tower from the control of
Russian troops an incident that is credited as a pivotal event in the downfall of the Soviet Union as
Estonia became the first nation to recede from the Union, one day before Russia followed suit.
Heading to the TV station, Costi’s superior officer and the rest of his team search high and low for
him, knowing that there will be a court marshal if he’s not found. But Costi doesn’t get as far as the
TV station, instead he joins what he believes is a group of rebels fighting in a high rise building,
things go badly wrong when Costi is mistaken for a foreigner and is held hostage. Meanwhile other
members of the Militia meet resistance from the patronising and self-satisfied military (a separate
organisation to the Militia in Romania at the time) and decide to wait for Costi at his family home.
There is a palatable sense of chaos as neither side knows who to trust, jurisdictional confusion
creates conflict and the violence escalates in this seemingly endless night.
The Romanian New Wave has yet to tackle head-on the dictatorship of Ceauşescu or indeed the
highly charged events which lead to his downfall, an unconscious but collective decision which
benefits the films in question. Here the revolution is depicted from a very limited perspective, but
it says more about the conflicting allegiances of the people and the energy of said revolution than a
more direct Ceauşescu biopic ever could.
These are the ordinary men who would later grow old and become the three TV hosts in 12:08 East
to Bucharest, their memories distorted by time, not helped by the uncertainty of actual events.
Who was right and who was wrong becomes that much harder when you don’t know which side each
individual was on. The Paper Will Be Blue lacks the power the aforementioned films, perhaps
because its relatively short runtime is split between the two storylines and an editorial mistake
sees the film open with the slaughter of Militia members at the break of dawn by a confused
military, after the opening titles the story flashes back to the beginning of the film and continues
towards this tragic event.
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Where some dramatists might be able to sustain tension even though the ending has already been
revealed, Muntean is unable to do so here; Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet makes the star-crossed
lovers demise explicit in the opening monologue, the great play maintains tension via dramatic and
situational irony, showing us how every mistake leads the young couple to their fatal conclusion –
The Paper Will Be Blue is not structured in such a manner, there is no obvious causal linkage
between the events of the night and the resultant tragedy – it simply occurs out of the blue.
The Paper Will Be Blue is Muntean’s most directly
political film, the most interesting facet of which is
the sense of confusion, we initially root for Costi as
he abandons his brothers in arms, he
enthusiastically throws himself into the rebellion,
the dismissive attitude of his superior officers and
other members of his team only amplifies our
sympathy for him, but as the night continues it
becomes apparent that the team genuinely care
about him and a respectful visit to his worried
mother’s house shows a capacity for forgiveness
from most of the men and crucially Costi’s
commander.
Meanwhile the revolutionaries that Costi finds himself embroiled with are anything but forgiving,
their paranoia and suspicion of all new members overrides any good their attempting to do and Costi
learns this at the barrel of a gun. The lack of a simple adversarial line is an effective portrayal of a
nation at war with itself; Muntean blurs the boundaries between good or bad and right or wrong.
During his subsequent films he would continue this trend until there is no line at all.
With Boogie audiences witnessed a change in Muntean’s approach and setting whilst covertly
maintaining similar themes. Set in the present day, the titular Boogie (Dragos Bucur), a thirtysomething husband and father of one takes his family to a sea-side resort for spring break. After a
day on the beach, he, his wife Smaranda (Anamaria Marinca) and his son go for a drink where they
run into two of Boogie’s old friends Penscu (Mimi Branescu) and Iordache (Adrian Vancica) both of
whom seem to be enjoying a free and easy single life away from any potential spouses.
Boogie sees them with envious eyes, his desire to return to this older way of life is only increased
by Smaranda’s acerbic attitude towards them and him when she realises she is being dumped with
their child so Boogie can go out drinking. Tensions increase after Boogie returns home from the
night early only to find Smaranda in bed after implying she was still waiting up for him, the couple
have an intense and realistic row, which is neatly contrasted with Boogie’s earlier flirtation with a
night club promotion girl, Smaranda nagging and belittling him for what Boogie views to be a trivial
offence whilst the younger more attractive promotions girl whispers seductive words in Boogie’s ear,
much to the annoyance of his two less attractive friends who are out looking for a one-night stand.
Angered by his wife’s attitude, Boogie decides to leave her and rejoin his friends on their night out.
The trio pick up a high class prostitute from a local night club and arrange for a night of sex in
their hotel room – they decide to take turns having intercourse with the teenage hooker Roxana
(Geanina Varga) and the dramatic question is raised – will Boogie cheat on his wife?
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Tuesday, After Christmas is the natural
narrative successor to Boogie, again there is a
middle-class family of three, Paul (Branescu),
his wife Adriana (Mirela Oprisor) and their
young child. The difference in age between the
two families mirrors the development of the
patriarch’s indiscretion.
Here Paul is in the midst of a full blown six
month affair with dental nurse Raluca (Maria
Popistasu) and has resolved to either leave his
wife or his mistress before Christmas, this
resolution coming as a result of an accidental
meeting of the two women at the dental clinic,
an incident which forces Raluca to question her position as Paul’s mistress. Actors Branescu and
Bucur here switch places from their roles in Boogie, Bucur playing best friend Cristi, whose free
and easy life style and younger girlfriend are hinted to have inspired Paul’s infidelity. Paul, Adriana
and Raluca are what could quite easily become of Boogie, Smaranda and Roxana - Tuesday, After
Christmas extends and develops the conflict. In contrast to Boogie’s wife, Adriana is not unpleasant
to Paul, in fact the couple seem to have a fairly ordinary marriage, untroubled by turbulent
bickering or marital strains.
Paul also contrasts Boogie, his motives for conducting the affair maybe just as fickle as Boogie’s
motives for cheating on Smaranda, but there is an extra emotional dimension to Tuesday, After
Christmas, Paul seems to be genuinely in love with Raluca, and most significantly, not out of love with
his wife yet either. While the central characters of both films are all flawed, the characters of
Boogie are all unsympathetic, Boogie is selfish and hypocritical, Smaranda is inconsiderate and
domineering.
By contrast, the characters in Tuesday, After Christmas are all sympathetic, Paul is confused but
genuine, Adriana is perfectly accommodating and at ease with her adulterous husband, blissfully
unaware that the relationship is rotting away under her feet. This key distinction between the films
indicates a maturing of Muntean as a filmmaker; in Boogie, Muntean makes a judgement on these
individuals, they lack moral courage, whereas in Tuesday, After Christmas the characters are
neither bad nor good - they’re just people. Boogie and Tuesday, After Christmas share a similar
style, long scenes often covered by a single shot, Boogie, like The Paper Will Be Blue, uses handheld
photography often following characters around the varied locations; Tuesday, After Christmas
employs a stately and static approach, observing the films subjects for long stretches from a
singular position.
Both films have stripped their narratives bare, the stories, as you can probably tell from the plot
summaries, are minimalist. The unfussy approach to story offers Muntean greater scope for
characterisation not in what people do, but in what they say and how they say it. So many scenes
from all three of his films seem on the surface to be unconcerned with narrative causality; they
linger on seemingly insignificant details, small-talk, reminiscences or innocuous tasks. That they
amass such dramatic power through their prismatic realism is a testament both to Muntean’s power
as director and his trope of re-occurring actor’s abilities to bring these men and women to life on
screen. There is something very theatrical about Muntean’s style of filmmaking, in particular
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Tuesday, After Christmas, by “theatrical” I do not mean that the performances tend towards
overacting or that the sets feel stagy (far from it as the Romanian New Wave tend to avoid sets
and use real locations), but rather that Muntean’s real skill is in allowing the drama to unfold with
limited interference from the usual dramatic devises of cinema: edits, close-ups, cutaways, music
etc.
Our position as observer is set from the first frame of each scene and it remains almost constant
until a new scene begins much in the same way as an audience watching a play wouldn’t have their
perspectives changed mid scene.
In this sense there is a natural comparison to Ingmar Bergman’s Scenes from a Marriage, which also
used longer scenes often photographed with an uncharacteristically sober lens and followed a
married couple who are split apart by infidelity. Comparing Bergman with Muntean seems natural
enough, both made more conventional dramas in their formative years, both moved on to
relationship centred pieces that re-worked the same themes from different perspectives –
although with three films it might be a tad early to seriously make this comparison, but it is the
highest praise I can offer Muntean that with Tuesday, After Christmas he is operating on the same
level as Bergman was at his peak.
But where Bergman offered us esoteric dialogue and sexual dispositions, Muntean’s work has a
universality that Bergman lacked. Bergman’s films, in general, begin with Bergman and end with
Bergman; they are films about the director himself. Muntean’s films are about any couple in the
same position.
Like Bergman, Muntean has built up a regular cast of superior performers, the Romanian New Wave
is populated by re-occurring faces, some of the best actors in modern Europe can be found here and
Muntean has worked with most of them, Dragos Bucur being the most prolific, recently making the
transition to Hollywood with Peter Weir’s The Way Back (2010) but previously staring in Tuesday,
After Christmas, Police, Adjective, The Paper Will Be Blue, The Death of Mr Lazarescu and Liviu’s
Dream, he is a performer of great skill and agility, playing a wide range of roles with total
assuredness, like his contemporaries he refrains from emoting and knows how to balance the
characters he adopts.
Mimi Branescu shares similar credits for Tuesday, After Christmas, The Paper Will Be Blue and The
Death of Mr Lazarescu;
Anamaria Marinca is most notable for her leading role in 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days but can also
be seen in Boogie. Marinca was first seen in the leading role of David Yates’ Sex Traffic (2004)
along with Maria Popistasu.
Whilst these are all relatively young actors it’s perhaps not surprising, considering Romania’s history,
that most of their filmographies begin in the early 2000’s. Together like the numerous directors
and writers, this generation of performers they have formed an unofficial acting style; one based
on extreme naturalism and relaxed unselfconsciousness. There is an honesty in everything they do
from their appearances to their manner and body language, they look and act like real people which
is of course completely appropriate to the unwritten doctrine of the Romanian New Wave.
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Muntean has said that each of his protagonists are searching for something new and tragically
decide to look to the past in order to find it. In The Paper Will Be Blue, Costi abandons his new life,
returning to his family and his fellow Militia members; he pays for this return with his life - he
doesn’t have the courage of his convictions. Boogie will find nothing but disappointment with his
friends, as it becomes clear that Penscu and Iordache are miserable and lonely, both looking for
love themselves, although neither reciprocate Boogie’s envy, they are both searching for an
equivalent love.
The cold hard reality is that we’re all getting older and behaving like teenagers when you’re closing
in on your forties is no longer a viable way to live your life. They must pay for sex with a young
beautiful woman and the undignified circumstances of their four-way fuck party exposes their
failure to accept the reality that their days of being wild are long since behind them.
In Tuesday, After Christmas there is however a different resolution, Paul’s final decision about
whether to commit to his mistress or stay with his wife offers him an uncertain future, one full of
potential disappointments and delights. We never find out how this decision affects Paul’s life as
the films focus is the decision itself rather than the long term consequences. Boogie and Costi both
retreat into their pasts to escape the present - Paul however does not retreat. If Muntean remains
true to form then perhaps we’ll find out what happens to Paul with a new set of characters in his
next film.
While on the surface Boogie and Tuesday, After Christmas are both refreshingly middle-class,
contemporary relationship dramas with no direct connection to Ceauşescu, “the Golden Age” or the
1989 revolution; there is an indirect thematic connection: Boogie’s searching in the past can be
interpreted as the nation’s uncertainty with a free-market economy, looking to the past for
security and stability, no matter how dark that past may be – forgetting for a moment that there is
a reason he’s married with a child and that there’s no easy way to go back. Paul’s family problems
and adulterous ways can be read as an extension of national freedom, with modern democratic
principles and a capitalist economic system come choices and options that weren’t previously
available – that Paul has the option to restart his life is indicative of the new freedom he enjoys.
When individualism reigns supreme over collectivism, the price is choice. There is no longer right
and wrong, there is just a choice.

Part Four – Aesthetics and Metaphysics
Beyond the political commentary, the comedic undertones and the penetrating insights into modern
relationships; the one area that the Romanian New Wave is universally adored and admired by
critics is their consistently naturalistic aesthetic sensibility. From The Death of Mr. Lazarescu to
Tuesday, After Christmas, the filmmakers involved have remained faithful to an unspoken aesthetic
procedure, unblighted by “cinematic” temptations - yet not dogmatic in the application of said
procedure.
Across the Romanian New Wave there are slight yet distinctive variations on these loosely applied
rules, from director to director and indeed film to film there are gentle shifts in tone and image but speaking broadly they follow each other in their iconoclastic methods. The Death of Mr.
Lazarescu paved the way in many respects, very long shots through mainly static camera angles,
observing the proceedings with stylistic detachment - amplifying the naturalistic performances as a
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result. As already described, Tuesday, After Christmas follows a similar format, although Muntean
prefers to remain closer to his subjects than Puiu; he would rather let his actors wonder out of
frame and back in again than set the camera far enough back to contain the action with minimal
movement.
Both of Porumboiu’s films employ the same technique; detaching us from the action to the point of
abstraction to let the drama unfold with limited interference from the director, editor, director of
photography etc. The Paper Will Be Blue, Boogie, and Mungiu’s 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days opt
for a handheld approach, maintaining the longer takes but adding predation to the visual mix,
relentlessly stalking their protagonists, never letting them out of sight for a moment.
Muted, cold and monochromatic colour pallets with grainy and highly textured imagery are part and
parcel of this particular strain. Deliberately sloppy optical focus and miss-framing are also common;
the static approach gives the view point a quasi-documentary feel by virtue of the cameras relative
objectivity – a fly-on-the-wall perspective - the handheld approach creates a similar result via
different means, the lens struggling to keep up with the action rather than dictating what occurs
within its view.
In both cases the view point is abstracted from the action, creating the illusion that the camera is
documenting the proceedings. You won’t find any crane, dolly or steadycam shots here, no dutch
tilts or quirky angles – everything is shot at eye level.
The documentary inflected nature of these films extends to the sound design; it must be hard life
being a Romanian film composer as almost none of the films explored in this article have a
traditional film score, any music present is diegetic or incidental, playing in the background on
radios and televisions, in nightclubs or bars.
If there is original music it is usually limited to the opening titles and the end credits. Only Tales
From the Golden Age breaks this rule with a brief scene covered by score; Tales From the Golden
Age representing the most commercially and artistically safe of all of the Romanian New Wave and
as such it is also the least adventurous and or minimalist in its visuals. Most of these films use real
locations, dressed if necessary for period accuracy, most employ natural light where possible and
style any additional lighting to appear as realistic as possible – the realist ethos runs through every
element of these films.
Of course this style is not without precedents,
the Danish Dogma movement for example follows
similar aesthetic rules, although their abhorrence
towards any kind of “cinematic” constructs is
taken to the furthest extremes demanding that
productions be shot on video and in the 4x3
aspect ratio, with entirely improvised scenarios.
In many ways they are much bolder than anything
the Romanian New Wave has thus far produced,
boldness does not always guarantee success; not
that the concepts are mutually exclusive, but the
number of failures in the dogma movement far
outstrip their successes – the same is most
certainly not the case with the Romanian New Wave.
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Although there are no unqualified failures in this movement, there are several films that are tame
by comparison; Cristian Nemescu’s California Dreamin' (2007) for example, embodies in rather less
obvious ways all of the praise worthy assets of the Romanian New Wave and as a consequence
spreads itself a little thin, it’s too much of everything and not enough of anything.
Its 1999, a NATO train manned by Romanian and American troops is carrying special equipment to
the front to assist in the Kosovo war, they are delayed in a small village when a cantankerously
stubborn old station master Doiaru (Razvan Vasilescu) refuses to let them pass without appropriate
paper work. The Commanding Officer, Captain Doug Jones (Armand Assante) tries all means at his
disposal to get the train moving: he attempts to threaten, bribe, manipulate and befriend the
station master – all of his tactics fail and Doiaru remains resolute in his absolute stubbornness even
after it is made abundantly clear by his superiors that the train has the right to pass and he’ll be
fired if he does not - he still refuses to let it through.
Meanwhile the American troops have been invited by the unpopular village mayor to participate in a
local party to celebrate the village centenary; a “We’ll Meet Again” scenario ensues as the young
Romanian women are seduced by the charms of these exciting foreign soldiers much to the
discomfort of the local men who see them as a threat to their community. The station masters
daughter falls in love with one of the sergeants even though neither of them can speak each others
language, her male best friend translates for them even though he harbours a secret love for this
young woman. The mixture of an ideological battle between two older men and the teenage love
triangle would on paper feel uneasy but in actuality it is entirely watchable.
California Dreamin’ has two overt flaws: firstly its length, unlike the agonisingly long The Death of
Mr. Lazarescu, there seems to be no legitimate justification for the films bloated two and a half
hour runtime; this flaw can be overlooked on account of the tragic death of director Nemescu and
his sound engineer Andrei Toncu in a car accident. The film remains as it was at that point in postproduction and had Nemescu lived on the film would doubtlessly have been shorter.
It must be pointed out that California Dreamin’ remains an impressive debut, particularly for a
director who was just twenty-seven years old at the time and might well have gone on to bigger and
better films in the future.
The second problem is the films erratic shift in tone during the last act, a violent final
confrontation feels out of place and shows a lack of maturity in Nemescu, maturity he may have
gained in later years. Visually the film has a wider range than most of the Romanian New Wave,
flashback sequences to the station master’s childhood during the bombing of Bucharest at the end
of World War II are presented in Black and White, the largely handheld photography is in keeping,
but the rapid editing is not, nor is the use of high shutter speeds for the clashes of violence.
California Dreamin’ is a mess; it does not conform to the monolithic rejection of classical form
found in the other films described. However, Nemescu’s piecemeal approach, use American
character actors, visual/tonal inconsistencies as well as a macabre fascination with the director’s
demise before the film was completed, make California Dreamin’ as enticing a mess as you’re ever
likely to find. It is made up of everything you’re likely to find in other Romanian New Wave classics,
gut wrenching, laugh-out-loud funny and politically insightful; the basic argument of the film is that
where ever the American military goes trouble follows, to get their way they will inspire civil
conflicts - divide and conquer being the oldest trick in the military book. Captain Jones’ mendacious
attitude being an extension of U.S foreign policy, his histrionics being a classic example of
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America’s ability to rouse foreign nationals to their feet only to abandon them at the first sign of
conflict.
The one area California Dreamin’ significantly deviates from the other films discussed is in the use
of metaphysics, static shocks between the various characters indicating sexual chemistry and the
heartbeat of the young lovers shown visually by the throbbing of a window view of the town, exist
outside of the films otherwise realistic parameters. California Dreamin’ is not the only film to shy
away from observational naturalism, a last minute breaking of the fourth wall at the conclusion of 4
Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days is another notable example as the one of the central characters turns
and looks directly into the camera. Tradition dictates that if you’re going to break from your own
conventions then you do it at the end of the film, California Dreamin’ breaks with its own
conventions at random intervals. The song “California Dreamin” from which the film takes its English
Language title, features lyrics that connect to the themes and plots of the film:
“All the leaves are brown and the sky is gray.
I've been for a walk, on a winter's day.
I'd be safe and warm if I was in L.A.
California dreamin' on such a winter's day.
Stopped in to a church I passed along the way.
Well I got down on my knees and I pretend to pray.
You know the preacher likes the cold. He knows I'm gonna stay.
If I didn't tell her I could leave today.”
The individuals aspirations for a better life away from the hardships of their current location,
contrasted with an authority figure content to stay put and enjoy what they have, the fake
performance of faith more loosely linked to the Captain Jones’ fake aspiration for the people of the
village when actually all he wants is to move on.
Catalin Mitulescu’s The Way I Spent the End of
the World (2006) is another example of relative
timidity and metaphysics (perhaps the two go hand
in hand?) This rite-de-passage film tells the story
of a seventeen year old girl Eva (Doroteea Petre),
her younger pre-adolescent brother Lali (Timotei
Duma) and the events in their personal lives during
the six months leading to the revolution – both of
them growing and changing in different ways as
the stress of the dictatorship slowly fractures
the nation.
Eva is sent to a school for troubled students after
being falsely accused of breaking a statue of Ceauşescu, she is implicated for it by her own
boyfriend who is actually guilty of the crime she’s convicted of.
At her new school she meets a peculiar young man who wants to escape Romania and together they
train for the arduous task before embarking on their mission. Meanwhile Eva is pressured by her
parents to give her ex-boyfriend a second chance on account of what his family can do for them.
Lali’s story is a little less organised; he escapes into a world of fantasies and imagination – it is the
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only film of the ten discussed that features any sort of overt dream-sequences, sequences that are
accompanied by a childish score as well as crane shots and fish-eye lenses breaking all of the
unofficial rules of the New Wave as outlined above and one of the rare examples of an
effervescent photography in a movement known for its dour aesthetics.
Both the stories are charming in their own right and gently linking together when necessary. The
drama lacks the weight of the other films discussed, like California Dreamin’ the films visual style is
all too familiar, with only a particularly greeny blue colour grade distinguishing it from the others,
but a rapidity in the films editing pushes it closer to conventionality. The films most successful
endeavor is in paralleling the growth of Eva as a person, standing up against inequality and searching
for a better life, with the growth of Romania as a nation, standing up against Ceauşescu and
searching for a new way to govern. As with The Paper Will be Blue and 12:08 East of Bucharest
which directly examine the events of that fateful winter day, the action is abstracted from the
exact details of the revolution, favoring a commentary from afar and presented through the prism
of individualism.
Finally, at the opposite end of the quality
spectrum, we have Cristian Mungiu’s 4 Months, 3
Weeks and 2 Days (2007); at this point one
would assume that there is very little left to
write about the Romanian New Wave, indeed this
film has been covered in this article to a large
extent already.
Without even considering the plethora of awards
and nominations as well as glowing to exceptional
critical approval upon the films release – is there
anything left to write about 4 Months, 3 Weeks
and 2 Days? Are there any adjectives remaining
to adequately present the films uniqueness?
As mentioned already, it is practically required viewing for anyone with an interest in world cinema;
on Left Field Cinema alone it has been covered in a listener review by Ben Conway, was rated at
number three in the Top Ten of 2007 and at number fifteen in the Top Twenty Films of the decade.
What is it about this film that so solidifies its position as the best of the Romanian New Wave
along with The Death of Mr. Lazarescu? Both place an ordinary and innocent protagonist in a
nightmarish position and then watch them suffer at the hands of the morally reprehensible
individuals that come their way. These films haunt their audiences; the gut wrenching relationship
dramas of Muntean and the dry comedies of Porumboiu, simply put, have not captured the hearts
and minds of international audiences in the way that 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days has.
There are two factors which can easily be attributed to the films unparalleled success: firstly, the
boldness of the films aesthetics and secondly, the universality of the issues raised by the film.
Originally intended as a satire of Ceauşescu’s regime more inkeeping with Mungiu’s follow-up Tales
From the Golden Age (this films working title), it details the plight of student Otilla (Anamaria
Marinca) who arranges an illegal abortion for her friend Gabriela (Laura Vasiliu).
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The story is minimal, Otilla barters and bargains for soap and cigarettes from her fellow students
and must deal with impolite hotel clerks for the room where the abortion is to be performed, she is
torn between visiting her boyfriends family because it’s his mothers birthday and staying with her
friend, and is pressurised by her boyfriend to join the party because he is unaware of the
circumstances Otilla has found herself in. While in a more pernicious turn of events the abortionist
Mr. Bebe (Vlad Ivanov) rapes both women when they can’t pay his full fee. Leaving Otilla to wonder
if she too will have to endure the same dreadful process in a few month’s time. The sober and
matter-of-fact approach draws the audience into the film, there is a purity in Mungiu’s story telling;
his ear for believable performances (Mungiu’s technique involves him turning away from the
performers and listening out for false notes) and his ability to write naturalistic dialogue; is here
unmatched by any of his contemporaries. Mungiu draws together almost all of the various facets of
the Romanian New Wave that have been discussed in this article (with the possible exception of
comedy, although the film is riddled with rather more tragic ironies).
Visually the film is amongst the starkest and bleakest of recent cinema, the natural lighting, long
takes, sloppy focus, hand-held camera and grainy darkness is unflinching in its purity; forgoing any
kind of traditional stylisation in favour of uncompromisingly unembellished visuals.
Beyond the performances, the style and the narrative are the films themes: in this area the film
has different readings domestically and internationally. At home this is one of the only films of the
Romanian New Wave to really dig into the oppression and misery that was suffered under Ceauşescu;
after the birth rate dropped to fourteen per thousand people and thus threatened to slow the pace
of the nations industralisation, abortion was made illegal in Romania for all but special cases,
contraception was difficult to come by and abortion had previously become a popular method of
birth control.
Over 10,000 women died over a twenty-three year period because of back street and self-induced
abortions, it was a tragic irony that by attempting to increase the population and thus the work
force, the anti-abortion policy simply created more death. 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days acts as
painful reminder of how their freedoms were curtailed, how ordinary people were driven to
extraordinary lengths to secure their future and unlike Tales From the Golden Age, there is no
lightness of touch in 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days, no satire or slapstick to smooth out the rough
edges of the past.
Abroad and the film has a somewhat wider reading, although still centered on the issue of abortion,
it becomes a film about libertarianism and a woman’s right to choose. Abortion is of course a
contentious issue even in the most liberal of states and there are controls in place in almost every
nation on earth (at what stage in the pregnancy you can abort etc), in liberal nations these controls
are mainly for the woman’s safety, in more conservative nations they’re usually in place for social,
religious or political reasons. There is a wide variance in what is and is not permissible across the
globe, and like euthanasia and capital punishment there is no right answer as such, just different
social and religious sensibilities and dispositions. 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days makes a firm case
for the legalisation of abortion, we’re not talking about degrees of legality but just that the option
should be available for the women who want it.
Ultimately it comes down to human desire, promoting abstinence has been proved time and time
again not to work as it is hard-wired into our DNA to procreate and relying on human will power to
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fight against our natural desires is probably the least reliable form of birth control. Prophylactics
and birth control medication are not 100% reliable and in a nation where there is no mandatory sex
education mistakes are bound to happen. In a patriarchal state, an unwanted pregnancy can destroy
a woman’s chances of a career or of finding a partner they truly love – it can ruin lives and
sometimes an abortion is the only option available to them.
The lengths our protagonists go to in order secure an abortion demonstrate that it is impossible to
legislate against abortion, it will just go underground, as prohibition on drugs, alcohol or prostitution
have proven – human desire will always trump any governments attempts at legal condemnation. It
forces the activity into the hands of criminals, filling the pockets of gangsters and putting innocent
people at risk. The social argument for legal abortions that I’ve laid out here is not overtly apparent
in the film, the characters do not discuss the ins and outs of the procedure or accredit blame for
their predicament, instead we are forced to watch as the scenario unfolds and forced to ask
ourselves how the lives of these two women would differ were abortion legal. In this sense the film
resonates in nations across the globe, particularly in those states where the issue is still hotly
debated. This is the films legacy and the primary reason it is so critically adored.
So now the wave has broken, what’s next? What comes after the wave? If previous waves in cinema
have proven anything, it’s that they tend to peter out rather than end with big crash. British cinema
fell into camp send-ups and pastiches from 1967-1979 and never regained the class decimating
force those angry young men once attained. French and German cinema also became increasingly
tepid as the audience for Goddard style end-of-narrative and the guilt-ridden my-father-was-aNazi cinema, shrank substantially.
The Romanian New Wave will also eventually peter out. If audiences don’t get bored with these
films then the filmmakers who produce them will, for any writer or director capable to creating
such original works is always striving for the next big challenge - all we can hope is that when the
Romanian New Wave does end it is replaced by something equally inspired. Be that within its own
borders or further a field in one of the many other nations rising from the ashes of communism and
the trauma of despotism.
M.Dawson
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